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Abstract 

In this dissertation, I examine the Immigration Poiicy Review and the Social 

SecuriQ Review initiated by the Canadian state in 1994, as well as  the 

subsequent changes introduced in these policy areas in 1995. 1 analFe how 

the underlying social relations of race. class and gender which deme  

membership i n  the Canadian nation and organize access to citizenship are 

expressed in the state's restructuring of these two major areas of public policy. 

Specificaliy. I define these two Reviews as  exercises in the state's ongoing 

practices of nation-building. 

Immigration policies played a central role in the European settiement of 

the lands of colonized Aboriginal societies and in the construction of the 

Canadian nation by the white settler state. These policies distinguished 

immigrants into preferred races, who. as  future citizens, were to be nationaiïzed 

into becoming Canadians. and the non-preferred races. who were to be 

ideologically bordered as immigrants and outsiders to the nation. although they 

Iived in the same geographical national temtov.  Thus, the raciaiized 

conditions organizing the migration of various populations shaped their 

relation to the nation. as well as their claims to citizenship. The development 

of the welfare state in the post World War II period further incorporated this 

racialized distinction into social policy by defining social entitlements on the 

basis of this raciaiized citizenship. In particular. I examine how the ideological 

practices of the state have constructed 'immigrant women* as a particular 

burden, and threat, to the nation, 

In this dissertation, 1 use Dorothy Smith's (1987. 1990) "relations of 

rullng" framework. Smith d e h e s  the social organization of knowledge through 

textual realities a s  central to processes of goveming in advanced capitalism. 

and develops a ferninist methodology which draws attention to the ideological 

practices which make the "everyday/ everynïght" world problematic. Using her 

methodology, I engage in a textual analysis of the documents organizing ihe 

Social SecuriQ Review and the Immigration Policy Review. I demonstrate that 

both policy Reviews and the subsequent policy changes they legithmize are re- 

defining and strengthening the borders of the Canadian nation a t  both the 



ideological and material levels into the  2 1st century. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Seiting the Stage 

Citizenship has becorne the chief signifier of membership in the nation 

state in advanced capitalist countries in the post World War II period. Whereas 

the category *citizen' suggests a national community of indivïduals who enjoy 

equal status in their treatrnent by the state. and in society. Canadian.'citizens' 

have never been a homogenous group. HistoricûUy. the state has organized 

membership in the Canadian nation. and regulated access to citizenship. 

through ideological practices which express race. class and gender reIations 

within the global capitalîst system of relations. The very invention of the 

Canadian nation and Canadian citizenship was predicated upon the 

colonization of Aboriginal societies and the settlement of Europeans on 

Aboriginal lands. The state's colonization / raciatization of Aboriginal peoples 

as  being less than 'human' have underpinned the construction of Canadian 

national sovereignty and racialized Canadian citizenship. 

With the colonization of Aboriginai societies. immigration policies 

becarne key to the 'production' of the Canadian nation's population. These 

poiicies were overtly racialized with the state organizing che integration/ 

nationalization of preferred race immigrants into the white nation as future 

citizens. and the exclusion/bordering of non-preferred race immigrants as  

outsiders to the nation even as their labour was made available to the 'national' 

economy. 1 The state's ideological constmction of non-pre ferred races subjected 

them to an unequal citizenship. in the period fkom 1876 to the 1960s. a 

period critical to Canadian nation-building, women of the non-preferred races 

The term 'nationalizing' refers to the conscious practices of the Canadian state to 
integrate European immigrants into becorning members of the Canadian nation. 1 have 
used this term in the sense defined by Etienne Balibar (199 1). 1 use the 'bordering' to 
refer to the parallel and converse process of excluding third world immigrants from 
becoming part of the nation. These terms are discussed more fully in Part One of the 
dissertation. 



were constnicted as a particu1a.r threat to the 'whiteness' of the nation: keeping 

these wornen out was defined by the state as a solution to preserving the 

'purity' of the nation. Until the 1960s. immigration policies overtly racialized 

both the nation and access to citizenship. Therefore, clairns to Canadian 

citizenship were deeply comected to membership in the Canadian nation. 

In this dissertation. 1 make the case that the citizenship of ail non- 

Aboriginal populations in Canada has historically been. and continues to be, 

prirnariiy regulated by the unequal conditions under which their migrations 

have been organized by the Canadian state. Immigration policy has been of 

central importance in the material and ideoIogicaI processes through which the 

state has organîzed the production and reproduction of the Canadian nation. 

a s  well as the regulation of access to citizenship. Immigration policies directly 

regulated access to the right to Live in Canada, and to thereby become eligible 

to make clairns to citizenship. The ideological construction of the nation a s  

'white' effectively placed imm@rmt women outside the borders of the nation, 

even when they were physically present in the country, it organized their 

unequal access to citizenship nghts.2 

The development of the 'welfare' state in the post World War II period did 

not fundamentally transform the reproduction of the 'whiteness' of the nation 

and its citizenship as overtiy racialized immigration policies remained in effect 

until the 1960s. Instead, the welfare state carne to integrate and perpetuate 

processes of racialization by organizing social entitlernents on the basis of this 

racialized citizenship. albeit in class and gender specific ways. Immigration 

policies organized access to forma1 citizenship in Canada, access which was the 

precondition for making clairns upon social entitlements. Thus. overtly 

racialized immigration policies regulated access to the social entitlements of the 

weEare state. Furthermore. this 'welfare' state continued to reproduce colonid 

relations in Canada with the ongoing governing of Aboriginal peoples through 

Where the categories Canadian and immigrant are itdicized. 1 am refemng to the 
processes of racialization which give these categories their particular racialized 
meanings. For further explanation of my use of terminology. 1 refer the reader to the 
Rn& section of this Introduction. 



'welfare-colonialism.' As a resuIt. the racialized Indian Act regulated Aboriginal 

women's social 'entitlements' within the welfare state. 

In the 1960s and 1970s. the Canadian state made significant changes to 

immigration policy which became entrenched in the Immigration Act. 1976-77. 

This Act is currently in effect. The Act removed the overt use of 'race' as  a basis 

for discrimination and introduced the point system. One consequence of these 

changes has been that m u a i  immigration into Canada from third world 

countries has corne to surpass that from European countries. The Immigracion 

Act 1976-77. however. did not end the role of immigration policy in the 

racialized reproduction of the nation. Arnong the objectives of the Act is the 

strengthening of the bicultural and bilingual social character of the nation. 

This Act therefore. did not seek to in principle. nor did it in effect. transforrn the 

racidization of the nation. Instead. the Act represents a historical continuity in 

the state's nation-building practices by uphoIding the ideological distinguishing 

of immigrants into future citizens and immigrants on the basis of their cultural. 

linguistic and social af3Mty to the nation. The Act enabled processes of 

racialization to become articulated in the discourse of the cultural. linguistic 

and social diverse of immigrants from the nation, and not in their overt non- 

preferred race status. The Act therefore reflects the state's ongoing ideological 

construction of the national cl-iaracter. and national 'interest,' which it uses to 

subsume the actual divisions of race, class and gender which exist in-Canada. 

The Immigration Act 1 9 76- 77 organizes immigration under three major 

categories: the independent. farnily. and refugee categories? In addition to 

these categories. immigration is also organized for dornestic workers separately. 

and for temporary workers under the Non-Immigrant Ernployment Program. As 

mentioned earlier, immigration from Uiird world countries since the 1970s has 

been significantly higher than that f-rom European counties. and immigration 

under the farnily category has been higher in the 1980s than under the 

independent category. The majority of the family category have been women 

1 will ded specincally with the independent and famiiy categories in this dissertation. 
The refugee category Lies outside the scope of my present inquiry. 



and children-" 

The independent category defines eligibility on the basis of the 

applicant's 'economic' contributions to the nation. while the family catego- 

defines eligibïlity on the basis of family relationships. By attributing the 

characteristics 'independent' =.l 'zconomic' to the independent category. the 

Act ideologicaily constructs it as a masculinized one. These characteristics 

are generally defined as constituting mascuIinity within patriarchai societies. 

Simultaneously. the Act feminizes the famdy category in its construction as a 

'non-econornic,' 'dependent' category. These are characteristics generally 

associated with fernininity in patriarchal societies. The particular ideological 

construction of these two major categories makes invisible the economic 

contributions of the family category to the economy. and enables the state to 

represent it as  a burden on the nation. 

The ideological construction of the independent category valonies it as  

one of future citizens who are 'economic' assets to the nation. Through these 

ideological practices, the state continues the distinguishing of immigrants into 

future citizens and immigrants on the basis of the& social, linguistic and 

cultural identity. and on 'Lhe basis of their 'econornic' contribution tû the 

nation. The Act therefore institutionaiizes the intersection of race, class and 

gender relations by reinforcing the ideological construction of immigrant woman 

as both outsider to the nation. and a drain upon its resources. The 

consequence is that white immigrant women who enter under the family 

category are racialized/nationalized into becoming Canadians and joining the 

nation, whiie third world women become racialized/bordered as immigrant 

women who are a burden on the nation. 

Furthemore. under the sponsorship regulations for the farnily catego~y. 

sponsors are required to undertake financial responsibility for their 

The family category includes family reunification as sponsored immigrants re-unite 
with sponsoring farnily members resident in the country, as well as farnily members 
who accornpany immigrants under the independent category. 



'dependents' for periods of up to ten years.5 The state's ideological 

construction of the family category as  one of 'dependents* therefore cornes to be 

imposed upon actuaiity as  these regulations make sponsored immigrants 

dependent on their sponsors. Although immigrants legally become eligible to 

claim citizenship after a three year residency, the sponsored status of the 

famiiy category. which makes sponsors kancially responsible for sponsored 

immigrants. officially disentitles them from accessing social assistance 

prograrns - even after they legally become citizens - for the duration of the 

sponsorship period. In cases where sponsored immigrants have been allowed 

access to social assistance. this has been at the discretion of the social service 

agency where claims have been made. and only upon the claimant satisfying 

the agency of the breakdown of the sponsorship relation. The sponsorship 

agreements increase the policing of sponsored immigrants' access to sociai 

assistance programs. They are allowed such access not as  an entitlement. but 

on discretionary terms and under severely controlled conditions. Therefore. 

sponsorship regulations further reinforce the outsider immigrant status of the 

family category by regulating their de jure unequal access to 'national' sociai 

securig programs: becomîng a legal citizen does not translate into full 

entitlement to citizenship rights for sponsored immigrant women. While both 

European and third world women rnight share the same legal status as 

sponsored immigrants, the ideologicai bordering of third world immigrant 

women as  immigrants further compounds their unequal access to citizenship as 

they are constructed by the state as outsiders to the nation. 

The sponsorship regulations also result in barring sponsors. who rnight 

themselves have legal entitlement to social assistance prograrns. korn claiming 

them if they wish to sponsor farnily members. In undertaking financial 

responsibility for the* 'dependents.' these sponsors have to demonstrate they 

can firiancially support themselves and their sponsored farnily members 

without recouse to public support. 

The sponsorship regulations set the upper limit on the sponsorship period at ten 
years. Immigration officers could stipulate a shorter sponsorship period at their 
discretion, but rarely did so (Segal. 1986). 



Irrtrnîgration poIicy organizes unequal access to citizenship for domestic 

workers by not giving them landed immigrant status for the first two years of 

their residency in Canada. During this period. their immigration status is 

dependent upon their employment as  domestic workers. Likewise, women 

who enter the country on temporary employment permits are dependent on 

these permits for their contùiued residence in the country. Therefore. the Act 

organizes unequal conditions for entry into the country for the farnily category. 

domestic workers and temporary workers. which create unequal claîms to 

citizenship rights for the women who enter under these categories. 

My central thesis is tbat the Canadian state has historically organized 

membership in the Canadian nation and access to citiiienship through the 

racialized 'welfare-colonialism' imposed upon Aboriginal peoples, and through 

the racialized conditions of the immigration of all non-Aboriginal peoples. 

Whiie the relative iiberahation of immigration and citizenship policies in the 

1970s eased the restrictions on the entry of third world women into Canada, 

and gave them increased access to citizenship. this penod of relative 

liberalization has lasted for about three decades and is now corning to an end 

in late 2 0 t h  century. 

In 1994. the Canadian state organized Reviews of immigration policy and 

social security policy. Both reviews reproduced racialized definitions of the 

Canadian nation and naturalized the ongoing colonization of Aboriginal 

peoples. Through these reviews. and through the subsequent policy changes 

irnplemented. the state is restructuring immigration policy to reduce the 

immigration of third world women into Canada as permanent residents. 

consequently restricting their access to formal citizenship in the country. The 

state's concurrent r e s t m c t u ~ g  of social security policy will also make it 

exceedingly difficult for sponsored immigrant women to gain equal access to 

social entitlements. While the trade liberalization policies being promoted by 

the Canadian state in the restructuring of the global economy in the 1990s 

seeks the &eee flow of capital and goods across national borders. through the 

two Reviews. the state is reinforcing the ideological and material borders of the 

nation against immigrant women. 

In this dissertation, 1 use third world feminist theory to theorize the 



intersec~on of race. class and gender relations in Iate 20th century Canada 

withïn the context of the political economy of globalization and migration. I do 

so by examining speci6cally the Social Security Review (SSR) and the 

Immigration Policy Review (IPR) organïzed by the state in 1994. Central to the 

process of restructuring Canadian sociew for the coming miilennium. these 

Reviews are of great significance to the future reproduction of the nation and 

the regulation of access to citizenship. Whereas theories of citizenship take the 

membership of citizens in the nation for granted. 1 problematize both the 

category 'nation' and 'citizen' by exarnining their historical construction in 

Canada. Likewise, 1 problematize the category immigrant women by examining 

the processes which have ideologicdy constructed their 'outsider-to-the- 

nation' status despite their very material presence in the counhy. Workuig 

from the critical standpoint of immigrant wemen. 1 direct attention to the 

intersection of immigration and social policy in organizing membership in the 

Canadian nation and access to Canadian citizenship. 

I n  my examination of the documents organizing the Social Security 

Review (SSR) and the Immigration Policy Review (EPR). 1 demonstrate that the 

textuai realities produced by the state through these texts naturalized the 

racialized construction of the nation by m-g invisible the existence of 

Aboriginal peoples and their colonized/ racialized administration through 

'welfare-colonialism.' The SSR made invisible the role of immigration policy in 

regulating access to citizenship. upon which social entitlements are based. by 

remaining silent on the racialized/gendered inequalities organized by the 

ImrnQration Act The IPR constructed Unmigrant women as a threat to the 

nation and its institutions. Both Reviews therefore naturalized the ongoing 

colonization of Abonginal peoples. as  weli as the role of immigration policy in 

organizing access to citizenship and social securm entitlements. They also 

enabled the state to Iegitimize itself as  the defender of the national interest. 

and to represent the restructuring of immigration policy and social security 

policy as being in the nation's bterests. 

I demonstrate that the textuai reality produced through the Immigration 

Policy Review constructed immigrant women as  the most urgent problem-in- 

cornrnon facing the nation-state. Immigrant women were made responsible for 



precipitatuig the fiscal crisis of the state by allegedly overburdening socid 

programs. They were also made responsible for the cultural. Linguistic and 

social diversity which was presented as  threatening the cohesiveness of the 

nation. Therefore, neither one of the two Reviews, nor the subsequent policy 

changes they iegitirnized. sought to transform the historical racialization of the 

nation and access to citizenship. ïnstead. both Reviews naturalïzed this 

racialization by seeking to nationalize Canadiuns as a racial/national 

homogenous group into a partnership with 'their' state for the coming 

millennium. 

Subsequent to the two Reviews. the state irnplemented the following 

changes as  'solutions' to the 'problems' facing the nation-state: (i) an outright 

reduction in the number of immigrants to be allowed into the country. and a 

change in the composition of immigration categories to further reduce the 

family category; (ü) a re-introduction of the head tax on immigrants; (iü) further 

restrictions on eligibility cnteria for sponsorship. including the creation of a 

sponsorship contract and the implementation of measures to enforce the Escd 

obligations of sponsors: (iv) an increase in the surveillance and policing of 

unmigrant women's use of social security programs; and (v) the introduction of 

the Canada Health and Social Transfer (CHST) which provides unconditionai 

block funding from the federal govemment to provincial govemments for social 

assistance programs, ending the state's cornmitment to federal standards for 

these prograrns. 

As the rnajority of immigrants entering Canada since the 1970s have 

corne from third world source countries. and have entered under the f d y  

category. they wilI be the most impacted by these restrictions. The reduction of 

the farnily category and the introduction of the head tax will severely restnct 

the ability of third world women to enter Canada as landed immigrants. a 

status which subsequently makes them eligible to make legal claims to 

citizenship . Further, immigration policy ideologicdy construc ts imm y rant 

women as  outsiders to the nation and limits the access of sponsored immigrant 

women to signifrcant social assistance programs. The SSR m e r  reinforced 

this ideological construction. The SSR did not address the offtcial dis-entitling 

- through immigration regulations - of the access of the family category to 



social assistance programs. hstead. the SSR naturalized this unequai 

entitlement by leaving it off the 'national' agenda in restructuring social 

security. Because the CHST ends federal standards for social assistance 

prograrns. any discretionq access sponsored immigrant women have acquired 

to socid assistance programs at the provincial level cannot be extended across 

the country in the absence of these standards. Further. the federal 

government has reduced federal social spending in the CHST. which increases 

the incentive of provincial governments to cut their social spending by ending 

any discretionary provision of social security programs to sponsored 

immigrants. The federal government has also strengthened sponsorship 

enforcement by giving provincial govemments powers to prosecute defaulting 

sponsors. The sponsors. in tum. now have greater incentive to ensure 

sponsored immigrant women do not attempt to access social assistance 

programs. Whilst low income people have always faced barriers to family 

sponsorship. the state'ç strengthening of sponsorship criteria by increasing the 

incorne levels necessary for sponsors to quai* for sponsorship fùrther restricts 

their passibilities for family reudcation. 

By reducing immigration under the family category. it is unlikely the 

state intends to do away with the provision of third world wornen's labour to 

the economy. As  a number of studies have demonstrated. the state is ensuring 

the supply of third world women's 'Yheapened" labour by developing a migrant 

worker program as a permanent feature of the economy (Sharma. 1997; Singh 

Bolaria, 1992; Stasiulis. 1997; Stasiulis & Jhappan. 199 5). This dissertation 

complements these studies by examining the changes to immigration policy 

which are designed to reduce the ability of third worId wornen to enter the 

country as permanent residents. and thereby compel many would-be 

immigrant women to become migrant workers. Restricting access to 

permanent resident status. and denying them access to citizenship is an 

essential requirement for the maintenance of a migrant labour program on a 

permanent basis. 

in addition to implementing the changes mentioned above, the Canadian 

state has also announced its intention to introduce amendments to the 

Citizenshtp Act in order to restrict the conditions under which citizenship will 



be granted. The state is considering an amendment which d l  end the 

currentiy existing nght of al1 children bom in the country to autornatically 

claim citizenship. If this change is legislated. it would present women in the 

country who do not have permanent resident status with a choice: either they 

can 'voluntarily' choose to repatriate or  remain in Canada and give birth to 

children who rnay be denied citïzenship. The state has begun to build the 

public support necessary for this significant change by constnicting a 'problem' 

of women entering the country and giving birth solely for the purpose of 

acquiring Canadian citizenship. While no such widespread 'problem* has been 

demonstrated to exist, this amendment will ensure that women who are 

undocumented and migrant workers do not gain access to citizenship. through 

their Canadian-bom children. 

Histoncally. the state has used irnrnigration poiicy to provide the labour 

of Unmigrant women to the economy. Simultaneously, it has ideologicaiiy 

constructed these women as having the potentiai to overwhelm the whiteness 

of the nation by their presence in the country. and by reproducing future 

generations of immigrants with legal claims to citizenship. The Reviews 

(re)constructed immigrant women as outsiders to the nation, enabling the state 

to legitirnize its 'partnership' with the nation by 'protecting' it from outsiders for 

the coming rnillennium. 1 demonstrate that the period of increased 

immigration of third world women into Canada. and their relatively increased 

access to claiming citizenship, has lasted for three decades - fkom the 1970s to 

the 1990s - and is coming to an end in the late 20th century. 

This dissertation is my contribution to the contemporaq Literature on 

globalization. Much of this literature in Canada focuses on the current phase 

of globalization as resulting in the integration of national economies in the 

1980s and 1990s. This literature rarely addresses the current phase of 

globalization as rooted in. and reproducing. the earüer phase of global 

integration in the form of colonization, except in the work of third world and 

Aboriginal theorists. The critical standpoint of immigrant women reveals that 

globalization can be dated back to the earliest beginnings of the capitalist 

system of relations which is rooted in colonialisrn. By using race as  a central 

category of analysis. 1 examine the ongoing nature of this global integration 



within the historical context of colonization. AIthough the state is currently 

pursuing policies to remove barriers to the flow of capital. goods and seMces 

through trade and investment liberalization. 1 demonstrate that it is 

simultaneously f o r t m g  the borders of the nation through the ideological 

construction of uNnigrant women as a serious threat to the cohesion of the 

nation and its resources. My contribution to the Literature on citizenship is to 

demonstrate that citizenship has never been a matter simply of the legal status 

of individu&. By ideologically constructing women of colour as immigrants. 

the Canadian state has organized their unequal access to citizenship even 

when women of colour have de jure citizen status. Conversely. by ideologically 

constructing white wornen as Canadians. the state organizes their membership 

in the nation even when they have de jure immigrant status. I demonstrate 

that the categories Canadian and immigrant are racialized categories which 

refer to much more than lenb@h of residence or legai status: immigrant women 

who are white have historically been integrated into the nation as Canadians, 

while women of colour have been constructed as Unmigrants. irrespective of the 

length of their residence in the country. This racialization was integrated into 

both the SSR and the IPR and as such. continues to underpin the ongoing 

construction of the Canadian nation and access to citizenship. 

Structure of the Dissertation 

This dissertation is organized into three parts. Part 1 sets out the 

overd  theoretical and conceptuai framework in Chapters One. Two and Three. 

Part Two deals with the earlier stages of Canadian-nation building in the 2 0 t h  

century in Chapters Four, Five and Six. These Chapters provide the historical 

context within which the Social SecuriQ Review and Immigration Policy Review 

were organized in 1994. The two Reviews, and a number of major policy 

changes implemented subsequently. are examined in Part Three. 1 end the 

dissertation with the Conclusion which outlines the findings of my study. 

I n  Part One. 1 outline the theoretical and conceptual karnework. Ln 

Chapter One, 1 d e h e  the research question, and outLine the theoretical and 

methodological fkrnework which guides this study. My research addresses the 



relationship between the 1994 Immigration Policy Review and the Social 

Security Review in the restructuring of Canadian society. Using third world 

feminist theory. 1 theorize the intersection between race. class and gender 

relations within the context of the poüticai economy of global migration. My 

use of third world ferninist theory is complernented by Dorothy Smith's 

'relations of ruiing fkamework' which conceptualizes the social organization of 

knowledge as reproducing social relations in the everyday/everynight lives of 

women [Smith. 1987). The ferninist methodology developed by Smith points to 

the production of objectifred forms of knowledge within the texts that organize 

relations of ruling in advanced capitalist societies. Shese texts construct 

textual reaiities which organize and shape the actions of institutions and 

individuals, and in this way. become actionable in the world. In the form of 

these actions and institutional practices. textual realities are imposed ont0 Our 

lived experiences. ovemding the forms of knowledge gained in our iived 

experiences of the world. 1 use this methodology Erom the critical standpoint of 

immigrant women to analyze the textual realities produced by the state through 

the SSR and IPR texts, and conclude this chapter by i d e n m g  the specific IPR 

and SSR texts which 1 examine in this dissertation. 

In Chapter Two. 1 review the contemporary literature on citizenship. I 

begin with a discussion of T. H. Marshall's theory of citizenship which defines 

the civil. political and social rights of citizenship as counteracting the 

inequalities generated within the economy. Marshail theorized the 

development of capitalist citizenship. and his theory continues to be the point 

of departure for contemporary discussions of citîzenship. I examine a number 

of the major critiques of Marshall's theory which focus on the following: (i) his 

treatment of the economic and political spheres as independent fkom each 

other: (ii) his evolutionist approach to citizenship: (iii) his inadequate treatment 

of gender and race divisions; and finally, (iv) his naturalization of the nation by 

not making the distinction between formal and substantive rights. 1 then 

surnmarize the two major approaches in the current literature on citizenship: 

the est  defines citizenship as a universal project which can be extended to 

encompass marginalized sectors of society: the second deftnes citizenship as 

essentially a mechanism for organizing the inclusion of citizens in the national 



community while excluding 'outsiders.' 1 argue Marshall3 theory is 

inadequate in explaining the development of citizenship in Canada because it 

takes both the nation and formal citizenship rights for granted. Exarnining 

this theow from the critical standpoint of immigrant women. I argue both 

assurnptions are unwarranted. 

In Chapter Three. 1 address Marxist and ferninist theories of migration 

which have examined the political economy of labour migration. 1 argue that 

in examining migration. these theories have paid insufficient attention to the 

centrality of processes of racialization within the global econorny. In the 

particular case of Canada. 1 argue that the migrations of both future citizens 

and m i g r a n t  women were/are rooted in the same set of socîo-economic 

conditions within the global capitalist system. My contribution to this 

scholarship is to develop the concepts of nationalization and bordering in 

examining the nation-building practices of the Canadian state. f t  has been in 

the Canadian state's organization of unequal conditions of immigration which 

have constructed white immigrants as future cirizens by racializing / -  

nationaiking them into becorning Canadians as  members of the nation. while 

third world women have been racialized / bordered as immigrant women and 

outsiders to the nation. 

Part Two - which examines earlier stages of Canadian nation-building - 

begins with Chapter Four. In this Chapter 1 begin rny analysis of nation- 

building and citizenship in Canada by placing it within the context of the 

colonial phase of the capitdist system of relations. I examine the causal 

relationship between the colonization of Aboriginal and third world socîeties 

within the British Empire and the expansion of citizenship rights for Europeans 

within üiis Empire. No 'natural' Canadian nation existed prior to European 

colonization. Instead. what we d e h e  today as  the Canadian nation has been 

constructed through the migrations of varfous colonizing and coloniised 

populations. The Canadian nation and citizenship. therefore. c m  only be 

adequately explained in the context of the global processes of coloniz&on/ 

racialization within the capitalist system in the 1 9 t h  and 20th centuries. 

Specifically. 1 direct attention to how the racialization of the nation and 

citizenship have been organized by the state through the Indian Act of 1876. 



and through racialized immigration policies which bordered non-prefemed race 

women. 

In Chapter Five. 1 examine the impact of the 'welfare' state on the 

Canadian nation and citîzenship. The 'weifare' state has been defhed by 

Marshall as  advancing citizenship rights through the development of social 

rights which signm the state's responsibility towards the weLfare of its citizens. 

I argue that the 'welfare' state re-configured the state's nation-building 

practices: the welfare state sought to integrate/nationalize Canadians into a 

partnership with the state through the construction of 'nationai' programs and, 

in this way. to transcend the actual divisions of race. class and gender efisting 

in Canada. Where M-st and ferninist theorists define the welfare state as a 

'compromise' which perpetuated dass and gender relations. 1 argue this class 

and gender 'compromise' was racialized as it maintained the racialized 

reproduction of the nation and the 'national' interest. The welfare state 

reconfigured processes of racialization in a number of ways: by organizing the 

ongoing goveming of Aboriginal peoples under the racialized Indian Act; by 

using racialized immigration pohcies and a racialized Citizenship Act (1  947) to 

regulate access to entitlements until the 1960s. during which critical penod 

the welfare state was expanded and consolidated; and. by implernenting a 

racidized vision of social policy which has not transformed. but reproduced. 

racialized inequalities within Canada. 

In Chapter Six, 1 examine the major changes to imrnigration policy 

enshriried in the Immigration Act 1976-77. which removed overt references to 

'race* and entrenched the point system. 1 demonstrate how these changes did 

not end the racialization of the nation. Instead. the Act sought to strengthen 

the bicultural and bilingual 'national' character pïoduced by previous 

immigration policies. The ideologicd practices embedded in this Act continue 

to racialiy distinguish immigrants into future citizens and immigrmts on the 

basis of their social. cultural and linguistic compatibility with the nation. The 

Act also distinguishes between the independent and family category of 

immigrants, gendering immigration into the country. The intersection of these 

processes of racialization and gendering construct immigrant women as  both 

incompatible with the national character and 'non-economic' 'dependents.' As 



a result of these changes. third world women have been able to enter the 

country under the family category in significant numbers. but have been 

subjected to unequal access to social entitlements. The racialization of third 

world immigrant women has been further exacerbated by the non-recognition 

of their academic and professional credentials. which results in deskilling them 

and leading to their downward class mobility. 

Part Three - my analysis of the 1994 Reviews and subsequent policy 

changes - includes the last Chapters of this dissertation. In Chapters Seven 

and Eight. 1 examine the textual realities produced by the state through the 

1994 Social Security Review and the Immigration Policy Review. The 

ideologicd practices of the state were incorporated into the production of these 

textual realities which took as  their point of departure a homogenous. unified 

nation of Canadians wno share the national interest wi th  'their' state. These 

textual realities reproduce the ideological construction of the nation by 

attempüng to erase the divisions of race. class and gender which exist in 

actuality. The SSR constructed third world workers, 'Other' nations, the over- 

generosity of Canadians and the failures of social programs as  threatening the 

future welfare and prosperity of both nation and state. The SSR. while 

constructing the state, industry and the nation as equally 'victim' to these 

'threats.' kept both Aboriginal peopies and immigrant women off the national 

agenda. reproducing their racialized inequalities for the corning millennium. 

In this way, the SSR constructed a partnership between the state and nation. 

presenting the state as a benevolent. but stem. patriarch to the nation it 

sought to 'protect.' 

The textual practices of the Immigration Policy Review, on the other 

hand. identified the farnily category and immigrant wornen as the biggest single 

'threat' to the cohesiveness of the nation and to the future of national social 

securïty programs. The public consultations produced a 'world-in-cornmon' 

shared by the state and 'Canadians.' The 'problems' in social security programs 

and the immigration program were constructed fiom the perspective of state, 

and the effect of the public consultations was to draw Canadians into entering 

the textual reality. The objectified forrns of knowledge integrated into the 

textual realities were made actionable through the subsequent policy changes. 



In Chapter Nine, 1 examine the specific changes to immigration and 

social securiv policy made by the state. narnely: (i) a reduction in immigration 

levels and a shift in the composition of the immigration categories away from 

the farnily category: (ii) the strengthening of sponsorship regulations; (iii) the 

reintroduction of the head tax: and the replacement of the Canada Assistance 

Plan (CAP) with the Canada HeaIth and Social Transfer (CHST). 1 argue these 

changes will have the result of reducing the access of immigrant women to 

permanent resident status and to citizenship in Canada. I end the chapter by 

exarnining the state's proposa1 for an amendment to the Citizenship Act which. 

if irnplemented. will create the conditions for the repatriation of mothers of 

certain groups of Canadian-born children. This arnendment, I argue. will 

support the maintainhg of a migrant labour force as a permanent component 

of the labour force. 

In my examination of the SSR and the IPR. 1 conclude that both Reviews 

represent the state's practices of nation-building in late 2 0 t h  century Canada. 

The state has produced textual realities through these Reviews which legitirnize 

the state's role as the 'protector' of the nation. and which seek to nationalize 

Canadians into the restructuring of Canadian society. Further. the policy 

changes implemented will strengthen the neo-conservative restmcturing by 

shifting the responsibility for the erosion of social programs away kom the 

state and ont0 immigrant women. Therefore. the policy changes irnplemented 

will not 'solve' the problems of deteriorating social programs. but will only 

further exacerbate them by shielding the state's role in eroding these prograrns. 

The textual realities produced by the state do not seek to transform the 

racialization of the nation and citizenship. Instead. they have helped create the 

conditions for closing the ranks of the nation against immigrant women into the 

2 1st century. 

Explainhg the Terminology 

Developing an adequate vocabulary to examine and describe processes 

of racialization without reinforcing raciaiized constructions of women of colour 

is a tremendous challenge. Therefore. in my use of the following terminology, 1 

seek to draw attention to the processes of racidization which are expressed in 



these terms. 

In discussing pre- 1960 immigration into Canada. 1 use the terms 

'preferred races' and 'non-preferred races.' Race was a specific category used 

by the state to distinguish between potentiai immigrants. who were also 

classified as "preferred" and "non-preferred." as "desirables" and ündesirables" 

(Hawkins. 1988: Jakubowski. 1997). The terms preferred races and non- 

pre ferred races grap hically and overtly capture the overt raciakation of 

immigrants by the Canadian state. In using these terms. 1 seek to highiight the 

centraiity accorded to 'race* by the state. 

I use the term immigrant to refer to individuais who have immigrated 

into Canada. and have not yet acquired legal citizenship in Canada. However. 

Canadian state practices have ideologically disthguished immigrants into 

'future citizens.' who were destined to join the nation. and 'immigrants.' who 

were to remain outsiders to the nation. When referring to this process of 

raciaüzed distïnguishing of immigrants who share the same legd status. my 

use of the terms future cüizens and immigrants is italicized. The terni future 

cmens 1 have taken fkom a speech made by McKenzie King in 1947. King used 

this term to refer to the 'preferred race' immigrants that the Canadian state 

sought to recruit (Jakubowski. 1997). The term immigrants is used in 'comrnon 

sense' terms to refer to people of colour in Canada [Banne ji. 1993). Likewise. 

the category Canadian has corne to represent both a legd citizenship status. 

and a racidized 'white' 'member-of-the-nation' status. When 1 use the term 

Canadian in this racialized sense. 1 italicize it. 

Not dl theorists who study immigrant women examine the racialization 

of this category of women. Therefore. when I use the& studies, 1 do not italicize 

the term immigrant women. When theorists have self-consciously addressed 

the racialization of immigrant women. 1 itaiicize the terrn. 



PART 1: TNEORETICAL AND CONCEPTU.  FRAMEWORK 



CHLAPTER ONE 

CONTEXTUALIzrNG THE DISSERIFATION 

Defining the Research 

The Canadian state has undertaken a profound restructuring of the 

economy which is being driven by neo-conservative 'free market' principles 

(Brodie. 1995. 1996; Cohen. 1997: McBride & Shields. 1993; Pulkingham & 

Ternowetsky. 1996). At the heart of this restructuring is the dismantling of 

the welfare state and a redefuiition. even termination, of some of the social 

entitlements of citizenship. Although immigration policy has received much 

less attention fiom social scientists. significant changes to the immigration 

program in the 1990s are restrîcüng immigration into the country (CE.  l994t). 

1 argue these changes to immigration policy are also centrd to the 

restructuring of Canadian society. As the majority of the immigrants entering 

Canada since the 1970s have been from third world source countries under 

the family categov (Abu-Laban, 1998: Boyd, 1987, 1991; Green & Green, 

1997: Hawkins. 1989). those most affected by these restrictions will be third 

world women. 

In 1994, the Canadian state launched separate reviews of Social 

Security and Immigration Policy as part of the process of restructuring these 

policy areas for the 2 1st century. Both sets of reviews were organized through 

extensive cross-country public consultations. with the state inviting Canadians 

to help i d e n q  the major 'problems' in these policy areas. and to help h d  the 

'solutions' to them. As an immigrant woman who participated in both sets of 

consultations, 1 was fascinated by the consultation process which silenced 

women of colour. including rnyself. 1 was greatly disturbed by the significant 

policy changes which were subsequently enacted in both areas. Most feminists 

were quick to identify changes to social security programs as representing a 

serious setback for the rights of women: these changes were eroding the gains 

of the ferninist movement in extending women's citizenship rights. However. 

only feminists of colour addressed the changes to immigration policy which 



were equ-y significant in restricting immigrant women's access to citizenship. 

The experiences of women of colour in Canada demonstrate that 

citizenship nghts have never been a simple matter of one's legaI status. 

Women of colour have been denied membership in the white Canadian nation 

through a myriad of racialized nation-building state practices key arnong which 

are immigration policy znd social policy. As a result, we continue to be 

racialized as immigrant women. regardless of how many previous generations 

have lived in the counlxy. and of our actual legal status. Therefore, the 

ideologicai processes which construct us  as hmigrants shape Our 

(non)membership in the nation. as well as our unequal clairns to citizenship. 

Based on my expenences as a participant in both sets of policy Reviews. 

I address the followîng question in this dissertation: What is the relationship 

between the 1994 Social Security Review and Immigration Policy Review in 

organizing women's citizenship in Canada? In asking this question. 1 examine 

the historical and contemporq relationship between these two policy areas. 1 

address their intersection in shaping women's citizenship. both in terms of the 

formal right to enter and Iive in Canada. and to access social entitlements. 

While feminists were addressing how the social entitlements of citizenship were 

being eroded in the SSR, it became clear to me as an immigrant woman that the 

state was restricting access to formal citizenship for Unmigrant women, an 

access which is the precondition for any claims to social entitlements. 

Much of the contemporary femiriist analysis on the impact of the 

r e s t r u c t u ~ g  on women treats women as  a hornogenous group. Very little 

work analyzes the impact of restructuring on women and processes of 

racialization in Canada. Such work would help highlight both the sirnilarities 

and differences in the impact of restructuring on women. The historical 

development of Canadian society has been organized through the social 

relations of race. class and gendrr (Banne j i .  1993: Brand. 1993: Das Gupta. 

1995: Maracle. 1993: Ng. 1988; 1993: Silvera. 1993: Stasiulis & Jhappan. 

1995). The development of an integrated social relations fkmework is a 

necessasr undertaking in order to analyze adequately how the current phase of 

globalization is restructuring Canadian society. This dissertation examines 

and theorizes the intersection between race. gender. and class relations 



through an examination of the relation between social policy and immigration 

policy in the construction of the nation and citizenship in Canada. 

The Social Relations of R ~ c e ,  Cluss and Gender 

Third world feminist theorists define the relations of race. class and 

gender as being central to the organization of capitalist relations and systems 

of exploitation, as well as  to the imposition of western political hegemony 

(Mohanty. Russo & Torres. 199 1). Foregrounding the historical experiences of 

colonkzation. imperialisrn and migration, third world feminist theonsts have 

argued for a recognition of the relational nature of the social world. The tenn 

'third world' represents the historical relation of domination between '&st 

world' and 'third world' popdations in the imposition of western econornic and 

politicd domination in the global system. Used in this political sense, the térrn 

'third world' narnes a relation of domination. and fwegrounds the resistance to 

this domination by third world women: 

While the term thud world is a much mdigned and contested one. 
we use it deliberately, preferring it to postcolonial or developing 
countries. Third world refers to the colonized, neocolonized or 
decolonized countries (of Asia, Afnca, and Latin Arnerica) whose 
econornic and politicd structures have been defonned within the 
colonial process. and to black, Asian. Latino. and indigenous 
peoples in North America. Europe. and Australia. Thus, the term 
does not merely indicate a hierarchical cultural and economic 
relationship between "fist" and "third world" countries; it 
intentionally foregrounds a history of colonization and 
contemporary relationships of structural dominance between first 
and third world peoples. Ln drawing on histories of antiracist. 
antwnperialist struggles around the world, the term thud world is 
also a f o m  of self-empowerment. However, the unproblematized 
use of a term such as thud world women could suggest the 
equation of struggles and experiences of different groups of 
women, thus flattening and depoliticizing ali intemal hierarchies . 
The terrn could also suggest that "ihird world" cultures or 
"ethnicity" is the primary (or only) basis of the politics of third 
world women. We intend neither. (Mohanty, Russo & Torres, 
199 1 : ix-X) 

Third world feminists stress the political nature of the term "third world" and 

defhe a "political constituency" of third world women as  a comrnunity of 

women whose "oppositional alliance" arises out of a comrnon history of struggle 



and resistance to western politicai and economic hegemony Nohanty. 199 1) .  

This political community of resistance is shared between third world women 

who are geographicaily located bath in third world and European countries. 

R e c o g W g  the "intemal" inequalities and different historical expenences of 

third world women. third world ferninisrn represents a fluid , transfomative and 

dynamic rnovement of oppositional forms of knowledge production and 

resistance. 1 use this theoretical frarnework which foregrounds the 

intersectionality of race. class and gender relations in the social relations 

underlying the global capitalist system. However. in order to highlight the 

centrality of the colonization of the Americas in the histoncal developrnent of 

capitafism as a global system of relations. and to highlight the ongoing 

struggles of Aboriginal women against colonization and for title to their 

ancestral lands in Canada. 1 will refer specincally to Aboriginal/indigenous 

women. Third world unmigrant women have no such prior relationship or 

claim to the land in Canada. and my specific reference to Aboriginal/ 

indigenous women highlights this recognition. Additionally, while this 

theoretical tradition names the objective relation of third world women in 

having been colonized. third world women thernselves have asserted and re- 

clairned their subjectivities by naniing themselves Black ferninists, wornen of 

colour. womanists. South Asian feminists. among various other names. 1 try 

and keep mis self-defining in the picture by using these narnes when 

appropriate. 

I n  their engagement with western ferninism. Marxisrn, and male 

colonial/race theorists. third world and Abonginal feminists have rejected their 

separation of race. class and gender as discrete. uncomected forms of 

exploitation. Rejecting the contention that the integration of race. class and 

gender relations has relevance only for third world women. third world and 

Aboriginal femuiists define these social relations as  central to the development 

of capitalist relations (Mohanty, 199 1 : Maracle, 1993). The intersectionaliq of 

race, class, and gender relations are grounded within the material conditions 

which organîze the internationaiization of econornies. and in the international 

division of labour. Third world and Aboriginal feminists theorize socid 

relations from the critical standpoint of third world and indigenous women. 



arguing that working O-om this critical standpoint Ieads to a 

reconceptualization of existing forms of knowledge. Rejecting the 'add on' 

approach which seeks to 'include* women of colour into existing forms of 

knowledge, but Ieave these forms essentiaily untouched, third world and 

Aboriginal theonsts integrate anaiysis of race, class and gender relations to 

shift the center of knowledge to develop a hller understanding of the world we 

Live in (Amos & Parmer. 1984: Banne rji. 1995: Brewer. 1993; Davis. 1983: 

Green. 1995: Hill Collins. 199 F: hooks. 1988: Maracle. 1993: Mohanty. 199 1: 

Razack. 1998). 

Radical theories of class take as their point of departure Marx's analysis 

of capitaüsrn deaning class struggle as central to the organization of social life. 

Marx. in collaboration with Engels. ([1848] 1978) theorized the capitalist mode 

of production as being based on the centrd contradiction between capital and 

labour: the contradiction between the development of the forces of production 

and the social relations of production. Marx argued that the development of 

capitalism would lead to class polarization between the two major capitaiist 

classes, the bourgeoisie and the proletariat: 

Our epoch, the epoch of the bourgeoisie. possesses. however. this 
distinctive feature: it has sirnplified the class antagonisms. 
Society as a whole is more and more splitting up into two great 
hostile camps. into two great classes directly facing each other: 
Bourgeoisie and Proletariat. (Marx & Engels. [1848] 1978:474) 

The bourgeoisie. by virtue of its ownership and control of the means of 

production. is able to compel the proletariat to seli their human capacity to 

labour as wage labour. Having been historically dispossessed of access to the 

means of production. the proletariat is left with iittle option but to sel1 its 

labour power to the bourgeoisie. thus giving this class propew nghts in the 

comrnodified labour power of the proletariat. 

Manc developed the labour theory of value upon his recognition of this 

relation between labour and capital. In the production process. the proletariat 

produces comrnodities, creating value which becomes embodied within these 

commodities. The value of the commodities at the end of the production cycle 

is greater than the costs of the means of production. This difference was 

defined by Marx as "surplus value." The wage relation enables the bourgeoisie 



to appropriate this surplus value. which it reali;ies and transforms into capital 

by re-introducing it into another cycle of production. Thus. the very surplus 

value produced by the proletariat cornes to control this class in the form of the 

capital which is concentrated in the hands of the bourgeoisie. This relation 

between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie. allowing the bourgeoisie to 

appropriate surplus value and accumulate it in the form of capital. was defined 

by Marx as  a relation of "exploitation." 

The central features of M m ' s  theoreticai fkarnework are the following: (i) 

class relations are rooted within the material conditions of capitalist 

production: (ii) the power of the bourgeoisie is rooted in these material 

conditions; (iiï) wage labour is the capitaiist form of labour which. when 

engaged in productive labour. creates surplus value accumulated by the 

bourgeoisie in the form of capital; (iv) the exploitation of the proletariat by the 

bourgeoisie can only be ended through the transformation of the capitalist 

mode of production and the elùnination of bourgeois relations of private 

properly which allow the surplus value produced by the social labour of the 

proletariat to become the private property of the bourgeoisie (Marx & Engels. 

[ 18481 1978). 

Femulists have critiqued Marx's 'gender blindness.' arguing that 

relations of reproduction are critical to the capitalist system of relations. They 

have shown the gendered organization of both production and reproduction as 

fundamental to the patriarchal relations of male dominance within capitalist 

society (Al-Hibri. 198 1; Davis. 198 1; Harding. 1987; Hartmann. 198 1 : Sargent. 

198 i; Smith, 1992). As Dorothy Smith puts it, "There is no econornic 

organization that is not  dso  an organization of gender" (1992: 10). 

Where Engels had argued that patriarchy was a pre-capitalist 

phenornenon destined to disappear with the development of capitalist relations. 

Marxist  and Socialist feminists have demonstrated how patriarchal relations 

were integrated into capitalist organization of production and reproduction. It 

is at i t s  point of intersection between the relations of production and 

reproduction that an adequate analysis of capitalist/patriarchy must begin. 

Feminist critiques of Mancism have corne f?om different theoretical 

traditions: Socialist and Marrcist feminists examine the intersection between 



gender and class relations. while radical feminists argue that men's control 

over women's bodies and sexuality lies at the core of patriarchal power 

relations (Al Hibri. 198 1: Dworkîn. 1987: MacKinnon. 1989). The various 

traditions of western feminisrn have theorized patriarchy and capitalism in 

significantly different ways. Briefly. I will focus on the fem~nist analysis which 

ground the specific forms of women's exploitation within the material 

conditions of capitalist/ patnarchal ~ o c i e t y . ~  

Manris t feminists and socialist feminists have revealed the patriarchal 

nature of capitalism in gendering the relations of production and reproduction. 

erg-ing women's labour within the family in the 'production* and 
. 

reproduction of labour power (Hartmann. 195 1 : Jaggar. L988: Mies. 1986: 

Sargent. 198 1 : Young, 198 l I e 7  Women's domestic labour. unwaged and 

devalued in capitalist society. produces surplus value by Iiterally 'producing' 

the next generation of labour. It d s o  services the daily reproduction of the 

labour power of adult male workers who are at  the centre of Marx's definition 

of the proletariat. The value produced by women within the famiiy becomes 

approprfated by the bourgeoisie through the male proletariat who is paid a 

wage lower than the actual costs of his subsistence. which women's unpaid 

labour helps to subsidize. The unwaged. domestic labour ofwomen. in effect, 

produces 'surplus' value wl-iich contributes directly to the accumulation of 

capital. Indeed. women's labour is the precondition for 'capitalist* production 

because it 'produces' workers. Within this patriarchal /capitalkt system. 

women are exploited not only as wage workers when they enter the paid labour 

force. but also as  women when they create surplus value through their 

unwaged labour. To define the "point of production" as the only site of class 

exploitation and class struggle. as many Marxists do. is to preclude wornen's 

experiences from being conceptuaiized or grasped as anything other than 

marginal to the "main business" of capital accumulation (Smith, 1992). 

Another profound challenge to Marxist theory has corne from the Black 

See Jaggar. A. (1983) for a fuller discussion of the major philosophical and political 
perspectives arnong the different traditions within western feminisrn. 



radical tradition which has argued that the 'universality' of class defmed by 

Marx  as being a t  the centre of capitalist social relations is lived out in the 

particularities of 'race' in the actual world. Marx's subsurning of race by giving 

pnmacy to class relations in theorizing the material organization of capitalisrn 

has been contionted by this tradition. which theorizes the intersection of race 

and class in the global capitalist system (Robinson. 1983). Rejecting the 

primacy of class over race. the sociologist W.E.B. Du  Bois warned, ".-....the 

problem of the Twentieth Century is the problem of the color iine" (1969:xï). 

However. while drawing attention to the centrality of race in the international 

division of labour, Black radical theorists have overlooked the racial hierarchies 

within the capitalist system which cannot be neatly reduced to black/white 

relations. Racial hierarchies constructed by European colonizers placed third 

world peoples in hierarchical relations with each other, as  well as with 

Europeans. Focusing on the racialization of Black peopIe in the United States, 

the radical Black tradition has not adequately addressed. for example. the 

racialization and colonization of Aboriginal peoples in the Arnericas. 

Significant differences exist in how various theoretical traditions define 

'race'. and what its relationsbip is to class and gender relations. Liberal 

theorists defhe racism as  a form of discrimination and bias against certain 

groups of people within society. They tend to accept as natural the existence of 

differences. whether 'racial' or 'cultural.' which give rise to biases and 

prejudices and result in the discriminatory treatment of certain groups. 

On the other fiand, most M-st and radical theorists of 'race' and 

racialization agree that it is a social category given concrete rneaning in the 

organization of power relations within society, and not an inherent and 

unchanging biological trait of human beings (Balibar & Wderstein, 1988: 

Bannerji. 1995: Fanon. 1963: Gilroy. 199 1: Hill Collins. 199 1: Maracle. 1993: 

Miles. 1993: Mohanty. 199 1; Razack, 1998; Robinson. 1983; Sivanandan. 

1990; Solomos & Back. 1996: Stasiulis & Jhappan, 1995). 

Marxïst theonsts of race define racism as prirnarily an ideological 

See Sargent (1981) for an excellent discussion of the key theoretical debates among 
socialist feminists and radical ferninists in conceptualizing the relation between 
capitalism and patriarchy. 
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phenornenon which places certain groups of people in particular class relations 

a s  'cheap' and surplus labour. Racism is used by the bourgeoisie to divide the 

working class: creating divisions between workers dong the lines of race 

weakens the possibiiity of a revolutionary challenge kom a unified proletariat. 

Mamists argue that racism primarily serves the bourgeoisie. ensuring the 

continued existence of capitalist relations and the use of 'cheap' third world 

labour to defiate the general level of wages (Bonacich & Cheng, 1985: Marable. 

1983: Singh Bolaria & Li. 1985: Winston, 1977). Vic Satzewich. for exarnple, 

has critiqued this 'structuralist' approach on two counts: firstly. it is 

teleological in assuming that "capitalist societies have certain needs. and that 

these needs then produce the required response"; and secondly, "racism in 

certain histoncal instances can be dysfuictional for capital" such as  when 

"racist hostility disrupts the workplace" (1990: 257). Satzewich. dong with a 

number of other Marxist theorists. argues that political econornists should 

focus on examining the processes of racialization which articulate social 

relations bebveen 'different' social groups through the signification of biological 

'dserences' as  racial difference. The use of the category 'race' should be 

rejected (Miles. 1993; Satzewich. 1990). Rejecting the structuralîst approach 

which defrnes racism as an ideology imposed 'from above' by the bourgeoisie. 

Satzewich advocates an 'agency' position which "examines racism not as a false 

ideology about the world. but a s  an ideology that cornes from peoples' Lived 

experiences" of the 'racial' categones which situate them in particular relations 

of production (Satzewich. 1990: 262-265). Robert Miles argues that racism 

needs to be addressed within the context of the rise of the nation-state, and he 

shifks the discussion away korn focusing on the relations between capitalism 

and colonialism to the relation between capitalism and the nation-state. While 

Miles' contribution to developïng the concept of racialization has been widely 

accepted in the literature, his contention that racism pnmaxïly expresses an 

ideological relation has been criticized for giving primacy to class and 

subsuming race. His contention that social movements organized on the basis 

of 'race' only dissipate class-based s tmgles  remains controversial and has 

been rejected by a number of radical theorists (Gilroy, 199 1; Solornos & Back, 

r 996). 



Radical theorists challenge the M m s t  definition of race as being only 

ideological. arguing instead that race is rooted in the material orgrnation of 

capitalism. The historical developrnent of capitalism was based on the 

colonization of indigenous peoples and on the enslavement and forced 

migrations of various populations (DuBois. 1969; Fanon. 1963: Robinson. 

1983). Colonization and slavery enabled the plunder of the resources of the 

third world and the exploitation of Black labour by the colonizing powers. 

enabling the accomplishment of the "primitive" accumulation of capital which 

was used for the 'development' of the colonizing societies and for ûnancing and 

fueling the industrial revolution (Du Bois. 1969: Fanon, 1963: Robinson, 1983: 

Sivanandan. 1990). This colonial exploitation became racialized as colonizers 

constructed colonized peopies as inferior. and even 'sub-human,' while 

constructulg themselves as superior representatives of 'civilized' humanity. In 

this way. race became a central organizing principle of the internationai 

division of labour and of the exploitation of the resources of colonîzed societies. 

As Cednc Robinson explains: 

The developrnent, organization and expansion of capitaiist society 
pursued essentiaily racial directions. so too did social ideology. 
As a material force, then. it could be expected that racialism 
would inevitably permeate the social structures emergent kom 
capitalism. 1 have used the term 'racial capitalism' to refer to this 
development and to the subsequent stnicture as an histoncal 
agency. wobuison. 1983: 2-3) 

In his classic study of the history of Black radical tradition which emerged fi-om 

the struggles for Black liberation h-om capitalist social relations. Robinson 

(1983) demonstrates that the capitalism which emerged from Europe was a 

"racial capitaüsm." He argues "racialisrn" was embedded within every aspect of 

the western civilization which shaped the development and the formation of 

'capitalist' classes: 

The creation of the Negro was obviously at the cost of 
immense expenditures of psychic and intellectual energies in 
the West. The exercise was obligatory. I t  was an effort 
cornmensurate with the importance Black labour power 
possessed for the world economy sculpted and dominated by 
the rulirig and mercantile classes of Western Europe.. . . . . The 
African slave trade and the slavery of the New World were 



întegral to the modem world economy. Their relationship tu 
capitalism was histoncal and organic rather than 
adventitious or synthetic.. . 

Certainly slave labour was one of the bases for what M a m  
termed 'primitive accumulation'. But it would be an error to 
arrest the relationship there. assigning slave labour to some 
'pre-capitalist* stage of history. For more than 300 hundred 
years slave labour persisted beyond the beginnings of 
modem capitalism. complementulg wage labour, peonage. 
serfdom and other methods of labour coercion. Ultirnately, 
this meant that the interpretation of history in terms of the 
dialectic of class struggles would prove inadequate. a 
mistake ordained by the preoccupation of Marx i sm with the 
industrial and manufacturing centres of capitalism: a 
mistake founded upon the presumptions that Europe itself 
has produced, that the motive and material forces which 
generated the capitalist system were to be wholly located in 
what was a fictive historical entity. From its very 
foundations capitalism had never been - any more than 
Europe - a 'closed system.' (Robinson. 1983: 4) 

The most salient features of radical anti-racist theory are the following: (i) 

racialization as a material force was integrated into the historical 

development of capitalism which. from its earliest beginnirigs. was based 

upon a global integration of economies: (ii) both the bourgeoisie and 

working classes within this system were international in character and 

that class formation intersected with processes of racialization: and. (iü) 

one of the central organizing principles of this system was the 

racialization of various populations in the organization of labour and 

control over the global means of production (Robinson, 1983). Therefore, 

the political economy of colonialism and international migration 

represent the material grounding of processes of racialization within the 

global capitalist economy. 

While I am in general agreement with this theoretical approach 

which underscores the materiality of race. this approach remains limited 

by its silence on the colonization of Aboriginal peoples in the Americas. 

which was the precondition for the development of capitalist relations 

within the global system. The Black radical tradition has also remained 



silent on gender relations by focusing only on the intersection between 

class and race. In view of these limitations. third world feminist theory 

represents a major advance in its recognition of the racialized hierarchies 

between colonized and indigenous peoples. as well as in its insistence on  

addressing the intersectionality of race, class and gender relations. 

A major contribution in the theorization of processes of 

racialization within capitalist society has been the work of Frantz Fanon 

(1963. 1986). In his theorizing of struggles for decolonization. Fanon 

examines the material basis for the colonizer/colonized relations, but 

also argues that the racialization of capitalist relations permeates every 

aspect of social existence and is reproduced in the everyday relations 

between colonizing and colonized populations. He argued that in 

becorning racialized. capitalist social relations led to the fundamental 

dehumanization of both the colonizer and the colonized: "For not only 

must the black man be black; he must be black in relation to the white 

man" (1 986: 1 10). Fanon's contention is that the 'whiteness' of the 

colonizer is as much a social construction as is the Blackness of the 

Africans who were colonized. He argued that as a revolutionary process 

of social transformation. decolonization can not be accomplished as long 

as racism shapes the relations between colonizing and colonized 

populations. In his classic study of this everyday racism, Fanon 

described his own experiences while living in France as follows: 

"Look, a Negro!" I t  was an extemal stimulus that flicked over 
me as 1 passed by. 1 made a tight srnile. 
"Look. a Negro!" I t  was true. I t  amused me. 
"Look, a Negro!" The circle u-as drawing a bit tighter. 1 made 
no secret of my amusement. 
"Marna, see the Negro! I'm fkïghtened!" Frightened! 
Frightened! Now they were beguuiing to be afkaid of me. 1 
made up my mind to laugh myself to tears. but laughter had 
become impossible. 
1 could no longer Iaugh. because 1 already knew that there 



were legends. stories. history and above all historicity which 
1 had learned about.. . . . 1 was responsible at the sarne tirne 
for my body. for my race, for my ancestors. 1 subjected 
myself to an objective examination. 1 discovered my 
blackness. my ethnic characteristics; and 1 was battered 
down by tom-toms. canriibalism. intellectual deficiency. 
fetichism. racial defects. slave-ships. and above al1 else. 
above all: "Sho' good eatïn'." (Fanon, 1986: I 1 1- 1 12). 

Fanon descnbes the racialization of black skin as  a uniform. a signifier of race 

which defies any attempt at  conceaiment. In the Europe of today. this 

signification of race has no less currency. As  A. Sivanandan, the Director of 

the London based Institute on Race Relations. writes. Black people "wear their 

passport on their faces" (Sivanandan. 1982). 

Fanon demonstrates that processes of racialization go much deeper 

thm the level of colonial administration and the bureaucratic operations of the 

state: they permeate everyday relations between colonized peoples and 

colonizers. as well as of colonized peoples with their own selves. This 

colonization/racialization is reproduced by inferiorizing. even erasing. the 

historical being and consciousness of colonized peoples, their cultures and 

languages. as weli as their indigenous systems of howledge and sküls. My 
intention in quoting Fanon extensively is to use his insights regarding how 

racialization shapes the contours of power within everyday relations in socieq. 

Fanon drew attention racialization as a historical social process which shapes 

al1 aspects of social me. and he linked processes of racialization to both the 

violence of colonial conquest as well as to the cultural and linguistic 

domination irnposed by colonizers. Constructed as immigrant women in 

Canada, women of colour are subjected to the everyday racism described by 

Fanon. as  are Aboriginal women. Fanon underscored the centrality of the 

inferiorizing of the cultures and languages of colonized peoples to processes of 

racialization. Thiç inferiorizing seeks to erase the historical experiences and 

forms of consciousness of coionized peoples as expressed in language and 

culture; indeed. it seeks to erase the very historical being of colonized peoples. 

The imposition of the cultural and histoncal ' superiom of colonizing societies. 

a s  expressed through the imposition of their languages, mediates the relations 

of colonized peoples to the world around them. Colonized peoples are forced 



into expressing their reality in the colonizer's language and cultural forms. 

forms which inferiorïze colonized peopies. Fanon contends that this 

raciaiization can only be ended through revolutionw decolonization which 

fundamentally transforms. and humanizes. social relations. His insights on 

the definition of the languages and cultures of colonized peoples as 'inferior' are 

particulariy salient in the Canadian context where cultural 'diversity' and 

proficiency in the national languages have been used by the state as criteria to 

evaluate the 'worthiness' of immigrants to claim citizenship rights. 

Radical anti-racist theonsts argue that a significant shift has 

occurred in how processes of racialization have been organïzed since the 1970s 

(Balibar. 199 1; Barker. 198 1: Gilroy. 199 1. 1992: Razack. 1998; Solornos & 

Back. 1996). Paul Gilroy (199 1) argues that the rnanner in which race is 

conûgured today. and the meanings it is ascribed, has changed in response to 

the stmggles of people of coIour who contest this relation. Processes of 

racialization became transfomed as anti-racist struggles gained strength. so 

that a "new racism" took shape which identifies 'race' in the discourse of 

"cultural" and "national" identity. Martin Barker explains the theory 

underlying this "new racisrn" in the following manner: 

I t  is a theory of human nature. Human nature is such that it is 
natural to form a bounded community, a nation, aware of its 
Merences from other nations. They are no better or worse. But 
feelings of antagonisrn will be aroused if outsiders are admitted. 
And there grows up a connection between a nation and the place 
it lives ...( 1981: 20). 

Barker argues this "new racism" of the "new right" fùrther posits that 

"foreigners" also have their "natural homes." Whereas previously racism was 

expressed in the 'theory' which focused on the 'superiority' and 'inferiority' of 

races, in the "new racism" race becarne identified with nation and culture. 

hocesses of racialization came to distinguish between those who have the right 

to "belong" to the nation on the basis of a shared "culture." Gilroy argues that 

citizenship becarne associated with the right of "belonging" to the nation as the 

'scientific racism' of earlier periods became de-legitimized. The nation was no 

longer overtly defhed on the basis of a shared racial supremacy, but on the 

basis of a shared "cultural" identity. Belonging to the ~ a t i o n  became 



synonymous with membership in a shared culture. This racism identifies 

Black people and 'immigrants' as  outsiders. incapable of belonging to the 

nation by virtue of belonging to a different " c u l t ~ r e . ~  This substitution of 'race' 

for 'culture' has become the prirnaqr means for denying Black and Asian 

peoples membership in the nation. constructing them as  outsiders and 

subjecting them to increased policing and racist violence even when they have 

legal citizenship in Britain (Gilroy, 199 1. 19931. 

Etienne Balibar (199 1) likewise argues that racism in Europe in the 

post-World War II period has becorne reconfigured so that the categov 

"immigrant" has corne to "substitute for the notion of race." He descnbes this 

'new' racism: 

The new racism is a racism of the era of 'decolonization', of the 
reversal of population movements between the old colonies and 
the old rnetropolises. and the division of humanity within a single 
political space. Ideologically. current racism, which in France 
centres upon the immigration cornplex, fits into a O-amework of 
'racism without races' which is already widely developed in other 
countries. parücularly the Anglo-Saxon ones. It is a racism whose 
dominant theme is not biological heredity but the 
insurmountability of cultural differences. a racism which, at fist 
sight, does not postdate the superiortty of certain groups or 
peoples in relation to others but 'only' the harmfulness of 
abolishing frontiers: the incornpatibility of Ise-styles and 
traditions; in short. it is what P.A. Taguieff has rightly called a 
dgferentialist rucisrn (Balibar. 199 1 : 2 1) 

The most important feature of this 'new' racism is that older processes of 

racialization which were articulated in the language of 'race' becarne 

transposed into the language of 'culture.' The 'new' racism stresses the 

distance of 'immigrants' Erom the 'national culture.' while simultaneously 

constructing an ideological unity of the 'nation' which works to incorporate the 

'national' worlàng classes into the 'nation' by defining a shared. identicai 

'national' interest for its members. 

Foregrounding the colonial encounter and the ongoing 

internationaüzation of the division of labour. third world and Aboriginal 

ferninists have pointed out that the racialization of the colonial encounter 

between western women and Other women (i.e.. third world and indigenous 

women), resulted in their ideological construction as opposites. These colonid 



relations constructed colonized women as 'uncit.ilizedT women belongïng to 

'backward races.' enabling European women to defme themselves as  part of 

'modem', 'enlightened'. 'civilized' races and nations. Colonized women becarne 

constructed as 'trapped' in 'tradition bound' societies. As part of 'modem' 

westem civilization. European women defined themseives as  the subjects of 

their own history. and even while challenging the dominance of European men 

over European women. left unchallenged the raciakzed ordering of social 

relations. Indeed. many of them defended the colonial and imperial order. 

defking it as supenor to the 'traditional' societies it displaced (Ahmad, 1992; 

Amos & Parmar. 1984: Davis, 1987: Hill Collins. 1990: Mohanty. 199 1).  A s  

Mohanty has stated: 

This average third world woman leads an essentially truncated life 
based on her ferninine gender (read: sexudy constrained) and 
her being Yhird world" (read: ignorant. poor. uneducated, 
tradition-bound, domestic. family-onented, vicümized. etc.). This. 
1 suggest is in contrast to the (implicit) self-representation of 
Western women as educated, as  modem. as having control over 
their own bodies and sexualities, and the freedom to make their 
own decision. (Mohanty. 199 1 : 56) 

The ideological processes which constnicted colonized women as backward' 

were the same ones which constructed ehe daughters of the Empire as  

'superior'. These ideological constructions drew the line between 'savage' and 

'civilïzed', with European women falling on the 'civilized* side of the equation 

and colonized women on the 'savage' side of it. 

I n  addition to racializing westem women and third world and indigenous 

women as  polar opposites. this racialization/coIonization was a deeply 

gendered historicd process which impacted men and women withui wlonized 

societies in unequal ways. Race and gender relations became deeply 

intertwined (Brah, 1993: Mani. 1989: Maracle. 1993; Mohanty. 199 1: Sangari 

& Vaid. 1989; Stasiulis & Jhappan. 1995). Recent ferninist historiographies 

reveal the negative impact of European colonizers upon the various indigenous 

patriarchal systems and structures. Numerous studies reveai that while f o m s  

of patriarchal relations varied significantly in various colonized societies prior 

to colonization. these patriarchal relations became transformed and integrated 

into colonial relations so that 'old' and 'new' foms became integrated into 



capitalist social relations (Ahrned. 1992: Davis. 198 1; Fiske. 1995: Goodleaf. 

1993: Maracie. 1993: Mies. 1986: Mohanty. 199 1: Sangari & Vaid. 1989; 

Stasiulis & Jhappan. 1995: Steady. 1985). The intersection of race. class and 

gender relations meant colonized women were sexually exploited by European 

men as well as third world and indigenous men. The eco~omic dependency of 

these women on both indigenous men and European men was increased. and 

in some cases created. as a result of the destruction of indigenous economic 

systems. And finally. the women were marginalized within the colonial power 

systems defined by western hegem~ny .~  

The interesting feature of these studies is their unearthing of hotv 

colonized women became equated with 'culture' and 'tradition' by men from 

both colonizing and colonized societies. The colonial powers interpreted 

culture and tradition in strictly religious/patriarchal terms. and culture 

became the arena within which colonized women's rights and entitlements 

were fkarned. Colonial laws and administrative practices reconstituted 

patriarchal relations by legitirnizing and uitegrating the most reactionary and 

conservative traditional/religious practices into the building of 'modem' 

capitalist relations, undermining the more egalitarian 'traditional' practices 

which had previously existed. En the 19th century, egalitarian gender relations 

were defhed as a sign of 'primitiveness' by European colonizers. who took it 

upon themselves to 'civilize' third world women into their 'rightful' place. This 

prompted nationalist struggles against colonial rule Likewise to inscnbe their 

nationalisrn on 'their' women. Hence. third world women were made the site 

for contesting patnarchal defmitions of 'culture' and 'nation' of both western 

8 ~ n  example of European colonial administrators' attitudes is provided in a book 
written by a Political Offrcer in the British Colonial Administration in Burma in 1887, 
advocating the benefits of increasing 'native' women's dependency on men: 

With her power of independence will disappear her free will and her influence. 
When she is dependent on her husband she can no longer dictate to hirn. When 
he feeds her, she is no longer able to make her voice as loud as his. I t  is 
inevitable that she should retire. ... The nations who succeed are not ferninine 
nations but the masculine. Women's influence is good provided it does not go 
too far. Yet it has done so here. I t  has been bad for the men. bad too for the 
woman. I t  has never been good for women to be too independent, it has robbed 
them of many virtues. I t  improves a man to have to work for his wife and family. 
i t  makes a man of him. I t  is demoralising for both if the women can keep herseIf 
and. if necessary, her husband too. (Mies. 1986: 93) 



and third world men. who sought to maintain control over the labour and 

bodies of third world women (Ahmed. 1992: Brah. 1993: Mohanty. 199 1). 

Third world and Aboriginal feminists have called upon western feminists 

to incorporate an integration of race. class and gender relations into their 

praxis. Western feminists have developed theories of 'women's* exploitation 

and oppression from their own experiences. However. in not problematizing 

their racialization as white women, these feminists have constmcted a 

universal 'woman' as the subject of feminism. This 'universal woman' is in 

reaiity based only on the historical experiences of particular western women of 

specific classes; this 'universal woman' silences and makes invisible the 

experiences of third world and Aboriginal women (Banne ji .  1995: Brand. 

1993: Brewer. 1993: Davis. 198 1 : Hill Collins. 199 1 : Maracle. 1993: Mohanty. 

199 1 ; Razack, 1998). 

Eschewing this universal woman. third world and indigenous feminists 

have demonstrated that racism shapes the role of women within the workforce 

as well as within the family. For instance. wornen of colour have historically 

worked as domestic workers for white families, and for them, there is no neat 

distinction between 'productive' wage labour and 'reproductive' unwaged 

labour. As domestic workers, thïrd world women's labour has serviced white 

families. including white women. while their own families have been tom apart 

by state policies (Amos & Parmer. 1984; Arat-Koc. 1992; Davis, 1981; Hill 

Collins. 199 1: Marna. 1984: Silvera. 1993: Razack. 1998). Another exarnple of 

how western feminist theorization makes invisible the experiences of third 

world and indigenous women is the definition of the family as the p r i m q  site 

of women's exploitation and oppression. The family is both a site of - 

oppression and resistance for third world indigenous women. for whom the 

'right' to have a f d y  has been challenged by the state. The family is also a 

site of refuge from the racism to which third world and indigenous women are 

subjected (Amos & Parmar, 1984: Das Gupta. 1995: Davis. 1982: Hiil Collins. 

199 1 : Marna, 1984: Razack, 1998). 

By not integrating race into their theorizing of class and gender 

relations. westem feminism has not aclmowledged the complicity of white 

women in the exploitation of third world and Aboriginal women (Amos & 



Parmar. 1984: Banne rji. 1995: Car@ & Brand, 1993: Davis, 19ô1; hooks. 1988; 

Marna. 1984: Maracle. 1993: RaLack. 1998). The labour of third world and 

indigenous women has seMced white wornen and white men. Third world and 

Aboriginal women's labour has underwritten the standard of living of white 

families in the global economy. In the case of domestic workers. the labour of 

these immigrant women has enabled white women to 'escape' the home and to 

develop careers (Arat-Koc. 1992: Ebzack. 1998: Silvera. 1993). Therefore. if 

feminisrn is to meet the challenges of theorizing and ending the exploitation of 

women. the *universai' woman constructed by western ferninists needs to be 

abandoned- This universalism needs to be replaced with the recognition of the 

inequalities arnongst women which have historically given white women power 

over third world and indigenous women. 

I use. and expand upon, this third world feminist theoretical O-amework 

in rny exarnination of the historical construction of Canadian citizenship. This 

theoretical framework's integration of race, class and gender as intersecting 

and mutu* reinforcing relations of oppression and exploitation provides the 

most usefiil approach to exarnining how power relations are organized within 

capitalist society. 

Relations of Ruling and the State 

I n  exarnining the ongoing reproduction of social relations within 

capitalist society . Marxism, western feminisrn and third world and Aboriginal 

feminisrn have alI identifred the centraliv of the role of the state in the 

organization and reproduction of these relations (Ca* & Brand, 1993; Fiske, 

1995; Gilroy. 1987: Green, 1995; Jaggar, 1988; MacKinnon, 1989; Mohanty. 

199 1: Ng, 1993: Omi & Winant, 1994: Panitch. 1977; Pateman, 1988; 

Robinson. 1983: Silvera. 1993; Smith, 1987. 1990; Stasiulis Br Jhappan. 1995: 

Ursel, 1992). 

In general tenns, Marxist theones of the state define the role of the state 

as that of "managing the cornmon affairs of the bourgeoisie" (Panitch, 1977). 

The major functions in this 'management' are maintainmg the conditions under 

which the accumulation cf capital c m  be accomplished in an ongoing manner: 

legitimizing the class rule of the bourgeoisie over other classes in society; and 



using coercive force to maintain social order when necessary. Gramsci 

significantly developed the Marxist analysis of the capitalist state by exarnining 

its role in consolidating bourgeois hegemony over civil society through 

ideological processes which created as 'common sense' this class rule (Buci- 

Glucksmam. 1980: Grarnsci. 197 1). This expanded conception of the state 

stresses the convergence of ideological processes of legitimation with  the 

material organization of labour to consolidate bourgeois rule. The state itself 

is defined as a site of the organization of class rule. and not merely a 

mechanistic 'tool' in the hands of the ruling class. 

The role of the state in organizing the relations of colonial domination 

has also beep defined as central to the historical development of capitalism 

(Giiroy, 1987: Green. 1995: Mohanty, 199 1: Robinson. 1983). The colonial 

state actively structured processes of raciahation. legislating and 

institutiona&~ing the 'non-human,' and later the 'non-citizen.' status of third 

world and Aboriginal peoples. For example. Omi & Winant (1994) have 

demonstrated that the "inherently racial state" is central to the organizing of 

"racial formation" in the United States- This state not only intervenes in racial 

conflicts within society. but is itself the 'preerninent site' of this conflict: 

Through policies which are explicitly or implicitly racial, state 
institutions crganize and reinforce the racial politics of everyday 
Me.. . . . . . . They organize racial identities by means of education, 
farnily law. and the procedures for punishment. treatrnent. and 
surveillance of the criminal, deviant and ill. (Omi & Winant, 1994: 
83) 

The state's institutions and practices reflect and organize the underly&g 

raciaked relations embedded within the global economic system. and they 

construct the ideological processes which help to normalize these relations. 

"An unstable equiiibrium" results f?om this interaction of the state's practices 

with social and economic conditions, as racialized conllicts within society 

become re-negotiated and re-deked by movements of resistance. The right to 

citizenship and the right to dernocratic participation become mediated in 

specifically racialized ways by the institutions and agencies of the state, giving 

'race' its concrete rneanings. 

Western ferninist theories of the state have ranged from liberal ferninist 



theories which caiI for the state to become gender sensitive and responsive to 

women's demands for democratic participation. to socialist and radicai feminist 

theories which argue that the state is gendered in its organïzation of the 

conditions of the production and reproduction of capitalist/patriarchal 

relations (Brodie. 1995; Jaggar. 1988: MacKinnon. 1989: Pateman. 1988: 

Ursel. 1992). Radical feminists argue that social life is constructed from a male 

standpoint which becomes ernbedded within the institutions of the state. The 

'male' state's values. n o m s  and policies are patriarchal. and the content of its 

legislation assumes that the interests of men and women are the same- Rather 

than confronting women's inequaüties. the state and its laws come to 

perpetuate these inequalities (MacKinnon. 1989). A number o f  ferninists have 

adopted a more nuanced analysis of the state. pointing out that it does not 

always. and uniformly. act in the interests of men (Brodie. 1995: Hartmann. 

1981: Ursel, 1992). 

Third world ferninists have pointed out that the patriarchal/ racialized 

relationship of third world women to white men has been mediated by the 

institutions of the state which have sanctioned the racial/sexual exploitation of 

third world women (Hill Collins. 199 1: Mohanty. 199 1). In other words. there is 

consensus among radical theorists about the central role of the state, its 

political. legai and ideological functions. in reproducing and sanctioning the 

social relations of race. class and gender. 

An important advance in the theorization of the state has been the 

"relations of ruling" fkamework developed by the feminist socioiogist. Dorothy 

Smith. Smith (1987. 1989. 1990) points out that social relations are 

reproduced and acquire their concrete meaning oniy in the real. iïved 

experiences of people's lives in the everyday/everynïght production and 

reproduction of the material conditions of existence. The underlying social 

relations which organize material existence shape the relations of ruling in 

society and are constantly reproduced at multiple sites in the everyday/ 

everynight practices of the state, institutions and individuals: 

uRelations of rulingn is a concept that grasps power. organization, 
direction. and regulation as more pervasively structured than can 
be expressed in traditional concepts provided by the discourse of 
power. 1 have come to see a specific interrelation between the 



dynamic advance of the distinctive forms of organizing and ruiing 
contemporary capitalist society and the patriarchal foms of Our 
contemporary experience. When 1 write of "ruling" in this conte*. 
1 am identifwng a complex of organized practices. including 
government, law. business and financial management. 
professional organization and educational institutions as well as 
the discourses in texts that interpenetrate the multiple sites of 
power. (Smith, 1987: 3) 

Smith's theoretical insights are useful in directing attention to the multiple 

sites at which 'ruling,' through the reproduction of social relations. takes place, 

as well as in identifying the complexïties involved in this reproduction. The 

"main business" of mlùrg within advanced capitalist societies is to "facilitate 

the self-expanding dynamic of capital." but this does not have to be "constantly 

enforced by the ruling class" (Smith. 1989: 47). Instead. the organization of 

this "main business" is embedded within the texts which inform state 

practices, the functioning of institutions. and the activities of individuals. 

Therefore. relations of ruling are reproduced by daily actions and practices 

based on the taken for granted. everyday forms of Imowledge of the world 

produced by these texts. As Smith puts it, 'These are the institutions 

through which we are ruled and through which we. and 1 emphasize this we, 

participate in ruling" (Smith. 1987: 87). The relations of ruling framework, 

therefore. points to the agency of individuAs in the reproduction. as well as 

challenging, of the relations of ruling in everyday/ everynight practices. 

The underlying social relations which organize ruiing in advanced 

capitalist societies remain hidden in the everyday/evexynight world. they are 

not readily visible on the surfaces of the texts which organizing ruling. These 

texts use abstract. objectified forms of knowledge to produce Yextual realities." 

Abstract categories, not the lived experiences of people. are used to produce 

objectified forms of knowledge about society. These objectified forms of 

knowledge are superirnposed ont0 actualïty: they corne to stand in for peoples' 

lived knowledge of the world. These "virtual" textual reaiities "write over" 

peoples' lived expenences and. by Lnforming the actions of individuals, they 

become inserted into actuality. Textuai redities reproduce relations of ruling 

by embedding these relations into the objectified forms of knowledge which 

become the taken for granted, 'naturai' order of things. The "apparatus of 



ruling" which superimposes these textual redities are defined by Smith in the 

following way: 

The phrase "relations and apparatuses of ruling" is used here to 
identify that extraordinary compiex of relations and organization 
rnediated by texts that govern. manage. administer, direct, 
organize, regulate. and control contemporary capitalist societies - 
at least those of the fdly "developed" first world. (Smith, 1992:4) 

Smith's conceptualization of the relations of ruling focuses on the necessity of 

examining how the underlying social relations of class and gender are 

reproduced in the lived actualities of peoples' Lives through the textual 

practices of the state. Ratrher than treating class and gender as abstract 

categories. Smith's framework enables us to understand these relations as 

lived out in the d d y  expenences of Our Lives. This fiarnework enables us to 

i d e n m  the reproduction of these relations by active. human subjects, within 

the context of ongoing histoncal processes in social formations. Smith's 

framework is a useful one for rny dissertation becailse it enables me to examine 

the organization of the relations of ruling in Canadian society from the criticai 

standpoint of immigrant wornen by grounding this anaiysis in ùnmigrant 

women's historical expenences. 

However. even as 1 use Smith's framework. 1 recognize that it needs to be 

further developed to integrate analysis of race and racialization. As 1 have 

discussed earlier in this Chapter, processes of raciakzation have been central 

to the organization of capitaiism as a global system of relations. Making race 

central to my anaiysis, in addition to gender and cIass, a o w s  for the 

examination of how the relations of mling within capitalist societies are 

racialized. Integrating race as an analyticai category also reveals how relations 

of ruling assume various forrns in women's lives, forms which include the use 

of overt violence as weil as the texTual relations Smith writes about. So, for 

example. integrating race allows for the recognition that 'advanced capitalist 

societies' can simultaneously also incorporate colonial relations, as  in the case 

of Canada where the colonization oî Aboriginal societies has rernained ongoing. 

Likewise. incorporating race allows for the recognition that relations of r u h g  

assumed the form of m e d .  paramiritary agression against Aboriginal women. 

as they did during the Oka crisis. in 'advanced capitalist society' (Goodleaf, 



1993). The 'ruling' of ~borigind peoples remains organized by both textual 

practices and the use of racist: violence in Canada. Where Smith's framework 

rernains silent on the contuiued existence of overüy violent foms of 'ruling' in 

advanced capitalist societies. Lntegrating analysis of 'race' draws attention to 

the various forms 'ruling' assumes in relation to Aboriginal and third world 

wornen. Integrating race as a category of analysis in my dissertation. I 

demonstrate that racialization is hindarnental to the organization of relations of 

ruling in the global system. Bq' integrating race as a central category. 1 

contribute to developing Srnith's theoreticd framework in my ctudy of how the 

relations of ruling are organized in Canada in late 20a century to reproduce 

processes of racialization. Rather than forcing a dichotomous either/or 

approach to examining the multiple social relations encompassed within these 

relations of rulirig. Smith's framework allows for the incorporation of the 

intersectionaüty of race. class and gender relations as  they actuaily exîst in the 

world. This framework also enables us  to move beyond the question of whether 

social relations are institutional. systernic. structural or personal by 

recognizing that social relations are reproduced at ail these levels of social 

existence. I n  the following section. 1 ouüine the rnethodology developed by 

Smith in her examination of the social organization of knowledge. This is the 

methodology which I use in my research for this dissertation. 

The Social Organization of Knowledge 

Over the years. a numbrr of social scientists have pointed to the 

patriarchal assumptions and biases within social sciences (Harding. 1987: 

Ladner, 1987; Smith, 1990; Thornton-Diil, 1987). Women of colour social 

scientists have drawn attention not only to the patriarchal biases of the social 

sciences, but also to the racist biases and the racialized nature of 'knowledge' 

produced (Banne rji, 1987: Ladner. 1987: Ng. 1993: Thornton Dill, 1987: 

Razack, 1998). These biases w-rite out of social theory the experiences of 

women of colour and obscure how racial and patriarchal domination are 

socially constructed in everyday Me. The clairns of the social sciences to be 

engaged in the production of objective knowledge have been challenged by 

these theorists who have demonstrated that this 'objectivity' is deeply 



irnplicated in upholding and perpetuating power relations which disenfhnchise 

and marginaiize women of colour (Banne rji. 1987: Ladner. 1987: Razack. 1998: 

In developing the relations of ruling framework. Smith (1987. 1989. 

1990) critiques sociology for demanding that sociologists examine social 

'problems' and produce knowledge frorn a position of objectiviw. This 

'objectivity' seeks to remove sociologists from the particularities of our localïzed 

expenences. and as  such. it reflects a 'male' standpoint because it is men who 

are enabled through the gendered division of labour to live in the 'abstract' 

world. The standard of 'objectivity' hides the dominant male standpoint 

incorporated into sociology and its methodologies: 

The whole method of thinking. how social science addressed the 
world, created a very peculiar relationship between women and 
their experience. Rather than beginning in their own actual 
situations and with their own good howledge of the practicalities 
and organization of their evexyday and everynight worlds social 
scient& methods of w-riting its texts created a standpoint frorn 
which the reader reflected on her life a s  ifshe stood outside it; 
taking up the relevancies and focus built into the conceptual 
structures of the discourse. She becarne an object to herself. 
Popularization made no difference: the conceptual structures were 
recursively present. As a practical problem. texts written in social 
science wouldn't do the kind of job to which we were committed. 
which was to expand women's howledge of what was going on 
from where they were in real. as contrasted with textuai, Ue. 
(Smith. 1992: 2) 

Sociology's insistence on beginning with abstract. objectified concepts and 

categories which suppress lived experiences has the eEect of removing the 

sociologist fkom the particularities of everyday/everynight expenence and 

making sociology complicit in reproducing f o m s  of knowledge which organize 

relations of ruling. Advanced capitalist societies are ruled through "abstract 

concepts and symbols" which. although defhed as 'objective' are. in realiq. 

d e h e d  from the perspective of mling. Sociology plays a crucial role in 

reproducing relations of ruLing by adopting these concepts and symbols in a 

"top-down" approach to examine and explain social life. By insisting that the 

knowledge produced fYom this perspective of ruling is 'objective.' sociologists 

obscure their own role in organizing relations of ruling. In  other words. 



sociology begins with abstract concepts and categories from the dominant 

perspective of ruling which it then imposes upon the actual world by making 

the world 'fit' into these concepts and categories. 

As Smith explains, forms of objectified knowledge which a ï s e  from the 

suppression of lived experience a s  "a site of knowledge*' reflect a "male social 

u n i ~ e r s e . ~  Smith calls for a feminist sociological methodology which begins 

with the actualities of women's everyday/eveqmight lived experiences rather 

than with abstractions. Women are very imrnediately connected to. and iocated 

within, everyday/everynight lue in our roles as caregivers. The gendered 

division of labour within society situates women outside the abstract, 

objectified "male social universe." Women's lived experiences in the home and 

in the world becorne a point of rupture with. and hence a critique of, the 

objectified forms of knowledge which attempt to suppress actual lived 

experience. I t  is a t  this point of rupture, of disjuncture. that women's 

experience "breaks away" from the objectified discourses .'integral to the 

relations of rulingw and a ucritical standpoint" ernerges (Smith. 1990). In 

defhing the "critical standpoint" of wornen. Srrith draws attention to the social 

organization of women's lives within capitalist societies. which reflect gender 

and class relations. 

Smith's methodological kamework focuses only upon class and gender 

relations, and as such. this kamework needs to be developed further to 

recognize that the critical standpoint of wornen which she refers to is a 

racialized standpoint. The racialization of social relations has meant that the 

critical standpoint of white women has taken for granted the 'whiteness' of 

their social existence. Because women of colour are subjected to racial 

domination. dong with class and gender domination. their critical standpoint 

defies any such 'taking for granted' of the racialization of r W g  relations. The 

critical standpoint which emerges from the hiçtoricity of the experiences of 

women of colour draws attention to the raciakation of relations of ruling 

withïn  capitalist societies. 

As a wornan of colour. an immigrant woman, workuig fkom the critical 

standpoint of immigrant women that I am situated in. 1 problernatize the 

objectifkd forms of howledge produced by the Canadian state which have 



constituted Unmigrant women as  a 'problem' for Canadiccn society. Rejecting the 

dominant perspective that immigrant women Iike myself are a 'problem' for 

Canadian society to resolve. whether this 'problem' is one of integration or of 

the 'difference' of language. culture. or simply that of 'too many' immigrants, 1 

do not defme immigrant women as  the problem for examination in this 

dissertation. Instead. 1 problematize the relations of ruling which create the 

category 'immigrant woman' as  a distinct category of women who Iive, work. give 

birth. and die within the geographical borders of Canada. and yet are 

constructed as  a 'problem' for Canadiun society and the state. How is it that 

certain groups of women have been constructed as immQrant wornen, while 

others become constructed as  Canadian women? What are the underlykg 

social relations which find expression in this distinction? 

Very Little andysis of social relations in Canadian society has been 

undertaken from the criticaf standpoint of women of colour. When &men of 

coiour are given any academic attention, the tendency is to confine us to the 

dornain of multiculturalism. Women of colour thus become situated outside the 

social and economic reahn, outside the "main business" of society, and the 

issues which shape our lives become defineci a s  distinct and separate fiom the 

issues which affect Canadians. Our  lives become discomected from the 

center of Canadian political, social and economic life, where 'red' Canadians 

live out the& lives. -4ttempts to examine the lives of women of colour only kom 

the perspective of 'cultures' within the reaim of 'multiculturaiism' reproduce a 

colonial Otheringg and myst* the material and ideological processes which 

organize the relations of mling in Canadian society. The point is not to add-on 

lm.migrant women to the existing knowledge about Canadian society, but to use 

the criticai standpoint of women of colour to examine what that standpoint 

1 use the term Other as defining a process through which colonized populations were 
constructed in the western imagination as being opposite to. and a threat to. the West 
and its subjects. See Said (1978) and Minh-ha (1989) for discussion of how this 
Othering has been historicdy organized. 



reveals about how Canadiun society is organized. l0 

To build social theory from the critical standpoint of women of colour 

requires a significant methodological shift. It requires a recognition of the 

relevance of women of colour a s  histoncai agents. I t  requires a recognition of 

the humanity of women of colour as women and as active human subjects. I t  

requires an acknowledgrnent of the centrality of women of colour within the 

"main business" of capitalism. Once this methodological shift is made. 

attention can be directed to unearthing the socid processes by which the 

marginality of women of colour is accomplished in Canadian socieiy, and how 

our 'irrelevance' becomes constructed. This methodological shift allows us to 

problematïze the social theory which erases the presence of women of colour. 

rather than problematizing wornen of colour's relevance to the construction of 

social theory. Smith points out that Manr was able to theorize the relationship 

between labour and value because he was able to recognize 'all labor as equal 

human labor" (Smith. 1990: 40). Likewise. Our ability to grasp the relationship 

between citizenship. social policy and immigration policy .in the lives of women 

in Canada is contingent upon our abiüty to conceptuake the equality of all 

women. and then to examine how it comes to be in the world that immigrant 

women are constructed as distinct from. and made unequal to. Canadian 

women. 

Io As Smith herself well recognizes: 
The problem isn't to make third world women a topic within a feminist political 
economy, nor yet to invite third world women to speak in this zone of discourse. 
Of course they have already seized that initiative. The p~oblem 1 am explicating 
is of a different kind: i t  is a problem of the concealed staridpoint, the position in 
the relations of ruling that is taken for granted in how we speak and that 
bounds and constrains how a political economy of women can speak to women. 
let alone to third world women. It is a problem of the invisible centre that is 
concealed in the objectifkations of discourse. seeming to speak of the world 
dispassionately, objectively, as it is, For third world worrien. nothing is gained 
by being entered as topics into the circumscriptions of white. male grounded. or 
of white fernale grounded. discourse. The theoretical expansions of political 
economy introduced by white women have merely rewritten the boundaries, the 
centre still remains. the standpoint within ruling is stably if invïsibly present. 
Nothing wiH serve but the dissolution of objectified discourse. the decentring of 
standpoint and the discovery of another consciousness of society systematically 
developed h m  the standpoint of women of colour and exploring the relations of 
political economy or sociology from a ground in that experience. (Smith. 
1992: 16) 



The other shift which is required when building social theory fkorn the 

criticai standpoint of women of colour is to recognize that immigrant women 

are socially constructed as 'immigrant* wornen upon entry into Canada (Ng. 

1988). A number of theorists have argued that ail women of colour continue to 

be constructed as 'outsiders' regardless of their citizenship. or the length of 

their presence in the countq (Banne rji. 1993. 1995: Brand. 1993: Razack. 

1998). The category'immigrant woman' has come to mean much more than a 

simple description of the experience of migration: immigrant wornen who are 

white have historically been integrated into Canadian society. whereas 

irnmigrant women who are third world women have not been allowed to enter 

the nation. The category 'immigrant woman' has been ideologically constructed 

to both reflect. and organize, the exclusion of women of colour from the 

Canadian society which white immigrant women have been allowed to enter. 

Immigrant women therefore have to be recognized as  geographical 'insiders' who 

are politically and socially constructed as  'outsiders.' This construction of 

immigrant women as  outsiders to the nation is a feature of Canadian society. it 

is not a feature inherent to third world women. 

in working fkom the critical perspective of women of colour, one of the 

comrnon problems encountered is the denial of the lived experience of racism of 

women of colour. When women of colour name the racism we experience and 

name the processes which racialize us. this lived expenence meets a wall of 

denial from mainstream social theory (Bannerji, 1995: Brand. 1993: W a c k .  

1998: Yee. 1993). Wornen of colour are repeatedly asked to provide 'proof that 

the lived reality of racism which we give voice to is valid. In describing her 

experiences in the classroom, Sherene Razack describes how "claims of 

innocence" enable the denial of the existence of racism in Canadian society: 

Like most educators working in the area of issues of social justice. 
1 experienced an increasingly predictable set of responses that 
inhibited the development of critical consciousness and blocked 
the actions necessary to change the world. These responses c m  
be surnmed up as a denial of oppression. Thus. some of my white 
students would clairn. for example. that there was no racism in 
Canada, that all Immigrants had a hard time at flrst and later 
would enjoy better access to society's resources. or that Abonginal 
people were killing each other before white men arrived. While 
some of these responses seemed simple enough to understand 



(and relatively archaic) . others indicated that apparently 
progressive ideas were in fact enabling people to deny violence 
and oppression and their cornplicity in it. (Razack. 1998: 16- 17) 

Speaking. and hearing. the lived experiences articulated by women of colour 

requires courage. This 'speakïng* goes against the prevaiiing 'wisdom' of social 

theory. it challenges the core of what constitutes 'knowledge' by challenging its 

racialized foundations- 

In this dissertation. 1 theorize this lived reality of women of colour in 

Canada who articulate the experience of being constructed as immigrants. as 

outsiders. to Canadian society. 1 examine the ideological processes through 

which the state has organîzed the social conditions within which women of 

colour experience these everyday/everynight realities in Canada. My research 

demonstrates this racialization exists not only in the mïnds of women of colour. 

but in the historical and conternporay practices of the Canadian state which 

construct women of colour as Unmigrant women and as outsiders to the nation. 

In  privileging the critical standpoint of Unmigrant women, 1 draw 

attention not only to the class and patriarchal forms of the relations of ruling, 

but also to their racialized form. Examining the relations of ruling and social 

ordering from this standpoint also makes it possible for us  to understand more 

fully how Canadian women are racialized in opposition to immigrant wornen and 

to expose the junctures at which these identities are pieced together in what 

come to appear as seamless, 'natural' identities. The standpoint of women of 

colour reveals how the 'whiteness' of the relations of ruling in Canadian society 

relegate women of colour to its margins; it ailows us to problematize the nation 

which pIaces women of colour outside its ideological borders. 

In this dissertation, 1 analyze the texts produced by the Canadian state 

in the restnicturing of Social Securiw Policy and Immigration Policy for the 

coming millennium to examine how membership in the Canadian nation and 

access to citizenship are being organized by the state. Smith has demonstrated 

that Our knowledge of the social world is mediated through texts, and that 

these texts construct textua. realities which uiforrn the actions and practices of 

individuals and institutions. Smith defines the relations sf ruling in advanced 

capitalist societies as beuig organized and mediated through these teas: 



A mode of ruling has become dominant that involves a continual 
transcription of the local and particular actualities of our lives 
into abstracted and generaked forms. I t  is an extralocal mode of 
ruling. Its  characteristic modes of consciousness are objectified 
and impersonal: its relations are governed by organizational logics 
and exigencies. We are not ruled by powers that are essentially 
implicated in particularïzed ties of kïnship. family and household 
and anchored in relationships to particular patches of ground. 
We are ruled by forrns of organization vested in and mediated by 
teles and documents, and constituted externdy to particular 
individuals and the& personal and familial relationships. The 
practice of rulïng involves the ongoing representation of the local 
actualities of our  worlds in the standardized and general forms of 
knowledge that enter them into the relations of ruling. It involves 
the construction of the world as texts, whether on paper or in 
cornputer. and the creation of a world in texts as a site of action. 
Forms of consciousness are created that are properties of 
organization or discourse rather than of individual subjects. 
[Smith. 1987: 3) 

In my andysis of the texts produced by the state in 1994 for the Social Securiv 

Review and the Immigration Policy Review, 1 iden- the abstract, objectified 

categories with which the state constmcted the textual realities within which 

major policy changes were to be implemented. These textual realities became 

Isiposed upon actuality and shape the Lived expenences of individuals a s  the 

state uses these textual realities to play a mediating role between individuals 

and their knowledge of the world. As Smith has demonstrated, textual realities 

corne to stand in for actuality a s  uidividuals are made to 'see' the world 

through the lens of the textual reality. which then shapes the actions of these 

individuals. The ideological forms of knowledge produced in textual realities 

becorne actionable in both the activities of the state and individuals. Even 

though these ideological forms of knowledge are divorced from the iïved 

experiences of people, they become constituted as realïty and become written 

over lived experiences. Ideology becornes "a kind of practice in thinking about 

society" which gives primacy to objectified categories and concepts over the 

lived actualities of people in the world (Smith. 1990:35). 

The very production of these textual realities embodies the relations of 

ruluig because they are constructed frorn the perspective of ruling. I n  this way. 

the texts both conceal and incorporate power relations fkom the perspective of 

ruling. These texts, which shape and reproduce the relations of ruling. include 

"newspapers; television; census and economic reports; pohcy documents; the 



reports of commissions. task forces and ad hoc cornmittees, and so forth.. ." and 

dthough they are constructed by ideological practices. they produce a t-irtual. 

textual reality and becorne "concrete actions" in the actuai world (Smith, 1990: 

54-57). 

The abstract. objectified categories and foms of knowledge used by the 

state in producing the textual realities within which the r e s t r u c t u ~ g  of Social 

Security poiicy and Immigration policy were organized are important to 

examine because they express how the underlying social relations are being 

org-ed in a period of rapid change in the global economy. Both reviews 

included public consultations through which the state organized the entry of 

participants into the textual realities being produced, and these textual 

realities came to mediate the participants' experience of reality. The textual 

realities produced are significant because the state uses these to produce 

'knowiedge' about the Canadian nation. and about the 'dangers' presented to 

this nation by 'outsiders.' including immigrant women. The 'knowiedge' 

produced in these Reviews legitimizes the policy changes made by the state 

subsequently. making actionable the textual realities. I n  order to extrapolate 

what can be learnt about the underlying social relations in late 20" century 

Canada, 1 iden t i .  the major 'problems' constructed by the textual realities. as 

well as the 'solutions' offered by the state to 'resolve' them. 1 analyze the 

significant changes to policy irnplemented by the state subsequent to the SSR 

and IPR reviews. and the insertion of the textual reaïties into actuality through 

these policy changes which express the nation-building practices of the 

Canadian state. 

The actuaüties of the lives of individuals in the world are shaped by 

uriderlying social relations. and people 'know' this reaiity to some extent 

through the concepts they use t~ understand and express the& experiences. 

Since the underlying social relations which shape these experiences are not 

readily visible on the surfaces of texts. the relation between the experience and 

the underlying social relations which shape it have to be "explicated." Using 

the critical standpoint of immigrant women. my examination of the textual 

practices of the Canadian state explicates the social relations embodied in the 



construction of the textual realities. The following texts are the specific subject 

of my analysis: 

A - Legislation: 

* The Canadian Citizenship Act 

Law Printer to the King's Most 

* L7ie Immigration Act. 1 9 76- 77 

Canada. 

1946 : 1946. Ottawa: Edmond Cloutier. 

Excellent Majesty. 

: 1985. Ottawa: Queen's Printer for 

* Sponsorship Reg dations of 1 9 76. 

B - The documents organizing the 1994 Immigration Policy Review: 

* Fmts  and Figures: Overview of Immigration, CIC: 1994a. Ottawa: 

Minister of Supply and Services. 

* Canada and Immigration: Facts and Issues. CIC: 1994b. Ottawa: CIC. 

* Public Meetings: Summaries of Discussions, CIC: 1994c. Ottawa: CIC. 

* The Report of Workuzg Group #2: "What critena should we set to achieve 

Our social and economic objectives in determining who will corne to 

Canada?" CIC: 19946. Ottawa: CIC. 

* The Report of Working Group #3: "How do we meet Our humanitarian 

obligations including the 195 1 Convention relating to the Status of 

Refugees?" CIC: 1994e. Ottawa: CIC. 

*The Report of Workurg Group # 4: "How do we achieve a coherent 

strate@ within Canada and among nations to deal with international 

migration pressures?" CIC: 1994f. Ottawa: CIC. 

* The Report of Working Group 9 5: "What are the key elements of a 

strategy for integrating newcomers into Canadian society ?" CIC: 1994g. 

Ottawa: CIC. 

* The Report of Working Group # 6A: "How do we integrate idgration 



poiicy and program deliveq with such areas as housing, health. 

education and training in order to better integrate immigrants into 

Canada and improve overall effectiveness of public prograrns? A. Labour 

Market access (training. accreditation)" CIC: 1994h. Ottawa: CIC. 

* The Report For Working Group #6B: "How do we integrate immigration 

policy and program delivery with areas such as housing, health. 

education and training in order to better integrate immigrants into 

Canada and improve overall effectiveness of public and prograrns? B. 

Other services (education. social assistance, health, policing, housing, 
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Conclusion 

I n  this first Chapter. 1 have defined the research question for my 

dissertation and elaborated upon the relations of ruling framework within 

which 1 conceptualize the race. class and gender relations embedded within the 

capitaiist system. I have defined the third world feminist theoretical tradition 

which 1 work. and have expanded upon the definitions of the categories race. 

class and gender that 1 use by stressing the intersectionality and materiality of 

these social relations. Using Smith's 'relations of ruling' framework which 

h@dights the role of the state in organizing the ongoing reproduction of these 

relations at multiple everyday/ eveqmight levels at which such reproduction 

takes place. 1 explained how 1 use the critical standpoint of immigrant women 

from which to examine the organization of the relations of n i b g  in Canada. 1 

have also expanded upon the ferninist methodology developed by Smith for 

exarniniRg the textual realities that o r g a i e  the relations of rulùig as the 

methodology which I use in my analysis. Finally. I listed the specific SSR and 

IPR texts which I anaiyze in this dissertation. 

My dissertation will examine the restructuring of Social Security Policy 

and Immigration Policy kom the critical standpoint of immigrant wornen. Very 



Little research in either one of these areas has been conducted from the cnticai 

standpoint of immigrant women. This oversight reflects. and further organizes. 

the marginaiization of women of colour from the mainstream. My dissertation 

seeks to break through this marginalization by placing immigrant women at the 

centre. and analyzing Canadian society from this critical perspective. Working 

from the point of disjuncture between immigrant women's lived expenences and 

what the Canadian state purports to 'know' about these expenences. my 

dissertation chailenges the notion that processes of race and racialization are 

marginal to the r e s t r u c t u ~ g  process. The critical standpoint of immigrant 

women reveals that processes of raciaiization are central to how the relations of 

ruling are being re-organized through the restructuring of access to citizenship 

in Canada for the coming rnillennium. 



CHAPTER TWO 

TWEORIZING CITIZENSHIP 

Introduction 

The classical fiberal concept of citizenship within capitalist societies 

embodies the notion of the equal nghts of individuals and their equai 

treatrnent by the state. I n  its broadest sense, citizenship refers to the relations 

of individuals within society: their relations to the organized power of the state 

and to each other. The rights encapsulated within the term 'citizenship' are 

essentially about how power is organized in society and. in this respect. are of 

great signiflcance to women because these rights determine the terms and 

conditions of membership in the social collective. 

Canadian citizenship has historically expressed a relation of the colonial 

domination and inequality of Aborigind ~ c u p i e s .  This citizenihi~ was 

developed by a settler state which recruited preferred race immigrants to 

produce and reproduce the Canadian nation and citizenship. In  this Chapter. 

I examine the existing literature on citizenship. 1 begin by outlining T.H. 

Marshall's theory of citizenship which categorizes citizenship into civil. political 

and socid rights and follow with several major critiques of Marshall's theory. 

Marshall's theory addresses the relation between economic inequality and 

social and political equaiity. and continues to serve as the point of departure 

for contemporary discussions of citizenship. As such, his work has had 

signiâcant Muence. The critiques I outline address the following features of 

Marshall's theory: (i) the separation of the economic and politicai spheres as 

independent of each other within the context of the global integration of 

economies; (ii) the evolutionist approach to citizenship and its Iack of attention 

to the role of class stmggles in extending citizenship nghts: (iii) the inadequate 

differentiation of citizens by gender and race: and. (iv) the non-recognition of 

the distinction between the fomal and substantive rights of citlzenship. and 

problematizing the nation as a socially constructed entity. 

In exarnining these critiques. 1 argue that the criticai standpoint of 



immigrant women reveals that citizenship has never been a question simply of 

one's legal status. Working [rom this critical standpoint reveals the racialized 

processes which have been centrai to the formation of nation-states. and to 

defuiing access to citizenship nghts within these. Immigrant women's 

experiences bring into sharp focus the global integration of national economies 

which began with the process of colonization. and highlight the signiûcance of 

global migrations within the capitast  system of relations. They also 

demonstrate that access to citizenship nghts. both formal and social rights. are 

contested terrain for immigrant women. 

Marshall's Theory of Citizenship 

Citizenship is a status bestowed on those who are full members of 
a community. AU who possess the status are equal with respect 
to ~e nghts and duties with which the status is endowed. 
(Marshall, 1992: 18) 

T.H. Marshall's conceptualization of citizenship in the essay, Citizenship and 

Social Class. delivered at Cambridge in 1949. continues to remain the most 

influentid work in the contemporary Literature on citizenship within capitalist 

society (Allen, 1996; Anthias & Yuval-Davis, 1992; Bottomore, 1992; Gordon. 

1994; Gordon & Fraser, 1992; Kyrnhcka & Norman, 1994; Lister, 1990; Mishra, 

1977: 1994: O'Comer. 1993: Taylor. 1989: Turner. 1986. 1990; Ungerleider. 

1992: Walby. 1994: Young. 1990). Marshall's conceptualization of citaenship 

is rooted in liberal political theory which defines sociew as an arnalgarnation of 

individuals with certain rights and argues that "the good society should ailow 

each individual the maximum freedom from interference by others" to their 

exercise of these rights (Jaggar. 1983: 33). Marshall defines citizenship as 

encapsulating three distinct categones of individuai rights: civil, political and 

social. Civil rights refer to individual freedoms such as the "liberty of person, 

freedom of speech. thought and faith. the nght to own property and to conclude 

valid contracts. and the nght to justice." Political rights refer to "the right to 

participate in the exercise of politicai power", including the right to belong to 

political parties. the right to run for political office. and the right to vote. Social 

rights define "the whole range from the right to a modicum of economic weEare 



and security to the nght to share to the full in the social heritage and to live 

the life of a civilized being accordirig to the standards prevailing in the society" 

(Marshall. 1992: 8). Social rights have been embodied withïn the welfare state 

and relate specifically to "social securily in periods of unernployment. sickness 

and distress" (Turner. 1990: 192). Marshall's theory belongs to that branch of 

liberalism that recognizes the enjoyment of individual freedoms to be 

contingent on the wealth and standard of living available to individuals. This 

liberal tradition has advocated for social nghts to ensure that certain .basic 

needs are met collectively. thereby creating the conditions within which the 

other rights of citizenship can be exercised. 

Marshall's theory explores the codict  between the egalitarian irnpetus 

underlying citizenship and the social inequalities of class created withùi the 

economy. Whereas the economy generates class inequalitles, citizenship 

confers a status of political equality upon individuals. Marshall argues that 

citizenship has been evolving in a "continuous progress" for the last three 

centuries in the "modem drive" towards equality. Citizenship creates 

important bonds of social solidarity and posits a sense of shared community 

arnongst individuals who corne to be politicaUy defined as equals. 

In this historical rnarch toward uprogress." the general trend of 

citizenship has been to extend rights beyond properüed males to those \.ho 

had not previously enjoyed them. Le.. the workïng class and women. The trend 

has also been to expand these rights to include first civil. then political. and 

finally. social nghts (Marshall. 1992). The liberal-democratic welfare state 

which institutionalized social rights would rnitigate the inequalities of class and 

become the basis for the exercise of the civil and political rights of citizens. In 

Marshall's schema. the eighteenth century represented the century of civil 

rights; the nineteenth century belonged to political rights: and the twentieth 

century was the century of social nghts. Never under the illusion that social 

rights would create econornic equality. his work remained secure in the belief 

of the welfare state's capacity to rnitigate the social inequalities of class. 

Marshall states that citizenship is the "foundation of equaliq on which the 

structure of inequality could be built" (Marshall, 1992). 

Marshall readily acknowledges that these is a conflict between 



capitalism and citizenship. and that social rights calI for the intervention of the 

state in the workings of a free market. Citing the economist Alfred Marshall. 1 1 

T.H. Marshal l  rernained convinced that this conflict was not insurmountable, 

and that social programs such as universal public education would not pose a 

threat to the kee market strong enough to jeopardize its essentid workings. 

Alfred Marshall  had earlier posed the question whether "the amelioration of the 

working classes" faced "limits beyond which it cannot pass." and whether all 

men could becorne in "occupation" "gentlemen." He argued that the 

distùlguishing feature of the working class was its "heavy." "excessive." 

"deadening" and .'seul-destroying" labour. With the development of technology. 

this labour could be significantly reduced. allowing ail to share in both the 

benefits and duties of citizenship by becoming "gentlemen." The quality of 

life for the working class could be vastiy improved through publicly funded 

social prograrns. giving this class standards of "civiiized" life and a share in the 

"social hentage." T.H. Marshall adheres to the view that the historical march of 

modem societies towards "progress" would be greatly advanced in the 

acquisition of social rights by the working class. Some inequalities in status 

would continue to persist. he grants. but these would be mitigated by the social 

rights which would unite the population in a "single civilization" (Marshall, 

1992). 

Although Marshall's theory is based on his analysis of the development 

of citizenship in Britain. he was more broadly thesrking citizenship within 

capitalist societies. Marshall's theory has therefore had a major impact on 

theones of citizenship. although critiques of this theory have been forthcoming 

fkom several quarters. A number of theorists have faulted Marshall for fading 

to recognize the role of patriarchal relations in creatuig the u n e q ~ a l  citizenship 

of women (Allen. 1996; Lister. 1990; Pateman. 1988: Walby. 1994): for 

l Alfred Marshall. an economist committed to the free market system. explored the 
economic feasibility of publicly funded social prograrns. In his essay. T.H. Marshail 
defines A. Marshail as the economist who crossed over the boundary of economics into 
sociology in dealing with this question. T.H. Marshall defined hirnself a s  the sociologist 
who would meet A. Marshall at this crossing in order to harmonize the two disciplines 
on the question of the desirability and feasibility of expanding citizenship rights. 



adopting an evolutionist approach to citizenship which did not recognize the 

role of class struggle in extending citizenship rights (Bottomore. 1992: 

-Kratochwil, 1994: Mishra. 1977: Turner. 1986; Walby. 1994): and. for 

theorizing the econornic and political spheres as operating in isolation one from 

the other (Taylor. 1989). In the sections which follow. 1 examine a number of 

these critiques from the standpoint of immigrant women. 

In brief. the first critique 1 examine relates to the inter-relation-between 

the political and economic' spheres within the capitalist system of relations. 

Whereas Marshail'conceptualized the political sphere as one of equality, and 

the economy as one which generates inequalities. critiques argue that class 

inequalities in the economic sphere translate into inequalities of power in the 

political sphere (Taylor. 1989). I agree with this position. and further argue 

that while Marshall defhed the British economy as a 'closed,' national 

economy. numerous studies challenge this definition by demonstrating the 

global integration of 'national' economies which took place during the first 

phase of capitalist globalization -- the phase of colonization (Amin. 1974; Bello. 

1992, 1994; Dutt. 1957; Fanon. 1963; Marable. 1983: Robinson, 1983: Rodney, 

1972; Shiva. 1997). Immigrant women's experiences bring into sharp focus the 

ongoing nature of this global integration. 

The second critique I address has been developed by theonsts who argue 

that Marshall's theory was evolutionist: there was no 'natural' extension of 

citizenship nghts within capitalist societies (Bottomore, 1992; Mann, 1987: 

Kratochwil. 1994; Mishra, 1977; Taylor. 1989; Turner, 1990). Instead, this 

extension has been the outcorne of class struggles. Further. these critiques 

argue that the extension of citizenship has served to M e r  integrate the 

working class into bourgeois domination. The crif5ca.l standpoint of immigrant 

women reveals that important as these class struggles have been Ln extending 

citizenship rights. these class struggles have taken place within the context of 

the racialized/national interests constructed by the state. 

The third critique I address has been developed by feminists who argue 

that Marshall's theory does not account for patriarchal relations which 

construct an unequal citizenship for women (Gordon, 1994; Lister. 1990: Okin, 

1992; Pateman. 1988: Walby. 1994). While 1 agree with the feminist analysis 



that social rights preserved the gendered division of labour, these theorists 

have paid scant attention to the racialization of wornen. and of women's access 

to citizenship. When these theorists have attempted to account for race. they 

tend to deme race as  a 'difference' which sets apart peopie of colour (Allen, 

1996: Lister. 1990; Walby. 1994: Young, 1990). Therefore. 1 examine 

specificaIly Iris M. Young's (1990) proposal for a re-conceptualization of 

ciMenship in order to accommodate 'dilferences.' In  exaxnining Young's 

theory. 1 dernonstrate that 'difference' is an inadequate framework for 

conceptualizing race. which is one of the fundamental organizing principles of 

capitalist social relations. As such. reducing race to a question of 'difference' 

naturalizes processes of racialization. 

The h a I  critique 1 address cornes from theorists who make a distinction 

between the formal and substantive rights of citizenship in the nation-state 

(Abu-Laban, 1998: Bottomore, 1992; Hall & Held, 1989: O'Conner. 1993: 

Yuval-Davis, 1991). This distinction is an extremely useful one because it 

draws attention to the principles which organize mernbership in the nation. In 

addressuig this distinction, 1 draw upon the works of theorists who have 

rejected the definition of nations as 'naturai' entities and have problematized 

the construction of nations (Anderson, 1996: Anthias & Yuval-Davis, 1992: 

Balibar & Wailerstein. 1991; GiIroy. 1987; Green, 1995; Robinson, 1983; 

Stasiulis & Jhappan. 1995). The principles underlying the formation of the 

nation are key to organizing citizenship within nation-states, and immigrant 

women's experiences demonstrate that raciaiization has been central to the 

construction of nations within the capitalist system of relations. In examuiing 

these critiques, my argument is that Marshall's theory is unable to account for 

the construction of the Canadian nation. and of Canadian citizenship. 

The Inter-Relation of the Economic and Political Spheres Within the 

Global Economy 

Marshall's theory has been criticized for defining the econorny and the 

polis. as  separate spheres. Mandsts have argued that the economy does not 

function independently of the sphere of the polity; the structural power 

relations creating inequalities within the economy translate into political 



inequalities (Smith. 1990: Taylor. 1989). Class inequalities rooted in the 

economy have frustrated attempts to "realize the liberal ide& of citizenship" 

whether in the "false collectiviism of the welfare state" or in the "consumerist 

'democracy' of the market" (Taylor. 1989). Conceptualizing the economy as 

separate h-om the political sphere sets up a false dichotomy which distorts an 

understanding of the power relations underpirming the institutions a i ~ d  

practices of both the state and the market. Furthemore. ~ a r s h d l ' s  separation 

of the economic and political spheres leaves the economy to continue 

generating inequalities. doing nothing to confront class inequalities on the 

ground withïn which they arise (Taylor. 1989). 

While 1 agree with this view. the class reductionism of this approach is 

problernatic. Race and gender divisions. like class divisions, are entrenched 

within the economy and translate into political inequalities. Fudher. the 

relation between the econornic and political spheres can only be adequately 

theorized within the context of the global integration of 'national' economies 

within the capitalist system of relations. Marshall's theory treatç the econorny 

of Britain as compact and self-contained. with the inequalities of class being 

generated internally within this economy. The notion that European countries 

developed a full blown capitalisrn within their 'closed* economies has been 

challenged from many quarters. Capitalism, although histoncally emerging 

from Europe. rapidly became a global system during the phase of colonialism 

through the economic integration of different countries, and indeed continents 

(Amin, 1974; Dutt, 1957; Fanon. 1963; Marable, 1983: Robinson. 1983; 

Rodney, 1972: Wright. 1993). As part of this global integration, a 
corresponding globalized labour market quickly emerged (Potts. 1990: 

Robinson, 1983; Sassen, 1990;). Capitalist production. the d i a o n  of labour, 

and the realization and accumulation of capital were ail organized on a global 

scale under relations of western domination and exploitation. and thiç resulted 

in a western political hegemony over colonized societies (Balibar. 199 1 ; 

Mohanty, 199 1; Robinson. 1983). In the particular case of Britain, the 

integration of the colonies into the Empire enabled the repatriation of wealth 

korn the colonies to the 'mother country' and, in this way, the wealth from the 



colonies underwrote the expansion of citilenship rights at the centre of the 

Empire: 

There is a tacit convention of a kind of double book-keeping of the 
Empire: and the two sides of the ledger are never brought into 
contact. On the one side. the sentiments of universal 
philanthropy and benevolence. of liberal enlightenment and the 
march to fr-eedom "within the mystic circle of tJxe Crown." and of 
development and welfare. substantiated by the few niggardly 
crumbs thrown out fkom the vast profits of the monopolies. On 
the other side, the concrete realities of the giant colonial trusts 
and combines. plantation-owners. and LOO per cent profits; the 
mass poverty and exploitation. starvation wages, pestilential 
slums and peasant ruin: the colonial pend iaws and repression; 
the concentration camps. terror and shooting, the troops. guns 
and bornbing planes. (Dutt, 1957: 25) 

The role of the colonies in 'developing' European economies within the global 

systern has been extensively documented (Dutt. 1957: Galleano. 1973: 

Robinson. 1983: Rodney. 1972). Marshall's theory does not recognize the 

reality of this global system and instead treats the 'British' economy as a 

closed. 'national' economy. By so doing, the inter-connections between Britain 

and the colonies is made invisible and this supports the fiction that 'nations' 

are natural entities with their own clearly demarcated 'national' resources upon 

which the rights of their citizens are based. Considered in this light. 

citizenship. a s  Marshail defines it, institutionalizes the identities of workers in 

the advanced capitdst countries as 'citizens*, and draws boundaries between 

them and the colonized 'subjects' of the British Empire within a globally 

integrated economy. 

It is important to highlight the consequences of this global econornic 

integration for the citizenship rights of the colonized and colonizing populations 

within the global system. This economic integration was achieved through the 

subjugation of colonized populations. through the suppression. and even 

destruction. of the political systems of these societies. The destruction of the 

rights and 'citizenship' of colonized peoples within self-governing social 

formations occurred at the same tirne as the extension of citizenship nghts for 

peoples of European origins in a paralle1 process. Indeed. the two were 

inextricably linked. The enhancement of the rights of European men. and 



subsequendy. those of European wornen. went hand in hand with the 

sirnultaneous destruction of the rights of colonized women and men. These are 

two sides of the same coin of 'modem* capitalist development. 

The surplus produced by labour in the colonies was exported to Britain. 

and it made possible the accumulation of capital which fueled further colonial 

expansion. as  well as the industrial revolution [Potts. 1990; Robinson, 1983: 

Sassen. 1990) - 

European states contributed only a small share of the total needs 
of the coIonial empires. and then only for selected areas- Britaïn, 
the dominant power. had the greatest need for labor. It could not 
have consolidated its empire wilhout recourse to milLions of 
workers kom the Third World. (Sassen, 1988: 32-33) 

Therefore. to treat the citizenship rights of the working class in Britain as 

somehow intemally contained within a 'closed' British economy serves little 

purpose beyond m y s m g  the international division of labour and the 

racialized hierarchies which exist within the global labour force. The econornic 

inequalities of class generated within this global system can only adequately be 

andyzed within a global. and not 'national.' context [Amin. 1974; Robinson, 

1983: Rodney. 1972: Taylor, 1989). Marshall's British 'working class'. needs to 

be situated within the context of the intemationakation of production and the 

division of labour. as do the citizenship nghts he theorizes. 

Class  Struggle and Citizenship 

The überalism which underlies Marçhall's theory of citizenship does not 

recognize the centraüty of class stniggle within capitaüsm (Bottomore. 1992: 

Kratochwil. 1994: Mann. 1090: Mishra. 1977: Taylor. 1989). Marx's analysis of 

the capitalist mode of production identiaed class struggle between the 

proletariat and the bourgeoisie as a central contradiction giving rise to 

opposing class interests. Defhing society as an aggregate of individual 

'citizens' who are dl equaily 'fkee' to exercise individual rights mystifies the 

r e m  of class rule within capitalist society (Bottomore, 1992; Kratochwil, 

1994; Taylor. 1989). 

Tom Bottomore has criticized Marshall  for addressing only "the impact of 



cimenship on social classes" and not the "impact of social classes on the 

extension of citizenship" (1992:55). Had he considered the latter. Marshall 

would have to acknowledge that there is no natural or inevitable evolution of 

citizenship rights. Rather. various classes have historically struggled against 

other classes to expand. or to restrict. citkenship rights. The acquisition of civil 

rights can be credited to the ascendant bourgeoisie in its struggle against the 

power of the feudai aristocracy. Politicai rights were secured by the struggles 

of the working class. with the support of 'rniddle-class reformers,' against their 

domination by the bourgeoisie: social rights were secured by the working class 

and reforrners from other classes in the post World War II period (Bottomore. 

1992: 56). Instead of taking the forrn of a natural evolution. the extension of 

citizenship nghts has been the outcome of class struggles (Bottomore. 1992; 

Mishra. 1977; Turner. 1986). 

Rarnesh Mishra has pointed out that Marshall's theory does not explain 

how the specific contents of citizenship nghts are decided. assurning there is 

consensus in society about the content of these rights. For example. 

Marshall's theory does not spec* what constitutes social rights. I t  does not 

spec* how access to healthcare, or education. come to be construed as  part of 

social nghts. Ln i g n o ~ g  class struggle, Marshall failed to recognize it is 

precisely these struggles which determine the specific content of social rights 

(1977). Marshall also reifies the notion of cimenship. creating a static 

definition of the rights which can be clairned by citizens. Citizenship is a set of 

"social practices" which are defined by "membership rules" in society 

(Kratochwil. 1994). Likewise. Marshall fails to recognize that citizenship rights 

do not remain constant once acquired: these rights can be extended or eroded, 

depending on the balance of power between different classes at given historical 

moments (Turner, 1986). 

Michael Mann (1987) goes further in his critique of Marshall, defining 

citizenship in the liberal-dernocratic welfare state as a 'ruling' class strategy to 

more fully incorporate the working class into the domination of the r u h g  

class. Mann has identiûed five dinerent "ruling class strategies" for containing 

class conflict with different consequences for citizenship rights: (a) the 

reformist liberal weifare state in Britain which incorporated the workuig cIass 



by a "meshing" of "private market" and "insurance schemes": [bl the liberal 

strategy in the United States where social rights were not well deveioped: ( c) 

the authontarian monarchist strategy in Germany, Austria. Russia and Japan 

which initially opposed. but subsequently developed. citizenship rights: (ci) the 

fascist strategy in Germany where full employrnent policies and social rights 

were based upon militarism and fmally; [e) the authontarian socialist strategy 

in the Soviet Union where social citizenship rights were well developed. but 

with the erosion of civil and political rights (1987). Mann argues that. instead 

of creating social equality beisveen the classes. citizenship rights served to 

preserve class exploitation in each of these countries. 

Bryan Turner (1990) disagrees with Mann's definition of the welfare state 

as a ruling class strategy. He argues that Mann's formulation is class 

reductionist and defines citizenship only as being "handed down from above" 

by the ruling class. As such. it precludes an understanding of citizenship as 

the result of the "struggles kom below" of citizens who make claims upon the 

state. Defiriuig citizenship nghts as a '*ruling class strategy." M a n n  treats 

citizens as little more than passive recipients of nghts. Turner instead defines 

citizenship as the result of "struggles fi-om below." a position which recognizes 

citizens as active agents rnakang claims upon the state (Turner. 1990: 200). 

M a n n  is unable to "adequately appreciate the revolutionary implications of the 

oppositional character of nghts" because he defmes a passive form of 

citizenship in developing his theory of "ruling class strategy" (Turner. 1990: 

199). 

Turner's intervention is useful in pointing out the potential weahesses 

in Mann's theorkzation of citizenship in the liberal welfare state. and 1 believe 

he is absolutely nght in rejecting Mann's class reductionism. However. the 

either/or approach Turner himself adopts in defking citizenship as either 

passive or active is unnecessarily limiting. Instead of defining citizenship as 

either a "handing" down of rights "from above" or the result of "struggles fkom 

below," it is possible to theorize citizenship as  a diaiectic between the two. 

Struggles from below for certain citizenship rights c m  be conceded to  by the 

ruling class, particularly if these rights are compatible with capital 

accumulation and can avert further radicaüzation of struggles kom below. 



Likewise. rights can be "handed down" by the ruling class in order to further 

capital accumulation. Durhg the phase of colonization. the extension of 

citizenship rights for colonizing populations helped to consclidate colonial rule. 

I n  the case of Cânada. access to Canadian citizenship for various European 

immigrants central to the process of colonization and settlernent. During 

this period. the interests of the ruling elites. as  weU as  of the other sectors of 

colonizing societies, coincided. 

A number of political theorists have defined the welfare state as 

essentidy representing a compromise between labour and capital (Bottomore, 

1992: Ginsberg. 1992; Mishra. 1977: Panitch. 1977. 1994: Ursel, 1984). This 

definition of social nghts as a class "compromise" allows us to examine the 

points at which the interests of opposing classes sometirnes coincide. In my 

examination of Canadian citizenship. 1 argue that the 'national' interest of 

opposing classes involved in colonization coincided vis-a-vis colonized 

Aboriginal peoples. Although the mling elite and the proletariat had opposing 

class interests. they came to share a 'national' interest in consolidaLlirig 

European settlernent. 

The extension of citizenship rights ultimately depends upon the balance 

of oppositional forces within society. sometimes reflecting the victories of 

"stmggles from below" and at other times reflecting "mling class strategies" 

which serve to further consolidate class domination. 1 use this dialectical to 

theûrize citizenship rights as the expression of the balance of forces between 

the "struggles fkom below" and the "ruling class strategies" that seek to contain 

them. In order to fully understand this dialectic. it is important to examine the 

histoncal specincity of the moment. 

Gendering Citizenship 

Western feminists have argued that Marshall's theory of citizenship does 

not account for the gendered divisions within capitalist society as it remains 

silent on the unequal citizenship of women. These critiques charge that 

Marshall's theory is inadequate because the historical experience upon which 

Marshall draws to demonstrate the evolution of citizenship rights is confined to 

the British male expenence (lister. 1990: Okin. 1992: Paternan, 1988; Walby. 



1994). 

The histoncai experiences of European women in Britain. the United 

States and Canada de@ Marshall's theory of citizenship as having evoIved in 

three separate stages with the acquisition of civil rights being sequentially 

followed by political and social rights. European wornen in these countries. 

indeed, as in most advanced capitalist countries. did not acquire civil or 

political rights at the same tirne as working class men. and when wornen did 

gain these rights, it was not in the sequence outlined by Marshall. Women's 

struggles for these three fonns of citizenship rights were intrinsicaily linked: 

women's struggles for the vote were tied to their struggles for access to 

education. and for equaiity within the family. including the divorce and 

property nghts (Clarke. Cochrane & Smart. 1992; Walby. 1994). White men. 

white women. and women of colour achieved ciüzenship at different historieal 

moments (Allen. 1996; Pivan & Cloward. 1988: Walby. 1992). In the case of 

Canada, Euro-Canadian wornen won the nght to vote federally in 19 17- 19 19; 

women in Quebec won the federal kanchise in the 1920s and the provincial 

franchise in 1940; Asian immigrant women won it in the Iate 1940s, and 

Aboriginal women only in the 1960s (Errington. 1993; Maracle, 1993: 

Ungerleider. 1992). Feminists also point out that even after achieving political 

rights. women rernain underrepresented within poiitical systems of governance 

and decision making (Errington. 1993: O'Connor, 1993). I n  addition to 

demonstrating the lack of a clear line of demarcation between the acquisition of 

civil and political rights. feminist scholars also reject Marshall's evolutionism. 

pointing out that women did not 'naturally' or inevitably acquire an extension 

of rights. Instead. wornen have to struggle for these rights. and are SU 

struggling for access to citizenship which is equal to the access men have 

(Lister, 1990; Pateman, 1988; Yuval-Davis. 1993; Walby, 1994). 

Ferninists have also pointed out that access to social rights is based on 

the notion of the f d y  wage and on the gendered division of labour in the 

family and paid workforce. The welfare state embodying social rights created a 

two-tier system within which social entitlements becarne organized into 'male' 

programs such as unemployrnent insurance, and 'fernale' programs such as 

social assistance, and access to social entitlements depends upon the status of 



cimens in the gendered workforce (Gordon. 1994: Ursel. 1992: Walby. 1990. 

1994). Contributo~y social insurance programs such as  unemployment 

insurance have been more accessible tu men because their participation within 

the paid workforce has enabled them to make contributions. whereas programs 

such as social assistance have been disproportionately accessed by women 

because of their unequal access to paid employment. Contributory social 

insurance programs have been Zesç open to stigmatization. unlike the needs- 

tested social assistance programs which have become stigmatized as 'welfare' 

(Gordon, 1994: Gordon & Fraser. 1992). Social entitlernents, therefore. do not 

value wornen's role as  care-givers within the farnily. and social assistance 

programs are predicated upon women's dependence on men. Thus, in so far as 

they are gendered. social programs further institutionalize this dependency by 

giving women unequal access to social entitlements (Ginsberg, 1992; Gordon. 

1994; Lister. 1990; Taylor. 1989: Ursel. 1992). 

A more fundamental critique of Marshall's theory relates to the question 

raised by ferninists who ask whether citizenship is a universal project which 

can be extended to women. or whether it is an inherently 'male' project which 

is unable to realize the fùil and equal participation of women in society. In 

answering this question. feminists have pointed to the separation between the 

public and private spheres whereby citizenship rights are placed within the 

public sphere, which. in effect 'naturalize' women's unequai citizenship. 

Marshall's theory reproduces the separation by focusing on the 'public' 

economic and political sphere. while remaining silent on the 'private' sphere of 

the farnily. Within this framework. women become situated within the private 

sphere of home and famiiy. while men become situated within the public 

sphere as economic and political actors. If citizenship rights are located within 

the public sphere and women are located within the confines of the private. full 

access to citizenship cannot be realized by women without a transformation of 

the public/private divide (Allen. 1996; Lister. 1990; Okiri. 1992; Pateman. 

1988: Walby. 1994; Yuval-Davis, l993). l2 

I2~hallenging the liberal contention that 'modern' capitalist society replaced the rule of 
patriarchy with the 'liberal democracy' of citizens. Pateman has demonstrated that 



While these scholars challenge the inadequacy of Marshall's theory by 

privileging gender divisions in addition to class. my concem is that they do not 

examine the racialization of women and citizenship rights. Citizenship within 

capitalist society reflects and organizes the underlying processes of 

racialization. which have resulted in the unequal access to citizenship of third 

world and indigenous women. and white women. In the few instances where 

these theorists have attempted to address the question of race. they have done 

so by denning it as a factor which introduces 'difference' into society and cal1 

for a re-conception of citizenship which can account for this 'difference' (Lister. 

1990: Walby. 1988: Young. 1990). In the following section. 1 explore this 

theorization of 'differentiated citizenship' as a resolution to the race question. 

arguing that it is an inadequate framework for deaiing with the historical 

racialization of capitalist citizenship. 

One of the major problems identified within ferninist and Mandst 

literature on citizenship is the continuing differential access to citizenship 

nghts of various groups within society. and their differential access to the 

welfare state (Bottornore. 1992: Fraser & Gordon. 1992: Lister. 1990: O'Connor. 

1993: Turner. 1986; Young. 1990: Walby. 1988). Arguing for a re- 

conceptualization of citizenship which addresses this djfferential access as  a 

central problern, Young (1990) rejects the universal conceptualization of 

citizenship because it privileges dominant groups in society whose experience 

and aspirations corne to be defined as "universal." Pointing out that the notion 

*modemv citizenship is deeply gendered and dependent upon the exclusion of women 
from the public sphere. Social contract theory mystifies the reality that the .private* 
sexual contract which gives men control over women underpins the 'public' *social 
contract' which is the basis for citizenship nghts. Men enter into sexual relations with 
women within the farnily and acquire a nconjugal sex rightn over women through the 
sexual contract. I t  is this 'sex nght' which is the basis of women's subjugation. and in 
defining this relation within the family as 'naturai.' wornen's subjugation cornes to be 
treated not as the political relation it is, but as a 'natural' relation. The social contract 
has transformed patriarchy from the rule of the 'father' as patriarch into a .modemT 
'fratemal' patriarchy of 'free men' where individual men exercise their power over 
individual women in their capaciw as 'heads of households.' The 'civil freedom' of men 
becarne based upon women's 'sexual subjugation' (Pateman. 1988). 



of rights is deeply connected to notions of justice in society, Young proposes 

that a re-definition of justice is integral to reconceptuaiïzing citizenship. 

Contemporaq conceptions of justice are based on the "distributive 

paradigm" which equates social justice with the distribution of material things 

in society. and does not address the inequalities themselves. Marshall's 

theorization of social nghts is based on this "distributive paradigm" in 

assuming that social equahty can be achieved by the redistribution of wealth 

through social programs. Young argues the -distributive paradigm" is 

problematic because it uses an "impartial" absolute standard for the treatrnent 

of every individual in every situation. This approach suppresses the differences 

which actudly exist between groups. and gives rise to structures and 

institutions which maintain the oppression of "different" groups in upholding 

the dominant standpoint as the rneasure of irnpartiality.13 The standard of 

impartiality , therefore. mystifies the reality that the standpoint and experience 

of one particular group becomes "universal," and sets the standard for other 

groups. In place of this "distributive paradigrn.'' Young proposes a re- 

conceptualization of justice which recognizes group differences. and in doing 

so, challenges the universalism which maintains the oppression of "different'. 

groups. An affirmation of 'difference* would enable 'dmerent' perspectives to 

enter the political space, making justice a comrnitment to meeting the needs of 

different groups. The democratic participation of these groups in decision- 

rnaking would lead to the re-defining of citizenship rights, which would itself 

become differentiated. Young argues for the provision of public funds to 

rninority groups to facilitate their political participation in the democratic 

process. This participation would result in group-differentiated policies 

cornmitted to meeting the speciac needs of each group (1 990). 

13 Young outlines five criteria for defining oppression: (i) exploitation which results from 
the working class producing surplus value which is appropriated by capitalists: (ii) 
marginalization of people who are considered nut necessary to the labour system: (iii) 
powerlessness of groups who Iack authority and are not allowed into decision-making: 
(iv) cultural imperialism which enforces the dominant culture ont0 groups which have 
their own cultures by denying and suppressing these self-defined cultural forms, and: 
(v) ~hlence which is used systernatically against certain groups in sociew. (Young. 
1990) 



While Young's "differential access" approach to ciitïzenship is an 

improvement on Marshall's theory. it has its own set of problems. It assumes 

that groups who have unequal access to citizenship somehow exist as  'different' 

prior to their entry into society and prior to their claims upon citizenship. It  

assumes that their "difference" is situated in some other realrn, outside the 

social and political terrain within which they make their claims to citizenship. 

By taking the "dinerence" of groups for granted, these groups themselves corne 

to be seen as  pre-formed. Their "difference" is made natural, and not as the 

result of sociai relations which shape their access to citizenship as part of-the 

very process of creating the& *dlfference." The problem of citizenship is that a 

Merentiated unequal citizenshïp already exists. and the "difference" referred to 

by Young is the expression of these inequalities. The underlying social 

relations of race. class and gender constitute groups a s  "different.' according 

them Wfferent." i.e. unequal. rights. Young's proposition naturalizes gender 

and race inequalities as being the result of a "difference" inherent in oppressed 

groups. and it directs attention away from how inequalities are socially 

constructed as  "difference." Himani Banne j i  has argued that "difference" as a 

political concept needs to be problematized: 

Where does such "difference" reside? Who are we "different" 
kom? Upon reflection it becomes clear that the "difference" which 
is politically significant is not a benign cultural forrn. The 
"difference* which is making us "different" is not something 
inherent or uitrinsic to us but is constructed on the basis of Our 
divergence fkom the nom.. . . 

Our "difference" then is not sirnply a matter of "diversities," which 
are being suppressed arbitrariiy, but a way of noting and muting 
at the same time fùndamental social contradictions and 
antagonisms. (1995: 71-72) 

Bannerji draws attention to the necessity of addressing the underlying "social 

contradictions and antagonisms." Young's approach instead natwafizes the 

'clifference* of race as an inherent. unchanging characteristic of groups, instead 

of treaüng race as  an expression of social relations which acquire their 

concrete meaning in the organization of power in society. Ending racialized 

inequalities requires a transformation of the underlying social relations a s  part 

of the process of reconceptualizing citizenship. When the underlying social 



relations are addressed. it becornes evident that a reconceptualization of 

citizenship cannot begin with a discussion of the content of the rights of this 

citizenship. Instead. it has to begin with an exarnination of how the category 

'citizen' is constituted. how the membership of individuals is organized into 

'different groups.' who is ailowed rnembership in which group. and as.a result. 

access the contents of cimenship. In the following section I discuss the work 

of theorists who make a distinction between the formal and substantive rights 

of citizenship. 

Forma: and Substantive Rights in the Nation-State 

A number of theorists have attempted to develop Marshall's theory by 

introducing a distinction between the formal and substantive rights of 

citizenship. Formal rights are defked as the conditions which organize 

rnembership in the nation-state. which then dlow for claims upon citizenship. 

Substantiue rights refer to the civil, political. and social rights embodied within 

citizenship (Abu-Laban, 1998: Bottomore, 1992: Hall 8r Held, 1989; O'Connor. 

1993). The formal right to citizenship does not necessarily translate into 

access to substantive rights which, in practice, have been denied on the basis 

of the race. class. and gender of the citizen. Marshall addressed only 

substantive rights, these theorists stress. ignoring the fact that formal rights of 

citizenship are not sufficient for enjoyment of substantive rights. Tom 

Bottomore argues that even after racial and etfinic minorities achieve formal 

citizenship rights, they do not necessarily enjoy access to the substantive 

rights of the welfiue state. Furthemore. the formal right to citizenship itself 

has to be problematized, a number of theonsts have argued further (Abu- 

Laban. 1998: Yuval-Davis. 199 1). Most discussions of citizenship have not 

addressed this question. with the result that "formal citizenship has tended to 

be treated as a static legal category and at best an implicit backdrop to 

questions relating to substantive citizenship" (Abu-Laban. 1998: 3). 

The introduction of the distinction between formal and substantive 

rights is an important advance in theorizing citizenship. Whereas Marshall 

takes for granted the membership of citizens in a 'national' cornrnunity, 

problematizing this formal right to membership in the nation directs attention 



to those sectors of the population denied membership in the nation in being 

cast as 'outsiders' with unequal access to citizenship. Specifically. this 

distinction broadens the horizon to include rhzmigrmts whose unequal 

citizenship status in advanced capitalist countries has not been adequately 

theorized in the existing fiterature. This distinction also directs attention to 

migrant workers who are denied formzl daims to citizenship as a result of the 

temporaq resident status assigned to them by states in receiving countries. 

Marshall's theory takes for granted the assumption that nations have 

corresponding states within which citiLens. as members of the nation-state. are 

able to access citizenship rights. A number of theonsts have. however, 

rejected this assumption of 'nations' as naturally existing entities. These 

theorists have demonstrated that 'nations' are ideological constructions which 

are brought into being through nation-building practices organized by the state 

(Anderson, 1996; Anthias & Yuval-Davis. 1992; Balibar & Wa.llerstein, 1991: 

Gilroy, 1987: Green. 1995; Robinson. 1983: Stasiulis & Jhapppan, 1995). In 

the histoncal development of the capitalist system, these theorists point out, 

'national' bourgeoisies consolidated their hegemony over particular 'national' 

temtones and 'national' populations. ensuring their domination of the nation's 

resources (Anderson, 1996: Baiibar. 199 1: Robinson, 1983). 

In his classic study on the historical emergence of nations, Benedict 

Anderson (1996) argues that nations are "irnagined cornrnunities" which were 

brought "into historical being" at the end of the 1 8 t h  century (1996: 4). 

Anderson challenges the view that nations had naturally corresponding states: 

..the fundamental legitimacy of most of these [European] 
dynasties had nothing to do with nationalness. Romanovs ruled 
over Tartars and Lettç, Germans and Armenians, Russians and 
Finns. Habsburgs were perched high over Magyars and Croats. 
Slovaks and Italians, Ukrainians and Austro-Germans. 
Hanovarians presided over Bengalis and Quebecois, a s  well as 
Scots and Irish, English and Welsh. On the continent. 
furthermore. members of the same dynastic families often ruled in 
diflerent, sometimes rivalrous. states. What nationality should be 
assigned to Bourbons ruling in France and Spain. Hohenzollerns 
in Prussia and Rumania, Wittelsbachs in Bavaria and Greece? 
(Anderson, 1996: 83/84) 



Anderson demonstrates that the histoncal ernergence of nationalism was 

related to European colonization. locating its historicai emergence within the 

Arnericas as a response to this colonization. Pointing out that "national 

borders" were a reflection of the administrative boundaries created by colonial 

administrators, Anderson identifies the emergence of print media as the 

medium which helped to consolidate the dominance of "national*' languages in 

the elite's shaping of a "nationai consciousness." The pnnt medium was 

critical in enabling the dominant class in the colonies to articulate a "national 

interest" in its struggles against continued rule by European states. Centrai to 

Anderson's theory is the notion that nations were "imagined" and realized 

through the elite's shapuig of a national 'unity' and national 'interest.' These 

constnictions of the 'national' interest served to transcend intemal divisions 

within the nation in the face of domination by extemal powers. Further, 

Balibar argues there is a dialectical relation between the 'national' bourgeoisie 

and the state: even as the bourgeoisie consoIidated its dominance over other 

classes through the nation-state, this dominance allowed the bourgeoisie itself 

to develop as a "state bourgeoisie." This dialectical relation meant that the 

"dominant bourgeoisie and the bourgeois social formation formed one another 

reciprocally" in the historical contex? of the emergence of nation-states (199 I: 

90). 

Problematizing how nations are ^imagined." and the conditions under 

which they are reaiized. is an important and necessary step in theorizing 

citizenship. Problematizing the 'nation' also directs attention to the conditions 

under which membership in the nation becornes organized. raising the 

organization of formal mernbership in the nation-state as a central question of 

citizenship. Formal rights are the precondition to membership in a nation- 

state. they determine the right to enter and to reside in a country (Abu-Laban. 

1988; Yuval-Davis. 199 1). This right of domicile is among the most 

fundamental of citizenship rights: it is a precondition for accessing the other 

rights which can only be taken for granted by those citizens for whom this nght 

is uncontested. While Marshall's theory naturaiizes this right, it is one which 

has been a politically contested one for third world peoples with.în advanced 

capitalist countries. 



In addition to the nght of domicile. other basic forrnal rights of 

citizenship include the right to legd citizenship status and a passport: the right 

to farnily reunification: the right to seek paid employment within the country of 

one's residence. and finally; the right to pass citizenship on to one's children. 

These formal rights defme the very basic conditions of membership in a social 

cornmunity. the basic signifiers of .belongingV to society. In taking these 

rights for granted. most literature on citizenship does not address what should 

be the starting point for discussion: namely. the conditions under which 

membership in a 'nation' is organized. and the manner in which this 

membership shapes access to citizenship rights. 

Marshall took for granted the formai right of citizenship within nation- 

states, an assumption that is pai-ticularly problematic in a white settler colony 

such as Canada. The nation-building practices of the Canadian state were 

dependent on the immigration of European settlers who could be fashioned 

into the 'nationalT population. as well as of immigrants from the third world to 

provide 'cheap' labour. The conditions under which these immigrants were 

allowed into Canada shaped their access to citizenship, and immigration and 

citizenship policies were therefore deeply inter-connected. Introducing formal 

rights into the equation of citizenship rights problernatizes the conditions 

under which the membership of the 'citizen' and 'immigrant' in the nation is 

organized. as weli as the relation of the state to the 'nation' and to 'imniigrants.' 

Conclusion 

In  this Chapter. 1 have examined Marshall's theory of citizenship which 

defines three categories of rights: civil. political and social nghts. Marshall's 

theory was based on the proposition of the historical "progress" of modem. 

capitalist societies which construct citizenship rights as a political and social 

counter to the inequalities created in the economy. Ln examining Marshall's 

theov. 1 have problematized the category 'citizen' as  well as the category 

'nation' and made the case that the development of citizenship rights needs to 

be placed within the context of the global integration of economies within the 

capitalist system. 

The contemporary literature uses two main approaches to theorizing 



citizenship. The first of these argues that the ideal of citizenship is in essence 

universalist. and therefore. can be extended to encompass the various groups 

within society who presenüy have differentiated access to citizenship rights 

(Bottomore. 1992: Kyrnlicka & Norman, 1994: Lister. 1990: Marshall. 1992: 

Okin. 1992: Turner, 1986: Walby. 1994: Young. 1990). These theorists argue 

citizenship can be fÜUy reaiized by addressing the exclusion of women and of 

racial and ethnic rninorities. Access to citizenship for these groups can be 

extended by removing the barriers they currently encounter (Lister. 1990: 

Turner. 1986: Waiby. 1994). and by accomrnodating their 'difference* (Young. 

1990). 

The second of these approaches to theorizing citizenship argues that 

citizenship is essentially a n  exclusionary mechanism which designates nghts 

to members of national communities as citizens. Citizenship. and access to 

rights. speciIicslIy excludes ail those who corne to be defined as outsiders to 

the 'national' community (Abu-Laban. 1998: Anthias & Yuval-Davis. 1989. 

1992: Kratochwil. 1994: Taylor. 1989). In the following chapters. 1 use this 

second approach to citizenship which defmes it a s  an active. relational, 

dynamic set of practices of inclusion and exclusion which interact with the 

underlying inequalities of race, class and gender. 1 examine citizenship from 

the perspective of immigrant women. whom the Canadian state has constructed 

as  outsiders to national comrnunity by subjecting them to unequal claims to 

citizenship . 



CHAPTER THREE 

THEORIZING IMMIGRATION 

Introduction 

In Chapter Two I examined theories of citizenship. problematizing the 

category 'citizen' and its relation to the 'nation* and state. In this section. 1 

problernatize the category 'immigrant': there is nothing 'natural' about any 

group of people corning to be defined as 'immigrants.' The category 'immigrant' 

is constituted and given its specific meanings through ideological practices of 

the state which 'produce' individuals as 'immigrants.' 

This Chapter examines Marxist and feminist theories of migration. 

Marxïst theonsts have studied migration within the b e w o r k  of the political 

economy of the world labour market. arguing that migration is an essential 

feature of the global capitalist system of relations (Cheng & Bonacich, 1984: 

Cohen. 1987: Mazumdar. 1984: Potts. 1990: Sassen: 1988). The significance of 

this literatue for my dissertation lies in its recognition that the conditions 

which give nse to migration within the capitalist system of relations are an 

historïcal and structural feature of the global econorny. Alço significa& iç its 

recognition of the vital economic role of immigrants in the 'national' economies 

of the receiving countries. 

Ferninist theorists have pointed out that migration is a gendered 

phenornenon. These theorists have sought to highlight the uneven impact of 

immigration policies on wornen's status and labour force participation in the 

receiving countries (Das Gupta. 1995: Morokvasic. 1983: Ng. 1988; Parr. 1987: 

Phizacklea, 1983: WING, 1985). Neither the Mancist nor the feminist literature 

has paid much attention to migration as part of the larger processes of 



racialization within the global capitalist systern. In Canada. much of the 

feminist literature has focused on the labour force participation of immigrant 

women. ~mmigration policies in Canada. however. have historically played a 

critical role in distinguishing immigrant women into preferred races and non- 

preferred races. Women of the preferred races were integrated into the nation 

as Canadians. whiie women of the non-preferred races were placed outside the 

nation as  immigrant women. My contribution to this literature is to theorize 

the role of immigration policy as part of the process of racializing the nation 

and citizenship in Canada. 1 examine this process of racialization by 

developing the concepts of nationalization and bordering: the Canadian state 

organized the racialization of white immigrants through their nationalization 

into the nation as Canadians, while the raciaiization of third world immigrants 

was organized through their bordering as inzmigranl who were outsiders to the 

nation. This nationalization of European immigrant women. on the basis of 

their racialized 'unity' with the nation-state. has received Iittle aftention in the 

literature. Nor has the role of immigrant women as a raciakzed point of 

reference against which the 'national-ness' of Canadians has been organized by 

the state. in this Chapter. 1 therefore further advance my theorization of 

migration as part of the larger processes of racialization wifhin the global 

system, which were shaped by, and remain rooted in. colonial relations. 

Theories of Migration 

The Mancist literature on migration focuses on the political econorny of 

the labour market and identifies the movement of workers within the world 

labour market as an essential feature of the historical development of 

capitalism (Anderson. 1994; Cheng & Bonacich. 1984; Cohen. 1987; 

Mazumdar, 1984; Potts, 1990; Robinson, 1983; Sassen, 1988; Stasiulis & 

Jhappan. 1995: Stasiuiis & Yuval-Davis, 1995; Strikwerda & Guerin-Gonzales. 



1993). With the rise of the capitalist mode of production. European expansion 

depended upon drawing Iabour from "pre-capitalist" societies into the global 

system by organizing various forms of forced and voluntary migrations. Some 

of these migrations were interna1 and resulted in the movement of labour from 

one region of a particular country into another. Other migrations were 

international. with labour being rnoved from one country to another (Potts, 

1990: Sassen. 1988). 

Mancist  theories of migration argue that capitalist development resulted 

in distortions within "pre-capitalist" economies with the European expansion 

which created world markets for capital. cornmodities and labour. By 

introducing capitalist relations into "pre-capitalist" societies, European 

expansion led to "traditional" sectors of the economy going into decline, 

displacing populations kom this "traditional" econornic base. Not a l  

subsistence workers could be absorbed into the newly ernerging capitalist 

sectors of the economy. Kence, a surplus population became available for 

migration. initially frorn rural areas into urban centres, and eventually frorn 

"undeveloped" countnes into the *developedW ones (Cheng & Bonacich: 1984: 

Mazumdar, 1984; Potts, 1990; Sassen. 1988: Strikwerda & Guerin-Gonzales, 

1993). This migration has been attnbuted to primarily material causes: 

increasing poverty, growing population levels. underemployment and econornic 

stagnation ail become key factors leading to out-migration.14 Since the 

l 4  Mazumdar (1984) has studied the early migration of South Asians.  rnainly from the 
Punjab in India. into North Arnerica. She argues that land reforms introduced under 
British mle greatly increased the power of landholders by concentrating pnvate 
ownership of land in their hands, thereby dispossessing the custornary access of lower 
castes and classes. This concentrauon of land ownership in private hands led to an 
increase in cash crop production and with it. the decline of subsistence production and 
a sharp polarization of caste/classes, Ieaving displaced populations with very few 
options, except migration- Many of the early migrants were in debt to moneylenders. 
and their debts were sold to the agents who were recruiting migrant Iabour. These 
dispossessed castes/classes were recruited for migration and transported to different 
countries within the Empire. The development of capitalist production in lndia did not 
have the czpacity to absorb al1 the displaced rural populations. The situation worsened 
with the British frustrating attempts by the nationalist Indian bourgeoisie to 
industrialize in order to prevent Indian industry from competing with British industry. 
Having no other econornic opportunities. migration became the most hopeful, and in 
rnany cases the ody,  option for displaced populations- 



dispIacement of these "surplus populations" posed a threat to the economic 

and social order of the "undeveloped" countries, "exporting" this population 

became an attractive option for the ruling elites. 

These two factors. the displacement of populations in the "undeveloped" 

regions and the need for labor in the capitdist economy. emerged out of the 

very logic of capitalist development. Both resulted in increasing pressure upon 

workers to migrate to the "centres" of capitalist development fiom the 

"peripheries." In other words. capitalist migration is not a product of discrete 

and uncomected factors in sending and receiving societies. nor is it the result 

of the individual characteristics of immigrants. Migration is driven by 

structural factors and is the result of historical relations within the capitalist 

system. In other words, migration is systemic. 

Saskia Sassen (1988. 1990) has further developed this theory of 

migration by pointing out that whiIe economic stagnation. poverty and 

overpopulation are important factors giving rise to migration. these factors 

alone are inadequate in explainuig migration flows. Population density alone 

does not necessarily result in emigration: France. the Netheriands, and 

Denmark have some of the highest densities of populations in the world, but do 

not experience mass out-migrations. Likewise. economic stagnation alone does 

not 'cause' migration: currently. immigrants migrate frorn regions with high 

economic gronth rates. Poveriy likewise is not a factor which automatically 

'causes' migration. Some of the major source countries were poor long before 

migration flows began to take place and not al1 countries with high poveriy 

levels necessarily become sources of migration. 

Sassen notes that these factors refer to conditions which are 'intemal' to 

the source countries and might explain out-migration, but they do not take 

into account international factors. In particular. they do not account for the 

economic conditions within receiving countries. Migration patterns are also 

shaped by the activities of the states and corporations in receiving countries. 

particularly through their international activities which make them potentiai 

recipients of the out-migration. As  an example, Sassen cites the international 

activities of US. corporations which disrupt subsistence production by 

organizing production for global markets and thereby create the conditions for 



out-migration. The activities of corporations are accompanied by diplornatic 

relations between states. Foreign investment and the ^cultural westernization." 

which is prornoted by the activities of U.S. corporations abroad, help to create 

"objective" and "ideological" "linkages" between sending and receiving 

countries. These W a g e s  shape migration flows by making the U.S. a potential 

destination for the out-migration. l5 

Sassen (1988) also directs attention to the ongoing links between 

immigrants and t h e ~ r  families in the source countries. These links play an 

important role in shaping subsequent migrations as families, and sometirnes 

entire communities. are drawn into migration. These ongoing links between 

immigrants and communities in source countries create expectations arnong 

prospective immigrants of receiving assistance with employment and housing 

from earlier immigrants settled in the receiving countries. These linkages 

make some receiving countries more attractive tu immigrants than others. as 

do immigration policies in receiving countries which allow f d y  reunification. 

The demand for labour in receiving counmes also requires a more 

complex anaiysis than simply ascribing it to a scarcity of labour. Immigration 

levels can remain high even during penods of high unempIoyment when there 

is no labour 'scarcity.' so to speak. During such penods. Iess profitable and 

declining sectors of the economy corne to depend more heavily on cheaper 

labour to survive. These sectors create the demand for immigrant labour 

because these workers are forced into accepting low wage jobs refused by the 

domestic workforce. The conditions under which migrations are organized by 

the state mean that whiie immigrant workers are 'cheaper' than citizens. 

migrant workers allowed entry for t e m p o r q  employment are even more 

vulnerable. The labour of migrant workers can be 'cheapened' even further. 

The temporary status of migrant workers ensures that they are dependent on 

their employers for their continuad presence in the receiving countries. They 

l5 Sassen (1990) argues that large scale U S .  foreign investment in both Haiti and the 
Dominican Republic created luikages which in turn gave rise to out-migration from 
these countries to the United States. The activities of US. corporations, the military 
and the state, ail 'create' migration to the United States as an option for migrants from 
the countries where these activities take place. 



can. therefore. be "super-exploited" by their employers (Gardea. 1995: Sharma. 

1997: Weïntraub & Ross. 1982: Stasiulis. 1997). 

The costs of the reproduction of immigrant and migrant labour are borne 

by the sending countries. which makes these forms of labour "attractive" to 

employers. Migrant workers who are compelled to leave f d y  members 

behind in their countries of origin. can be paîd even less a s  single workers. 

The "attractiveness" of migrant labour is oganized by the state which 

"cheapens" their labour through its immigration policies: 

Governments choose temporaq worker programs in lieu of 
permanent immigration for only one reason: they want the 
foreigners to corne. work. and then go home when not 
needed ... Such programs are put înto effect precisely to 
distinguish between first-class citizens or permanent residents 
and second-class workers. (Weintraub & Ross, 1982: 2-3) 

The role of states in the receiving countries in regulating the supply of labour. 

and the conditions under which it is provided. is pivotal to shaping migration 

flows. State policies in the receiving countries have the effect of "cheapening" 

immigrant and migrant labour in relation to the domestic workforce (Cohen, 

1985: Hawkins. 1989; Ng. 1988: Potts. 1990; Sharma, 1997; Stasiulis & 

Jhappan. 1995). The systemic features which give nse to capitalist migration 

interact with the variable factors which shape the immigration policies in the 

receiving countries to create the specific expenences of immigrants and 

migrant workers. 

Sassen (1988) has identified four distinct phases of migration in the 

historical development of capitalism. 16 The fxst of these phases was the "old'* 

migration of Europeans into the colonies; these immigrants displaced 

indigenous populations and consolidated their colonization. These colonizing 

migrations transformed colonized subsistence producers into both slaves and 

wage-laborers. Workers were irnported from surrouriding regions to work in 

mines and plantations. and capital accumulation took place in the 

l6 Sassen is careful to caution that these *instances* are more conceptual than they are 
historical. and that different forms of labour supplies c m  exist within any one instance 
(Sassen, 1988). 



international transfer of wealth into the rnetropolitan centers. This "capitalist 

penetration" of the colonies was accomplished through the violent subjugation 

of indigenous populations. and the forced migrations of slave and indentured 

labour from one "penphery to another. 

The second phase was that of "capital expansion" in the colonies with 

the wealth extracted facilitating the accumulation of capital in the "less- 

developed regions" instead of being transferred to the metropolitan centres. 

This capital was invested in "developing" the "less or un-developed" regions. 

The colonizing migrations to the United States and Canada are examples of 

how the capital accumulated. rather than being exported to Britain, was used 

for the further development of the economies of the United States and Canada. 

During this phase. Europeans as "colonists" were defined as a "valuable 

resource" who would settle the colonies. Various Western European 

populations were engaged in "colonial expansion" and "nation-building." 

However. European emigrants alone could not supply the growing need for 

Iabour in these countries, and colonïzing powers transferred millions of 

workers kom one periphew into another. l7 

The third phase refers to the importing of labour into the centres during 

the phase of industrialization. Industrializing countries initially drew 

immigrants from their "irnmediate periphenes." Bntain, for exarnple, drew upon 

Irish workers. but the demand for labour proved to be greater than was 

avaiIab1e in Europe. European countries. therefore. tumed to third world 

countries. I n  this phase, the Caribbean, South America, Asia and Africa 

become major sources of out-migration. 

The fourth phase resulted in the importing of labour into the "developed" 

countries in the post-1945 era, with immigration being used to assert the 

"dominance" of capital over labour. In this phase, migration has been used to 

increase profits in certain sectors of the economy by lowering labour costs. 

Particularly "attractive" to capital during this period has been migrant workers 

l7 West Africans were forcefuily sent to the United Sates and the Caribbean. Chinese 
and Indians were sent to Ceylon, Malaya, and East Africa. For discussion of these 
historicai migrations, see Potts. (1990): Robinson. (1983): Davis. (1966). 



who have few political rights in receiving countries. Being particularly 

vulnerable. the migrant labour force has been easier to control. unlike the 

dornestic workforce which has citizenship rights and many workers are 

unionized (Bolaria & Li. 1985: Weintraub & Ross, 1982 ). 

M W s t  theorists challenge popular notions that immigrants migrate to 

advanced capitalist countries with no prompting from the receiving countries. 

Sirnilarly. these theonsts challenge the notion that immigrants represent only a 

drain on the resources of receiving countries. In the particular case of 

Canada. the literature on immigration prior to the Second World War clearly 

acknowledges the role of the state in recruiting immigrants (Hawkins. 1988; 

Stasiulis & Jhappan. 1995). However. contemporary migration is treated as a 

consequence only of the choices of individual immigrants (CIC. 1994q). This 

tendency to focus on the individual motives of immigrants has become 

particularly pronounced sincc the immigration of third world peoples has 

exceeded that of Europeans. in recent times. the Canadian state has deflected 

attention away from its trade liberalization policies which create the conditions 

for increased migration by further eroding subsistence production. Instead, 

the state has focused attention on the individual motives of immigrants as the 

o d y  relevant factor in controlling migration [CIC. 1994t3. In  most advanced 

capitalist countries, there is an increasing tendency to define Unmigrants as 

only a burden on the public purse today (Balibar. 199 1: CZC, 1994t; Ginsburg, 

1992). This perception continues to be perpetuated despite studies 

dernonstrating that Unmigrants make economic contributions to the receiving 

countries and represent a drain on the source countries which have borne the 

costs of the& 'production' (Bonacich & Cheng, 1984; Potts. 1990; Sassen. 

1988; Stasiulis, 1997: Weintraub & Ross, 1982). 

The most important contribution of Marxist theones of migration is their 

definition of migration as an integrd part of the global capitaiist economy. 

Recognizing this systemic and structural nature of migration also rnakes 

apparent that contemporary migrations are shaped by the prevaiüng global 

conditions which are rooted in earlier periods of capitalist development. 

However. wlde M m s t  theorists address the politicai economy of labour 

migration by focusirig on class relations. and sometùnes on gender relations. 



they rarely address migration as part of global processes of racialization. 

Sassen (1988) for exarnple. does not refer to race as  a significant factor in 

migration. While Lydia Potts acbowledges divisions within the colonies and 

European societies in organizing the world market for labour. she focuses on 

the class and gender relations which shape this world market. For exarnple, 

she repeatedly refers to the "capitalist penetration" of "pre-capitalist" societies 

which draws labour into the world market from "structurally deformed" 

societies. Defining these societies as "pre-capit&stW assumes the only relevant 

point of reference against which these societies c m  be defined is capitalist 

Europe. This definition erases the historical being-for-themselves of these 

societies. The evolutionaxy tendency within M m s m  identifving historical 

stages which modes of production were required to undergo before the 

conditions for socialism could come into existence is evident in this definition. 

Maxxist theorists d e h e  "pre-capitalist" societies a s  if they were waiting in their 

"pre-capit&stn stage for capitalism to 'happen.' I t  treats these "pre-capitalist 

societies" as  if their transformation into capitalist social relations was natural 

and inevitable. This evolutionary tendency within Marxism reflects a deeply 

racialized Eurocentric worldview (Robinson. 1983). As does defming these 

societies as  "structurally deformed": these "deformed" structures were shaped 

by the integration of these societies into the global economy under the western 

hegemony. As  1 have discussed in Chapter One. capitaiist colonization 

organized the racialized exploitation of these societies, ranking their 

populations in a hierarchy of human 'racial* evolution. Defining colonized 

societies as  "pre-capitalist" and "developing" sets up a sirnilar economic 

hierarchy within which these societies corne to be defined a s  'less' than 

'developed' European ones. Colonization sought to destroy various deueloped 

indigenous economic forms and integrate them into relations of exploitation 

and underdevelopment (Fanon, 1963; Robinson, 1983; Rodney, 1972). Within 

the context of racialized colonial relations, the migrations of various 

populations became racialized and the unequal conditions of the migrations 

became integrated into the larger global processes of racialrjation. To focus on 

migration only as labour migration pnvileges class analysis. whiie missing the 

point that these workers also became raciafized as  'less' than dornestic 



workers. This focus also directs attention away kom the gendering of 

migration. and the unequal conditions under which the 'farnily category' is 

organized by immigration policies. This g e n d e ~ g  and racialization has 

consequences for al1 aspects of the social existence of immigrant women. 

including their labour force participation. Mancist theories have. therefore. not 

accounted for the ongoing racialization of immigrants. and the role of state 

policies in distinguishing various immigrants members of the nation as _future 

citizens and immigrants in white settler colonies like Canada. 

Ferninist Theories of Migration 

Potts (1990) has examined the unequal treatrnent of men and women 

within the world market for labour since the colonization of the Americas, 

arguing that migration became more "intense" for women with this market 

drawing upon women's labour in particularly gendered ways: 

Women were thus more important to the world market for labour 
power as producers and reproducers of labour power than 
through their incorporation into capitalist cornmodity production. 
This in no way means that they were treated more considerately. 
for example by being exempted h-om hard physical labour. but 
meant above ali that their specifically female capabilities were 
used in the interests of the users of labour power. (Potts. 1990: 
2 15) 

Women were part of the "coerced" migrations because they were necessary for 

the reproduction of future generations of labour. as  weii a s  to the daily 

reproduction of the male workers. Women were engaged in cornmodity 

production dong with the men: however. women were used also to provide 

sexual and other services to immigrant men and to the men from the receiving 

societies. Potts argues that wornen were discriminated against in five major 

ways: -as women. as members of the working class, a s  migrant 

workers/foreigners. as rnembers of another race/ethnic group, since they cany 

the oppression within themselves* (Potts, 1990: 2 16). 

Whiïe Potts has raised the importance of addressing wornen's 

productive and reproductive labour in the world market, her analysis of the 

gendering of migration as a form of "discrimination" requires further 



development. The underlying race. class and gender reIations which shape 

migration impact the lives of immigrant women in much more profound ways 

than the term "discrimination" captures: immigrant women are not a pre- 

forrned category standing outside the migration process which subjects these 

wornen to more discrimination than male immigrants. The race. class and 

gender relations which shape migration are central to the ideological 

construction of these women as immigrant women upon entering receiving 

countries- The category immigrant woman acquires its concrete meaning 

through state policies which construct this category in relation to. and as 

unequal to. the category of citizen, Within Canada. the construction of the 

category immigrant women has placed these women in particular racialized 

relations to Canadian and Abonginal women. Directing attention only to the 

discrimination experienced by immigrant women takes this category for 

granted. as an identity inherent to the women which somehow explairis their 

discriminatory treatment. The reaiity of international migration is such that it 

uans foms  specific groups of women into 'immigrant women. ' As Roxana Ng 

has pointed out: 

Women who are considered to be immigrants in Canada have not 
always been so considered. They become immigrant women when 
they immigrate to Canada and enter certain positions in the 
labour market. Thus. when we call someone an "immigrant 
woman" we are in fact naming a process whereby this individual 
cornes to be identified as an immigrant wornan. (Ng, 1988: 15) 

Therefore. the construction of immigrant women a s  a separate category from 

'national' women reflects the features of the receiving nation-states. and not of 

the women themselves. Potts also makes no distinction between the 

experiences of women who were part of the colonizing migrations of Europeans 

and those women who were part of the migrations of colonized peoples. The 

migration of European women was central to the project of European 

settlement in the settler-colonies. In Canada. women were present on both 

sides of the preferred race / non-preferred race divide organized by the 

Canadian state. a divide which resuited in unequal consequences for the 

women who were thus defined by the state. 

The literature on the migration of European women into Canada in 



the pre- World War 11 period ty-pically explains this migration in the following 

terms: "People move from an old to a new homeland because life in the old is 

too difficult or because of opportunities in the new homeland for improvement. 

or for both reasons" (Cowan, 1968: 3) .  Joy Parr. who examined the migration 

of approximately 700 British wornen hosiery workers employed by Penman's 

Company between 1907 and 1928. explains the reasons for this migration: 

"Ernigration has offered a release ffom domestic tensions as well as an escape 

from econornic depnvations. For skilled wage-earning women. anomalies in 

both the factory and the family circle. the recruiter's promise of a 'Golden Land' 

suggested new lives in more than a material sense" (1987: 532). These women 

were actively recmited in Britain by their employer with promises of "steady 

long-tem employrnent." They were provided with assisted passages to 

ernigrate. and, a s  Parr points out. were able to eam higher wages in Canada 

than they would have done had they rernained in the same occupation in 

Britain. Likewise. Women's Ernigration Societies which recruited British 

women to migrate to settler colonies within the British Empire stressed the 

econornic opportunities available to these women in Canada (WJMOAS, 1963). 

These socîeties worked actively with the settler states in recruiting women 

ernigrants for a period of one hundred years. from 1862 to 1962. 

'WhiIe theorists studying the migration of European women have 

reveaied the gendered nature of European migration to Canada (Cowan. 1968: 

Parr. 1987; WMOAS, 1963). they have not addressed the preferred race status 

of these immigrant women. a status upon which the recruitment of these 

women was organized and supported by the British and Canadian states. 

Instead, these studies have naturalized this racialized status by taking it for 

granted. The Canadian state's definition of the shared racialized status 

between European women and Canadian nation was the central factor in its 

organization of the immigration of these particular women. in the few 

instances where theorists have noted the racialized character of this migration. 

as does H. Cowan. she naturaiïzes this raciaüzation by defining it as an 

inherent human "preference." She writes: "Immigration before Confederation 

was predomïnantly British because of the innuence of the British government 

and the preference of human beings for surroundings congeniai to their habits" 



(1968: 3). She thus utilïzes an alleged "preference of human beings" to 

naturalize British immigration. The "adventurous" came. as did the 

"unemployed" because "British North America offered work for settlers." Cowan 

further argues ( 1968). 

Exarnining the gender and ciass status of the women she studied. 

Parr likewise focuses her analysis on the skills of the British women recruited 

by Penman's Company for immigration. making no mention of the& racialized 

status, Undoubtedly the ambitions and skills of these women immigrants were 

very important factors. But no less important was the preferred race status 

given these wornen by the state which offered them the opportunities to 

"release" themselves frorn the "domestic tensions" and "econornic deprivations." 

These women migrated as white British women, and their 'whiteness' enabled 

them to gain access to membership in the Canadian nation and to Canadian 

citizenship. 

Immigration, Class, Racisrn and Sexism 

In the contemporary literatwe on immigrant women in Canada, a 

number of anti-racist feminists have sought to integrate race. class and gender 

relations in their analysis of state policies (Boyd, 1989, 1992: Calliste. 1996: 

Cam & Brand, 1993; Das Gupta. 1995: Ng, 1988; Silvera. 1993: Stasiulis & 

Jhappan. 1995). By highhghting the labour force participation of immigrant 

women, these theorists have challenged the assumption that they are only 

'dependents' of male immigrants. A number of studies have demonstrated that 

even when immigrant women are allowed into the country as 'dependent' family 

members. they nevertheless join the worldorce in a relatively short period &ter 

their arriva1 (Boyd, 1992; Das Gupta. 1995; Ng, 1988:). In her classic study of 

a comunity s e ~ c e  agency, Ng demonstrates how a number of întersecting 

state policies work to organize the provision of immigrant women's labour to 

the economy as a specific category of labour (1988). State funding of 

comrnunity agencies involved in job placement services worked to socialize 

these women into particular occupations as 'cheap' 'immigrant' labour. 

Likewise, the Iiterature on dornestic workers has demonstrated that even when 

'immigrant' women enter the country as "workers,' immigration poUcy makes 



their residency conditional upon their employment. Their vulnerabie 

immigration status compounds the exploitation of domestic workers as part of 

the paid workforce (Arat-Koc. 1992: Brand, 1993: Calliste, 1996; Silvera, 1993). 

Wbile much of this literature has highlighted the signiGcant 

contributions of third world wornen as immigrant women workers to the 

economic development of Canada. relatively little attention has been paid to 

the broader patriarchal relations which structure 'immigrant' wornen's lives. of 

which the labour market is only one aspect. When the gendered division of 

labour within the home, has been addressed. most discussions have focused 

on the barriers mis creates to the labour force participation of the women 

[Boyd. 1989; Ng, 1988: Ng & Sprout. 1977). The raciaiization of immigrant 

women, and state's response to the role of ihmigrant women in the 

reproduction of immigrant cornrnunities in Canada remains a seriously under- 

theorized area. This issue is of importance because the reproduction of 

immigrant communities by immigrant women has long been defked by the 

Canadian state as a threat to the whiteness of the nation. The concern that the 

presence of immigrant women would undermirie the nation played a major role 

in the state's control of their immigration in the pre-World War II period. With 

very few exceptions. the state sought to keep these women out of the country 

until the 1960s. Limiting the presence of immigrant women was a strategy used 

by the state to reproduce the whiteness of the nation. 

I n  the 1990s. the state is again increasing restrictions on the farnily 

category. which has enabled immigrant women frorn the third world to enter 

Canada since the 1960s. By examuiing the specific targeting of the famüy 

category as a 'problem' in the 1990s. and the construction of immigrant women 

as a 'threat' to the nation. my contribution to the literature on immigration is 

to examine the role of immigration policy in nation-building in Canada in late 

20th century. 

The Canadian state's use of immigration poïicy to recruit imnilgrants 

as a source of labour has been welï recognized (Brand. 1993; Calliste. 1996. 

DeVoretz. 1995; Ginsberg. 1992: Green & Green, 1997; Hawkins, 1989: 

Jabukowsld. 1997: JRS. 1995: Mazumdar. 1985: Ng. 1993: Nipp. 1984: 

Sharma. 1997; Stasiulis & Jhappan. 1995). Recent scholarship has begun to 



c d  attention to the significance of immigration poiicy not only in organizing 

the supply of labour. but also in nation-building (Stasiulis & Jhappan. 1995: 

Jabukowski. 1997). However. this scholarship deals with nation-building as a 

project which was organized by the state in the 1 9 t h  and early 20th centuries. 

The contribution of my dissertation to this body of scholarship is in defining 

nation building as an ongoing process wi th in  Canada. As 1 dernonstrate in this 

dissertation. nation-building has assumed an urgency in the restructuring of 

Canada in the 1990s. Ln this section. I develop the theorization of Canadian 

nation-building as a racialized process which nationalized prefen-ed race 

immigrant women into the Canadian nation. while simultaneously bordering 

non-pre ferred race immigrant women as immigrant women who outsiders to the 

nation. My central argument is that the processes of racialization which were 

central to Canadian nation-building in earlier penods are no less relevant in 

the late 20" century. The ideological practices of the state continue to 

constmct immigrant women in the 19990s as presenting a racialized 'threat* to 

the 'nation.' This 'threat' is then used to consolidate a 'national' interest and 

'unity' which both hides the ïnternal* divisions within the 'nation' and 

legitimizes the state as  the 'defender' of the nation and its citizens against 

immigrant women. 

Canadian Nation-Bui Ld ing 

I n  Anderson's definition of nations as "imagined" cornmunities, he 

makes a significant contribution in pointing to the importance of the p ~ c i p l e s  

which underlie the organization of membership within the nation, and once 

nations are brought into being. the principles which continue the& ongoing 

reproduction. The process of nation building is not a static one: the nation 

does not corne into being and continue to remain so in a mechanistic way. The 

reproduction of the nation must be ongoing. Anderson's work highlights the 

agency of both the state and mernbers of the nation in the production. and 

reproduction, of "imagined" national communities. 

Balibar argues that the ongoing existence of nations depends upon 

the processes of "nationdization" which socialize individuals into the "national 

communiiy" so that the inequalities within the nation become subsumed in the 



construction of a national "identity" and interest. In other words, individuais 

within various social formations have to be integrated into the nation through 

processes which ensure its reproduction: 

In the case of national formations. the irnaginary which inscribes 
itself in the real in this way is that of the 'people.' I t  is that of a 
cornmunïty which recognizes itself in advance in the institution of 
the state, which recognizes that state as 'its own' in opposition to 
other states and. in particular. inscribes its political struggles 
within the horizon of that state - by, for example, formulating its 
aspirations for reform and social revolution as projects for the 
transformation of 'its national state'. Without this. there can be 
neither 'monopoly of organized violence' (Max Weber). nor 
'national-popular wïil' [Gramsci). But such a people does not 
eicist naturaily. and even when it is tendentially constit~ited. it 
does not exist for ali time. No modem nation possesses a given 
'ethnic' basis, even when it arises out of a national independence 
struggle. And. moreover. no modem nation, however 'egalitarian' 
it may be. corresponds to the extinction of class conflicts. The 
fundamental problern therefore is to produce the people. More 
exactiy. it is to make the people produce itself continuédly as 
national comrnunity. Or a g a .  it is to produce the effect of unity 
by virtue of which the people WU appear. in everyone's eye. 'as a 
people'. that fs. as the basis and origin of political power.(Balibar, 
199 1: 93-94) 

The reproduction of the nation through the processes which Baiibar calls 

nationalization depend upon the construction of a "fictive" shared "ethnic" 

"national" identity. This *fictive'* identity is based upon claims of a cornmon 

race and language which are defmed as -immanent in the people" (Balibar, 

199 1 : 96). 1s Balibar's theorization supports radical scholars who argue that 

race has been central to the processes of nation building within the capitalist 

system of relations (Gilroy. 1987: Robinson. 1983: Fanon, 1963). Robert Miles 

(1992) points out that processes of nationalization in Europe have resulted in 

the current situation where "the idea of belonging to a nation is. for large 

numbers of people. part of the "natural order of thlrigs**" (1992:31). During the 

age of Empire. ideological constructions of racial superiorify were integrated. 

l8 In the case of Britain. the society which was Marshall's field of study. the British 
nation was constructed from various races and etfinicities around 'English-ness,' and 
British nationhood is based upon the myth of a 'continuous line' of Anglo-Saxons with a 
'unique daim* to Britain as its homeland (Anderson. 1996: Klug, 1989: Gilroy. 198'7: 
Parekh, 1974). 



and became central to. the processes of nation-building and defining the 

national/racial identity. This national identity marked out members of the 

nation on the basis of their shared racialized identity. defi-riing as outsiders 

those who were raciaiized as  non-members. even though they lived in the same 

geographical territory The nation-state organizes class domination. certaidy: 

this domination, however. operates within the context of a shared racidized 

domination of those who are put outside the borders of the nation.lg 1 defbe 

this process of racialized Othering a process of bordering immigrants. a process 

which is simultaneous to. and the opposite of. the nationalizing of Canadians 

as members of the nation. 

Floya Anthias and Yuval-Davis (1993) have noted that the reproduction 

of the nation cannot be accomplished without women becoming integrated into 

this project. Feminists have argued that women have been crucial to the 

construction and the reproduction of nations. physically reproducing the 

members of the nation. Women also socially. culturaily and politically 

reproduce it through reproduction of the national languages. dress. food. and 

through the socializing of children (Mohanty. 1991: Stasiulis & Jhappan. 1995: 

Yuval-Davis. 1993). Within patriarchal societies, women have been made to 

represent the nation's "symbolic boundaries": 

By dressing and behaving 'properly'. and by giving birth to 
children within legitimate marriages. they both signify and 
reproduce the syrnbolic and legal boundaries of the collectivity. 
More than that. a fernale is often used as the actual symbolic 
figuration of the nation: la patrie was a figure of woman giving 
birth to the nation in the French revolution - the same revolution 

1 9 ~  number of theorists have rejected the use of the term 'nation' because of the *racialv 
connotations of this term. Nira Yuval-Davis (199 1) has pointed out that when theorists 
discard the use of the term 'nation' for this reason. they tend to replace 'nation' wi th  the 
term 'cornmunily' which is defined as a more appropnate term. Replacing the term 
'nation' with the term 'community' as signifying rnembership in a collective does nothing 
to challenge the basis upon which this 'community' is bound together, and instead 
accepts the 'cornmimity' as a natural entity. Yuval-Davis argues that theorists need to 
analyze how the 'nation' or 'comrnuni~' are constructed by material and ideological 
processes. What is required. in other words. is the problematizing of the conditions 
through which the collective is constructed. whether cailed 'cornmuniiy' or 'nation.' 



that limited its universal message to the fraterniîe - the 
brotherhood of men! (Anthias & Yuval-Davis, 1992: 28) 

Anthias and Yuval-Davis identify five major ways in which women participate 

in nation building: Grst. women are biological reproducers of the members of 

the nation: second. wornen reproduce the boundaries of national groups by 

reproducing "symbolic boundaries" in sexual relations with "their" men: third. 

wornen are central to the ideological reproduction of the nation as "transmitters 

of its culture"; fourth. women are used as signifiers of "national differences" by 

being used a symbols of nationhood: and finally. women participate in 

"national. economic, political and rnilitary strugg1esu ( 1989: 6- 12). The 

reproduction of nations take place in gender specific ways. with women being 

central to this reproduction at the material. ideological and symbolic levels. 

Canada. like other nations. was the outcome of specifrc nation building 

policies organized by the state. Indeed. there existed no 'natural' Canadian 

nation on the North American continent prior to European colonization. 

Aboriginal peoples on the N o r t h  Arnencan continent have iived in various 

indigenous social formations with specific political and econoinic systems 

(Culhane. 1998; Dyck. 199 1: Goodleaf, 1993: Green, 1995; Maracle. 1993; 

Stasiulis & Jhappan. 1995; Wright. 1992). What we have corne to know today 

as  the Canadian nation was the outcome of the historical. social and econornic 

processes of British and French colonization. The Canadian nation was ver-y 

self-consciously "imagined" by both the colonizing and colonial settler states as  

white. Raciaüzed colonial land policies and racialized immigration policies were 

central to this nation building. I n  the followùlg Chapters. 1 examine the 

specific nation-building practices of the Canadian state. 

Conclusion 

I n  this chapter 1 have examined Mamist and ferninist theories of 

migration. These theories point out that international migration within the 

capitallst system is systernic. The world labour market organized the provision 

of labour at a global level f?om the beginnings of the capitalist systern. 

Migration is a gendered process and wornen's involvement in the world labour 

market has been significant. as has been their role in the reproduction of 



'national' and 'immigrant' populations. 

Ferninist theones of migration have underscored the econornic 

contribution of women to the receiving countries. I have identified as a major 

weakness of both M d s t  and feminist theories their relative silence on the 

global processes of racialization org-ed through international migration. My 

contribution to this schoIarship is in developing the concepts of 

nationalization and bordering to analyse how processes of racialization have 

been organized by the Canadian state in its nation-building practices. I n  Part 

Two of this dissertation 1 examine specifically the founding of the Canadian 

nation which was predicated upon the colonization/racialization of Aboriginal 

peoples. E examine specifically the role of the racialized Indian Act and 

racialized immigration policies in this nation-building. 



PPXT 2: THE CANADIAN NATION, IMMIGRATION AMD CITIZENSHIP 



CHAPTER FOUR 

FOUNDING THE CANADIAN NATION 

Introduction 

As 1 have discussed in Chapter Two. Marshall's theory identifies the 1 8 t h .  

19th and 20th centuries as representing the historical 'progress' of citizenship 

rights within capitalist societies. However, colonized peoples who were being 

integrated into the British Empire d u ~ g  this period did not have the 

citizenship rights his theory was etaborating on. Indeed. during Ws very 

period. colonized populations were being brought into European hegemony. 

The self-determination of colonized peoples as expressed in indigenous 

econornic and poritical systems was being attacked by colonizing power with 

horrifyîng consequences for colonïzed populations. The historical expenences 

of colonized peoples did not inform Marshall's theory. Indeed. it would not be 

too extreme a point to argue that Marshall's theory was essentialiy concemed 

with the extension of citizenship nghts to the adult white male worker. 

Whereas the iiterature on citizenship takes for granted the existence of 

nation-states within which citizens make daims. 1 have argued that the 

principles which underlie the "imaginingw of the nation need to be 

problematized. Therefore. in this Chapter. 1 analyze Canadian nation-building 

and the development of Canadian citizenship by examining the racialized 

p ~ c i p l e s  which underpinned the "'imagining" of the nation by the state. 

Specifically. I analyze the construction of the nation and citizenship through 

the colonization of Aboriginal peoples as expressed in colonial Iand policies and 

the racialized Indian Act: the immigration policies which enabled the state to 

"produce" a national population: and the processes through which the state 

organized the nationalizing and bordering of various immigrant populations. 

There is consensus in the iiterature that the Indian Act expresses colonial 

power relations in Canada as a white settler colony (Culhane, 1998; Dyck. 

1991; Fiske, 1995; Green, 1995). Consensus also exists in the assessment of 

Canada's immigration policies prior to the 1960s as having been overtiy 



racialized (Adhopia. 1993: Buchinani. Indra & Srivastava. 1985; Doman. 1984: 

Hawkins. 1989; Jakubowski. 1997; Stasiulis & Jhappan. 1995). 1 draw upon 

specific examples from these historical studies in developing my analysis of the 

twin processes of nationalization and bordering which have shaped access to 

citizenship in Canada. As this Chapter is not meant to be a chronology of the 

period 1 am exarnining. my use of historical exarnples to demonstrate the 

recurrent themes of colonïzation and racialization is a selective one. 

In my examination of the founding of the Canadian nation, 1 develop the 

following three points. Firstly. the colonization/racialization of self- 

determining Aboriginal societies was the basis upon which the Canadian 

nation and its citizenship were historically constructed. The ideological 

practices of the Canadian settler state sought to build the Canadian nation as 

white. and in this process, it racialized Canadian citizenship. 1 examine how 

the colonization/raciaiïzation of Aboriginal peoples and racialized land poIicies 

provided the territorial base of the Canadian 'nation.' Secondly, the 

development of capitalist citizenship in Canada did not represent a move 

towards equality for ali populations within the national temtory: this 

citizenship was predicated upon the state's disruption of the self-determination 

of Aboriginal peoples. and the erosion of customary and traditional rights. The 

settler state defined Aboriginal peoples as 'non-human' and therefore, 'non- 

citizens* while simultaneously extending citizenship to European immigrants 

by nationalizing them into becoming Canadians. Thus. capitalist citizenship 

came to express a racialized relationship between Canadian 'citizens' as 

rnembers-of-the-nation and 'their' state, as weil as between Canadians and 

Aboriginal peoples. Thirdly. the 'production* and reproduction of the state's 

'national' population was accomplished through racialized immigration policies. 

I examine these immigration policies to dernonstrate that the migrations of 

various non-Aboriginal populations were rooted in the same structural 

conditions within the global economy. the Canadian state's immigration 

policies distinguished between future citizens and immigrants on a racialized 

basis until the 1960s. These practices nationaiized white immigrants by 

overtly defining them as prefen-ed races who shared the national/racial 

character. The recruitrnent of these immigrants for sefflement on this 



racialized basis organized the& nationalïzation as future citizens: their 

ideological construction as members of the 'founding races' enabled them to 

escape their immigrant status. Simultaneously . state practices bordered the 

immigrants it categorized as non-pre ferred races who were defbed as no t 

s haring the C ~ a . d i a n  racial/national character. These immigrants were 

constructed as  outsiders to the nation through their unequal citizenship. As a 

result of the Keep Canada White policies. the categov immigrant came to 

express more than a particular legal status, that of 'new-corners' who would 

corne to be integrated into the nation. 

The ideological construction of the nation as white meant that the state 

distinguished these Unmigrants. and in particular. Unmfgrant women, as a 

threat to the whiteness of the nation. Immigration policy therefore came to 

organize rnembership in the nation. as well as to regulate the access to 

citizenship of aU non-Aboriginal peoples. The very ide* of the nation-state. 

its citizens and fume citizens. became rooted in their shared racialized identity 

as white, despite the ver= real divisions of class and gender within the nation. 

Colonization and the Canadian Nation 

Before Europeans came to the Arnericas. approlcimately 500 Aboriginal 

nations had lived in various social formations on the land which has corne to 

be known as North America (Culhane. 1998: 42). Aboriginal societies 

exercised control over the lands upon which they iived, as weli as over other 

economic resources within distinct economic. social and legal systems. The 

sovereignty of these societies was clearly recognized by the early Europeans 

who came to the North American continent. These Europeans sought to 

destroy Aboriginal sovereignv Ui the very centuries celebrated by Marshall for 

bringirig civil and political rights to "modern" society. During the 18th. 19th 

and 20" centuries. Abonginal societies in the Arnericas were being forcefully 

dispossessed of their lands. This dispossession was an integral element of the 

settlernent policies of the white settler states and represented a historical 

conünuity with the eariier periods of genocidal violence against Aboriginal 



peoples which European contact had broughL2* European colonization turned 

the world "upside down" for Abonginal societies all over the Arnerican 

continent.21 This first phase of globalization which took the form of the colonial 

integration of economies was a violent. bloody process: 

Denying other cultures their rights on the basis of the& difference 
from European culture was convenient for taking away their 
resources and wealth. The Church authorized European 
monarchs to attack. conquer. and subdue non-believers, to 
capture their goods and their temtories. and to transfer their 
lands and properties. Five hundred years ago. Columbus carried 
this worldview to the N e w  World. And millions of people and 
thousands of other Living species lost their right to exist under the 
first wave of globalization. (Shiva. 1996: 106) 

European colonizing powers. including Britain. were successful in destqying 

the institutions of self-government of various indigenous societies across the 

Americas, despite the intense resistance they encountered [Galeano, 1973: 

Green. 1995; Richardson. 1993; Robinson. 1993: Shiva. 1996: Wright. 1993: 

Zinn, 1980). The self appointed Yight' of discovery which the Europeans gave 

themselves over non-European temtories translated into their 'right' of 

ownership over these 'discovered' temtories: 

The Papal BuIl. the Columbus Charter. and patent granted by 
European Monarchs laid the juridical and moral foundations for 
the colonization and extermination of non-European peoples. In 

*O The scaie of this genocide has been called -the most appailing holocaust in hurnan 
historyw by Richardson (1993: 3). Ronald Wright estimates the population of Native 
Arnericans was 100 million in 2492 (1993: 4). Howard Zinn estimates that the 
population in North Arnerica was 10 million pnor to the corning of Coiumbus. and was 
brought down to less than one million (Zinn. 1980: 16). Eduardo Galeano estimates the 
population of the Amencas at 70 miUion. which was reduced to 3.5 million within a 
century and a half (Galeano. 1973: 50). While the full impact of diseases brought by 
European on this depopulation is not fully known. the brutality of European conquest is 
not in doubt in the historical literature. 

21 Felipe Warnam Puma. an Inca contemporw of Shakespeare. referred to the post- 
conquest world in which he lived and wrote mmdo La reves. "a world in reverse."' For 
him and his people. the invasion of Arnenca "turned the world upside d o m "  
(Wright. 1993: 8). 



this way. piracy turned into law and 'Divine WiIl.' (Shiva. 1996: 
2)22 

The Church. dong with the legal systems and state structures of European 

colonizing powers, legitirnated genocide as readily as the 'legal' European 

pronouncements of sovereignty over Aboriginal lands. 

The colonization of Canada took place over many centuries. Beginning 

in what is now Newfoundland d u ~ g  the 16th century, colonization proceeded 

through Quebec and Ontario during the 17th and 18th centuries. the Prairies 

d u ~ g  the 18th and 19th centuries, British Columbia in the 19th century. 

Northern Canada in the 20th and in many areas in the post-World War II 

period. The initial contact between Europeans and Aboriginal peopIes in 

Canada led to the development of the fur trade. In this trade, Europeans were 

more interested in acquiring furs for the European market than in permanent 

setüement. However. these traders were the "advance guard of colonialism~': 

the fur trade was succeeded by European settlement (Vibert, 1996). During 

the fur trade. European males were a minority who engaged in relationships. 

and even marriages. with Aboriginal women. Their relations with Abonginal 

women were critical to the survival of European men while they were lin 'Tndian 

country" (Carter, 1996; Mitchell & Franklin, 1984; Van Krk, 1978). With the  

women acting as liaisons and "peacemakers." such relationships enabled 

European men secure trade alliances with Aboriginal societies. The women 

taught European men how t s  adapt to life in the North where the traders were 

able to develop the economic and political relations with Abonginal peoples. 

These relations later worked to the advantage of colonial powers. 

"Indian country" was not considered a place for European women. 

Indeed. when European women did corne. they were not considered to be of the 

"same calibre" as Aboriginal women (Trofimenkoff & Prentice. 1977)- It was in 

the subsequent settlement that European women becarne defined as central to 

22 This Papal *Bull of Donationv was granted by Pope Alexander VI to Queen Isabelle of 
Castille and King Ferdinand of Aragon in 1493. The BuII gave ail lands "discovered and 
to be discovered, one hundred leagues to the West and South of the Azores towards 
India" not owned by a Christian King to these two monarchs (Shiva. 1991: 1). 



the project of European colonization. The Canadian settler state had been 

created under the auspices of the British state. and as Anderson has argued. 

the criticai support of European states for Their' settler states who shared ties 

with the 'mother' country demarcated European settlers from colonized 

The colonization of Aboriginal societies in Canada was achieveci largeIy 

through the "land theft" policies of the state. In British Columbia. for example. 

Aboriginal peoples did not enter into treaties with the British or Canadian 

states. they were not conquered by rnilitary force. nor did they sel1 the land 

(Culhane. 1998). As Dara  Culhane explains: 

Since 187 1, when British Columbia joined Canadian 
Confederation, aLl successive governments of that province had 
taken the position that no Aboriginal rights recognizable by 
"civilized law" existed prior to Britain declaring sovereignty over 
the temtory. And even if these nghts had existed, the Province of 
British Columbia's argument continued. the simple act of 
assertion of sovereignty by a European power over those lands 
was sufficient to extinguish any pre-existing Aboriginal title and 
rights. Legally, the Province of B.C. told First Nations, you do not 
efist. This position provided the rationale for provincial 
governments' consistent refusds. until 1990, to participate in any 
discussions or negotiations with federal government and 

23~nderson explains the political consequences of these ties between European states 
and 'their' settlers: 

Neither in North nor South Arnenca did the creoles have to fear physical 
extermination or reduction to servitude. as  did so many other peoples 
who got in the way of the juggernaut of European imperialism. They were 
after al1 'whites'. Christians and Spanish- or  EngIish-speakers: they were 
also the intermediaries n e c e s s q  to the metropoles if the economic 
wealth of the Western empires was to continue under Europe's control. 
Hence. they were the one significant extra-European group. subjected to 
Europe. that a t  the sarne tirne had no need to be desperately afraid of 
Europe. The revolutionary wars, bitter a s  they were, were still reassuring 
in that they were wars between kinsrnen. This family link ensured that. 
after a certain perïod of acrirnony had passed, close cultural. and 
sometimes political and economic ties could be reknit between the former 
metropoles and the new nations. (Anderson. 1996: 19 1- 192) 

Anderson defines t h e  term 'creole' in its 'original rneaning' as 'person(s) of pure (at Ieast 
theoreticdly) European descent but barn in the Americas (and, by later extension, 
anywhere outside Europe)' (Anderson. 1996: 19 1- 192). Anderson's insight is relevant to 
the Canadian situation: the relationship between the British and Canadian states was 
also based on their shared 'whiteness.' 



Abonginal representatives on Abonginal title and rights issues. 
(1998: 27) 

A simple "assertion of sovereigntf by the British state was deemed strong 

enough to erase Aboriginal title to ancestral lands within the legal systems of 

the setder state. The Canadian state and its institutions were based upon a 

number of concepts: (i) the rnyth of European 'discover-' of the American 

continent:24 (ii) upon the concept of 'Terra Nullius" which legitimated the 

notion that the Amencan continent was a land "empty of people" before the 

c o m g  of the Europeans, and; (iü) upon the practice of 'Terra Incognita" which 

allowed that European sovereigns could "claim underlying titie to unknown 

lands"25 (Culhane. 1998: Green. 1995: Richardson. 1993; Stasiulis & Jhappan. 

1995: Wright. 1992). The state planned to elirninate "culturally distinct 

populations of "Indians"' through the& forced assimilation (Green, 1995: 92). 

The relationship between the colonization of Aboriginal peoples and the 

settlernent of the British and ~rench26 necessary to the establishing of a white 

settler sociev was a direct one. This white settiement brought tremendous 

political. social and economic upheaval to Aboriginal societies as they were 

displaced kom their lands (Culhane. 1998: Dyck. 199 1 ; Green. 1995: Stasiulis 

& Jhappan. 1995). I n  a very immediate and material sense. European 

settlement was a process which was incompatible with Aboriginal sovereignw 

over 'Cariadian' lands. European settlement demanded, indeed was predicated 

upon, the dispossession of Aboriginal title. The ideological construction of the 

24 Dehatkadons. Chief of the Onondaga Iroquois. stated "You cannot discover an 
inhabited land. Otherwise 1 could cross the Atlantic and 'discover' England" (Wright. 
1992: 5). 

25 See Green (1995) for a fuller discussion of these -founding myths." 

26 The divisions between the British and French .nations' have resulted in an uneasy. 
often fractious relationship in defining 'Canadian nationhood.' However, both 'nations' 
were constructed a s  'white' in relation to Aboriginal Peoples and in relation to 
'immigrants.' While I recognize these contending interests between the French and 
British within the 'Canadian nation/s.' 1 will not address this intra-white 'national' 
contestation. 



nation as white by the state became dependent upon a very material 

subordination of self-deterrnining Aboriginal societies. 

The erosion of the political power of Aboriginal women was a n e c e s s q  

precondition for dispossessing Aboriginai peoples of their title to land (Carter. 

1996: Fiske. 1995: Goodleaf. 1993: Maracle. 1993; McIvor. 1996; Mitchell & 

Franklin. 1984). For exampie. in the particular case of Haudenosaunee 

society. Donna Goodleaf points out: 

Since Haudenosaunee women owned the land, to dispossess and 
expropriate Haudenosaunee lands, the colonizers had to eradicate 
the political power of the women. From the colonizer's 
perspective, undermining the political power of the women would 
then lead to the destabilkation of the Clan systems and therefore 
of the govemment within Haudenosaunee communities. (1993: 
227) 

From its very inception. the Canadian nation was ideological in the 

sense defined by Smith (1990). The state sought to create, and superimpose. a 

white preferred race nation over the Aboriginai societies which existed in 

actuality. The prospective settlers who were to becorne integrated into the 

nation belonged to other 'nations' pnor to coming into Canada and their 

nationalization as Canadians became organized around their 'race' status. The 

racialization of the nation as white placed Abonginal peoples aiready in the 

'national' temtory outside its ideological borders. while including white 

immigrants who were kom outside the national temtory. The state's policies 

brought this ideological 'imagining' of the white nation into being and inserted 

it ont0 actuaiity in a manner which both reflected the underlying social 

relations within the global system. as weli as organizing the reproduction of 

these relations. The state imposed the "imagined" nation ont0 the reality of 

Aboriginal existence. suppressing and transforrning this actuality. 

The creation of the nation and access to Canadian citizenship for 

European settlers was related. and in direct opposition. to the rights of 

Aboriginal peoples. The citizenship of nghts of Canadians to enter the 

countiy. five and work in it. and settle the land acquired through the state's 

"land theft" policies was dependent upon the suppression of the rights and title 

of Aboriginai peoples. As the "irnagined" nation was imposed upon actuaüty. 



AbonginaI peoples were forced off these lands and ont0 reserves of low quality. 

At the same time. Europeans were encouraged to settle appropnated lands by 

acquiring individual property rights over them27 (Carter. 1996: Dyck. 199 1: 

Green. 1995). Colonial Iand policies were raciaiized. and land, of course. was 

the most basic condition of nationhood: a nation cannot come into existence 

without a 'national* territory. These racialized land policies became 

institutiondized in the state's structures and pracliices and as a result, 

racialization became systema&ed and incorporated into the state's 

institutions. The 'national' economy and the pnvate property nghts of 

members of the nation emerged fkom this racialization. 

Hence, the furst point in my analysis of the creation of the Canadian 

nation and citizenship is that colonization and the suppression of Aboriginai 

self-determination. as well as the appropriation of Aboriginal lands were the 

very basis for the creation of the Canadian nation and citizenship. Organizirig 

the access of European immigrants. as  'citizens.' to settle the 'stolen' Iand was 

essential to nation building. Thus, the ideological practices of the state 

constructed a racialized nation and a racialized citizenship. While a number of 

theorists have defined the nation-building practices of the state as being 

racialized during this period in relation to Aboriginal societies (Dyck. 199 1 ; 

Green. 1995: Stasiulis & Jhappan. 1995). and in relation to immigration 

(Jakubowski. 1997; Stasiulis & Jhappan. 1995: Stasiulis. 1997). 1 bring 

together these literatures to rnake the case that the beginning of the 

development of capitalist citizenship in Canada was integrally related to the 

building of the nation. and that both were racialized. 

27 For instance. after 1870 when the Hudsons Bay Company lands were turned over to 
the Dominion. the Canadian state helped clear Aboriginai peoples off the lands. 
initiating a program of "free homesteads in the West to facilitate European settlement" 
(Carter. 1996). Settlers were recruited by the Canadian state in England. with promises 
of 'free land and easy wealth as inducements to immigrationl(Green, 1995). At this time, 
the Abonginal and Metis populations in the West was greater than that of Euro- 
Canadians. For example. in the district ofAlberta in 1885. Abonginal and Metis peoples 
numbered around 9500. and the 'new' amvals numbered 4900 (Carter, 1995: 32). 



I n  this section. 1 develop the point that citizenship did not represent a 

move towards equality for al1 populations within the 'national' temtory. As  1 

have rnentioned previously. various forms of social and political systems had 

existed in Aboriginal societies pnor to colonization, Historical evidence 

suggests some were rnatrilineal Wth descent and kinship relations being 

passed on through women. others practiced bilateral social relations with 

descent and kinship organized through a combination of matrilineal and 

patrilineal lines.28 Even though the role and status of women in Abonginal 

societies differed, their participation in politics and decision-making is well 

recorded. Wornen held authority and status and were active in trading. They 

could be shamans in some societies and could host potlatches (Goodleaf. 1993; 

Mitchell & Franklin, 1984: Stasiulis & Jhappan, 1995: Van Kirk. 1977). As 

colonization eroded the econornic base of Aboriginal peoples, it consequently 

also tmdermined political systems and the traditional and customary rights 

within Aboriginal societies (Goodleaf, 1993). 29 Where treaties had been 

entered by Aboriginal peoples. they were made 'wards* of the Canadian state. 

As such. they did not have "full citizenship" and were subjected to a "wide 

variew of controls and regdations" in all aspects of their ïives. including 

control over where they could reside (Carter, 1996: 32). Where treaties had not 

been entered by Aboriginal peoples. the state brought them under its control 

28 The extent of patriarchal relations in Aboriginal communities before colonization has 
been the source of considerable debate. There is evidence in British Columbia of 
patterns of matrilineal descent and kinship among the Haida, the Tsirnshian and 
northem Kwagiulth. Arnong the Coast Salish. the Nootka. Bella Bella. Bella Coola and 
Southern Kwagiulth, bilateral f o m s  of social organization have been recorded (Mitchell 
& Franklin. 1984). 

29 In tracing the developrnent of intellectual properfy rights within the global system of 
relations, Vandana Shiva argues that indigenous communal property rights existed in 
colonized societies prior to colonization. Colonization introduced private property 
rights. which led to the destruction of many of these customary rights. These 
'customary' rights had been developed by diverse societies, and were based in value 
systems different from. and in opposition to. private property rights. While the exact 
content of these customary rights varied across societies and require detailed historical 



through its legal institutions ( Culhane. 1998; Green, 1995). The erosion of 

Aboriginal self-determination had a particularly dramatic impact on the power 

and political participation of Aboriginal women. who became subjected to a 

"more devastating form of male domination" [Mitchell & Franklin. 1984). 

Whereas Abonginal leaders have been defined as being "more democratic" and 

"more reasoned" in their relationships with their peoples. the sarne could not 

be said of the European leaders who negotiated Confederation (Abele. 1997).3* 

The development of Canada as a self-goveming temtory with its own 

political institutions was based upon its close ties to BritaUi and to its 

privileged 'white' Dominion status (Clement. 1997: Green. 1995: Hawkins. 

1988: Macdonald, 1997: Neufeld & Whitworth, 1997: Stasiulis & 

Jhappan. 1995). As a white settler colony Canada was privileged by virtue of 

the 'race' of its ruling elite. This -'pnvileged status" allowed the Canadian 

ruling efite to acquire from the British state: 

the 'gifts* of liberai dernocratic governent  and relative political 
autonomy so that (Canada) rnight develop within a shared 
fiamework of civilization and moral and material standards. 
Hence, although Canada (and the other so-cailed 'white 
dominions') shared with the so-called 'dependent colonies' a 
peripheral position in the international political economy prior to 
the twentieth century, as a cultural. social and political entity, it 
was a ch@ off the metropolitan block. (Stasiulis & Jhappan. 1995: 
97) 

Whereas Confederation further consolidated the colonization of Aboriginal 

peoples, it also resulted in the transfer of pawer into the hands of 

'businessmen-cum-elected members of the British-Canadian ruling class'. and 

a smaller "French elite" (Stasiulis & Jhappan. 1995: 109). This ruling'elite 

undertook the project of nation building by importing immigrants as settlers for 

the development of the economy and for the reproduction of British institutions 

study. colonization greatly undermined these rights where not outright destroying them 
(1996). 

30 Abele argues that the Constitution of Canada was an *arrangement between elitesw 
which defined the relation of govemrnent to government. not governrnent to people. 
Aboriginal leaders. on the other hand. had relations with. and spoke for. their people 
(1997). 



and social systems. 

The participation of British and French immigrant women in nation 

building was critical: indeed. the reproduction of the nation could not have 

been achieved without the 'nationalization' of prefemed race women. As Daiva 

Stasiulis & Radha Jhappan note. "the appearance of white wornen was 

cotenninous with white settlement and brought both a sharp rise in racist 

sentiment and heightened class-consciousness within fur-trade society" 

( 1995: 103). With the corning of European women. European men abandoned 

their Aboriginal wives and children who now becarne obstacles to European 

settlernent (Carter. 1996: Vibert. 1996). The presence of European women 

resulted in Aboriginal women becoming constructed as  not fully ^women" in the 

Canadian i r n a g i n a t i ~ n . ~ ~  The settlers brought with them the colonial 

construction of colonized peoples a s  'primitive' and 'less than human.' 

Although European women did not create the segregation between Aboriginal 

peoples and European settlers. they becarne party to this segregation by 

reproducing it. Indeed. the presence of European women was used to j u s t a  

such segregation [Carter. 1996). The boundaries of the nation during this 

period of colonization/settlement were constnicted in relation to Aboriginal 

women. who now becarne defined as  a 'threat' to the nation. The abandoning of 

Aboriginal women by European men becarne a solution to the presenration of 

the 'purity' of the nation. 

The colonization of Aboriginal peoples. and the abandoning of Aboriginal 

women, rneant that the 'liberal democracy' of the Europeans was racialized 

from its very inception in Canada: Abonginal peoples were granted no 

31 For example. one M a i y  E. Indenuick. living in Alberta. wrote in 1884 to her farnily of 
her loneliness because she lived twenty two miles from the nearest 'woman.' The 
women who lived close to her, such a s  the 'squaw who is the nominal wife of a white 
man near us,' and her maid. both of whom she wrote about. did not qualiQ a s  'women' 
(Carter. l996:3O). 



'democratic' space or citizenship rights within Canadian political  institution^.^^ 
Instead. they were subjected to the racialized "coercive tutelage" by Canadian 

society which assumed the "fonn of arbitrary restraint or guardianship 

exercised by one power over another" (Dyck. 199 1:3]. The Canadian state 

consolidated various policies governing Aboriginal peoples into the racialized 

lndian Act of 1876. This Act separated the governing of Aboriginal peoples 

away korn the governing of Canadian 'citizens' on the basis of their 

racial/coIonial status. The Act has been described as representing the "Euro- 

Canadian govemment's apartheid sys tem" (Goodleaf. 1 9 93: 226). Joyce Green 

(1995) summarizes the state's colonial practices which were institutionalized in 

the Act: 

The way in which Aboriginal nations have been made Other is 
Spical of colonid endeavours. and has served to both justify 
colonial actions and to deny the historical and contemporary 
completeness of aboriginal existence Li Canada. Colonialism's 
project, in Michael Stevenson's words. "was, and still is, to lay 
waste a people and destroy their culture in order to undermine 
the integnty of their existence and appropriate their riches." It is 
pursued via "total war" legitimized not only through racist 
construction but through creation of language celebrating colonial 
identities while constructing the colonized as antithesis of human 
decency and development. thereby establishing a jusaôcation for 
their p hysical. historical and cultural annihilation. This language 
"becornes the basis for the forming of national identity and for 
providùlg the state with an organising ideology" whose racist. 
imperialist concepts 'become institutionalized as  the "democratic 
nation-state" in which hatred of the Other is bureaucratized. 

That is. racism becomes part of the structural base of the state.. 
permeating the cultural life of the dominant society both by its 
exclusive narrative of dominant experience and mythology, and by 
its stereotypical rendering of the "Other" as peripheral and 
unidimensional. (Green, 1995: 88). 

The Indian Act represented this "bureaucratized hatred," organizing the 

relations of ruling through the ideological transformation of Aboriginal peoples 

32 At the time of Confederation. the legal status of 'Canadian citizens' was that of 
British subjects with domicile in Canada (Ward & Carty, 1986: Ungerleider. 1992). The 
'Canadian' population was 60% British and 30% French (Kalbach. 1990: 18). The ruling 
elite came frorn these two 'races.' 



into 'Indians.' as weii as entrenching unequal rights for Tridian' men and 

women (Fiske. 1995: Green. 1995: Mitchell & Franklin. 1984: Stasiulis & 

Jhappan. L995). In institutionalizing the categov ' ~ n d i a n . ' ~ ~  the state took 

away the right of self-definition of Abonginal peoples and erased in law the 

differences between the various Aboriginal s ~ c i e t i e s . ~ ~  Henceforth. the colonial 

settler state. through the Indian Act and the Department of Indian Affairs. was 

to decide who was an 'Indian' and who was not (Carter. 1996; Fiske, 1995: 

Green. 1995: Mitchell & Franklin. 1984). 

The Act created a framework for the governing of "Indians' based on the 

"paternalistic" notion that they needed "protection" and could be "civilizedw 

through assimilation (Fiske. 1995: 192). I t  made the rights of Abonginal 

women, indeed their very belonging to their community. directly dependent 

upon their relationships with  men. Aboriginal women would lose Aboriginal 

status and the right to live on reserves upon mamage to non-Abonginal men. 

or even to Abonginal men from other cornmunities. The children of these 

women were also to be disinherited. Marriage outside their cornmunity was to 

result in Iegal estrangement from their cornrnunities (Fiske. 1995; Mitchell & 

Franklin, 1984; Stasiulis & Jhappan. 1995). AÏnoriginal men. on the other 

hand. were not to lose status by marrying outside their communities. Indeed, 

non-Aboriginal women would acquire Aboriginal status upon marrying these 

men, and the children fkom these marriages would not be disinherited. In tilis 

marner. the Act created "cornpeting interests between women and men" (Fiske, 

1995: 4). 

The Indian Act d s o  stated that Aboriginal women of "bad moral 

33~bonginal societies referred to America as  Great Island or Turtle Island [Wright. 
1992). The use of the tem 'Indian' to refer to Aboriginal peopies in the Americas was 
the result of Columbus' mistaken belief that he had landed in India. Until his death. 
Columbus continued to insist America was in Asia. The narne 'Amenca.' given to this 
land by Europeans, came from the name of Amerigo Vespucci. a European from SeviIIe, 
whose descriptions of his voyages earned him rnuch farne in Europe (Koning. 1976). 

34 In British Columbia done. ten different ethnic groups spoke thirty different 
Aboriginal languages (MitcheIl & Franklin. 1984). 



character" were to lose nghts to their husband's estates. The power to judge 

the women's "moral character" was placed in the hands of white male 

administrators (Carter. 1996). Colonial administration on ressrves was 

organized through the imposition of male Band Councils. These Band councils 

ensured that the resources available to Aboriginal comrnunities would be 

channeled through men, and the Canadian state institutionalized not oxdy 

raciaiized. but aiso patriarchal. inequalities for Aboriginal peoples [Fiske, 

1995) -35 

The ideological practices of the Act reveal interesting insights into how 

the state constructed definitions of Aboriginal 'race.' Aboriginal women's 'race' 

was to be lost upon mariage outside their imrnediate community. their 'race* 

was to be detennined by the men whom they married. The Act thus created a 

severe disjuncture in the lived expenences of these women: while they would 

legally lose their 'race.' they continued to be 'Aboriginal' in their lived 

experiences. As the Aboriginal women who fought against this inequality 

demonstrated. these women did not stop 'being' Aboriginal in their lived 

experiences (Fiske. 1995: Maracle. 1993). However, the policies of the state 

created the conditions through which Band CounciIs could disown the 

Abonginai status of the women. By giving the Band Councils a material stake 

in restricting Aboriginal women's access to community resources. these state 

practices encouraged the further erosion of the status of wornen in Aboriginal 

communities. 

This leads me t~ the second point in my analysis of Canadian 

citizenship. I n  the historical construction of the Canadian nation. citizenship 

in the nation-state did not represent a move towards equaüty for ail peoples 

within the national temtory. Whereas Aboriginal societies had developed 

35 The relative 'freedom' of Aboriginal women when compared to European women of 
the period became a 'matter of considerable anxïety to European male$ and a prime 
target for the Christianizing drive of missionanes' (Stasiulis & Jhappan. 1995: 10 1). The 
introduction by the Canadian state of the band-council structure for the interna1 
administration of AboriginaI peoples is part of the atternpt to re/formulate indigenous 
patriarchies. Until 195 1, Aboriginal women were 'excluded from the band electorate'. as 
wel as being 'barred from public meetings' (Fiske. 1995: 6). 



political and social institutions. these were dealt a severe blow by colonization. 

The customary and traditional rights which had existed within Aboriginal 

societies were subordinated by the Canadian state. The suppression of 

Aboriguial political customary and traditional nghts was necessary to. and 

simultaneous with. the development of citizenship rights for Canadiuns in the 

nation-state. I n  the development of citizenship rights for Europeans as  

Canadian 'citizens.' the state reduced Aboriginal peoples to non-citizen status. 

Capitalist citizenship came to express a relation not only between Canadian 

'citizens' and 'their' state. but dso  between 'cimens-as-members-of-the-nation'. 

the state and Aboriginal peoples as 'non' citizens.' 

In institutlonalïzing the unequd rights of Aboriguial peoples, the state 

made the assimilation and acculturation of Aboriginal peoples into the 

dominant society the pre-condition for their enfranchisement. The loss of 

collective title to land and the surrendering of Aboriginal cultures through 

individual assimilation into 'Canadian' society becarne the cost of gaining 

citizenship rights within the Canadian legal system (Dyck. 199 1). In other 

words. the Act sought to keep Abonginal peoples colonized as social groups. 

Aboriginal peoples could claim the 'rights' of citizenship only as individuals by 

giving up the& cultures, their ancestry. their clairns to sovereignty and to title 

of the land upon which their very historical being and consciousness were 

based. Furthemore. everi SAboriginal peoples were to accept this negation of 

their historical being and accept these conditions by clairning 'citizenship, the 

construction of the Canadian nation as white would still preclude their full 

mernbership in it. 

This is one of the central contradictions deeply rooted within the earliest 

stages of the development of cltizenship in Canada: the citizenship and rights 

of Europeans as  Canadians were based upon the colonization of Aboriginal 

peoples whose forced integration into capitalist relations ensured theh loss of 

sovereignty. Instead of extending their 'rights' as 'citizens'. capitalism 

undennined. and even destroyed, the political institutions and rights of 

colonized peoples, reducing them to a 'sub-human' status. 

The dehumanization of colonized populations as 'less than human' 

within the British Empire meant they becarne ideologically constmcted as less 



than 'citizens' in the practices of colonial ~ t a t e s . ~ ~  The 'humanizing' of 

Europeans. and the extension of their citizenship within settler colonies. 

enabled their active participation in. and reproduction of. the colonial system. 

In  short. European settlement in Canada and the development of capitalist 

citizenship could not have been accomplished without elctending this 

citizenship to Europeans. whiie destroying Aboriginal rights and titie., 

Canadian 'citizenship.' and in fact 'human' status itself. became organized 

around the colonizer/colonized status of the various populations in the white 

settler colony. 

'Sifting ' Settlers: NationaZizing / Bordering Immigrants 

The preconditions for the creation of the Canadian nation were national 

temtory and a national population. As discussed earlier. the land was 

acquired through colonial "land theft" polices of the state. For the national 

population, the state turned to the founding British 'race.' aggressively 

recruiting immigrants in the consolidation of colonization. These 'colonking' 

migrations were intended to be a permanent affair in the white settler colonies. 

creating r u h g  elites who would govem the colonies in the interests of the 

'mother country' (Anderson. 1996: Potts. 1990: Sassen. 1988). Immigration 

policies across the British Empire were intimately linked to the colonial goals of 

ensuring British s ~ p r e m a c y . ~ ~  

The immigration organized by the British and Canadian states was 

likewise intended to be a permanent settlement (Dyck. 199 1: Green. 1995: 

36 Colonized peoples. as bon-humans' and %ub-humans. were not considered deserving 
of 'citizen' status which was equai to that of Europeans. Within the colonial context. 
propertied European men became the 'measure of being hurnan and having human 
nghts' (Shiva. 1996: 106). 

37 The Empire Settlement Act of 1922 committed Britain to work with Dorninicn 
govemments and private agencies to develop ernigration and settlement programs 
(Carrothers. 1929: Hawkins. 1989: Peterson. 1975). Among other things. the Canadian 
govemment produced brochures and maps for distribution by recruiting agents and 
through the media to attract European settiers (Hawkins. 1989: Sifton. 1975: Troper. 
1975). 



Jabukowski. 1997: Stasiulis & Jhappan. 1995). This settlement was required 

for the development of a national econorny which would create the conditions 

for the ongoing accumulation of capital. Tt was also required for the state to 

build its national domain. and an aggressive recruitment of immigrants from 

Britain was uiitiated after Confederation. Immigration became essential to the 

production and reproduction of the national population. and immigrant policies 

came to organize access to Canadian citizenship. From 1867 untii the Iate 

1960s. Canada's unmigration policies distinguished first British and French. 

and subsequentfy other Europeans, a s  preferred race immigrants. This period 

in Canadian history reveals interesting insights about how processes of 

raciaiization changed and evolved in response to changing conditions within 

the global economy. Whereas ùlitially Britain. the United States and France. 

and 70 a lesser extent" Northem and Western Europe had been the 'preferred* 

source countries. immigrants were subsequently accepted fYom among some of 

the previously 'non-preferred' groups. specifically the Ukrainians. Italians. 

Poles and Hutterites (Jakubowski. 1997: 1 1 - 12). The 'preferred' status was 

eventually extended to ail 'white' immigrants in the 20th century. But, however 

much the borders of the nation shifted to include Europeans other than British 

and French, the state did not allow them to shift so far as to include third 

world peoples, who were distinguished as non-preferred races. 

British settlers were recruited for immigration with offers of "fiee land 

and easy wealth as inducements'' (Green. 1995). They were given s i g d c a n t  

social and mancial supports mer,  and sometimes even prior to. their amival in 

Canada. The incentives used to attract preferred race immigrants included 

access to 'cheap' land. Bnancial grarits, assisted passages. training, and other 

forms of assistance with settlement (Dyck. 199 1 ; Hawkins. 1986; Parr, 1987: 

Sifton. 1975: Vibert. 1996). Certahdy not al1 European immigrants had access 

to these "inducements," which were organized by gender and class specific 

relations, the key factor was the opening of the nation's borders to these 

immigrants who were constructed by the state as future citizens. As such. 

ailowing formal citizenship rights to these immigrants was intrinsically linked 

to the state's organizing of the& immigration. and theîr integration into the 

nation. The nationaiization of various preferred race immigrants was organized 



in the state's shaping of the rnaterial conditions for their permanent settlement. 

PracticaiIy. the nationalization of settlers was achieved by making "stolen" 

Aboriginal lands available to them for settlement. and for developing the 

national economy through the building of farrns and railways. and through the 

extraction of natural resources for export. 

Clifford Sifton. who deveioped the Immigration Branch in the Ministry of 

Znterior during the government of Wilfred Laurier in the 1890s was not bashful 

in declaring his government's objectives: 

I n  those days, settiers were sought from three sources: one was 
the United States. The Arnerican settlers did not need sifting; they 
were of the finest quaiity and the most desirable settlers. In  Great 
Bntain we confined Our efforts very largely to the North of 
England and Scotland, and for the purpose of siRing the settlers 
we doubled the bonuses to the agents in the North of England 
and cut down as much as possible in the South. The result was 
that we got a fairIy steady Stream of people from Che North of 
England and f?om Scotland and they were the very best settlers in 
the world ..... 

Our work was largely done in the North.. ..Then came the 
continent where the great ernigraüig centre was Hamburg. 
Stearnships got there to load up with people who are desirous of 
leaving Europe.. ... We made an arrangement with the booking 
agencies in Harnburg, under which they winnowed out this flood 
of people, picked out the agriculturalists and peasants and sent 
them to Canada. sending nobody else. We paid, 1 think. $5.000 
per head for the farmer and $2.000 per head for the other 
members of the family. (Sifton, [1922] 1975: 34) 

Sifton took considerable pnde in having made "a determined and successful 

effow to '*freeW Aboriginal lands for *immediate settlement" (Hawkins. 1988). 

Despite Sifton's daims. the "sifting" of "American" settlers did in fact occur in 

his government's refusal to grant land to Black peoples from the United States. 

Black people had corne to Canada in srnail numbers as  slaves. Loyalists and 

pioneers since the 17" cen tu~y .~*  Black settlers were considered allies in 

38 By 1759. there were over 1.000 Black slaves in new France and by 1767 there were 
104 in Nova Scotia. In 1783. Loyalists brought 2.000 more Black slaves into the country 
(Bolaria & Li, 1985: 166). 



maintaining British interests against Arnerican expansion (Killian. 1978).~9 

The state gave dlack people access to land on the basis of "license of 

occupation." but they were not given ownership of this land (Bolaria & Li. 

1985: 168). The refusal to grant them land during Sifton's tenure sent a clear 

message to Black people: "Arnerican negroes were not welcome and were not 

encouraged to come: and. although no Law was passed to exclude them, careful 

administrative procedures ensured that their applications would be rejected" 

(Palmer. L 975) .4* 

Sifton explaùied how the state's policies to ensure the supply of labour 

and the creation of a 'national' market came together with its priorities for 

'white' nation-building in policies which recruited settlers from particular 

European racialized/classes. The state sought out  farrners and those 

"accustorned to pioneering life." while leaving out "artisans. mechanics, 

labourers. s m d  shopkeepers" [Hawkins, 19881. To be excluded from 

permanent settlement in Sifton's carnpaîgns were al1 non-Europeans. 

irrespective of their class. Sifton later served as the Murister of Indian Affaïrs, 

in which capacity he was to "champion a policy of transfening unused Indian 

reserve lands into the hands of Euro-Canadian Iand speculators who were 

39 Kilian writes of Sir James Douglas. who became the Govemor of British Columbia in 
185 1. His father was a Glasgow barn rnerchant settled in British Guiana on his family's 
sugar plantations. and his mother was a creole. In 1855 American prospectors began 
to enter British temtory. and Douglas encouraged the migration of Black settlers to 
counter this Anierican presence t 1978). 

40 Although Black peoples in the United States were Yoo poor and disadvantaged to 
contemplate migration", sorne did come to the Canadian Prairies during Sifton's tenure. 
but without 'the necessary reinforcernents" their numbers did not increase (Hawkins, 
1988). The Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism noted the historical 
Black migration: "Negroes came to new France and to the Provinces of British North 
America in the 18'h century chiefly a s  slaves. In the lgth century. they forrned sizable 
settlements a s  freedmen and fugitives in the Maritimes, in southwestern Ontario, and in 
Victoria. Many returned to the United States in the 1860s. during and after the Civil 
War. The 1872 census figure of 2 1,500 for Canada probably represents a drop in the 
negro population from an earlier period. The 188 1, 190 1, and 19 1 1 censuses record 
further deches"  (Palmer. 1975). 



"clarnbering"' to acquire valuable reserve lands" (Dyck. 199 1) .4 1 

The immigrants to be nationalized came from different sectors of 

European society. Britain was particularly keen to send the unemployed. the 

poor and 'crirninals' (Peterson. 1975: Vibert. 1996). This aroused some ire in 

canada42 where these particular immigrants were bitterly resented. Class 

divisions existed among these immigrants. as did divisicns of gender which 

reproduced inequalities between men and women in the settler society. shaping 

women's unequal access to economic resources. The ideal woman which 

Sifton's campaigns sought to recruit was the wife of the good "quality" settler 

who would become the nation's "backbone": "1 think a stalwart peasant in a 

sheep-skin coat. bom on the soil. whose forefathers have been farmers for 

generations. with a stout wife and a haif-a-dozen children is good quahty" 

(Sifton. 1966: 35). The European women who were recruited in reahty would 

have severely tested Sifton's ideal. However. he expressed the state's 

recognition of the importance of the role of wornen in nation-building. 

Whle Sifton's ideal underscores the patriarchal values infonning his 

campaigns for recruiting immigrants. the nationalization of preferred F e  

irnmigrant women was organized so that while their inequalities with European 

men were reproduced. this inequaliw becarne placed in the context of a shared 

raciaL/national interest between them. The state's ideological construction of a 

shared 'national' identity and 'national' interest shared by men and women 

gained its specific content in relation to the disentitlement of Aboriginal 

peoples, and in relation to the non-preferred races whose immigration was to be 

strictly restricted. Whüe underlyïng social relations created the actuality of 

4 L ~ h e  interests of non-Indians were paramount in the administration of Abonginal 
peoples by the colonial state- in 1909. the Minister reported to parliament that 
700,000 acres of reserve lands were acquired by the Crown and sold off for $3.00 an 
acre. After the First World War. another 68.000 acres of land were redistributed in a 
soldier seMernent scheme (Dyck. 199 1). 

42 In 19 11. Stephen Leacock describes them in this way. They are. in great measure. 
mere herds of the proletariat of Europe, the lowest classes of industrial society. without 
home and work. fit objects indeed for philanthropie pity, but indifferent material from 
which to build the commonwealth of the future" (Leacock, 1975: 48) 



opposing gender and class interests among preferred race immigrants. the 

ideological construction of the 'nation' as white organized these divisions within 

the framework of a shared racialized interest. 

As discussed earlier, women's participation was central to nation- 

building in Canada. I n  the years between 1862 and 1962, Women's Emigration 

Societies worked to increase the immigration of middle class and working class 

British women to the British colonies. including Canada. These Societies 

worked closely with government officials. organizing passages and lodgings for 

women immigrants. as  well as  finding emplo-ment for them (WMOAS, 1963). 

The women were sent out to work as govemesses, teachers and domestic 

workers: many of the women married settlers. 

The state periodically increased its own direct recmitrnent of European 

wornen. For example. the Ministry of Immigration and Colonization produced 

a pamphlet in 1928 to recruit British women as domestic workers ( M E .  1928). 

The pamphlet describes Canada as "a land of opportunity" and gives general 

information about the  cou^. dong with specific information about work 

opportunities. wage levels and working conditions. It lists Emigration Agents 

in Britain. The climate is described as  "particularly suited to the white race." 

and British women are told they are "welcomed" by the "people" of Canada (3). 

Prospective immigrants are informed arrangements could be made for women 

to stay at the Canadian Women's H ~ s t e l ~ ~  where they could get training before 

going into senrice. Assisted passages under the Empire Setflement Scheme44 

could be arranged. as could free medical examinations for the ''right ty-pe" of 

applicant. Women officers appointed by the Director of Emigration and 

Conductresses employed by stearnship companies would "assist" immigrant 

43 The hostels were located in major centres across the country. They were supported 
by the govemment to provide accommodation for women emigrants from the 'Mother 
Country'. See The Housewrker  In Canada Opportunities For Success, Work And Wages, 
Where To Go And What To Take, Ministry of Immigration And Colonization, Ottawa 
(1928). 

44 The British Govemrnent. the Canadian government and Steamship companies 
contributed funds under this scheme (MIC. 1928). 



women. 

Joy Parr (1987) has written about the direct recmitment of women 

hosiery workers between 1907 and 1928 by the Penman's Company. Her 

assessment of this migration is as follows : "Within the new regime. women's 

prospects in particular were better in Canada than in Britain." (535). Migration 

gave these women "better paying and more steady" work in Canada. The 

wornen were given tickets and "modest cash advances" by their employer to 

induce their migration. Among the women who did migrate were widows for 

whom "emigration was a way to keep the f d y  solven t and togetherW(543). and 

for rnany women. "Emigration offered a resolution to domestic tensions which 

poverty. legality. and convention made othenvise umesolvab~e" (544). These 

exarnples demonstrate the actual ways in which particular groups of immigrant 

women becarne 'nationalized' into Canadian society. 

Citizenship was key to this process of nationalization. The 

establishment of the Canadian nation gave formal rights of domicile in Canada 

to the British and French 'races' as citizens and future citizens, a right which 

they did not have prior to colonization and their immigration. Exarnining the 

development of Canadian citizenship. R. Carty and P. Ward point out that 

"most policies encouraging migration reflected the  assumption that 

northwestem Europeans and Americans of like descent made the best 

prospective citizens" (1986: 68). 

Canadian citizenship became inclusive in the experience of European 

immigrants: it organized their membership in the nation and gave them formal 

rights as Canadians. As such. citizenship rights would appear to be a 

progressive development in the experience of these immigrants. Yet. access to 

this citizenship was confined to certain populations within the Empire on the 

basis of their race. and therefore. it simultaneously becarne a mechanism of 

exclusion. Unequal access to citizenship simultaneously placed non-preferred 

race populations outside the ideological borders of the nation. Canadian 

citizenship. as part of the process of nationalization. organized formal 

membership in the 'national' community. Having access to these formal rights 

expressed a 'white' 'world-in-common' for rnembers of the nation as the 'white' 

seffler state 'produced' its 'white' nationai domain. 



The Canadian state was committed to recreating British 'national' and 

cultural institutions and systems as  the dominant. national forms (Stasiulis & 

Jhappan. 1995). However. this ambition of the state had to be somewhat 

modified in the 20th century as  it becarne clear there were not enough British 

ernigrants to meet the requirements of Canadîan nation-building. The 

'Britishess' of the nation became transformed into its 'whiteness' with the 

subsequent nationalization of Europeans other than British and French into 

the nation. The ideological borders of the 'nation' were fluid enough so that 

other European countries were selected for the recruitment of immigrants.45 

The inclusion of other European 'races' meant the nation could no longer be 

buiit sirnply around 'British-ness' but around the common 'whiteness' of 

Europeans. 

Extremely useful to my analysis of Canadian nation-building is 

Anderson's (1991) formulation of the nation as being shaped by the ruling class 

in the form of the "official nationalism" expressed in state policy, as  well a s  in 

the nationalism expressed by other classes in the form of "popular 

nationalism." The "official nationalisrn" of the state was expressed in racialized 

colonial land policies. the Indian Act and racialized immigration policies. The 

state welcorned. indeed courted. preferred race immigrants and helped organize 

their settiernent in mate rial ways . This "official nationalism" interacted with 

the "popular nationalism" of the members of the nation who actively 

reproduced the exclusion of Aboriginal peoples. as well as supported the 

exclusion of immigrants from the nation. The participation of Canadian women 

in nation building. as well as the hostility to immigrants from the trade union 

movement are examples of the *popular nationalism" of the period. 

45 The development of the global economy during the nineteenth centuiy of agressive 
Empire building meant there were simply not enough British emigrants to meet 
Canada's needs. In fact. not having enough labour for its own needs. Britain also was 
being compelied to 'import' labour into the heart of the Empire (Potts, 1990; Gilroy. 
199 1; Klug, 1989: Ginsberg, 1992). This shortage of British emigrants compelled 
Canada to turn to other European countries, and Athough these immigrants were 
accepted very reluctaritly initiaily. The building of a white settler colony meant that the 
process of nation building could only be sustained by accepting immigrants from other 
European countries (Jakubowski. 1997: Hawkins. 1989; Stasiulis. 1997). 



Canadian wornen's organization in the 19th and early 2 0 ~  centuries 

shared the goal to 'Keep Canada White.' Their concerns about the quality of 

the race/nation shaped their advocacy for social programs and for the 

extension of citizenship rights to white ~ o r n e n . ~ ~  Even as  these women fought 

against their gender based inequaiities. most did so in the narne of patriotism 

and stressed the importance of women within the family and nation. Upper 

and rniddle class women played a crucial role in nation building subsequent to 

settlement. In the 1870s. matemal ferninists built organizations. both local 

and national. to work for the good of the 'family'. the 'nation' and the 'state' 

(Strong-Boag, 1977: Valverde, 1992). The gains these women made in 

achieving access to universities and professions increased their stake in their 

work for the nation (Stong-Boag, 1977). Preserving and strengthening the 

family through moral refonn for 'social purity' was central to their work and 

their "ideal of female moral supenoriQ" was shared by church organizations 

and other social g r o ~ p s . ~ ~  

The elite status of many women activists meant that they were closely 

tied to men of the ruling class. The example of the National Council of Women 

demonstrates how close ties to the mling elite strengthened the women's 

poiitical organizing. The Govemor-General's wife was solicited as the Council's 

first president. and Lady Thompson. wife of the Prime Minister. dong with 

Madame Laurier, wife of the leader of the Opposition. becarne honorary 

members. The Council's growth demonstrated the wornen's "growing national 

self-confidence" and the association of "homes and nations." of the ufamily and 

state" was the "leitmotif' of the "femfnist-nationaiists" (Strong-Boag. 1977: 

46This is what bas corne to be known as the Yirst wave' of Anglo-Canadian feminisrn. 
Strong-Boag writes about more radical feminist among this 'first wave' who. in order to 
mobilize broader support for their agenda of gaining political rights for wornen, worked 
with the less progressive reforrn-minded organizations (Strong-Boag. 1977). 

47 The Woman's Christian Temperance Union. the Young Women's Christian 
Association, the Girls Friendly Society . the Dominion Order of King's Daughters. 
Women's Missionary Societies, and other church organizations are some of the 
organizations established by wornen (Strong-Boag, 1977). 



10 1). In estabüshing the Council across the country. its members defined a 

~ i g n ~ c a n t  role for thernselves in nation-building: 

This Council is to bring us in touch with other parts of the 
Domuiion, and we shall be the "Forernothers" of a great nation. 
(Strong-Boag, 1977: 102) 

In their cornmitment to nation-building. the wornen were "Little different" from 

ü-ieir "male counterparts of the same era" (Trofimenkoff & Prentice. 1977). 

That materna1 ferninists valorized women's role as mothers is well recognized in 

the literature. What receives less attention is that they did so on a racialized 

basis: these women did not support the campaigns of third world immigrants 

for the state to allow the immigration of their 'mothers' into Canada. Instead. 

many Canadian women's organizations actively supported the state's 

restrictions to keep immigrant women out. For exarnple, the National Council 

of Women voted to bar Asian women from entry. as  did the Christian 

Ministerial Association who "feared" Canada would become a "hindu colony" 

(Doman, 1984). 

Likewise, the trade union movements were very hostile to the presence 

of non-preferred race immigrants in Canada (Bolaria & Li. 1985: Buchignani. 

Indra & Srivastava, 1985). For example, white workers defined Chinese 

workers as a threat to them. and actively called upon the state to prevent their 

entry into the country. As Bolaria and Li have found. trades union cainpaigned 

against Chinese immigration. and used these campaigns to strengthen and 

consolidate their support, particularly in British Columbia (1985). In 

accepting and actively supporüng the exclusion of non-prefen-ed races from the 

nation. these men and women helped to reproduce the racialized nation at both 

at the ideologicai and material levels. Indeed, once nation building became a 

racially exclusive project, the 'national' interest of 'Canadian' women and men 

would be to reproduce this racialization in their own practices. The relations of 

r u h g  were reproduced by the state in official policies. while 'nationalized' 

Canadians reproduced them in the practices of the organizations they 

established. 

The resulting shared racialized identity between state and nation is 

clearly reflected in Freda Hawkins' (1988) assessrnent of the resistance of 



"Canadians" to the immigration of non-pre ferred races in first half of the 20th 

century: 

Undisputed ownership of these temtories of continental size was 
felt to be conGrmed forever, not only by the fact of possession. but 
by the hardships and dangers endured by the early explorers and 
settlers . . . . . ..The idea that other peoples, who had taken no part 
in these pioneering efforts. might simply arrive in large numbers 
to exploit important local resources, or to take advantage of these 
earlier settlement efforts. was anathema. (Hawkins. 1988: 22-23) 

The 'national' founding myth which Hawkins writes about attributes previous 

generations with the sarne 'national' motives and interests as subsequent 

generations. who became defined as having a direct rink with the early 

colonizers as  their nghtfùl heirs. This direct relation established with "early 

explorers and settlers" is comprehensible only within the context of the shared 

national/raciat i d e m  of the nation. The ideological construction of a 

'national' line of descent makes contemporary generations of "Canadians." 

irrespective of their 'intemal' gender and class divisions. as  repositories. as well 

as preservers. of the 'national' interest with legitimate clairns to 'national' 

resources. Such a construction sïrnultaneously makes invisible the 

colonization which in actuality brought more "hardships" and "dangers" to 

Abonginal peopIes than it did to the "early explorers and settlers." 

The founding myth naturdbes the privileged position of the 

"pioneers" as  colonizers who were encouraged to "explore" and "set* North 

Arnerica. and also makes invisible the labour of the non-preferred ruces in the 

development of Canada. Although relatively smali in numbers as a result of 

racialized immigration policies. people of colour worked in the most critical 

projects which built the physical Liastructure necessary to build the 'nation.' 

They built the railway and the agricultural and resource extraction se,ctors of 

the 'national' economy by workùig as h i t  pickers. labourers in logging camps. 

lumber yards and saw rnills. in rniriing. fishing. canning as weli as in the steel 

plants (Adhopia, 1993; Bolaria & Li. 1985: Buchignani. Indra & Srivastava. 

1985Calliste. 1996; Mazumdar. 1984;). These sectors were the very basis for 

'national* developrnent. 

Even as the state recruited European immigrants. it used racialized 



policies to strictly restrict the immigration of non-pre ferred races from 

Confederation to the 1960s and 1970s. The Chinese ~mmigration Act of 1885: 

the Exclusion Act of 1923; the Contirmous Passage Requirement of 1908; the 

institutionalization of race as a category for denying immigration in the 19 10 

lmigration Act are some examples of these racialized immigration policies. 

The populations of Africa. Asia. and the Caribbean, who were part of the British 

Empire, had the legal status of British subjects- However, they were denied the 

same mobility rights as 'white* British subjects through immigration policies 

which controlled their entry into the 'centres' from the 'peripheries' (Gordon, 

1985: Mazumdar, 1984; Potts. 1990: WING. 1985)- I n  Canada. the state 

ideologically constructed them as a threat to the 'whiteness' of the nation. 

severely restricting their immigration by defhing them as non-preferred races 

(Bolaria & Li. 1985: Hawkins. 1988; Jakubowski. 1997; Stasiuiis & Jhappan. 

1995; Ungerleider. 1992). Therefore. in a paraliel but converse relation to the 

building of the shared white 'racial/national' identity, immigration policies 

bordered non-preferred races as outsiders to the nation by sAcructuring their 

unequal access to ciüzenship. The diversity amongst third world peoples from 

Africa. Asia, and the Caribbean - the entire world oütside Europe - was reduced 

in this category to a cornmon non-preferred race status, later translated into a 

shared immigrant status. The diversity of language, culture, ethnicity, 

historical experiences. consciousness and being of third world peoples were d l  

reduced to a non-preferred race. an immigrant, stztus by the Canadian state. 

The state had to balance the contending interests: on the one hand. 

the 'cheap* labour of third world workers was attractive to employers: on the 

other hand. the state was attempting to build the nation as 'white' (Calliste. 

1996; Das Gupta. 1995; Jakubowski, 1997; Stasiulis & Jhappan. 1995). 

Although the state sought to restrict the entry of non-preferred races, it 

recognized the value of their 'cheap' labour. Employers shared this recognition 

and a network of recruiting agents and transportation agencies was in 

operation in the late 1 9 t h  Century to provide the labour of these workers 

(Adhopia, 1993: Adilman, 1984: Hawkins, 1989; Mazumdar, 1984; Peterson, 

1975). The various interests in this 'cheap' labour included: the railway 

cornpznies (McClaren. 1990: Mazumdar. 1984; Peterson, 1975) ; the shipping 



companies who profited from transporting immigrants across the seas: 

recruiting agents. and: other ernployers who hired immigrant labour at cheaper 

rates than Canadian labour. Indeed. the state itself required this 'cheap' 

labour for its nation building to succeed. and it sought to discourage the 

permanent residence of non-pre ferred races by allowing in only single men from 

China and South Asia. single men from the Caribbean to work in the steel and 

coai m~nes48. and single women from the Caribbean to work as domestic 

workers (Adilman. 1984: Adhopia. 1993: Calliste. 1996; Doman, 1984; 

Hawkins. f 989; Nipp. 1986). 

The competing interests became negotiated through the ideological 

practices of the state in the bordering of third world workers as immigrants. 

This negotiation dowed the labour of imm@rants to be put to 'nation@' service, 

while keeping im-nigrants out of the nation. The treatrnent of Chinese workers 

serves as a useful example of this process of b o r d e ~ g .  Chinese workers were 

recruited to build the railway. which was a central plank in the National 

Economic Policy. The building of the railway enabled the transportation of 

goods and populations. and made possible the settiement of the West. Chinese. 

and later South Asian. men were recruited to build the railway (Hawkins. 1989: 

Mazumdar. 1984). The Chinese workers were aliowed to entry into the country 

as long as their labour was considered n e c e ~ s a r y . ~ ~  However. as soon as their 

labour was not required. they were defined as  a 'threat' to society and "virtually 

every evil was blamed upon them" (Bolaria & Li, 1985: 86). Without this labour, 

the building of the railways would have been "indenriitely postponed" (Porter, 

1966). 

As soon as  the railway was built. however. the Chinese Immigration 

Act of 1885 imposed a head tax on Chinese immigrants to reduce the& entry. 

48 Workers were recruited from the Caribbean between 1900 and 1932: single men 
went to work in the steel mills and cod mines in Nova Scotia: single women went to 
work a s  dornestic workers in Quebec. Ontario and the Maritimes (Calliste, 1996). 

49 Railway construction resuited in 17.000 Chinese workers being recruited between 
1876 and 1884 (Adilman. 1984: 55). 



This head tax was initially set at  ten dollars and steadiiy increased over the 

years: to fm dollars between 1896 and 1900: to one hundred dollars for the 

next three years. and: to five hundred dollars from 1904 to 1923 (Adilman. 

1984. Bolaria & Li. 1985; Hawkins. 1988: JRS. 1997. Ungerleider. 1992;). The 

Exclusion Act in 1923 sought to prevent al1 immigration from China. As a 

result. less than 50 Chinese immigrants were permitted to enter the country 

between 1923 and 1947 (Hawkins. 1988: Undgerleider. 1992). As  B. Singh 

Bolaria and Peter S. Li point out: 

The head tax was a compromise over a basic dfiemma which 
involved a desire to maintain the convenience of Chinese labour 
on the one hand, and an unwilhgness to recognize the nghts of 
Chinese on the other. It was a means to ensure that the supply of 
Chinese labour would not be cornpletely severed, while at  the 
same time. to officidy endorse the second-class entrance status 
of the Chinese. Such an endorsement helped to sustain the 
marginal participation of the Chinese in the Canadian economy. 
(1985:90) 

In addition to reducing the immigration of the Chinese. the head tax was also a 

source of revenue for the state. Between 1886 and 1924. special registrations 

required of Chinese immigrants and the head t a .  brought in revenue 

amounting to $22.5 million (Bolaria & Li. 1985: 90). 

Similar legislation was also enacted to curtail South Asian and 

Japanese immigration. One such measure was the Continuous Passage 

requirement introduced in 1908. This legislation required immigrants to travel 

to Canada from their country of origin in an unulterrupted journey. At that 

trme. only one steamship company offered continuous passage to Canada. and 

this company was persuaded by the state to discontinue sale of tickets to 

Canada (Adhopia, 1993; Bolaria & Li. 1985: Buchignani. Indra & Srivastava. 

1985; Mazumdar, 1984; Ungerleider, 1992). Tickets were not sold even to 

South Asians who were settled in Canada and had returned to visit their 

country of origin. The effects of this 1egisIation were imrnediate. In the year 

preceding the introduction of the Confinuous Passage requirement. 2,500 

immigrants fkom India entered Canada: in the year after, oniy 6 South Asian 

immigrants entered the country (Ungerleider, 1992: 9). In 1910, a $200 head 

tax on South Asians was introduced. 



As a number of theorists have argued. controls on the immigration of 

Tree" South Asians in the Dominions took two major fonns. The first was 

through controls on the volume of migration by the imposition of quotas. 

language and medical tests. The second was through a very precarious 

domicile which denied them full political citizenship status (Bolaria & Li. 1985: 

Buchignani, Indra & Srivastava. 1985). The result was that South Asians 

"consequently lived under the constant threat of deportationw (Bolaria & Li. 

The 19 10 immigration Act legislated prohibitions on the entry of 

immigrants on the grounds of race and became the "principal instrument" for 

the "Keep Canada White" policies. This Act remained in effect for the next £îfty 

years (Hawkins. 1989; Jakubowski, 1997). During the period that these 

restrictions were imposed on Black and Asian migration. unmigration from 

Europe was expanding rapidly; indeed, in the first ten years of the 20th century. 

immigration accounted for 44Vo of the growth in population level (Ungerleider. 

1992: 9). 

Despite state atternpts to restrict their presence. third world 

immigrants did keep coming to Canada. The numerous barriers to their entry 

and permanent residence. however. ensured the& numbers were relatively 

small. During this period. for example. Asian imrnigrants were recruited as  

'cheap' labour by employers such as  the Canadian Pacific Railway. But the 

prevailing racist ideology of the period projected motives ont0 Asians who were 

defmed as waiting only to 'swamp' and 'invade' British ~olumbia.50 The 

ideologicsù construction of the nation as white. therefore, rendered invisible the 

50 See Hawkins (1989). Adhopia (1996) and Adilman (1984) who discuss the widespread 
fears of Chinese waiting to 'overpower' and 'outnumber' white Canadians. Adilman 
describes the environment of 'hysteria' which prevailed a s  fears of Asians planning to 
"invade" British Columbia were whipped up by politicians. The 1907 Royal 
Commission. however, concluded that immigration from lndia was an organized 
phenornenon. I t  identified three main reasons for this immigration between the years 
1904 - 1906 : (1) Commission agents for shipping companies were prornoting migration 
to Canada for their business, (2) Information about economic opportunities in Canada 
and the U.S.A. was being widely distributed in the rural areas of Punjab and Bengal in a 
bid to recruit migrants, and (3) Individual agents were running lucrative businesses 
bringing immigrants over, securing them employment and aiding their settlernent. 
None of these activities were illegal. but they were defined as %npatriotic to the Empire" 
by MacKenzie King (Adhopia, 1993). 



actudity that the labour of third world workers made sigdcant and critical 

contfibutions to the 'national' economy. The case of the railway provides a v e q  

usefi11 example to illustrate this point. The importance of the labour of Chinese 

men in building the raiiway was recognized by the Royal Commission on 

Bilingualism and Biculturaiism (1970) which observed that. "lt has been said 

th& 3 Chinese is buried beneath every mile of track of the railway through the 

mouritains of British Columbia" (Palmer. 1975). The Royal Commission's 

obsewation is amply supported by studies of the role of Chinese labour in 

nation-building [Bolaria & Li, 1985: Hawkins, 1989: Stasiulis, 1997: Stasiulis 

& Jhappan. 1995). Once the railway was buik however. these men were 

considered no longer necessary and both the CPR and the federal government 

discldrned any responsibility towards them (Jabukowski. 1997; RCBB, 1975). 

The labour of these workers literally built the inhastructure for the 'national' 

econumy. but the workers themselves were not allowed membership in the 

nation. This example demonstrates another instance of how the ideological 

practfces of the state created and imposed a textual reality - the non 'national' 

identity of these workers - onto the actuality that these workers built one of the 

criticd material foundations of the nation. 

Raci-ed immigration policies specifically distiriguished between 

women and men of the non-preferred races- Whereas the labour of Chinese 

men and South Asian men was. at  times. recognized as necessary to certain 

industries. few women kom China and South Asia were ailowed to immigrate 

prior to the 1960s (Adhopia, 1993; Adilrnan, 1984: Bolaria & Li, 1985; 

BucMgnani, Indra & Srivastava, 1985: Doman, 1984; Hawkins, 1988). The 

state equated the immigration of these womeri with the pemanent settlement 

of their communities. deerning this a threat to the whiteness of the nation.5' 

Limiting. or elirninating entirely. immigration of third world women was 

considered necessary if these immtgrants were to be prevented from putting 

down roots in the country. In this way. male workers would be encouraged to 

51 Adilman points out that the 1871 Census records there were thirty-five wornen for 
every thousand Chinese men in the country (Adilman, 1984: 56). 



retum home when their labour was no longer necessary. Thus, while women of 

the preferred races were defined by the state as playing a key role in 

reproducing the nation and national institutions. women of the non-preferred 

races becarne constructed as 'dependents' and a threat to the nation. 

Immigrant wornen becarne defined prirnarzly by their reproductive functions 

which threatened to 'swarnp' the nation (Adilman. 1984: Adhopia, 1993: Van 

Dieren. 1984)- Where these women were allowed to enter the countxy as wage 

workers. as in the case of domestic workers from the Caribbean. they were only 

allowed entry as single adults. Poverty in the Caribbean forced many women 

to clairn they were indeed 'single,' leaving their chiidren in the care of other 

family members. Unlike European domestic workers who married seftlers. 

Caribbean women were defined as "immoral" and likely to become single 

parents. "unfit mothers." or &public ~ h a r g e s . ' ' ~ ~  

In addition to this gendering of migration. class differences within 

Unmigrant comrnunities were exacerbated by state policies. While Chinese and 

South Asian working class men were not permitted to enter with their family, 

merchants were aüowed to do so. Furtherrnore. the merchants and their 

faxnilies were exenpted them kom paying the head tax (Adilman. 1984: 

Adhopia. 1993). Class differentiation meant that working class ~ i g r m t s  

were denied farnily M e  whereas merchants were dowed to immigrate with their 

families (Adilman, 1984; Van Dieren, 1984) .53 

52 Calliste describes the case of one woman who was fired from her job because her 
employer thought she spent 'too much time' on her new-born baby. Some women were 
deported when they had ïllegitimate' children. or became il1 with tuberculosis or 
insanity (Calliste. 1996: 82). 

53 Chinese merchants. clergymen. their wives and families were exempt frorn paying the 
head tax. This allowed them to bring women 'relatives' whom they "offered" to working 
men. M a n y  of the women and young girls bought by these merchants were from very 
poor families. and a t  least 100 to 200 of them came to Canada every year between 1887 
and early 1900s (Adilman, 1984: 57). Some merchant's wives bought girls in China. 
and brought them over as their daughters (Van Dieren 1984). Likewise, South Asian 
entrepreneurs were sometimes allowed to bring their family. A South Asian agent. 
Devichand. is reported to have lived in Canada with his wife and chdd a t  a time when 
the workers he recruited were not dowed to bring their families (Adhopia, 1993). 



These immigration restrictions had specifically gendered 

consequences. For exarnple. the head tax becarne the "most important 

constraint" on the immigration of Chinese women. Men were willing to lend 

money to other men in the expectation of repayrnent. whereas very few women 

could be expected to repay this money Immigration policies made women's 

immigration much more difficult as  a result of their unequal access to financial 

resources. but they did not stop the migration of Chinese and South Asian 

women. Where the women were successful. they came to disproportionately 

male-dorninated communities (Adilman. 1984). So. for example. there were 

2790 Chinese men for every 100 Chinese women in the country Ui 19 11: 1533 

men for 100 women in 192 1: 1241 men for every 100 women in 193 1: and 785 

men for every 100 women in 1941 (Bolaria & Li. 1985: 9 1). Many of the men 

were forced to become -married bachelors." leaving wives and children in China 

(Bolaria & Li. 1985). For South Asian immigrants, only eighteen women are 

recorded as  being in the country untïl 1920. While 5.000 South Asian men 

immigrated before the Second World War, only 400 women and 423 children 

irnmigrated (1985: 147). Although small in numbers, the economic 

contributions of these women were critical to the s u ~ v a l  of their communities 

in the country. And the racialized/gendered effects of immigration policies 

created the conditions for the women to be subjected to enhanced male 

domination as 'dependents.' 

The ideological construction of the reproductive capacities of 

immigrant wornen was in sharp contrast to the state's treatrnent of white 

women. While the former were defined as having the potentid to overwhelm 

the nation. the latter were being actively recruited to reproduce the nation. 

Immigrant women were not only placed outside the ideological borders of the 

nation, but they came to personify and to embody the borders against which 

the nation had to be protected. Constructing 'immigrant' women as  a threat to 

the 'nation' made them a literal point of reference against whom a 'national* 

uni@ could be consolidated. This ideological bordering meant that immigrant 

and Canadian women came to represent opposing racial/national interests. 

The categories immigrant and Canadian wornen came to d e h e  the former as  

'threats' to the nation. and the latter as 'mothers* of the nation. The category 



immigrant woman became constituted as not only different from the category 

Canadian woman. but its polar opposite. 

Hence, the third point of my argument is that immigration policies 

regulated access to citizenship in Canada. These policies. centrai to the project 

of nation-building. were racialized. and as  a result. they racialized the access of 

all non-Aboriginal people to citizenship in Canada. 

Racialized state practices meant that the immigrants constructed as  

the preferred races would expenence their 'nationality' as  being based upon 

their shared racialized identity with the nation. These practices 

institutionaIized and systematized racism. and in this context. the racialization 

of individual members of the nation as white was made the basis for their 

claims to membership. This national 'whiteness' became superimposed upon 

the everyday relations between the 'members' of the 'nation,' the state. and 

immi@ants. Likewise. citizen status. as  part and parcel of the national identity. 

was shaped as a racialized status. The state socially produced members of the 

nation as 'citizens' whose experience of the3  identity as 'nationals* and 

'citizens' became a racialized one in specSc ways. 

Even when Asian  immigrants were allowed into the country. 

racialized legislation applied to Asians whether they were naturalized citizens or 

not (Bolaria & Li. 1985: Buchignani, Indra & Srivastava. 1985). So, for 

example. the 1923 Immigration Act required al1 Chinese in Canada to register 

and obtain a certi6cate from the state, whatever their legal status. 

Naturalization was made very difficult for Chinese immigrants so that between 

19 15 and 1930, only 349 Chinese immigrants were naturahed. An Order-in- 

Councii was passed in 1931 which required all Chinese applying for citizenship 

to get consent from the Minister of the Interior in China (Bolaria & Li. 1985: 

87-88). Chinese immigrants. as a race, were not allowed to acquire Crown 

lands. harid logger's licenses. or Iiquor licenses. South Asians were subject to 

the same treatment: they were denied the franchise and therefore kept as  "alien 

residents" subject to deportation. 

The example of the state's treatment of Japanese-Canadians provides 

a very interesting case to examine the experiences of those Asian immigrants 

who were allowed "free immigration" between 1877 and 1907 as a result of the 



Canadian state's support for the alliance between the British and Japanese 

states. The example of Japanese-Canadians is d s o  significant because the 

immigration of Japanese women was greater than that of other Asian wornen. 

As a result of the "free immigration'. which enabled Japanese men to immigrate 

to Canada. Japanese women were allowed to corne to Canada as "picture 

brides" for the men who had immigrated between 1888 and 1907 (Ujimoto. 

1985). However, as Victor Ujirnoto argues. a s  Japanese-Canadians became 

"econornically competitive," restrictive measures began to be imposed by the 

state a s  they were disenfrarichised in British Columbia in 1886 and the federd 

state took steps to restrïct further Japanese immigration. Immigration kom 

Japan became subject to a "Gentlemen's Agreement" after 1908. with only 

returning Japanese imrnigruits and their farriilies. dong with their employees. 

being allowed to enter the country. Therefore. between 1908 and 1929. the 

immigration of Japanese women exceeded that of men as they came to m a n y  

Japanese-Canadian men. As the Japanese-Canadian cornrnunity continued to 

remain "econornically competitive" and in 1942, the state suspended their 

citizenship nghts on the basis of their 'race.' 

In 1942. twenw-two thousand Japanese-Canadian wornen. men and 

children in British Columbia were given twenty-four hours to vacate their 

homes. Their busînesses. houses and other belongings were codscated by the 

state. The proceeds of the sale of their property were used to pay the costs of 

inteming these men. womeri and children. who became branded 'enemy aliens.' 

Seventy-five percent of these twenty-two thousand people had been born in 

Canada and were 'citizens* by birth and domiciie. This status was not 

sufficient enough to prevent four thousand of them from being deported to 

Japan.54 Their i n t e r n e n t  was justif'ied on the basis of their Japanese 'race,. 

and the incident used by the state to justify this suspension of their citizenship 

rights was the bombing of Pearl Harbour on December 7. 1941. The choice 

Order in Council PC 1486 gave authority to the RCMP to remove 'persons of 
Japanese racial origin", to conduct searches without warrants. dong with the power to 
enforce a curfew. and to impound their cars, radios, cameras and firearms (Miki & 
Kobayashi, 199 1: Davis & Krauter. 1971). 



given to Japanese-Canadians was between interment and dispersal from 

British Columbia and repatriation to Japan. The suspension of the citizenship 

rights of this community destroyed an economically thriving comrnunity. and 

separated f d y  members. The suspension was to remain in effect for seven 

years. As the experience of Japanese-Canadians dernonstrates. the race status 

of non-preferred races was more significant in their treatment by the state than 

their 'citizen' status . 

Conclusion 

In this Chapter. 1 have demonstrated that the Canadian nation was 

an ideological construction organized by racialized state policies, specîfically 

the Indian Act and racialized immigration policies. The creation of Canadian 

citizenship was predicated upon the colonization of Aboriginal peoples and did 

not represent a move towards equality for al1 peoples in the 'naaonal' temtory. 

most specifically, for Abonginal peopIes. Lnstead, the destruction of the self- 

determination of Aboriginal peoples became a precondition for creation of 

Canadian citizenship. 

Ln the construction of the 'national' population, raciaiized 

immigration policies introduced distinctions between future citizens who were 

nationalized and inunigrml who came to be bordered as 'outsiders. 

Immigration policies came to regulate the access of ail non-Abonginal peoples 

to citizenship in Canada. 

The racialized Indian Act. racialized immigration policies which 

regulated unequai access to citizenship. and the treatment of Japanese- 

Canadian citizens as 'enernies' of the nation on the basis of their 'race' al1 

demonstrate the very deep and integral connections between the membership 

in the nation and citizenship in Canada. The racialization of the nation could 

not but produce a raciaiized citizenship in the nation-state. Ideological state 

practices which "imagïned" the nation as white resulted in the creation of a 

citizenship which, as  an expression of the national identity, likewise became 

racialized. 

Whatever divisions of class. ethnicity and gender existed within the 

Canadian nation. these actual divisions were placed in the context of the 



ideologically produced *uni@' of the nation. The particular gender/race nexus 

of social relations came together in the construction of immigrant women as a 

threat to the nation. 



C#AIPTER FIVE 

THE WELFARE STATE AND NATION BUILDING 

Introduction 

In the period following World War II. the building of social programs 

rapidly escaiated in most of the advanced capitalist countries. inciuding 

Canada. transforming the 'laissez faire' capitalist state into the 'welfare' state 

(Brodie. 1995: Clarke. Cochrane & Smart. 1992: Finkel, 1977; Fraser & 

Gordon. 1992; Ginsburg. 1992: Gordon. 1994: Law; 1996: Mishra, 1977: 

Panitch; 1977: Resnick. 1994: Ursel. 1992:). I n  Chapter Two, 1 discussed 

Marshall's theorization of social rights as an extension of citizenship rights. 

Marshall argued that social rights would allow citizens a measure of security. 

bringing about greater social equality. These rights would counter class 

inequaiities. enabling citizens to exercise the other rights of citizenship 

(Marshal, 1992). 

In this Chapter. 1 examine the Canadian 'welfare' state by making race 

and racialization central to my analysis, in addition to gender and class. I n  

previous chapters. I have demonstrated the manner in which both the 

Canadian nation and access to citizenship were racialized through state 

practices. Here, 1 argue that the transformation to the 'welfare' state in tlie 

post World War II period incorporated processes of raciaLization. I will make 

the following four major points to argue the case. First, conternporary 

literature on the welfâre state focuses on the social legislation developed in the 

late 19th and 20th centuries as the starting point for analyzing 'social' supports 

organized by the state. However, I argue that an analysis of the social supports 

organized by the Canadian state must begin with the varicas forms of social 

supports provided to immigrants of the preferred races in the facilitation of 

their settiement. and their reproduction of the nation. These supports were 

overtly racialized, and immigration policies were intimately linked to the 

provision of these forms of social assistance. 

Second, the provision of social 'assistance' to AboriginaI peoples under 



the lndian Act was incorporated into the 'welfhre* state to reproduce the 

dependency of Aboriginal peoples on the Canadian state. The gave-g of 

Aboriginal peoples was organized in the form of 'welfare ~olonialism' (Dyck. 

199 1 : Fiske. 1995); access to social 'assistance' expressed a relation of 

racialized colonization. not one of social equality. The welfare state 

institutionalized social entitlements for the 'nation' separately from the sociai 

'assistance' provided to Aboriginal peoples. 

Third. for almost three decades following the end of World War II. during 

which period social programs were greatly expanded. raciaüzed immigration 

policies strictly controlled the immigration of non-preferred races while 

prornoting the immigration of prefemed races. These racialized unmigration 

policies therefore regulated access to citizenship. The 1947 Cmenship Act also 

organized this racialized citizenship by creating a two-tier citizenship .and 

s p e c w g  unequal criteria for citizenship eligibility. In basing social rights 

upon this racialized citizenship. the welfare state's social policies likewise 

incorporated the racialized distinctions organized initidly through immigration 

policy. 

Finally, the social poLicy developed in the 'welfare' state reflected a 

'white' historical experience because it did not confront the racialization of 

power relations and inequaiities within Canadian society. Instead, social policy 

maintained and reproduced these racialized inequalities. "Immigrant' 

communities made a ver-  conscious and direct link between racialized 

immigration policies and their 'welfare' as evidenced by their support for 

rnernbers of their communities and their struggles against racialïzed 

immigration policies. The social policy of the 'welfare' state did not incorporate 

their vision. Instead, the welfare state mystified the intersection of immigration 

policy and social policy. naturalizing the social entitlements of rnernbers of the 

nation. The welfare state obscured the actual integrauon of the national 

economy in the global system by developing social rights within a national 

context which more deeply integrated 'citizens' into the nation. 

In their assessrnent of the welfare state, Marxists argue that the welfare 

state represents a class compromise between labour and capital to stabilïze the 

process of capital accumulation. Instead of representing a move towards 



equaJiq, the welfare state has further entrenched bourgeois domination 

(Finkel, 1977: Ginsburg. 1992: Mishra, 1977: Panitch. 1977: Resnick. 1994:). 

Likewise. feminists have argued the welfare state maintains the gendered 

division of Iabour within society by institutionalizing the unequal citizenship of 

women. The welfare state transformed 'pnvate patriarchy' into 'public 

patriarchy.' even as  it provided women with vital social supports {Brodie. 1995: 

Gordon. 1994: Ursel, 1992; Walby. 1994)- 

My contribution to the literature on the welfare state is to demonstrate 

how the class and gender compromises expressed in the 'welfare' state have 

been organized in the context of a shared raciai/national 'interest' between 

men and wornen of various classes defined as  Canadian, and the state. The 

'welfare' state reproduced the nationalization of 'citizens' into the nation-welfare 

state partnership. Once 'race* is introduced into the equation, it becomes 

evident that the weifàre state ideologically produced 'citizens' as 'white' by 

racializing their access to the entitiements of the welfare state. 

Theorking the WeZfure State 

While the impact of the welfare state on the relations of class and gender 

has generated considerable debate. üttle attention has been paid to examining 

the impact of the welfare state on processes of racialization. In her 

examination of the historical development of social policy in the United States, 

Gordon (1994) demonstrates that social policies have been shaped by the 

racialized vision of the white men and women who developed them. Social 

policy incorporated this 'white' experience because it did not challenge the 

racialized domination of Black people. and therefore. it helped to reproduce this 

domination. In Britain, a number of theorists have examined the unequal 

access of Black peoples to social programs. demonstrating that the weifàre 

state has institutionalized racism within British society. In Bntain. as in 

Sweden, Germany and the United States. the social rights of citizenship have 

structured the exclusion of people of colour as 'foreigners' and 'outsiders* by 

giving them unequal access to social entïtlements (Ahmed & Husband, 1993: 

Ginsburg, 1992; Gordon, 1985; Gordon, 1994; Marna. 1989). As these 

theorists point out. this exclusion is not an aberration. It is inherent'in 



citizenship as a mechanism of socially including 'ciüzens' while excluding 

'outsiders .' 

With the exception of studies on Aboriginal rights. the literature on the 

welfare state in Canada has paid very little attention to the impact of social 

policy on processes of racialization. The literature on Aboriginal rights 

demonstrates that the colonial administration of Aboriginal peoples has been 

organized in the form of "welfxe coloniaiism." This "welfare-colonialism" 

perpetuates the ongoing dependency of Aboriginal communities on the 

Canadian state through programs instituted under the Indian Act (Dyck. 199 1: 

Fiske. 1995). 

In  the literature on immigration policy and social policy. very few 

attempts have been made to theorize the intersection of these poky  Geas in 

the Canadian state's ongoing practices of nation-building. Much of the 

literature on social policy takes for granted the 'naturainess' of the nation and 

the citizenship of women in Canada. as well as their access to social 

entiüements. albeit in class-specific terms. The under-theorization of 

processes of racialization in this literature has served to rnystîfjr the 

intersection of immigration policy and social policy in organizing nation- 

building and access to citizenship. making invisible the reality that the welfare 

state has never been quite as  'universal' as has generally been presumed. 

The Welfure State as Compromise 

Towards the end of the nineteenth century. a group of 'New Liberds' in 

Britain began defuiing liberalism to meet the challenges of changing political. 

economic and social conditions. The two issues concerning them were the 

growth of socialist and social-democratic parties which posed a political 

challenge to liberal parties: and the growing poverty and destitution within 



socie ty. 55 

The economic upheavals created by the Great Depression of the 1930s 

and the two World Wars helped the 'new' liberalism to garner the support of the 

ruling elites. iiberals and consenratives alike. They came to accept the necessity 

of state intemention in the economy if the capitalist system was to survive 

through the stabilization of econornic cycles (C1arke. Cochrane & Smart. 1987: 

Finkel. 1977: Ginsburg, 1992: Mishra. 1977: Ursel. 1992). The cyclical nature 

of capitalist growth had become devastatingly clear in the great depression. 

The World Wars 1 and II also underscored the necessity of mauttaining a 

healthy 'national' population which could be drafted into the service of the 

state and the ruling elite. Trade union and ferninist organizing for the 

redistribution of wealth in society and for women's equality had gained 

increased support and momentum. During World War II. the trade union 

movement and women had contributed to the 'national' 'war effort.' and both 

àemanded gains for their constituencies. The political pragmatism of the 

niling elite in containing these struggles and stabilizing the capitalist system 

helped shape the consensus which developed in support of the welfare state 

(Clarke. et ai.. 1987; Fuzkel. 1977; Panitch. 1977; Ursel, 1992). Both Keynes 

and Beveridge were among the 'New Liberals': the economic policies of the 

former and the social policies of the latter becarne the basis of the welfare state. 

'New Liberalisrn' recognized the state' obligations to protect citizens from the 

sometimes catastrophic outcornes of econornic conditions over which they had 

no control, such as unemployment during the Great Depression. 

AIvin Finkel points out social legislation in Canada prior to the 1930s 

was "minimal" (1977: 346). Most theorists of the Canadian weXare state 

identify the social legislation introduced in the early 2 0 t h  century as 

55 In theorizing the welfare state. Clarke. Cochrane and Smart (1987) have identified 
four major ideologies of w e k e  in Britain during the late nineteenth century: (i) laissez 
faire individuzlism, which opposed state intervention in the free market: (ii) Fabianism, 
which supported state intervention to solve social problerns by delivering sociai senrices 
based upon 'professional expertise': (iii) socidism, whose support for social programs 
was ambiguous because of the impact of these in reducing the potential for socialist 
revolution: (a) and finally feminism, which sought to empower women and reduce their 
inequalities through their access to social programs (Clarke, Cochrane Smart, 1987). 



representing the beginnings of the welfare state. The rapid escalation of 

welfare legislation after WorId War II resulted in the expansion of the welfare 

state into the 1970s. Finkel concludes that the driving force behind the 

creation of the welfare state was the need for the state to "stabilize destabilïzed 

economies." and not the redistribution of wealth (1977: 348). In examining the 

support of the ruling elites for social programs during the period 1930 to 1945, 

Finkel argues that the leadership of the Conservative Party recognized "that 

repression alone might not be sufficient to preserve the existing system against 

the threat of socialismw (1977: 351). The President of the Bards of Montreal 

likewise committed his support for unemployment and social insurance in a 

Ietter to the government in 1934. stating, "May 1 suggest to you that for our 

general self-preseruation some such arrangement will have to be worked out in 

Canada and that if it can be done soon so much the better" (1977: 349). 56 As 

had been the case in Britain. the momentum for change had intensified wirh 

the enfranchisement of the working class in Canada and the formation in the 

1930s of the CCF which advocated working-class and f m  interests. B y  1945. 

a social consensus emerged between labour and capital for the state to support 

the social security of citizens in stabilizing the conditions for the ongoing 

accumulation of capital [Finisel. 1977; Ursel, 1992). 

A number of theorists argue that the welfare state represents a 

compromise between labour and capital which kas further integrated the 

working class into bourgeois ni le .  Rather than placing limits on capital. the 

welfare state supports capitdism in two significant ways: s tmcturay.  il 

56 Finkel cites the 1939 Royal Commission on Dominion-Provincial Relations which 
expressed the reasoning for the growing support among consenratives for social 
programs: 

Since the Great War. the Great Depression has been the chief stimulus to labour 
legislation and social insurance. The note sounded has not been so much the 
ideaI of social justice a s  political and economic financiai expediency. For 
instance. the shorter working week was favoured in unexpected quarters not 
because it would give the workers more leisure and possibiiities for a fuller life 
but because it would spread work; and the current singling out of 
unemployment insurance for governmental attention in many countries is 
dictated by the appalling costs of direct relief and the hope that unemplopent 
insurance benefits will give some protection to pubiic treasuries in future 
depressions and wili, by sustaining purchasing power. tend to mitigate these 
depressions (1977: 348) 



created favorable conditions for capital accumulation by reducing the costs to 

capital of the reproduction of the work force and by stabilizing consumption 

patterns through income supports. and: politically. it legitirnizes the functions 

of the state as representing the interests of al1 citizens in the ongoing 

reproduction of the capitalist system (Finkel. 1977; Ginsburg. 1992: Mishra. 

1977; Ursel, 1992; Young. 1990). 

The social prograrns of the welfare state have been coilectiveiy funded 

through the taxes paid by the working class. The welfare state has resulted 

not in a 'vertical' re-distribution of wealth between classes, but in a 'horizontal' 

re-distribution (Finkel. 1977: Ginsburg, 1992; Mishra, 1977). The welfare 

state has d so  problded 'welfare' to r u h g  elites in the forms of tax relief. 

corporate grants and tax loopholes. The public sector has provided the sociai 

infrastructure necessary for economic growth. These ' w e k e '  programs which 

benefit capital have remained largely invisible while programs like social 

assistance have been given high visibility. stigmatizing the recipients (Fraser & 

Gordon, 1992: Gordon. 1994; Mishra, 1977: McQuaig. 1993). 

Social securiiy programs do create a "floor on the standard of living of 

working people" and s i g w  the responsibility of the state to its citizens 

(Finkel. 1977: 345). Social rights express in very tangible t e m s  what 

'belonging' to the social collective means and social entitlements define 

concretely the stake of citizens in the weU-being of the comrnunity. However. 

this very stake which the working class has been given has also become a 

means through which their social control has been organized by the state. 

Social integration. or more appropriately social control. which is a major 

function of the bourgeois state requires the maintenance of order and the 

reduction of social conflict. This means reducing the hostility of workers 

towards the capitaiist regime and thereby dissipating class conflict. Welfare 

has become a means through which the working class acquires a sense of 

beionging to the "national comrnunity." Laissez faire capitalism inloduced the 

cash nexus and undermuied the bonds of .'community" life. By Yecreating 

cornrnuni~-like conditions," the welfare has achieved the ''social integration" of 

the working class. Social rights have increased the legitimacy of the state by 

providing material benefits to citizens, weakening class conflict and class 



solidarity in the process (Mishra. 1977). 

Like demands for change from the trade union rnovement for worker's 

nghts. women's organizations also advocated for sociai policies to mitigate 

women's inequaiities. Women's organilations argued that women's pove* was 

directly related to women's economic dependence on men. and to their 

responsibïlity for providing care to children and other farnily rnembers (Clarke 

et ai. 1987; Ginsberg, 1992; Gordon, 1994; Lister. 1991; Ursel, 1992). 

However. although women's organizations supported the creation of s.ocial 

prograrns. most did not essentiaily cal1 into question women's roIe within the 

sphere of reproduction. Matemal feminists stressed the role of mothers in the 

well being of farnilies and, most importantly. of children. These feminists 

equated the well-being of the f d y  with the well-being of the nation (Gordon. 

1994; Strong Boag, 1977; Valverde. 1992). 

A number of theorists argue that the welfare state has integrated, and 

reproduced. the gendered division of labour within capitalist society (Brodie, 

1996: Ginsburg, 1992; Gordon. 1994: Ursel. 1992). Social programs have 

been organized in support of maintainhg the wage system. and although these 

programs provide support for women's reproductive labour. they have also 

ensured the reproduction of women's inequalities (Davies, 1984; Lister, 199 1 ; 

Walby. 1994: Ursel. 1992). Therefore. although social prograrns provided 

critical social supports for women. they did not seek to transform the gendered 

division of labour. 

In her examination of the historical development of public policy in 

Canada. Jane Ursel argues that the state developed public policies to support 

the reproduction of the patriarchal nuclear famiy by socializirig the costs of its 

reproduction through social progra1ns.5~ Whereas the wage labour system 

57~rse l  identifies three major periods in the developrnent of these public policies. In the 
first period. from 1884-1913, the crisis of the wage labour system resulted in increasing 
poverty and led to the beginning of state intervention in 'welfare' by developing 
legislation to protect women and children such as  the 1884 Factories Act, the 1885 
Wages Act: the 1888 Shops Act and other legislation pertaining to child custody and 
women's property rights. In the second period. from 19 19-1939, the state proactively 
supported private welfare institutions and introduced labour legislation to support the 
wage system. This included the 19 14 EmpIoyment Agencies Act. the 19 15 Workmen's 
Compensation Insurance Act. Minimum Wages Acts as well as Maintenance Acts for 
women and children. In the third period, from 1940- 1968. the state developed a 



privatized the costs of reproduction ont0 families during laissez-faire 

capitalism. the welfare state allocated both income and services to farnilies 

through social supports. This provided support to families and. at the sarne 

time. also made women's labour availabie for waged work. Economic 

expansion in the post World War II penod rneant that women's labour was 

needed outside the home. and social programs provZded income support to 

farnilies while makîng it possible for capital to access women's labour a t  lower 

wages. Public policy met the needs of both capital and families in the 

compromise which the welfare state came to represent However. this 

compromise resulted in women working the double day with their labour being 

assigned to both production and reproduction. Furthermore, the wage gap 

continued to maintain wornen's econornic dependency on men (Ursel, 1992). 

Ursel's analysis does not acknowledge the role of the women's movement in the 

creation of the weXare state. but a number of feminist theorists share her 

conclusion that the welfâre state preserved the inequalities of the wage system 

(Gordon. 1994: Lister. 199 1: Walby. 1994). 

Linda Gordon (1994) has argued that social prograrns are ti-iernselves 

gendered. She draws a distinction between 'male' and 'female' tracks of social 

programs incorporated into the welfare systern. The Grst track includes 

contributo~y social insurance which "replace wages temporariiy or permanently 

lost through illness. injury. unemployrnent. or retire1nent"(l45)~8; while the 

second track includes means-tested public assistance programs. Gordon 

describes the first track as 'male' because men have been able to access 

contributory programs as  a result of their disproportionate participation in full 

tune waged work. The second track became 'female' because women's unequal 

access to waged work. and their econornic dependency on men, make them 

national welfare system which socialized the costs of the reproduction of families 
through various federai welfare legislation [Ursel. 1992). 

58 These programs were based on the need to address die 'intermptions' in wages 
during periods of sickness, unernployment and old age. Workers could not be held 
responsible for these 'interruptions,' and creating social programs which recognized this 
would not only protect workers during these 'interruptions,' but wouId also contnbute 
to stabilizing the econorny. These social inswance programs were to be funded by 
contributions from the workers. their employers and the state (Gordon, 1994). 



disproportionately dependent on social assistance programs. I n  this way. the 

welfare system incorporated. and further institutionalized. gendered divisions 

=thin the economy and in waged work. 'Male' social insurance programs 

became defined as entiüements for "desenring' dairnants who make 

contributions to them. while 'fernale' ones became stigmatized as 'welfare' for 

the ündeserving" (Gordon. 1994). Nevertheless. Gordon maintains that the 

welfare state has provided women with "a measure of economic insulation 

against total dependence on men" and promoted a "feeling of entitlement" 

which has empowered women as cimens (Gordon, 1994: 287). This "feeling of 

entitlement" promotes women's claims to equaI cimenship. 

Both M m s t  and feminist theorists conclude that the development of 

the welfare state has transforrned anti-capitalist working class and feminist 

struggles into struggles over the distribution of material goods. leaving 

unchallenged the underlying power structure which creates this unequal 

distribution. In Canada. this literature has paid no attention to the 

racialization of inequalities in society. It has remained silent on the 

intersection of immigration policy with social policy, and on the role of 

immigration policy in regulating access to citizenship. The result is that. 

wittingly or othenvise. theorists naturalize the non-membership of immigrants 

in the nation and make invisible their unequal access to social entitlernents. In 

the following sections, 1 explore some of the ways in which the racialization of 

social entitlements have been organized by the 'welfare' state in Canada until 

the 1970s. 

The Welfare State, Race ArPd Nation 

The welfare state did not challenge the racialization of the nation, or of 

the 'nation-state' relationship. Indeed, the presenration of the nation by the 

state was a significant factor in the transition of the 'laissez faire' state into the 

'welfare' state. The preservation of the 'quality' and 'unity' of the nation were 

paramount considerations in creation of the weXare state in the advanced 

capitalist countries in the post World War II period. Keynesian economic 

policies. and the Beveridge Report - dubbed the 'blueprint' for the welfare state 

- had significant impact on shaping the welfare states in Canada (Davies. 1984: 



Finkel. 1977: Ursel. 1992). the United States (Gordon. 1992) and Australia 

(Pettrnan. 1996). As 1 will argue. the imperative to protect the 'quality' of the 

nation and its 'national' interest. which was central to the creation of the 

welfare state in Britain. was no less critical in the Canadian case. 

The transition to the weifare state in Bntain had as  much to do with the 

state's ambitions to maintain British supremacy within the gIobal system. by 

strengthening the nation and 'race. 'as it had to do with liberal ideals of 

expanding citizenship rights. The declining birth rate. the hedth and welfare 

of the members of the nation. and preserving the 'quality' of the race al1 had 

consequences for maintaining Britain's competitiveness. Britain's position 

within the global system was under considerable challenge. both in rnilitary 

and econornic terms. as national independence movements in colonized 

countries were forcing the dismantling of the Empire. The weIfare of citizens 

was an 'ïmperiaüst" concern (Klug. 1989). and ensuring the weli-being of the 

'race' has been defined as a key consideration in the transition to the welfare 

state (Clarke et al.. 1987; Ginsburg. 1992: Klug. 1989: Lewis. 1986: Nasir. 

1996). In Canada. similar concerns have been documented by a number of 

theonsts (McLaren. 1990; Valverde. 1993: Strong Boag. 1977). In his study of 

the Eugenics movement in Canada between 1885 and 1945. Angus McLaren 

demonstrates that eugenic concems about the "quaiity" of the race were no 

less significant in Canada. Indeed. these concems were shared in quarters as 

wide ranging as the Toronto League for Race Bettement. various medical 

associations. as weU as by the sociatist leader Tommy Douglas, and the 

ferninists NeUie McClung and Agnes MacPhail. The values of "race betterment" 

informed immigration policies. as weU as  public health and welfare policies. 

Eugenic values enjoyed widespread support among Canadians who sought 

increased reproduction of the right "quality" of Canadians. while restricting the 

reproduction of the 'degenerate." Mariana Valverde has studied the "racist 

strategies" utilized by the "kt-wavew femtnist movement, arguing that these 

stratiûes were integral to the politics of this movement. 

. . . . . .at the tum of the century the reproduction was generally 
seen, by ferninists as well as anti-feminists, as inextricable from 
racial and imperial poiïtics. Women did not merely have babies: 
they reproduced 'the race.' Women did not merely have just 



enough babies or too much sex: through their childbearing they 
either helped or hindered the fonvard march of (Anglo-saxon) 
civilization. ( 1 992: 4) 

Maternai feminists' struggles for women's nghts were closeIy linked to their 

"duty" as "mothers of the race" by the first-wave feminists. Therefore; the 

support for pro-nataiist social policies incorporated into the welfare state were 

designed to support women's role as mothers of the 'ïrnperial nation." and in 

this. the policies equated support for the 'family' with support for the 'nation' 

(Ginsberg, 1992: 165- 166). Indeed. the Beveridge Report of 1943 was 

fo r ' t gh t  in its concern for the strengthening the nation. It cailed for 

recognition of. and support for. the role of British women as mothers of the 

race and nation (Clarke. et al.. 1987: Klug. 1989). This was the global political 

clirnate within which the transition to the welfare state occurred, and the 

"blueprint" of the w e k e  state emerged in the advanced capitalist countries. 

The Beveridge Report linked the weU being of the race as nation to the weil 

being of women and the f d y .  valorizing the role of women in the famiy as a 

forrn of "national service" (Clarke, et al,. 1987). 

Riv;tirv arnong various European countries gained increased significance 

with the dismantiing of the British Empire as each sought to enhance their 

power within the changing global system. The r u h g  classes in these countries 

attempted to nationalïze 'their' working classes. to further incorporate them 

into the bourgeois social order through social reform Wishra. 1977). European 

states defined their citizens as indispensable to securing a favourable position 

in the global order. In such a competitive environment, the doctrine of the 

s u ~ v a l  of the fittest applied also to the sunrival of the nation: 

No nation could hope to s u ~ v e  in the corning struggle for 
extstence. taught this new doctrine. unless it improved its racial 
stock physically and mentaily and breached those deep cleavages 
within its body politic which set one class apart from the other. 
[Mishra. 1977: 73) 

With these considerations. state intervention in the economy became a 

necessity for international reasons as welï as for domestic stability. The post 

World War II became a tuniing point for the advanced capitalist couritries. 

leading to the consolidation of the welfare state in Britain. the United States 



and Canada. 

I have argued in Chapters Two and Four that the integration of the 

global system was a feature of capitalist relations since its earliest phase of 

colonialism. I t  is important to underscore that the global system was 

predicated no less upon the continued inequalities of third world peoples in the 

age of the 'welfare* state than it had been in the earlier phase of global 

integration (Bello. 1994: Shiva. 1997). Viewed in this international context. the 

extension of citizenship nghts through the 'national' welfare state to 'citizens' in 

advanced capitalist countries took pIace within the context of the ongoing 

integration of these 'national' economies in the global econornic systern. In 

the post-World War II period. as colonialism was forced to give way to 

independence movements in many colonies - and was transformed into neo- 

colonialism in parts of Asia. Africa and South America - citizenship in the 

advanced capitalist countries represented the dividing line between third w~rId  

peoples and first world citizens. Coloniaiisrn had created a racialized 

citizenship, and this raciaJ.ization becarne institutionalized within the 'national' 

welfare states in the advanced capitalist countries. 

In  Britain, while social policy helped to ensure the "quaMy" of British 

'citizens', immigration policies which creates unequal daims to citizenship were 

used to regulate the entq- of "diens" recruited from the colonies to provide 

labour (Gordon. 1985; Klug, 1989; WING, 1985). As the Women Immigration 

and Nationaüty Group's 59 report points out. immigration into Britain from its 

Black and Asian colonies was significant in providing the labour necessary for 

economic expansion during the first half of the 2 0 t h  century. However, the 

Royal Commission on Population in the 1950s rejected the ldea that the British 

nation could be replenished through such immigration. The Commission's 

Report argued that "British traditions. rnanners and ideas" were very important 

and would suffer frorn immigration which would "reduce the proportion of 

59 The Women, Immigration and Nationality Group was formed out of a conference 
organized in Britain in 1982. The conference brought together women who were 
carnpaigning against the racism and sexisrn in Bntain's immigration and nationalify 
laws. Seven members of this group researched the history of British nationalify and 
immigration laws (WTNG, 1985). 



home-bred stock in the population" (WING. 1985: 4). Immigration and 

narionality legislation were used to regulate the enhy of people of colour. and 

in this way. the state defined as 'citizens' only those who were defined as 

belonging to the 'nation' (Ahmad & Husband. 1993: Gilroy. 199 1; Gordon. 

1955; WNG. 1985). The result. as Ahmad & Husband point out. was that 

"citizenship is not merely a legal status: it is a vehicle for nationalism and a 

focus for defining national identity" ( 1993: 2 19). Clams to citizenship as 

organized in the British welfare state actively fostered a raciaLized self- 

defkition of 'cimens' a s  members of the nation. 

Sirniiarly. immigration policies in Canada not only regulated the entry of 

people of colour into the country. but were central to the very production and 

reproduction of the nation. Canadian 'citizens' - as members of this nation - 

acquired the extension of citizenship rights in the form of the social 

entitlements incorporated into the w e w e  state. The transition from the 

'laissez faire' state to the 'welfare' state did not end the racialization of the 

Canadian nation. nor did it transforrn the racialization of citizenship. The 

'welfare* state perpetuated this racialization in the following four sigmcant 

ways: the Canadian state had provided social supports as  incentives to the 

immigration of preferred race immigrants as part of its nation-building 

practices and the 'welfàre' state extended social rights to this racialized nation; 

the colonization of Aboriginal peoples was reproduced by the 'welfare' state: 

racialized immigration policies regulated access to the 'welfare' state; and the 

'welfare' state reflected a 'white' vision of social policy based upon maïntaining 

racialized inequaiities in Canada. 

Assisting 'prefemed races' 

The iiterature on the welfare state in Canada dates the beginnings of 

state sponsored social supports to the first half of the twentieth century 

(Davies, 1984; Flnkel, 1977; Mishra, 1977; Panitch, 1977; Resnick, 1994; 

Ursel. 1992). However. this period is not an appropriate beginning point for 

analyzing the provision of social supports to citizens by the Canadian state. 

The provision of various foms of social 'assistance' provided by the state to 

preferred race immigrants in order to induce their immigration can be dated to 



a much earlier period. These supports were vital in the very establishment and 

reproduction of the Canadian nation. 

Various forrns of supports provided by both the British and Canadian 

states in the actud migration and setuement of European immigrants have 

been recorded in the 1 8 t h  and 19th centuries. In Chapter Four. I descnbed the 

various forms of support provided by the state as incentives to the recruitment 

and settlement of Europeans. These supports included the following: 

subsidizing the transportation costs of immigrants through assisted passages; 

providing lodgings. employment counseling and contacts for newly arrived 

British women immigrants: providing cash grants and plots of land for 

settlement: and providing training in farming methods as well a s  in the use of 

new technologies [Carrothers. 1929: Cowan. 1968; Dyck. 199 1 : Hawkins. 1988: 

MIC. 1928: WMOAS. 1963). Some of these supports were provided prior to 

preferred race immigrants achieving domicile and citizenship in Canada, such 

as the assisted passages provided under the Empire Settlement scherne. Other 

forms of support were provided &er the immigrants arrived in Canada. but 

before they would have acquired domicile. such as providing access to lands 

and training in various farming cd dornestic technologies. 

As dîscussed in Chapter Four. the provision of these fonns of 

supports to preferred ruce immigrants sought to nationaiîze these immigrants 

into becorning Canadians. Immigration policy which recruited these preferred 

race immigrants was integray linked to the provision of these social supports. 

Dating the provision of state sponsored social supports to the 20th century - as 

most of the literature on the welfare state does - takes for granted the existence 

of the nation and its 'citizens.' Such an account serves to naturalize the 

nation. rendering invisible the actuality that it was through various forms of 

social supports that the immigration of the 'national* population was 

historically organized. It also obscures the reaïity that these social supports 

were used as incentives for the promotion of the immigration and settlement of 

preferred races, and hence, were racialized. Access to these earlier f o m s  of 

state support were certainiy not provided to all preferred race immigrants. But 

both the British and Canadian states clearly recognized that the production 



and reproduction of the Canadian nation would. in all likelihood. have been 

impossible without this state assistance. 

The Colonialism of the Welfare State 

The second way in which the transition to the 'welfare' state 

uicorporated racialization was in its ongoing reproduction of the colonization of 

Aboriginal peoples. The development of the welfare state in Canada did not end 

the colonization of Aboriginal peoples. nor did it fundamentally transform the 

racialized/patriarchal character of the Indian Act under which the 

administration of Aboriginal peoples was organized by the state. The ' w e k e -  

colonialism' incorporated into the Indian Act continued to separate Aboriginal 

peoples from 'citizens' of the 'welfare* state on a racialîzed basis. The impact of 

the Indinn Act has been discussed in Chapter Four. In  Uiis section. I argue 

that the welfare state did not resolve the clairns of Aboriginal peoples to self- 

determination, but maintained their colonization. 

The Canadian state's policy of "protecting" Abonginal peoples on 

resenres and encouraging their assimilation by "convincing" them of the 

benefits of leaving these reserves did not change in the practices of the welfare 

state: 

The above policy [of "protectingn Aboriginal peoples] was pursued 
until the 1950s. when a new 'democratic' ideology emerged in 
govemment that acknowledged cultural pluralism as a structurai 
condition of Canadian society: Indian people were not going to 
disappear. However. the perspective and ideology of assimilation 
of Indians has. over the past two centuries. becorne so entrenched 
in government that it has been extremely difficult for the 
Department of Indian Anairs to embark upon a new direction. For 
example. in 1947 the Parliarnentary Joint Committee pubiicly 
announced its policy of assimilation and elimination of Indian 
status. The federal governrnent has consistently acted on this 
policy notwithstanding their rhetoric of equality and full 
participation in Canadian society. This policy was most forceMy 
noted recently in the 1969 White Paper. which explicitly rejected 
any special status for Indians. (Frideres. 1990:99) 

Like its predecessor - the 'laissez faire' state - the 'weEae* state also made the 

assimilation of Aboriginal peoples contingent upon their integration as 

indiuidualç into Canadian society. This individualïst assimilation was reflected 



in the enfranchisement of Aboriginal women in the 1960s. Even with 

Abonginal women gauiing the nght to vote in Canadiun political institutions. 

they continued to iive under colonial domination. As 1 have discussed in 

Chapter Four. Abonginal women's 'race' status. and their access to community 

resources, were made dependeni upon their relationships to Aboriginal men. 

with women losing status and access to resources upon marriage outside their 

immediate community. Lee Maracle has further argued that enkanchisernent 

of Abonginal women was not the result of any liberatory impulse of the 

Canadian state. She argues: "It was not because anyone seriously considered 

us people entitled to full citizenship that changed things but the threat of a 

mass movement of Natives" (1993: 150). 

The issue of the 'citizenship' and 'welfare' of Aboriginal peoples is 

fraught with contention. as  many Aboriginal feminists have argueci. While 

Aboriginal women living off-reserves were given access to social programs as 

individuals, the situation of Abonginai women on reserves continued to be 

regulated through the Indian Act The Native Women's Association of Canada 

has sumrnarized the experiences of AboriginaI women with the 'welfare' state: 

"With colonization, attempts at assimilation. and with the creation of the 

Canadian welfare state. aboriginal social security nets were stripped away. The 

result was an  almost total reliance on Canadian society: its political and 

economic structures. and its fickle social security system" (McIvor. 1997: 101). 

JO-Anne Fiske argues that as  a result of the "welfàre-colonialism". life on 

Aboriginal reserves has generally been characterized by "unemployment' and 

underdevelopment" (1995: 8). My key point is that the transition to the 

'welfare' state did not end the raciaüzed/colonial administration of Aboriginal 

peoples under the lndian Act: the welfare state continued to maintain the 

status of Abonginal peoples as  'non-citizens.' 

The fkst Canadian Citizenship Act introduced in 1947 when the 

transition to the welfare state was taking place. only underscored this 

racialization. Indeed. Prime Minister MacKenzie King paid tribute to those 

Canad[ans who had made this 'citizenship' possible: 

The vision and courage of men and women have transforrned our 
country. almost within living memory. fYom smali and virtudy 



udmown regions of forest and fanm into one of the great 
industrial nations of the world. ( 1947I6O 

The Prime Minister's comments denïed the fact that "our" country was %tolen' 

from Aboriginal peoples. erasing the e-xïstence of Aboriginal societies on these 

'Mrtually unlaiown regions.* The creation of 'modem' citizenship in the welfare 

state did not remedy or transform the colonized status of Aboriginal peoples: it 

reinforced and consolidated the white settler society and the reproduction of 

colonial relations. 

Racialized Citizenship, Racialized Social Rights 

The third way in which the 'welfare' state incorporated and 

reproduced the racidization of the Canadian nation and social entitlements 

was through the use of overtly racialized immigration policies. The Canadian 

welfare state was developed during a period when racialized immigration 

policies distinguished between the immigration of pre ferred races as future 

citizens and non-preferred races as immigrants. As discussed in previous 

Chapters, both categories were ideologically constructed: the state's practices 

irnposed these ideological categories ont0 actuality through nationalizing 

citizens and bordering immigrants. For dose to three decades after World War 

II, a critical penod during which the welfare state was developed and expanded. 

racialized immigration policies were in effect. These policies sought to strictiy 

limit the access of non-preferred ruces to Canadian citizenship. In other words. 

race was an accepted basis for denying immigration and citizenship until the 

introduction of the point system in 1962. further modified and entrenched in 

the Immigration Act of 1976-77. made significant changes to immigration policy. 

Therefore, in the critical penod of the expansion of the welfare state, 

immigratioc policies regulated access to membership in the nation and to 

citizenship on the basis of the 'race' of all non-Aboriginal peoples. 

In  organizing the social entitlements of the welfare state on the basis 

60 King, M. (P.M.) Text of the Prime Minister's Speech". in The Ottawa Citizen. Jan. 4. 
1947. 



of citizenskiip. the ideological practices of the state incorporated the racialized 

construction of the nation and 'citizens' into the social policies d e f ~ n g  these 

entitlements. OrgWing  social entitlements as the 'rights' of citizenship 

çtrengthened citizenship as  a signifier of belonging to the nation. Social rights 

therefore became part of the state practices cf nationalizing citizens and 'future 

citizens' into the nation under the welfare-state regime. 

AS 1 pointed out in Chapter F ~ u r .  the actual Legal status of Canadian 

'citizens' in the early 2 0 t h  century was that of British subjects with domicile in 

Canada (Czuty & Ward, 1986: Ungerleider. 1992). This situation changed in 

1947 with the  introduction of the first Citizenship Act The Act recognized 

Canada's historical ties to Britain and the Commonwealth but sought to 

respond to a "growing sense of a separate Canadian national identity" and to 

foster a "greater sense of national uniSn [Dernirjian. Gray & Wright. 1996). The 

dismantling of the British Empire under way during this period made 

sornewhat urgent the creation of a political identity independent from the 

British. The Act created three classes of citizens: 

(i ) natural- born citizens. including children born outside the 
country with Canadian fathers and children bom out of 'wedlock' 
to Canadian mothers (CCA. 1947, Sections 4 and 5). 

(ii) naturalized citizens: British subjects with Canadian domicile, 
'domicile' being defmed as five years residence: women rnarried to 
Canadian citizens; British subjects admitted into Canada for 
permanent residence (CCA, 1947, Section 91. 

(iii) citizens granted a citizenship Certificate by the Minister by virtue 
of the foilowing: coming of age a t  18 years and Bling a n  intention 
to becorne citizens: spouses of, and resident with, Canadian 
citizens or British subjects. In order to acquire this certificate. 
applicants had to meet the foilowing conditions: prove they were 
lawfülly admitted for permanent residence: prove their residency 
in Canada for four of the previous six years, including the year 
immedlately pnor to the application: demonstrate their good 
character: demonstrate adequate knowledge of English or French. 
and if unable to do so. demonstrate they had been resident in 
Canada for a penod of twenty years; demonstrate they intended to 
reside pemanently in Canada or intended to enter the public 
senrice. (CCA, 1947, Section 10) 



The Act specified the grounds for the removal of citizenship and the deportation 

of certain groups of 'citizens.' including "dîsloyalty" and "treason." 

2 1 (1) The Governor in CounciI may order that any person other 
than a natural-born Canadian citizen shall cease to be a 
Canadian citizen if. upon a report form the Minister. he is 
satisfied that the said person either has 
(a) has. during any war in which Canada is or has been engaged. 
udawfully traded or comrnunicated with the enemy or with a 
subject of an enemy state or has been engaged in or associated 
with any business which to his knowledge is carried on in such 
manner as  to assist the enemy in such war; 
(d) if out of Canada. has shown hirnself by act or speech to be 
disaffected or disloyai to His Majesty. or. if in Canada. fias been 
convicted of treason or sedition by a court of competent 
jurfsdiction. (CCA. 1947. Sectiori 2 1) 

The deportation clause. however, was not applicable to "natural-born Canadian 

citizens." A nurnber of Members of Parliament pointed out that "natural-bom 

Canadian citizens" were dso  lîkely to cornmit treason. However. Paul Martin. 

Sr., who had been instrumental in the development of the Act. rejected 

atternpts to remove this exemption on the basis that it could make "natural- 

born citizens" stateless (Demj'ian. et al. 1996). This f i s t  Canadian 

Citizenship Act contained provisions for the repatriation of certain groups of 

'citizens.' whose citizenship was to be a conditional one? 

The Act therefore introduced a two-tier citizenship, the citizenship of 

the "natural-born" citizen was not subject to withdrawal under any 

circumstances. regardless of their "character" or their Ioyalty to the state. 

These first-class 'citizens' were ovenvhelmingly white: in 1946, 80% of the 

population was of French and British ancestry [Porter, 1966). WhUe not al1 of 

these citizens would have been born in Canada. the est-class citizenship 

status created by the Act would privilege those who were. as well as  their 

Canadian-bom children. The second class citizenship status of "naturaked" 

61 See Roberts (1988) who has examined deportations from Canada between the years 
1900-1935. Roberts argues that deportation was carried out on an arbitrary basis, and 
practiced by immigration officiais in clandestine, 'misrepresenting' and 'concealing' their 
activities. She demonstrates that deportations of the 'economicaily' unfit, of political 
activists and of 'migrant* workers were widespread durùlg this period (Roberts. 1988). 



citizens rneant that the threat of deportation and loss of citizenship status was 

enshrined in Iegislation. 

The Act allowed independent access to citizenship of 'Canadian' 

women by stipulating that they would not lose this status upon marriage to a 

non citizen. The Act also allowed wornen who were not citizens to becorne 

eligible through marrïage to a Canadian citizen. and in this way, expanded the 

access of immigrant women to citizenship. However. given the r a c i e e d  

immigration policies of the period. few women of the non prejerred races would 

have been able to benefit kom this expanded access to citizenship. 

Section 10 of the Citizenship Act which allowed the Minister to grant 

a certificate of citizenship. further stipulated a two-tier eligibility critena for 

domicile. For applicants who spoke English and/or French, domicile was 

defined as a period of five years. For those applicants who spoke neither of 

these languages. domicile was defhed as a period of twenty years. Then, as is 

the case now, third world peoples would have been the least likely to have 

fluency in French or English. As non-preferred races, these immigrants faced 

the rnost barriers to entering and residing in the country. The Act stipulated 

that they were now required to meet the longest residency requirement before 

becoming eligible for citizenship. and for clairning socid entitlements. For 

many Chinese women who did not speak English or French, the Citizenship Act 

allowed them to claini pensions after they met the twenty year residency and 

became naturalized citizens: 

Many Chinese women had Iittle opportunity to learn English or 
French because they had to raise large farniiies and help in 
farnily-run businesses. This proved detrimental to them as 
knowledge of either language was an eligibiiity requirement for 
naturaiization papers. Further. naturalization was required in 
order to quali@ for pensions. (Demirjianm Gray & Wright. 
1996: 18) 

South Asian women likewise had very restncted access to learning English or 

French (Buchignani. Indra & Srivastava. 1985; Doman. 1985). The Citizenship 

Act. upon which social entitlements were contingent. became raciaiized in its 

creation of a two-tier citizenship. and its stipulation of a two-tier criteria for 

eligibility. The ideological construction of the nation as 'white' naturalized the 



Engiish and French languages of the 'white' founding races as  the national 

languages. superimposing them upon indigenous Aboriginal languages. The 

Citizenship Act institutiondized access to citizenship rights on the basis of 

these racial/naüonal languages. Access to social entitlernents on the basis of 

fluency in the 'national' languages further reinforced the association of 

citizenship nghts with 'belonging' to the nation. Language and culture are 

inextricably inter-linked in people's lived expenences and unequd access on 

the basis of 'language' translated very readily into unequal access on the basis 

of culture. 

Likewise. the Act's requirement that applicants prove their legai 

admittance into the country for permanent residence placed a 

disproportionately difGcult requirernent on the non-preferred race immigrants. 

It was. &ter alî. these immigrants that the state sought to exclude from 

permanent residency in the country. Restrictive immigration policies such as 

the head tax, the Chuiese Exclusion Act. and the Continuous Passage 

requirement made it extremely difficult for these immigrants to prove that they 

had legally been perrnitted permanent residence in Canada. The 19 14 case of 

the Komagata M a r u  dernonstrates the extreme measures taken by the state to 

restrict the entry of South Asians into Canada. I n  defiance oî the 1908 

Continuous Passage requirement, a group of 367 South Asians. most of them 

Sikhs. chartered the ship Kornagata Maru  to travel to Canada in a contiriuous 

journey. Although these passengers fulfilled d legal requirements for entry 

into Canada for permanent residence. they were not permitted to do so because 

of the& non-preferred race status. The ship remained iri Vancouver harbour for 

three months during which time the passengers and the South Asian 

cornmunily in Vancouver attempted to negotiate with the state. Finally, the 

ship and its passengers were forced to depart after Immigration officials 

deprived the passengers of food and water supplies [Adhopia. 1993: 

Buchignani, Indra & Srivastava. 1985; Mazumdar, 1984). 

Nor was the Komagata Maru the oniy case of its kind. A few years 

earlier, a small group of South Asians from Fiji chalienged the Continuous 

Passage requirement. These Fijians of South Asian origin sailed directly kom 

Fiji to Canada in 1908. Immigration officials prevented their entry by 



interpreting the ContUiuous Passage requirement as applicable to "one's 

country of ultimate origin" (Buchignani. Indra & Srivastava. 1985: 24). 

Although these would-be immigrants were from Fiji. and had traveled on a 

Continuous Passage from that country. they were denied entry into Canada for 

permanent residence. For the Citizenship Act to demand from non-preferred 

race immigrants - whose entry for permanent residence was prevented by the 

state's enactment of specific policies - to prove they had been admitted for 

permanent residency would have been an onerous requirement indeed. I t  

would have only further reinforced the status of non-preferred races as not 

belonging to the nation. 

Few studies have focused specifically on the access of immigrant 

wornen to social prograrns in the period before the 1960s. However. the 

literature on immigration demonstrates that the state sought to strictly lirnit 

the entry of women of the non-preferred races into the country. and therefore 

the access of third world women to the formal nghts of citizenship in Canada 

was severely restricted. This formal access was the precondition for access to 

the substantive rights of citizenship. which included social nghts after the 

creation of the welfare state. The access of immigrant women to substantive 

rights. even afLer they gained fomal rights. would be likewise unequal on the 

following counts. In the ûrst instance. their access to legal citizenship status 

was extremely limited even after they entered the country. For example. the 

193 1 Order in Council which required that Chinese immigrants applying for 

citizenship had to get permission fiom the Minister of the Interior in China 

(Bolaria & Li. 1985) would have made access to Canadian citizenship for 

Chinese women extrernely difficult. Likewise. the language requirement 

stipulated for citizenship in the 1947 Citizenship Act which remaïned in effect 

until 1977. disproportionately impacted women in immigrant cornrnunities. 

Secondly. the deportation clause in the Citizenship Act continued to make the 

legal status of immigrants vulnerable even after they acquired legal citizenship. 

This deportation clause was routinely used to repatriate immigrants who were 

unemployed and who made claims to public assistance in the early 2 0 t h  

century (Roberts, 1988). I n  reinforcing the deportation clause. the Citizenshyî 

Act allowed the possibility of u s h g  the deportation clause against the claims of 



immigrants to public assistance. Thus. access to forma1 citizenship was 

extremely restricted for immigrants of the non pre ferred races. Even after 

these immigrants acquired de jure citizenship, they continued to be 

ideologically constructed as immigrants. This status would have inevitably 

shaped perceptions of 'citizens' and senrice providers that these immigrants did 

not share membership in the nation. 

A number of British studies demonstrate that even when black 

peoples are legally entitled to claim social s e ~ c e s ,  the fear that their daims 

will lead to a reassessment of their immigration status works as a powerful 

disincentive to making such ~ l a ù n s 6 ~  (Ahmad & Husband. 1993: Ginsburg. 

1992: Law. 1996; Marna. 1989). While comparative Canadian studies have not 

been conducted. the Canadian state itself defined non-prefen-ed races as  not 

wanted. as not belonging to the nation. and organized theïr unequal access to 

social entitlements. 

The experience of Japanese-Canadians during the period when the 

Citizenship Act was introduced further demonstrates the state's reluctance to 

treat all citizens equally. Still in effect during the t ime of the Act's introduction 

was the suspension of the citizenship of Japanese-Canadian. The impact of the 

Act on the internment of rnernbers of this comrnunity was specificaily raised by 

Members of Parliament korn British Columbia. These legislators expressed the 

hope that the Act did not mean that Japanese-Canadians could return to 

British Columbia. In reassessing them. Paul Martin. Sr. agreed to an 

amendment upholding the Order-in-Councit relating to the intemment 

(Demirjian et al. 1997). The state. therefore. made no pretense that the 

Citizenship Act was intended to. or would in effect. establish the equality of 

62 Ginsburg (1992) has identified the following ways in which racism affects the 
provision of social seMces in Britain: the stereoiyping of al1 black peopIes and the non- 
recognition of their specific needs: the non-recognition of black peoples as legitimate 
claimants: and the racist pressures put upon seMce providers from the larger Society 
which results in service providers giving black claimants a lesser access to entitlements. 
These f o m s  of racism create a Yesser welfare citizenship" for Black people. In the 
Canadian situation. 1 have dernonstrated how the state itself constnicted non preferred 
races as outsiders to the nation and undeserving of sharing the nation's resources. 



citizens. 

The Citizenship Act was intended to bridge the divisions which existed 

between the diiferent European ethnicities in Canada. As such. it became an 

important piece of legislation which organized the transition from the 'British- 

ness' of the nation into its 'Canadian-ness.. In introducing the Act Paul 

Martin. Sr.. noted that it was important *for the national unity of Canada" and 

that .*No matter where we corne from or what Our origins. French. English. 

Scandiriavian. Scottish. Ukrainian. Irish or whatever else. one thing at  least we 

can ali be. and that is Canadians'' (Demian .  Gray & Wright. 1996). Notable 

by itç absence is any reference to 'Canadians' of non-European ancestry. If 

there were any doubts that the Act would transform the racialized character of 

the nation. MacKenzie King put them to rest: 

With regard to the selection of immigrants.. . . . . -1 wish to make it 
quite clear that Canada is perfectly within her rights in selecting 
persons who we regard as desirable firture citizens. It is not a 
"fundamental human right" of any aiien to enter Canada. I t  is a 
privilege. I t  is a matter of domestic poiicy. There will. 1 am sure. 
be general agreement with the view that the people of Canada do 
not wish, as a result of mass migration. to rnake a fündamental 
alteration in the character of Our population. Large-scale 
migration kom the Orient would change the fundamental 
composition of the Canadian population. [Jakubowski. 1997: 17) 

This statement was made in the House in May 1947. less than one month after 

the tabling of the Cifizenship Act 

Immigration policies contulued to play a central role in regulating 

access to Canadian citizenship, and its social entitlements, aiter the 

introduction of the Act. For the f h t  three decades after the transition into the 

'welfare' state. the state used the alleged danger of the Yellow Perd' in 

designing immigration policies to 'Keep Canada mite. ' 

Those immigrants who were to be nationalized as future citizens 

would not experience immigration policy as restricting their access to 

citizenship: they would not experience immigration poiïcies as a banier to 

citizenship. but as  enabiing their access to citizenship in Canada. Thus. 

access of 'citizens' and 'future citizens' to social entitlements could appear to be 

organized only by social policy, for in their experience, immigration policy 



would remain invisible in regulating their citkzenship. In developing social 

entitlements on the basis of a racialized nation and citizenship, the welfare 

state incorporated the racialized distinctions between future citizens and 

Unmigrants. distinctions introduced in an earlier instance through immigration 

policy. Social policy. in this way. further organized the nationalizing of 

'citïzens.' Therefore. while in actuality immigration policies as well as social 

policies regulated access to citizenship rights. it wouId be ody those 

ïmrnigrmts subjected to unequai citizenship through immigration restrictions 

who wouid corne to experience immigration policies as restrictive. 

The welfare state incorporated processes of racialization in a fourth 

way. The citizenship of the webre  state perpetuated the racialization of 

inequalities within Canadian society: it did not confront thern. As a result. the 

practices of the w e k e  state organized a 'white' historical expenence and 

naturaiized the racialized privileges of its 'citizens.' In her study of the 

historical development of social policy in the United States. Gordon (1994) 

demonstrates that these polices reflected a 'white' vision based on the 

experience of the white men and women who developed them. Reflecting this 

'white' experience. social policy did not challenge the racial domination central 

to the inequalities expenenced by Black people. Black women, on the other 

hand. developed a significantly diETerent vision for welfare provision in their 

communities. They defined racial domination as  a key factor in women's 

poverty: "Race issues were poverty issues. and women's issues were race 

issues" is how Gordon sumrnarizes the analysis of Black women63 

63 Gordon points out that Like the white women who helped shape social policy. Black 
women building 'weIfare' institutions in their communities were committed to 
supporting black women's role in mothering (Gordon. 1994). The effects of slavery had 
been devastating on black families. undennining the role of biack women in mothering. 
and an urgent concern for black women was the mothering of black children. Black 
women were committed to the "upliftrnent" of their 'race' (Gordon, 1994: Hill Collins. 
1991). Gordon argues that the concerns with 'race' of white fernhists and biack 
feminists from the 1890s to 1935 sprang from very different reasons and had different 
consequences. While white women shared the same concerns a s  white men in ensuring 
continued 'racial' domination to maintain white supremacy witirin the global capitalist 



(Gordon. 1994: 132). Whereas 'white' vision did not challenge the 'racial' 

ordering of U S .  society. and incorporated it into social policy, Black ferninists 

confronted racism as central in the welfare institutions they built. 

Using Gordon's insights. it is possible to i d e n w  similarly distinct 

visions of 'welfare' which underpinned the struggles of Abonginal peoples and 

of immigrant communities. visions which placed ending raciakzed domination 

at the centre of their welfare. in the case of Aboriginal peoples. the most 

obvious examples. of course. are the ongoing struggles for land rights and for 

self-determination. These struggles define the racialized/colonized status of 

Aboriginal peoples as the most significant factor in the inequalities experienced 

by Aboriginal peoples. and the most sigMcant bamer to their 'welfare' and 

'social security' (Goodleaf. 1993; Maracle, 1993: McIvor. L996). 

In the case of third world immigrants in Canada. little research has 

been conducted on spec8c activities in buiiding 'welfàre' institutions in their 

respective cornrnunities. However. enough historical evîdence exists to suggest 

that the cornrnunities made a clear link between racialized immigration policies 

and the other forms of racism they experienced as obstacles to their 'welfare' in 

Canada. For these irnrnigrants constructed as non-preJerred races by the state. 

struggles against racialized immigration policies were centrai to the forrns of 

resistance they developed in order to establish cornmunities. The 'welfare' 

activities developed by these comrnunities were critical to their s u ~ v a l  in the 

face of the deep hostility organized against them by the state. Community 

members both pooled their resources to provide assistance to each other. as 

weil as carnpaigned against restrictive immigration policies. 

Many examples of comrnunity activisrn and support networks in 

these communities have been recorded. For example, South &ian and 

Chinese cornmunities campaigned for immigration policies to allow the 

reuniacation of their farnilies. Among some of the earliest South Asian 

comrnunity organizations were those which campaigned against racist 

immigration laws and lobbied the state for iilegal immigrants to be allowed to 

system. black women's concerns for the 'upliftment' of their 'race' were based on 
oppositionai politics which chdenged the 'racial' supremacy of whites. 



remaïn in Canada (Adhopia. 1993: Buchignani. Indra & Srivastava. 1985 ) .64 

South Asians carnpaigned against the $200.00 head tax until it was h a l l y  

lifted in 1924. They organized campaigns for acquiring citizenship and for the 

right to vote. Activists in British Columbia had 15-!s with activists in the 

United States and India. working together at the international level to end 

British rule in India. By the 1920s. a network of Sikh gurdwaras existed in 

Vancouver. New Westminster. Victoria. Nariairno. Golden. Abbotsford. Fraser 

Mills and Paldi. These gurdwaras were accessible to al1 South Asians. They 

were meeting places for cornmunïty members. as weIl as centres for organizing 

campaigns against racialized immigration policies. Members of the community 

provided support to each other so that "Frorn 1909 on. South Asians rarely 

applied for any sort of public relief. A thousand South Asians were out of work 

during the winter of 1909. but even hostile governrnent obse-ers were forced 

to admit that they were weil provided foi' (Buchignani. Indra & Snvastava, 

1985: 34). 

Members of the Chinese-Canadian community likewise campaigned 

against the head tax and the Exclusion Act The Chinese Labour Association of 

Vancouver fought against the Exclusion Act arguing that family members of 

those settled in Canada should be allowed to join them (Adilman. 1984). 

Funds were raised from within communities. and services were provided by 

volunteers (Adhopia, 1993; Buchignani. Indra Br Srivastava, 1985; CCNC. 1992: 

Miki &.Kobayashi. 1991; Ng Br Sprout. 1977). Japanese-Canadians fought 

against their internment and later carnpaigned for redress for the injustices to 

which they were subjected. Community organizations formed a vital network of 

support. providing Bnancial support to newcomers, as weil as assisting them in 

securing employment and housing.65 People of colour created their own 

support networks so that those who were ernployed provided support for the 

64 In 1939. South Asian community Leaders went to Ottawa to lobby the government to 
allow a 'small number' of illegd immigrants to stay in Canada (Adhopia, 1993). 

65 Buchignani et al. (1985) have written extensively about the experience of this 
internai support system in the South Asian cornmunity. 



sick and the unemployed.66 

From their earliest presence in Canada. immigrunt women were 

actively engaged in these comrnunity struggles. For instance. South Asian 

wornen were involved in the challenge to the discriminatory Contu7uous 

Passage requirement. Some of the passengers of the Komagata Maru were 

women. and South Asian women in Vancouver were active in providing vital 

support to the passengers on the boat while it was in Vancouver harbour 

(Adhopia. 1993). Likewise. Japanese-Canadian women fought against the 

internment of their cornmunity. a s  well as for redress kom the Canadian 

government after the internrnent ended (Miki & Kobayashi. 199 1). In the 

carnpaigns organized by Chinese-Canadians, a woman named Mrs. J. has  

been identified as a delegate to a meeting of cornmuni@ leaders with the federal 

government to lobby for repeal of the Chinese Exclusion Act .67 

The links that people of colour made between immigration policies 

and the other forms of racism they expenenced in Canada are evident in the 

historical record available. There is. no doubt, need for much more historical 

research in order to establish a more complete picture of the myriad 'welfare* 

services organized by people of colour. However. enough evidence exists to 

make the case these immigrants challenged theîr racidization as being key to 

the 'welfare' of their comrnunities. C o n t e m p o r q  research conducted on 

66 An important issue for South Asian *immigrants* in the early 20Lh century was 
access to housing. The intense racism and xenophobia these 'immigrants' lived with 
meant they were socially isolated and exchded from mainstream society. Access to 
housing was such a severe problem that many South Asian men lived in makeshift 
tents and cooked on the pavements. They Iived in overcrowded conditions when 
fortunate enough to find housing. it was ornty by providing economic and 
'psychological' support for each other that they were able to survive (Adhopia. 1993). 

67 See Nipp. Ibid. In a subsequent film made by Nipp. linder the WilIow Tree*. she 
explains that the woman who was part of the Chinese delegation was included as a 
'token', but ended up speaking for the community because she was seated at the side of 
the Prime Minister who had to turn to her because he could not hear othenvise. See 
Wong, R In "Wiîiows bend but don't break: Review of Dora Nipp's Under the Willow 
Tree*. in Kinesis, p.21, July/Aug. 1997. However. her presence even as a 'token' woman 
speaks to the pressures the men must have encountered. and which resulted in her 
inclusion in the delegation. 



determining the impact of the provision of 'welfare' and social services in 

people of colour communities supports rny contention that comuni ty  

organüiations continue to defme the link between systemic racism. immigration 

policies and unequal access to mainstrearn social services as key baniers to 

the equaüty of women of colour.68 Whereas people of colour organized 

resistance to their racialization and linked it specifically to the immigration 

policies which gave them unequal citizenship rights. the vision which became 

expressed in the social policies of the Canadian welfare state did not confront. 

but perpetuated. the raciaiized domination of people of colour. 

White Settler State as 'Welfare' State 

I n  the four significant ways discussed above, the transition of the 'laissez 

faire' state into the 'weifare' state maintained a racialized nation and citïzenship 

in Canada. Mishra (1977) and Young (1990) have both argued that the 

organization of social programs in the welfare state defines 'citizens' primarily 

as uclient-consumersw of these programs. This is a valuable insight which 1 

beLieve needs to be further developed. Not only does the urelfare state define 

citizens as "client-consumers." but it defines the 'needs' which are to be 

fulfilled by the welfare state. In effect. then. the welfare state sociaiiy 

'produces' ciüzens as "client-consumers" with very specifk 'needs.' In this way. 

citizenship shapes citizenç as  much as citizens struggle to shape the content of 

citizenship. 

68 1 refer the reader to the following studies: the study T o m &  Equal Access: A 
Hmdbook for Service Prouiders comrnissioned by the Immigrant & Visible Minority 
Women Against Abuse. edited by Rafiq, F. (199 1): The Need For Comrnuni'y Services: A 
Study of the South Asian Corrununity  JI Metropolitan Toronto. commissioned by the 
Coalition of Agencies Serving South Asians (CASSA) (1994): and Violence Against 
Immigrant, Refugee and Rucial Minorify Women, commissioned by the National 
Organization of Immigrant and Visible Minority Women of Canada (June. 1993). Palicia 
Daenzer. in fier study of the self-organization of a group of Black wornen in Toronto for 
separate social service provision. concludes that her study -showed the similarities 
between the nineteenth-century stmggles of BIack Canadian women and the post- 1970s 
movements- Both the earlier movements and the more recent stmggles focused on 
improving the welfare. and thus social locations. of Black families in Canada; racism 
served as the organizing focal point in both periods" (1998:284). 



Using the above insight. and in making race central to my analysis. I 

argue that in racialïzing the nation and its 'citizens* during the period of the 

expansion and consolidation of the welfare state. the Canadian state socially 

produced racial&& 'citizeris' as 'white.' whose 'needs' it institutionalized in 

social programs. The basis of the relation between the welfare state and its 

'citizens-as-members-of-the-nation' was this shared race status. The class 

and gender compromises identified by Mancists and feminists in the social 

consensus ~vh ich  emerged arnong Canadians on the welfare state were made in 

the context of this racimed 'unity' of the nation and its welfare state. Ln other 

words. the stabilizing of the economic system depended upon the stabilizing of 

the nation. Consequently, the welfare state becarne a means for the 

nationalization of 'citizens' into the 'welfare' state through the extension of 

social nghts to them. 

The nationalization of the preferred races created the conditions so that 

as 'citizens' and 'future citizens' of the nation. they would experience social 

nghts as a progressive measure. They wouId also experience the benevolent 

face of the state, which assumed some measure of responsibility, however 

minimal. for their welfare. These 'citizens' would corne to gain a stake in 

presewing social prograrns for 'citizens.' the benefits of which assumed vexy 

concrete and tangible forms. Gordon has stressed the importance of the 

"feeling of entitlement" which the welfare system created. even as she points 

out that this system "solidifiedu the inequalities of citizenship (1994: 293). The 

welfare state in Canada likewise 'solidifled" the racialized Canadian citizenship 

in organizing social entitlernents for the racialized nation. It is important to 

underscore that in their ideologicd construction as preferred races. 'cimens' 

were not 'deceived' into supporting the welfare state. The ideological practices 

of the state created a racialized national interest, superimposing it ont0 reality 

in the fom of social entitlements for racialized 'citizens.' These ideological 

practices materially integraled 'citizens* into the nation-welfare state 

relationship as they came to acquire a very concrete, material stake in the 

welfare state. The experience of preferred races as 'citizens' in 'their' welfare 

state became based on their access to material entitlements; their 

nationalization would create a 'national' interest in protecting these 



entitlements firom 'outsiders,' This lived. material expertence of access to very 

concrete social benefits has shaped the very complex relationship of prefered 

races as 'citizens' to the welfare state. as well as to immigrants as 'outsiders.' 

The state's ideological practices of seeking to unite the nation through 

the integration of citizens into the welfare state simultaneously placed 

immigrants outside the nation. If these Unmigrants were 'naturally' outsiders to 

the nation, which is how the welfare state's immigration policies socidly 

constructed thern until the 1970s. then it would appear 'natural' in the 

practical. lived experiences of 'citizens' that they should not have the same 

rights as us in our welfare state. The state's ideological practices of bordering 

immigrants would mean that even those arnong them who acquired de jure 

citizenship would continue to be ideologically constructed as outsiders on the 

basis of their race: immigrant citizens would continue to be racially equated 

with 'newly arrived' immigrants, whatever their legal status in the country. the 

length of their residence. or even whether they were Canadian-ùorn citizens. 

Furthermore. racialized immigration policies constructed them as a threat to 

the nation and its resources as embodied in the 'national' welfare state. 

As Sivanandan (1982) has poïnted out. Black peoples in Britain Wear 

their "passport" on their ufaces". The ideological practices of the Canadian 

state in racialking the nation and its citizens likewise stamped the passport of 

immigrants on our faces. This racialized non-preferred race status was 

reproduced into the 1960s despite the lived expenences of immigrants working 

in the 'national' economy and paying taxes into the 'national' revenues which 

funded the welfare state. Racialization became the prism through which the 

access of immigrants to entitlements would be ideologicaliy constructed. 

irrespective of the claîrns to which they rnight. in reality, have been entitled. 

Moreover. the ideological construction of immigrants as outsiders to the 

welfare-state reinforced the notion they did not contribute to the 'building' of 

Canada. Their historical expenences were ideologically erased. their 

experiences made invisible. their voices silenced. The& outsider status to the 

'national comrnunity' has became naturalized; indeed, much of the literature 

on the Canadian welfare state does not even 'see' immigrants. Therefore. even 

though these UNnigrants created wealth. paid taxes. and in very material and 



concrete ways contributed to the resources funding the welfare state. their 

racialization enabled these material contributions to become invisible. The 

welfare state was based on the prïnciple that Canadians. as taxpayers. 

collectively funded social prograrns. Hence these sociai prograrns were 

entitlements. not chariiy. Yet immigrants. who. as taxpayers, also made 

contributions to 'national' revenues continued to be defmed outsiders- In the 

transition to the 'weIfareV state. immigrants were given no Legitimate equal 

entitlement because they were d e h e d  as not having been part of the 'founding 

nations.' These immigrants therefore. carne to be defined as 'newcomers' who 

wanted to enjoy the benefits of the welfare state without having contributed to 

its historicd creation. The welfâre state rendered invisible their bistoncal 

record of contributions to the national economy. Instead. it made Unmigrants 

themselves visible, literally constructing the category 'visible minorities.' The 

b o r d e ~ g  of Unmigrants through institutionalized state practices, which becarne 

deeply entrenched in the welfare state. remained invisible, unlike the presence 

of 'visible minorities.' 

Members of the preferred races, as citizens. would experience in their 

iived realities, the state to be a 'liberal-democratic welfare' state. This state, in 

incorporating social rights and assurning a measure of responsibility for their 

welfare. would be experienced as more benevolent than the 'laissez-faire' form. 

At the sarne time. Aboriginal peoples would experience this very same state as  

a colonizing power which reproduced their dispossession from their lands and 

other economic resources. while maintaining their dependency in the form of 

'welfare-colonialism.' At the sarne time, members of the non-prefemed races. as 

immigrants. in their lived experiences would encounter the state as one which 

racialized the conditions of their entry into the country, their access to 

citîzenship and their claims to sociai entitlements within the context of a 

globally integrated economy which fostered the conditions for their migration. 

Their expenences of the 'welfare' state would be of a state hostile to their 

welfare and social security. indeed. a state which sanctioned and promoted 

racist hostility to their very presence. These lived experiences in the 

everyday/everynight world of these various groups rested upon the 



racialized/colonized power relations which underpinned the very cor,struction 

and reproduction of the 'Canadian' nation. 

Conclusion 

Zn the transition to the 'welfare' which becarne necessary for the 

stabilization of the capitalist system. the Canadian state sought also to stabiiïze 

the nation by containhg the challenges of feminist and working class struggles. 

I t  did so by constructing a 'national interest' which would allow the ongoing 

accumulation of capital and also legitimize the state as representing al1 sectors 

of the nation. In other words. for the survival of the capitalist system of 

relations, the state had to stabilize its 'national' domain. If it was to maintain 

its legitimacy as representauve of the interest of its citizens, the state had to 

represent itseff as the defender of a 'national' interest which reflected the 

interests of the various sectors of the nation. Social policy. and the transition 

into the 'welfare' state, achieved these goals in the post World War II period. 

As I have demonstrated in this Chapter. the Canadian w e k e  state 

incorporated the processes of racialization into social policy by basing social 

entitlements of the historically racialized nation on a likewise historically 

racialized citizenship. During the three decades of the expansion and 

consolidation of the welfare state, this racialization was further reinforced by 

the state's continued use of overtly raciaüzed immigration policies to reproduce 

the nation and to regulate access to formal citizenship. The compromise 

between labour/ capital/ farnily/ state in the "LI-arisition to the welfare state was 

a raciaiized compromise. at the heart of which lay the 'whiteness' of the various 

sectors of the nation. 



CHAPTER SIX 

LIBERALIZING IMMIGRATION POLICY 

Introduction 

Whereas Canadian immigration policies overtly distinguished 

between preferred and non-preferred races in establishing and reproducing the 

whiteness of the nation, these policies undenvent significant changes in the 

1960s and 1970s. The Immigration Regulations of 1962 moved policy towards 

'non-discrïminatory' entrance criteria by placing emphasis on the skills of 

applicants. In 1967. the point systern was introduced and it became 

entrenched in the Immigration Act of 1976-77 whlch removed 'race' as  an 

explicit category for organizing inimigration. as well as enshrining the point 

system. This lmrnigration Act represents a significant shifk in Canadian 

immigration policies, which had prevîously been overtly raciaiized. The Act is 

currently in effect. and therefore. represents as important piece of legislation 

which regulates the access of immigrants to mernbership in the nation and to 

citizenship. In previous Chapters. 1 argued that immigration policies have been 

central to nation-building in Canada. Examination of this Act is therefore 

important for my dissertation because it represents a change in the 

organization of immigration into the country. which has set the stage for the 

restructuring of the immigration program in the 1990s. 

In this Chapter, 1 examine the Immigration Act of 1976 -77. 1 make 

the case that although the Act removed overt references to race. it has not 

ended the racialization of the Canadian nation or access to citizenship. As long 

as  the underlying social relations remaïned unchmenged. the removal of overt 

references to 'race' did not transform processes of racialization. The Act 

certainly represents a period of liberaüzation of immigration policies for certain 

categories of immigrants. and it has enabled a significant shift in immigration 

patterns into Canada so that immigration h-om third world countries has 

outpaced that h m  European source countnes. 



The liberalization of immigration policy was accornpanied with the 

Liberalization of the Citizenship Act in 1977. As 1 have discussed in the 

previous Chapter. the 1947 Cifizenship Act stipulated a two-tier eligibility 

criteria for citizenship which required immigrants who did not speak English or 

French to have been resident in Canada for twenty years before they could 

become eligible to apply for citilenship. This requirement was removed in 

1977. and a three year residency was required. Ln this Chapter. 1 argue that 

while the changes to immigration and citizenship policy expanded access to 

citizenship for third world immigrants, their ideologicd construction as 

immigrants, as outsiders to the nation. was not ended by this liberalization. 

The liberalization of immigration and citizenship policy was not extended to 

domestic workers and migrant workers. who continue to enter the country on 

temporary work pennits. After working as  domestic workers for two years, this 

category of women can q u a l e  for landed status. Migrant workers, however. 

enter the country on ternporary work pennits. and not as immigrants. 

In this Chapter, 1 demonstrate that the Immigration Act did not seek 

in principle to transfonn the racialization of the nation, nor has it done so in 

effect. Even as  the Act contains a clause prohibiting discrimination on the 

basis of race, its stated objective is to strengthen the bicultural and bilingual 

character of the nation. In this, the Act states it commitment to preserving the 

whiteness of the nation created by previous immigration policies. The Act 

therefore helps to naturalize the historical nationâl/racial character of 

Canadians. In comrnitting itself to preserving this national character, the Act 

continues to distinguish immigrants into those who are compatible with this 

bilingual and biculturai character of the nation, and those who are constructed 

a s  incompatible with this character. The former becorne ideologically 

constructed as  f u m e  citizens, and the latter as immigrants. Therefore, the Act 

represents a transformation in how the processes of racialization have corne to 

be organized during a period when increased immigration from the third world 

became necessary to provide the 'cheap' labour needed for economic expansion. 

Instead of distinguishing between preferred races and non-preferred races, as 

previous immigration policies did. this Act distinguishes immigrants on the 

basis of their social, cultural and linguistic characteristics. 



The Act organizes immigration into Canada under three main 

categones: the independent category. the farnily category. and +&e refugee 

category.69 The Act distinguishes between the independent category as one 

which makes econornic contributions and the farnily category which is based 

on f d y  relations. En this Chapter. I argue this distinction masculinizes the 

independent category as an independent, economically productive category. 

while ferninizïng the family categoy in its construction as a category of 'non- 

economic' 'dependents' who rnust be sponsored. The Act's construction of 

this category makes invisible the economic contributions of sponsored 

immigrants. the majority of whom are women and their children. 

Sponsorship regulations also require sponsors of immigrants under 

the family category to undertake financial responsibility for their 'dependents.' 

This regdation prohibits sponsored immigrants from making claims to social 

assistance for ten years. although these immigrants q u a l e  for citizenship after 

three years in the country. 1 argue this unequal entitlement to social prograrns 

further reinforces the ideological construction of immigrant women as outsiders 

to the nation by subjecting them to unequal citizenship nghts. Thus. in 

addition to distinguishing immigrants on the basis of their a fk ï ty  to the 

nation. the Act also genders immigrants. so that immigrant women corne to be 

constructed as an economic burden to the nation. 

Further. while the independent categoxy is assessed on the basis of 

the education and skills of the appiicants. once these immigrants enter the 

country, third world immigrants are deskilled. and experience downward class 

mobility, through non-recognition of their education and professional skills by 

economic and social institutions. Although their educational and professional 

skills are the basis for their immigration. this reality becomes erased by their 

raciaüzed deskilling within the labour force. In this way. the ideological 

practices of the state interact with underlying social relations to 'produce' 

Unmigrant labour as low-skill. low-wage labour. Conversely. immigrants from 

69 i will not examine the refugee category as it remains outside the scope of my present 
study. 
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European societies whose education and skills are recognized as compatible 

with Canadian levels in the 'nationai' economy are further nationalized as 

future citizens: they become integrated into the economy as part of the 

'national' labour force. and not as Unmigrant labour. 

The Immigration Act continues to organize the racialized 

nationaiization of white immigrants on the basis of their cultural and social 

m u e s  to the nation. their fluency in the 'national' languages, and their 

'contributions* to the nation through the recognition of their skills and 

education. On the other hand. the racialized bordering of W d  world Urungrmt 

women is organized on  the basis of their sociai and cultural diversity. their 

linguistic diversity, the non-recognition of their contributions to the nation. 

and in the deskilluig of their Iabour as Unmigrant labour. Racialized 

inequalities since the 1970s have been expressed in the state's focus on the 

cultural. social and linguistic 'diversity' of immigrants to set them apart kom 

Canadians. as well as to make invisible the actual diversity which does exist 

among immigrant women by homogenizing them as immQrant women. These 

processes of racidization intersect with the gendering and classing of 

immigration categories to construct immigrant women in particular as an 

economic 'burden' to the nation. and as a 'threat' to the nation's social and 

cultural cohesiveness- The ideological practices institutionalized in the Act 

have m e n t  that even when citizens. future citizens and immigrants share the 

same legal status. the state's raciaüzed nation-building practices continues to 

distulguish amongst them. 

Like its predecessors, the Immigration Act of 1976-77 continues to 

balance contending interests in Canada: it ensures the provision of immigrant 

women's labour to the economy and the reproduction of the whiteness of the 

nation. The Act. thus. organizes the borders of the nation at the socio-political. 

as well as a t  the geographical, levels. My anaiysis of this Act is important for 

setting the stage for the 1994 Social Security Review and Immigration Policy 

Reviews. which are the subject of the rest of this dissertation. in this Chapter, 

1 demonstrate that the ideological constniction of immigrant women organi;red 

by the Immigration Act 1976- 1977 reproduced their ncialized Otherlng. which 



enabled the targeting of this particular group of wornen as a threat to the 

nation in the 1990s. 

The Immigration Act, 1976-77 

A greatly changed international order was one of the major outcomes 

of the Second World War. After the Great Depression and World War II. 

Canada entered a period of econornic expansion with the post-war economic 

boom increasing international trade- The preferred ruce source countries in 

Europe could not provide the scaie of immigration needed in Canada; these 

countries were themselves experiencing econornic growth. ConsequentIy. 

migration within the global economy was increasing kom the countries of the 

'margin* to the 'centers* (Hawkins, 1989: Green & Green, 1997: 

Jakubowski. 1997: Stasiulis. 1997). There was a major change in immigration 

patterns into Canada during this time. Mthough the state continued to 

encourage European immigration. the nurnber of such immigrants was 

declining. and immigration Erom other source countries was increasing 

(Hawkins. 1989: Jakubowski. 1997: Boyd. 199 1). Therefore. while 97% of al1 

foreign born women imrnigratîng into Canada before 195 1 were from Britain. 

other countries in Europe. and the United States (Boyd. 199 1: 7). this pattern 

began to change during the 1960s. While 90% of ail immigrants who entered 

Canada prior to 1961 were European-bom. they represented only 25% of ail 

immigrants between 198 1 and 199 1. During this decade. six out of the ten 

highest source countries for immigrants have been Asian countries (Stasiulis. 

1997: 142). 

The changed conditions within the global economy led to a re- 

examination of immigration policies as Canada lifted previous restrictions on 

immigrants from thbd world countries (Hawkins, 1989; Green & Green, 1997: 

Jakubowski. 1997: JRS. 1995: Boyd. 1987. 199 1). The Immigration 

Regulations of 1962 introduced changes which emphasized labour market 

needs by focusing on education and skill levels. changes which became 

institutionalized in the Immigration Act of 1976-77. 

In her study of Canadian immigration policy. Freda Hawkins (1989) 

argues that these changes were motivated by the recognition among senior 



government officiais of the potentially daniaging effects of international 

perceptions. For example, Canada's participation in the United Nations and 

the Commonwealth would be senously damaged if public policy continued to 

be overtly based on racial categones. Canada's international interests would 

be much better served by eliminating explicitly racial categories, as would its 

relations with the newly independent states in Africa, Asia and Latin America. 

African and Asian leaders emerged out of national independence rnovements 

which had denounced the racial/colonial subjugation of their populations. 

The formation of the Commonwealth resulted in previously colonized 'races' 

tak5ng the& place at the table as independent countries. The Director of the 

Institute Of Race Relations in Britain points to a similar pragmatism among the 

European statesmen: 

lmproving race relations was a way of irnproving business 
opportunities in newly-independent countries which would no 
longer accept British overlordship. So if you were going to work 
with the comprador classes in the newly-independent countries. 
you had to stop saying that they were Merior to you, that their 
cultures were inferior to yours and declare that we were all 
brothers under the same capitalist skin. (Sivanandan, 1990: 11) 

I n  addition to this pragmatism. the Nazi's racidized genocicie of Jewish 

comrnunities in the HoIocaust made the continued use of overüy racial policies 

extrernely difficult to jus- (Solornos & Back, 1996; McLaren. 1990). Scientific 

theories of racial superiority which had previously enjoyed much popularity in 

Europe and the settler colonies became increasingly difficult to defend publicly. 

Hawkins argues that changes to immigration policies were not the 

result of "parliamentary or popular demand." but the result of the recognition 

among bureaucrats that Tanada could not operate effectively with the United 

Nations. or in a multiracial Cornrnonweaith, with the miustone of a racially 

discriminatory policy round her neck (Hawkins, 1989). Here. I believe that 

Hawkins does a disservice to people of colour inside Canada who had 

carnpaigned against racist immigration policies in the 20m century (Adhopia, 

1993; CCNC, 1992; Buchignani, Indra & Srivastava, 1985; Brand, 1996, Yee, 

1996: Banne j i .  1996: Ng. 1995). Likewise. the Civil Rights movement in the 

United States had a major impact on drawing attention to the pervasive racism 

which denied Black peoples basic civil rights (Omi & Winant. 1994). Anti-racist 



struggles in advanced capitalist countries and anti-colonial independence 

movements contributed to a political climate within which overt use of racial 

categories in public policies became more difficult than had been the case 

previously. Changes to Canadian immigration policy were. therefore. the 

result of the state's pragmatism which prornpted the need for changes 'from 

above' as  well as of anti-racist struggles 'from below' of peoples of colour 

globally. 

The Immigration Act bases selection criteria on the sMs and 

qualifications of applicants. as well as on their family relations. and contains a 

speciûc non-discrimination dause on the following grounds: 

to enswe that any person who seeks admission to Canada on 
either a permanent or temporary basis is subject to standards of 
admission that do not discriminate on the grounds of race, 
national or ethnic origin, colour. religion or sex (Immigration Act. 
1976-77. Section 3(f)). 

The Act organiiies immigration into the following three categories: 

(i) the family class. based upon the reunification of immediate 
family members of citizens and landed immigrants: and assisted 
relatives who did not have enough points to qualm under the 
independent category, but who were nominated by a relative in 
Canada for sponsorship; 

(ii) independent appiicants whose eligibility was to be decided 
through the point system. with points being aiiocated on the basis 
of their skills (this class included assisted relatives), and 

(iii) refugees. who fear persecution and meet the United Nations 
definltion of 'convention refugees' (Immigration Act. 1976-77). 

Immigration Regulations (1978) out lne how independent applicants were to be 

assessed: points are allocated for education and training: personal assessment: 

occupational demand; occupational skill; age, arranged ernployment or 

designated occupation: howledge of English and French: relatives willing to 

assist the applicant: and employment opportunities in area of destination 

(Schedde 1). 

The family category d o w s  citizens and landed immigrants to sponsor 



specific relatives as 'dependents.' This category includes both relatives who 

loin sponsors already resident in Canada for family reunification. as well as  

farnily members who accompany independent applicants. The sponsorship 

regulations for the farnily category stipulate that sponsors have to assume 

financial responsibility for their sponsored 'dependents': 

... family class applicants are not assessed under the point 
systern: but they must meet the basic standards of good health 
and character. As well. before an immigrant visa can be issued to 
such applicants, the sponsoring relative in Canada is required to 
sign an undertaking of support. In this statement, the sponsor 
promises to provide for the lodging, care. and maintenance of the 
appiicant and accompanyïng dependents for a period of up to ten 
years. (EIC. 1983: 10- 1 1) 

The famiy members allowed entry under the family category include spouses. 

u-m-mrried and dependent children. fiance(e)s, dependent parents under 60 

years of age. parents and grandparents over the age of 60 and their 

dependents. and unmarried dependent orphaned siblings, grandchildren and 

nieces and nephews. Sponsors with no other relatives in Canada can identify 

any one family member for sponsorship (EIC. 1983). 

In addition to sponsored family members, the Act also allows 

independent applicants who do not have enough points to qualify under the 

point systern to enter the country as 'assisted' relatives. as long as they have a 

sponsor to undertake responsibility for supporting them. Immigration 

regulations specify the following conditions for the sponsorship of assisted 

relatives: 

Every person norninating a relative for admission to Canada for 
permanent residence shall 
(a) undertake to provide for a period of five years any necessary 
care and maintenance kom his own resources for the nomuiated 
relative and his immediate family in accordance with standards 
prescnbed by the Minister; 
(b) have carried out the responsibiiities with respect to any 
previous application for the admission to Canada of any person 
for permanent residence: 
(c) be willing and able to undertake to advise. counsel and assist 
the nominated relative in fulfilling his responsibilities as a 
resident of Canada; and make the nomination in the forrn 
prescribed by the Minister. (Immigration Regulations. 1978:43(5)) 



Sponsors therefore have to undertake financial responsibility for sponsored 

famiIy mernbers for periods up  to ten years. and for a period of five years for 

assisted relatives. 

Prohibitions are also contained in the Act which dlow immigration 

officers to prohibit the immigration of persons who might becorne public 

charges. The Act specifies conditions under which landed status can be 

revoked. including conviction for offenses punishable by imprisonment. 

subversion by force. and in cases where an immigrant: 

wilLfully f ~ s  to support himself or any dependent member of his 
family in Canada: (Immigration Act. 1976-77. Section 27 (f)).?O 

The Act also requires the Immigration Minister to table Annual Reports in 

Parliament which establish immigration levels for the coming year. 

Additional categories under which immigration has been erg-ed 

are the Non-Immigrant Employment Authorization Program (NIEAP), 

introduced in 1973. and the domestic worker category. The N E P  allows 

workers to enter the country on temporary work perrnits (Sharma. 1997; Singh 

Bolaria, 1992: Stasiulis, 1997). Domestic workers were ailowed into the 

couniq  a s  temporary workers between 1973 and 198 1. Prior to 1973, 

domestic workers were ailowed to enter as landed immigrants. However. this 

enabled many of them to fmd work in other occupations because of the low 

wages and unfavourable working conditions in domestic work. Since 198 1. 

domestic workers are allowed to apply for landed status after havùig worked in 

Canada as domestic workers for two years mat-Koc, 1992; Bakan, 1987; 

Silvera. 1993). These two categories have been made 'invisible' by the textual 

practices of the state which rarely refer to these categories in discussions of the 

imrnigration program. 

In 1986. another category of immigrants was created. üiat of the 

70 Very little information is available about the extent to which the state has monitored 
this stipulation in the 1970s and 1980s. As 1 will demonstrate in Chapters Eight and 
Nine, the state has comrnitted itself in the 1990s to closely monitor this stipulation by 
working in doser CO-operation with provincial levels of government. 



"business immigrant". or the 'entrepreneur' categoq. Applicants under this 

category were required to have a "personal net worth of at  Ieast $500.000." and 

invest an amount in the range of $150.000 to $500.000 in order to qualify 

(Wong & Netting. 1992). 

The changes introduced by the Imigrat ion  Act have resulted in a 

significant shift in imniigration patterns so that through the 1980s and 1990s. 

immigration of third world peoples has been significantly greater than that of 

Europeans. Immigration patterns for the 1980s also demonstrate that 

immigration under the family category has been significantly greater than 

under the independent category. and while wornen represent over half of al1 

immigrants, they are more likely to enter under the family category than the 

independent one [Boyd. 1987)? The increased unmigration of women kom 

the third world represents a significant shift kom earlier penods when 

immigration policies resulted in the disproportionately greater immigration of 

men from third world countrïes into Canada. as 1 have discussed in Chapter 

Four. 

That the most notable changes introduced by the Immigration Act 

1976-77 were the introduction of the point system and the non-discrimination 

clause is agreed upon in the literature (Abu-Laban. 1998; Boyd. 1989. 1991: 

Das Gupta. 1995: Green & Green. 1997; Hawkins. 1989: Jakubowski. 1997: Ng 

& Sprout. 1977). However. there is considerably less agreement regarding the 

impact of these changes on racial and sexist discriminatory practices in the 

immigration program. 

7 i ~ h e  majority of immigrant women enter Canada under the famiiy category, so that 
between 1981 and 1986. 50.1% of al1 wornen entered under the family category. 
compared to 39.4% of al1 men. 12.6% of wornen entered under the refugee category, 9% 
as assisted reIatives, 2.2 as retirees. 5.8% under the business category: and 20.4 under 
a categosf called Other. 37.4% of the women entered under the 'independent' category. 
but these included assisted relatives who were nominated by relatives. as well as wornen 
who were retired (Boyd. 1987: 56). In the year 1983, for example. "almost three times 
as many immigrant women were dependent immigrants as  were admitted as 
independents" (Ng & Estable, 1987: 30). In 1988. the majority of the farnily category 
immigrants were women, accounting for 59%. and rnost male immigrants under this 
category were likely to be children and retired parents [Ng, 1998: 17). 



A number of scholars have defined t!aese changes as reflecting a 

penod of innovation in immigration policy. and argue that the point system 

introduced a neutral. non-discriminatoqr immigration policy. According to 

these scholars. the Act effectively ended the earlier 'Keep Canada White' 

immigration policies (Green and Green. 1997: Hawkins. 1989). 

On the other hand. a number of scholars dispute the daim that the 

point system ended the racial and sexist discrimination within immigration. 

These scholars note that while the Act made a cornmitment. in principle. to 

ending discrimination. it did not end discrimination in effect- Specificaily. 

these scholars point out two main ways in which the Act continues to have a 

discriminatory impact: Grstly. through the unequal allocation of resources for 

immigration recruitrnent and processing: and. secondly , in giving discretionary 

powers to immigration officers to allocate points through subjective 

assessments of the personal suitabihty of independent applicants (Abu-Laban, 

1998; D a s  Gupta. 1995; Jakubowski. 1997; Ng, 1998; Ng & Sprout, 1977). 

Resource allocation for the selection and processing of immigrants is clearly an 

important factor in determinïng immigration levels fkorn particuiar counties: 

more immigrants will be recruited fÏom those countries which are docated 

more resources for this work. These resources are overwhelmingly allocated to 

recruitment from 'developed' countries where immigration offices are 

disproportionately ~ o n c e n t r a t e d . ~ ~  Thus. even though overt references to race 

were removed by the Act the unequal allocation of resources results in the 

disproportionate recruitrnent of immigrants from 'developed', i.e., 'white' 

countries [Abu-Laban. 1998: Das Gupta. 1995; Jakubowski, 19%'). 

The Act also allows immigration officers to grant points for the 

personal suitability of applicantç. as  well as giving them powers to ovemde the 

point system entirely in certain cases. These powers ailow the personal racist 

and sexist prejudices of officers to be exercised in their allocation of points to 

72 Between 1951-1957. 9 1.39% of recruitment expenses went to 'developed' countries. 
and between 1962-1969. 78.2%. Likewise, there were 5 Immigration offices in the 
United Kingdom and 10 in the United States in 1981, cornpared to 1 in India and 5 for 
the entire continent of Africa (Jakubowski, 1997: 18-20). 



prospective immigrants (Abu-Laban. 1998: Jakubowski. 1997: Ng. 1998; Ng & 

Sprout. 1977).73 Immigration officers process the application of the rnajority of 

women immigrants under the f d y  category when the women accompany 

male family members. even when the women apply under the independent 

categow. Men, on the other hand. are more likely to be prccessed under the 

independent category as heads of household (Boyd, 1989, 199 1: Das Gupta. 

1995: Ng & Sprout. 1977: RCSW. 1973). 

The family category has also brought the entire immigrant f a r d y  

directly under state control through its power to defme which family members 

are eligible for entry. and as such. which familial relations are 'legitirnate' 

(Basran, 1993; Das Gupta. 1995: Estable. 1986). The  nuclear family form is 

defined as the norrn in Canada: this f d y  form is a specifically European one. 

In many third world countries, the extended famiIy forrn is more prevdent. En 

imposing the heterosexual/nuclear family structure on immigrants, state policy 

're-constitutes' these farnilies upon entry into Canada into the 'legitimate' 

nuclear family nom. An element of instability is also introduced as family 

members who are left behind for long penods are Gnally re-united, only to find 

their status and role within the family has changed significantly during the 

penod of separation (Das Gupta. 1995). 

The sponsorship regulations for the family category make sponsored 

relatives. most of whom are women and their children. dependent upon their 

sponsors for periods of up to ten years. These sponsorship regulations 

therefore objectively create the conditions to increase the vulnerability of 

sponsored immigrant women. and to increase the controI which can be 

asserted by their sponsors. within the famiy (Abu-Laban. 1998: Boyd. 1989. 

1991: Das Gupta. 1995; IMA. 1995; Ng. 1998: Ng & Sprout, 1977). 

I am in generd agreement with these theorists who conclude that 

73 In the 1970s. then immigration lawyer and current Attorney General of Bntish 
Cotumbia, Ujjal Dosanjh, identified precisely these discretionary powers as one of the 
major factors in the discriminatory treatment of 'visible rninorities.' At a workshop for 
service providers held in 1977. Mr. Dosanjh pointed out that "visible minofities" are 
disproportionately detained and investigated by immigration officiais (Ng & Sprout. 
1977). 



changes introduced by the point system allowed the racist and sexist 

discriminatory treatrnent of immigrants. However. 1 argue that the Act does 

more than simply allow racist and sexist biases of immigration officers to be 

exercised. and increase the dependency of sponsored immigrant women. The 

ideological practices of the Irmigracion Act have a much more profound effect in 

organizing the racialization and gendering of immigrants. The textual practices 

of the Act constxuct the category immigrant women as a distinct category of 

women in Canada who do noi make any contributions to the nation. 

Reproducing the Nation 

I n  this section. 1 argue that the Immigration Act 1976-77 did not seek 

in principle. nor did it in practice. to end the racialization of the nation which 

had been the specific objective of previous immigration policies. In the Act's 

stated objective of preserving the national character. it continues to support 

the ideological reproduction of the 'nation' as white, and as such. it continues 

to express underlying social relations. The reproduction of the biLinguaI and 

bicultu ral character of the nation was articulated as one of the objectives of the 

Immigration Act: 

. . .to promote the domestic and international interests of Canada 
recognizing the need (a) to support the attainment of such 
demographic goals as may be established by the Government of 
Canada in respect of the size. rate of growth. structure and 
geographlc distribution of the Canadian population; 
to enrich and strengthen the cultural and social fabric of Canada. 
taking into account the federal and bilingual character of Canada 
(Immigration Act. 1976-77. (3(a) & (b)) . 

The Act's objective. therefore. was not to transform but to strengthen the 

"cultural and social fabnc" and the "bilingual character of Canada.'. With this 

objective. the Act continues the racialized distinguishïng between immigrants 

into future citizens, who are compatible with the national character. and 

immigrants who are not compatible with this character. 

The Act eased overtiy racialized restrictions on the immigration of the 

previously non-prefemed ruces after the whiteness of the 'nation' and its 

'citizens' had been consolidated by state practices. As Hawkins recognizes in 



her extensive historical study of immigration policy. the point system was 

introduced in the 1960s and 1970s because Canada was not "prepared to even 

thulk about a universal. non-discriminatory immigration policy until full 

national independence. a reasonably well developed political system. adequate 

citizenship legislation, and really encouraging econornic prospects and the 

confidence which goes with them. had been achieved" (1989: 258). I n  other 

words. the point system onIy became a possibility once racia.L/national 

institutions had been established and consolidated. 

When the point system was introduced, the white nation had also 

been further defhed. strengthened and institutionalized by the Royal 

Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism appointed in 1963. The 

increasing confkontations between 'Francophone' and 'English' Canada in the 

1960s, and growing support for Quebec sovereignty had led to the appointment 

of this Royal Commission with a mandate to "to develop the Canadian 

Confederation on the basis of equal participation between the two founding 

races. taking into account the contribution made by other ethnic groups" 

(Hawkins. 1989). The Royal Commission's Report reinforced the "equality" of 

the two "charter groups." and called for a recognition of the contribution of 

various "ethnic" groups (Hawkins. 1989: Palmer, 1975). In  reinforcing the 

"equality" of the two "founding nations," The Royal Commission reinforced the 

colonial/racial composition of the nation by re-g the languages and 

cultures of the two colonizing 'founding' races as the national languages and 

cultures. Whereas the English and French had previously been referred to as 

the founding races. the Royal Commission referred to them as the founding 

'nations.' replacing the discourse of 'race' with that of 'culture' and 'language.' 

The 'Keep Canada White' policies which relied on overtly racialized immigration 

poiïcies were changed once the 'whiteness' of the 'nation' and its identity had 

been secured precisely because these changes would notfundamentally 

challenge the established racial order of the nation. Therefore. ending.the use of 

overtly racialized policies could hardly be expected to transform the deeply 

entrenched racialization of the 'nation' and its citizenship. 

The Act allows racialization as an organizing principle of the 

Canadian nation to remain intact, and enabled this raciaiization to fmd 



expression in a changed marner. It is in the equation of non-preferred races 

with their cultural and linguistic 'difference' from the nation that the racialized 

social relations found their mode of expression. The category immigrant. 

meaning 1iter;iUv a geographical 'outsider' in the first instance, continues to be 

ideologically defined by the Act as  a 'social and cultural' 'outsider* to the 

'nation.' The raciaiized categ~ry immigrant draws upon the histoncai status of 

non-prefir-red races as outsiders. and re-codifies it a s  immigrants who remain 

'outsiders.' The insider/outsider status of the prefemed races/non-preferred 

races organized by previous immigration policies came to be organized by this 

Act in its distinguishing of immigrants into future citizens and immigrants on 

the basis of their 'social and cultural' identity. D e m g  immigrants as 

outsiders to the nation on the basis of their cultural and linguistic 

characteristics meant that al1 people of colour would continue to be 

ideologically constmcted as  Unmigrants on the basis of their cultural and 

linguistic 'diversity' fiom the nation. 1 have discussed in Chapter Four how 

state policies entrenched unequai treatrnent of people of colour on the basis of 

their 'race.' and with disregard for their legal status in the country. For 

example, the rights of ail Japanese-Canadians were suspended duruig their 

internrnent on the basis of their race, even though many of them were 

Canadian-bom citizens. I n  a similar vein. the Immigration Act's ideological 

practices construct al1 people of colour as outsiders to the nation, on the basis 

of their social, cultural and linguistic characteristics. 

Along with the changes to immigration policy, the state also made 

significant changes to the Citizenship Act in 1977. Specifically, the Citizenship 

Act reduced the residency requirernent for eligibility to citizenship down to 

three years (Demujian. Gray & Wright. 1996). The twenty year residency 

requirement for applicants who did not speak English or French was rernoved. 

This change greatly increased access to citizenship. including to social 

entitlements. of immigrants. The changes to both immigration and citizenship 

policy in the 1970s thus represent a period of liberalization. and of relatively 

increased access to citizenship. of people of colour. Immigration statistics 

dernonstrate that after the 1970s. immigration fiom third world countries fast 

outpaced that kom European source countries [Boyd. 1987; Hawkins, 1989). 



However. even though access to citizenship for third world peoples increased as 

a result of the iiberalization of these policies. the state's practices of 

ideologically defining people of colour as outsiders to the nation. as UnmQrants. 

did not end as a consequence of its reaffirrnation of the "bicultural and 

bilingual" national character. 

The important point here is that the conscious histoncal. and 

contemporary. definition of the Canadian nation as  white. as  bilingual and 

bicultural. remains institutionalized and systematized in the state's practices. 

This definition reproduces the ideological distinction between Canadians and 

immQrants on a racialized/ nationaiized basis . 

Gendering Immigration 

By organizing immigration into the independent and family 

categones, and in s p e c m g  unequal conditions for each, the Immigration Act in 

effect genders immigration. The ideological construction of the independent 

category - indeed, its very naming - organizes it as a masculinized category. In  

western patriarchal terms, men are defmed as independent economic agents. 

as  heads of households in their own right as men. whereas women are largely 

defined a s  non-economic dependents of men (Cohen. 1985; MacDonald. 1996; 

Mies. 1986; Williams. 1993). The Act reinforces this patriarchal definition. and 

constructs male immigrants as  'future citizens' who make economic 

contributions to the nation. It also constitutes the family category. in 

opposition. as a feminized rategory. The naming of this category organizes it as 

a ferninized class. a construction which is further reinforced in its designation 

as  a category of 'dependents.' Examining these two categories in relation to 

each other. it becomes apparent that the family category is defhed in terms 

which are opposite to the 'maleness' of the independent category. The Act 

associates the family category with everything which is not 'masculine': the 

family category is constructed as  not 'independent' or 'economic.' Where men 

are defined a s  independent economic agents. women and children are defined 

by their relation to these 'independent' male actors as their 'dependent'family. 

These textual practices deny women autonomy and an independent status 



once they enter the country. I t  denies them independent access to dorniciie. In 

this way. the ideological category 'dependent' is made actionable and imposed 

upon immigrant women. Whereas earlier immigration policies sought to keep 

women of the non-preferred races out of the country. the Immigration Act allows 

them entry. but increases their dependency on sponsors. 

These ideologicai practices also mean that men who enter under the 

family category are able to escape their 'dependent' status as men. Men are 

defined in the economy as workers and economic actors. and are socially 

defined as heads of households. This 'mafeness' of immigrant men who are 

sponsored under the family category allows them to overcome their 'dependenu 

status once they are in the country, For sponsored women. on the other hand. 

their actual status a s  women reinforces their 'dependent' status. 

The ideological practices of the Act tvhich nationalize white 

immigrants as future citizens on the basis of their social. cultural and Linguistic 

compatibitity with the nation mean that white immigrant women are not 

ideoiogicdy constructed a s  a burden on the nation's resources, or as a threat 

to the nation's character. The racialized status of these women as members of 

the nation mean that they are distinguished by the Act from immigrant women 

even when both groups enter the country under the same category. Therefore. 

it is immigrant women who have come to be most strongly associated with the 

farnily category: indeed. Urungrant women have come to personifl this category. 

The distinction made by the state betweer, the two main categories of 

immigration also reinforces class distinctions between immigrants by making 

educational levels and professional expertise a criteria for distinguishing 

'independent' fkom 'dependent' immigrants. As a number of theorists point 

out. men are more likely than women to be processed under the independent 

category and immigrants from other advanced capitalist couniries which have 

comparable levels of skills and education among the population are also more 

likely to be processed under the independent rather than the famiy category 

(Boyd, 199 1; Das Gupta. 1995). Third world immigrants, and in particular 

third world women, who have significantly lesser access to education and 

training programs, are less likely to qualifjr under the independent category as 

a result of the race/gender/class nexus. Tania Das Gupta notes that "wornen 



fkom the working classes and from racial rninority groups would never q u a l e  

to irnniigrate on the basis of such cnteria as they lack access to the required 

tr-g" ( 1995: 166). Boyd fimds that .*foreign born women age 15 and older are 

twice as likely as  foreign born men not to speak English and/or French well 

enough to c a T  on a conversation" (199 1 :7]. Therefore. in addition to 

privileguig immigrants frorn European source countries by the additional points 

granted for fluency in the 'national' languages and for their 'personal 

suitabfity.' the independent category also has class-specific consequences in 

defking 'dependent' status. 

In separating the independent and farnily categones on the basis of 

the& 'economic' contribution. a ranking of the worth of each of these categories 

became institutionalized. indeed was made inevitabie, by the Act This 

categorization ensures that in the ranking of 'value' of these categories to the 

nation. the family category wodd corne up short in the capitalist terms which 

define individuah by their financial and 'economic' worth. Quite literaiiy, 

applicants under the independent category 'score' points for the skills and 

experience they possess. Applicants under the farnily category, according to 

this classificatory system. have no skills or expenences worth scoring. The Act 

devalues the 'econornic' contributions of women. as well as marginalizes their 

participation in the paid workforce. This classification obscures the reaiity 

that most sponsored immigrant women enter the paid labour-force relatively 

soon after their arrival into the country. as a number of studies have 

demonstrated [Boyd. 1992: Buchignani. Indra Br Srivastava, 1985: Das Gupta, 

1995: Ng, 1988: Ng & Estable. 1987: RCSW. 1970; Samuel. 1986). For 

example, the participation of unmigrant women in the labour force has been 

"consistently higher than that of Canadian-born women." making "an essential 

contribution to the Canadian economy" [Ng & Estable. 1987: 291.74 These 

74 Immigrant wornen who immigrated to Canada before 196 1 had a labourforce 
participation rate of 60.5%; women who immigrated between 196 1- 197 1 had a Iabour 
force participation rate of 52.1% in 1972, compared with 39.8% for Canadian-bom 
women: worrien who immigrated between 1971- 1976 had a Iabourforce participation 
rate of 54% compared to Canadian-bom women at 45%; and in 1985, the labour force 
participation rate of immigrant women was 55.6% compared with 52.1% for Canadian- 
bom women (Ng & Estable, 1987: 30). 



findings are echoed in a study by the Chief of Demographic Policy for 

Employment and Immigration Canada who found "Nthough the pnmary goal of 

Family Class immigration is social. the majority of such immigrants sooner or 

later participate in the economic activity of the countryv (Samuel. 1986: 2). 

Boyd likewise found that the labour force participation of foreign bom women 

is higher than that of Canadian bom women ( 1987) .75 

The categorization of sponsored immigrant women as 'dependents' 

makes invisible the economic contributions of these women. The actuality of 

these women' s participation in the labour?orce represents a disjucture with 

their ideological construction as 'dependents' by the state. And although their 

participation in paid work could give the women a measure of hancial  

independence. this independence is undermined by the sponsorship 

regulations which give the sponsors increased control over the women within 

the family. In addition. the unpaid labour of immigrant women which 

reproduces Unmigrant families. including future generations of workers for the 

'national' economy. is likewise not recognized as  a contribution to the nation. 

Although sponsored immigrant women make very tangible contributions 

through their paid and unpaid labour. immigration categories make Uiis reality 

invisible. 

The ideological construction of sponsored immigrant women as  

'dependents' in the Act is made actionable in the sponsorship regulations which 

make sponsored immigrants dependent on their sponsors for their presence in 

the country. The regulations also require sponsors to assume financial 

responsibility for 'dependents' for up to ten years (Abu-Laban. 1998: Boyd, 

75 While these studies do not specifically examine the category under which the 
immigrant women enter the country, the immigration statistics 1 quoted earlier 
demonstrate that the majority of immigrant women enter the country under the family 
category. It would therefore be safe to deduce that the immigrant women these studies 
refer to would include signifkant numbers of women who entered under the family 
category. 



1987, 199 1: EIC, 1983: Ng. 1998). These two factors make sponsored 

immigrant women in reality dependent upon their sponsors: the regulations 

impose the Act's ideological construction of these women as  'dependents' onto 

their lived realiw. The state thus produces women as dependent immigrant 

women. creating the objective conditions under which these women c m  

become easily isolated and more vulnerable to violence and abuse (Boyd, 1987: 

IMA. 1994: Ng, 2988). The sponsorship agreement has the direct effect of 

intens-g patriarchal relations within Unmigrant families by f d y  tyhg 

'dependent' women to their sponsors. The sponsorship regulations also 

institutionalize the unequal access of sponsored immigrant women to social 

entitlements such as social assistance and housing, a s  weil as job training 

prograrns. Although sponsored immigrants become legaily eligible to claim 

citizenship after a three year residency under the new Citizenship Act, the 

sponsorship regulations remain in effect for ten yeuç. Therefore, immigration 

policy continues to organize an unequd citkzenship for sponsored immigrant 

women, and their sponsors. even after they become de jure citizens, Like the 

sponsored immigrants. the sponsor themselves are discouraged kom making 

claims to social assistance programs even if they are IegaUy entitled to do so. 

In order to qualify as  sponsors. these citizens and landed immigrants have to 

demonstrate they will be Gnancially self-supporting, as weii a s  undertake 

financial responsibility for their sponsored relatives (EIC. 1983). Therefore. in 

addition to sponsored immigrants being de jure disentitled h-om making claims 

to social assistance, the sponsors themselves are expected not to make such 

claims. Both sponsored immigrants. and their sponsors. therefore. are subject 

to a lesser citizenship through the sponsorship agreement. As the majority of 

immigration since the introduction of this Act has been from third world 

countries. and the majority of this immigration has been organized under the 

family categoiy. it is third world women and their children who make up the 

majority of the family category. These regulations therefore further reinforce 

the ideological construction of immigrant women as 'lesser' than Canadians by 

institutionaLizing their 'Iesser* entitlement. 

The sponsorship regulations rnean that the state assumes no 

obligations to provide social assistance, language traùiing or job training 



services to sponsored immigrants. Such services would greatly increase their 

economic mobility. As Boyd argues: 

The practice of sponsorship reflects the view that while farnily 
reunification is desirable on social grounds. integration related 
matters are the responsibility of the family and costs are not to be 
borne by the state. Sponsors agree to provide or assist with 
lodgings and to provide food. clothing, incidental living needs. and 
c o u n s e h g  to the sponsored irnmigrants(s) during the specified 
period of settlernent. They d s o  agree to provide financial 
assistance so that the sponsored irnrnigrants(s) s h d  not require 
financial maintenance support from federal or provincial 
assistance programs described in the regulations pertaining to the 
1976 Immigration Act (schedule Vi of the current regulations). 
Thus. sponsorship is viewed by the federal and provincial 
governments as a cornmitment that the designated immigrants 
will not require economic assistance. (199 1:6) 

sponsored immigrant women are given no de jure access to social 

assistance and integration programs for ten years by the state, and this helps 

to slot them into the bottom of the labour hierarchy. Boyd concludes that 

"there exists no overail settlement/integration policy for immigrants in general. 

and for immigrant women in particulai' ( 1987: 14). Roxana Ng argues that the 

work patterns of immigrant women become entrenched in the decade during 

which the sponsorship agreement rernains in effect. These patterns. therefore. 

becorne much harder to break out of once the sponsorship period ends (Ng, 

1987). 

Although the sponsorship agreement requires the sponsor to make 

fmancial provisions for dependents. the reality in most cases is that sponsored 

immigrant women have to fmd work to support the farnily. Although immigrant 

men. like women. have a higher labour force participation than Canadian born 

men (Estable. 1986). they tend to earn lower wages and are denied 

opportunities for economic advancement enjoyed by their white counterparts 

[Estable. 1986: Ilhosla. 1993) .ï6 The dependence of immigrant families on 

76 A study examining the earnings of Black men estimated that they are paid 15% less 
on average than their white counterparts. The Vancouuer Sun, Canadi= Press (Feb. 10. 
1997). 



male wages is therefore more lirnited than that of Canadicm families. 

While little research has focused specifically on the access of sponsored 

immigrant women to social security programs. the unequal access of these 

women is Iegislated by the state. The sponsorship regulations state 

emphatically that sponsors must undertake financiai responsibility for 

sponsored immigrants, and can be deported if they fail to provide for them. As 

the following exarnples demonstrate. when sponsored immigrants have 

attempted to access social assistance programs, they encounter a number of 

obstacles directly related to their sponsored status. 

A series of workshops conducted in Vancouver in 1977 reveaied great 

uncertainty among s e ~ c e  providers about the level of access immigrants had 

to social assistance programs (Ng & Stmut. 19771.77 A study of South Asian 

women in British Columbia conducted by the lndia Mahila Association (IMA) 

identified the lack of independent access to fuiancial support as a key factor 

which trapped the women into living in violent and abusive relationships (MA, 

1994).78 In her study of the claims of immigrants to welfare programs in 

British Columbia in 1989. Susanna Lui-Gurr found that sponsored immigrants 

77 In one case a 66 year old sponsored male immigrant. with a wife with a disability and 
four children. appiied for unemployment insurance and was refused. He went to an 
agency which was unsuccessful in helping him daim UIC and CPP, and referred him to 
welfare. The agency was not sure if he could in fact daim welfare assistance. In the 
case of a sponsored immigrant woman in her eighties went to an agency after she was 
thrown out of her son's home, the agency was told she could not daim social assistance 
because she had been sponsored. The agency finally found free lodging for the woman 
through emergency services, but received a call from the Immigration Department two 
days later saying the department did not want to be responsible for these expenses. 
Such cases demonstrate that the situation regarding the access of sponsored 
immigrants to social security programs remczined unclear to senrice providers who were 
engaged in front line work (Ng & Strout, 1978). 

78~he  IMA study found : -One of the major ba-rriers identified by the wornen was their 
dependency on their husbands which was dêtennined from the outset of their 
relationship. Al1 except one of the women came to Canada as  sponsored immigrants 
and while five were sponsored by a close relative, nine out of the fourteen were 
sponsored directly by their husbands. In these cases, the husbands abandoned their 
responsibilities of sponsorship support  to help settle their wives in Canada. Instead. 
they transformed the sponsorship into a form of new power over their wives. The result 
created nearly insurrnountable inequity in their relationship and made the women 
socially. psychologically and financially dependent on their husbands. " (MA. 1994). 



who attempted to clairn social assistance were required to prove that their 

sponsorship had broken down irretrievably (1995).79 Therefore. in cases where 

sponsored immigrant women have been allowed access to social assistance 

programs. this has been at the discretion of the particular provincial and 

municipal jurisdictions to which they make the claims. Boyd's research cornes 

to a sirnilar conclusion: 

.. .sponsorship is viewed by the federal and provincial 
governments as a cornmitment that the designated immigrants 
w-ill not require economic assistance. This can be the basis for 
denying access to welfare assistance programs. Depending on the 
interpretation of provincial and municipal regulations. immigrant 
women who experïence marital violence and breakdown and who 
need to fhd alternative housing and încome, can be denied 
irnrnediate access to legal aid, publicly subsidized housing, or 
income assistance until the issuing authorities are satisfied that 
the sponsorship relation is broken. Thus. a sponsored entry 
status c m  enhance the tendency of women to remain in an  
abusive setting because it reduces access to social assistance 
programs.(Boyd, 199 1: 7) 

The iegal position rernains that sponsored dependents are not entitled to 

access social assistance programs, and if they do, their sponsors can be 

deported. As Ng (1998) and Boyd (199 1) point out. deportation rernains rare in 

such cases. However, both also point out that the threat of male family 

members being deported keeps many sponsored immigrant women trappea in 

abusive relationships. 1 argue that because sponsored immigrant women are 

officially not entitled to make these claims. if', and when such assistance is 

given, it strengthens the state's ideologicai construction of Unmigrant women as 

a burden on 'national' resources. 

Immigration classification of sponsored immigrant women as 

'dependents' means that their access to language and job training programs is 

also severely restricted because the women are not ofEcially defhed as 

potential employees. In the instances where sponsored immigrant women 

79 Lui-Gurr does not speciw exactly what kind of 'proof is needed. In examining the 
access of immigrant families to welfare programs. she defines immigrants as al1 non- 
Canadian bom individuals. Many of the 'immigrants' she refers to would. in their legal 
status, be citizens. 



have been given access to training prograrns. their legal dependent status bars 

them from receiving income assistance or training allowances. Lack of access 

to these language traning prograrns and to skills upgrading courses M t  the 

ernployment opportunities available to immigrant women (Abdo. 1998: Boyd. 

1987. L99 1 ; Estable, 1986). For exarnple. basic training allowances under the 

Canadian Job Strategy Program. funded by Employment and Immigration 

Canada in the 1980s. were not accessible to sponsored immigrants. Nor were 

living and travel allowances (Boyd. 199 1: 7). In this way. the women most 

likely to need language training prograrns are denied access as a direct result 

of their immigration categorization. 

And while sponsorship regulations increase rhmigrant wornen's 

dependency upon their sponsor within the farnily. the family is also a source of 

refuge from the racist hostility irrunigrant women experience within Canadian 

society. The state's organization of immigration reinforces a confIictuai 

relationship of Unmfgrant wornen to their families: on the one hand, patriarchal 

structures are strengthened as a direct result of state policy; on the other 

hand. families often become the only sites of refuge against racism (Basran. 

1993: Das Gupta, 1995). Black feminists have pointed to a similar conflicting 

relation of Black women to the f d y  in the United States (Davis, 1983; HiIl 

Collins, 1990). and Black and Asian women in Britain (Amos & Panner, 1984; 

Marna. 1984. 1989). The experience of racism in Canada results in a similar 

expenence for immigrant wornen. The situation is further compounded as. in 

many cases, women are not informed of their status before their amval in 

Canada. As a result, many are unprepared for their increased dependency on 

the family in Canada. SimiIarly. many are not prepared for the discrimination 

in the Canadian labour market (Estable. 1986: RCSW, 1970). Even fewer are 

prepared for the foms of racism with which they corne to live. Nurnerous 

studies demonstrate that immigrant women who enter the country under the 

family categow join the paid work force relatively quickly after their arriva1 

(Boyd, 199 1 ; Estable. 1977; Samuel, 1986). Therefore, the increased 

dependency of sponsored immigrant wornen on their sponsors might be 

countered by the women's labour force participation. and their ability to eam 

an incorne. As this is an area in which very Little research has been conducted, 



my study highlights this a s  an area for future research. 

As 1 have discussed earlier. the independent category has 

ideologically been constructed to signiw a status ofjùture citizen by the state's 

recognition of this category's contribution to the national economy. However, 

the racialization of immigrants on the basis of their social. cultural and 

linguistic affinity with the nation means that third world immigrants who enter 

under the independent category become bordered as Unmigrants. The class 

position of third world immigrants with high education and professional skills 

enables thern to enter under the independent category. but this relatively 

privileged class status exists alongside tkieir racialized status as outsiders to 

the nation on the basis of their cultural and social 'diversity.' 

The family category. in being defhed as a category of 'dependents' 

has been ideologically constructed as a drain on 'national' resources. This 

category is made subject to u ~ e q u a l  access to social entitlements. even after 

sponsored immigrants legally become eligible for citizenship. The sponsorship 

regulations, in this way. furtkier signiQ the 'outsider' status of sponsored 

Unmigrant women to the welfare state. The racialization of the nation and 

Unmigrants means that all wornen of colour becorning ideologicdy constructed 

a s  'outsiders,' wMe sponsored white immigrant women becorne integrated into 

the nation. Therefore. the conditions under which the sponsorship of the 

famiy category is orga-ed actually corne to 'produce' sponsored immigrant 

women, the majority of whom are from third world countries. as 'outsiders' 

whose 'welfare' is not tied to that of the nation. And whereas Canadian-born 

women of colour have de jure equal entitlement to social programs, the& 

racialization as 'outsiders' to the nation on the basis of their cultural and social 

diversity associates thern with immigrant women of colour. Therefore, 

although the actual legal status of Canadian-bom women of colour is different 

kom that of immigrant women of colour. both are ideologicaiiy constructed as 

sharing the same 'outsider-to-the-nation* status. The Immigration Act therefore 

accomplishes much more than aiiowing sexist biases and prejudices to be 

exercised against immigrant women. The race/gender/class nexus embedded 

in it constructs Unmigrant women in particular as  outsiders to the 'nation' and 

a burden on its resources. 



Producing Immigrant Women 's LabourError! Bookmark not d e  fLned. 

I n  the previous sections. 1 have discussed how the race/gender/class 

nexus is embedded within ideological practices of the Immigramn Act I t  

distinguishes behveen the independent and famiy categories. and produces 

immigrant women as a dependent category by makuig invisible their 'economic' 

contributions to the nation. I n  this section. 1 address how the Act works in 

tandem with underlyïng social relations in producing the labour of both 

'dependent' and 'independent' immigrant women as  low-wage. low-status 

labour. unlike the labour of Canadians and future citizens. within the 'national' 

econorny- 

As discussed eariier. independent immigrants are allowed into the 

country on the basis of their education and skills. Once they are in Canada. 

however, the immigrants frorn third world countries are subjected to a 

racialized process of deskilling and downward class mobility. The 'foreign' 

education and skills of unmigrants from third world countries are generally not 

recognized by employers and professionai associations in Canada (Abdo. 1998: 

Bakan. 1987; Boyd, 199 1: Buchignani. Indra & Srivastava. 1985: JRS. 1997: 

Ng, 1988: Ng & Estable. 1977: Samuel. 1986). Although these skills are the 

basis for the selection of immigrants under the independent category. and thu-d 

world irnmigr=ts do enter Canada under this category. the subsequent non- 

recognition of their education and skills in the national economy results in 

these workers being employed in occupations weli below their skiU levels. This 

non-recognition of credentials is part of the process of racia.lizing/borde~g 

immigrants by deskiliing them and reconstructing their labour as low-wage. 

low-skill immigrant labour. Immigrants are forced to re-train in Canada, if they 



can afford to do so. in order to retain their earlier qualifications.80 

This deskilling. dong with non-recognition by the state of immigrant 

women as  'workers' mean that they become a "captive" labour force who earn 

Iess than Canadian women and are more vuherable to unemployment and 

underemployment (Estable. 1986: Ng & Estable. 1987). 

'Immigrant' women who do not speak the national languages 
experience even more obstacles and are forced to work in 
.'language ghettoes" where workers al1 speak the same languages. 
often in the smail enterprises of "ethnic entrepreneurs" (Ng & 
Estable. 1987: 3 I ) . ~  

The result is that 'immigrant' women work in "less desirable work 
conditions than do Canadian born women," they are "more Iîlcely 
than native born women to work for a non-govemment employer 
or in the& own business rather than for a municipal. provincial or 
federd govemment. and they are less likely to be employed at a 
firm where a union exists" and also "more likely than Canadian 
born women to be paid by the hour rather than by salary" (Boyd, 
1987: LI-12). 

There may be an  expectation that the immigrant women who enter Canada 

under the independent category fare better than those who enter under the 

farnily category as a result of their higher education and ski11 levels. Aima 

Estable argues that this expectation is not borne out in reality. These women's 

labour force participation patterns are similar to that of 'immigrant' women as a 

whole. The race/sex segregation in the labour force results in placing the 

80 Mur thy  has shown that Undergraduate level degrees are downgraded to Canadian 
Grade 13 Diploma level. Masters Degrees to the equivdent of only 2 years of Canadian 
university education (Ng & Estable. 1977). In her study of West Indian women workers 
in Ontario, Bakan demonstrates through individual case studies that immigration to 
Canada means "accumuiated years of education, training and experience can be 
effectively eliminated with the crossing of a borderw as well as "elirninating options of the 
attainment of new skillsw (1987: 74-76). 

In their study of the labour force participation of immigrant women. Ng & Estable 
draw the following conclusions : 

While there are regional, sectoral, and urban-rural differences, the 
general trend is for immigrant women to experience downward rnobility 
after immigration. This occurs regardless of educational level and 
previous work experience. The only exceptions to this rule are. again, 
women from the United States and Britain. (1 987: 31) 



independent category of immigrant women in simïlar occupations as the family 

category of immigrant women (1986). 

The racialized deskilling separates immigrant women workers from 

immigrants who, as future citizens. are not subjected to this deskilling by the 

acceptance of their education and skills as equivalent to 'national' standards. 

Ideological~y, this deskilling reinforces the sociaf construction of immigrant 

women as unskilled and uneducated. with little to offer to the nation. while 

their labour becornes integrated into the economy at  the Iower end of the 

labour hierarchy (Das Gupta. 1995). 

Immigrant labour is dso  socially produced by state practices in other 

ways. In her classic study of a comrnunity agency originally established to 

advocate on behalf of immigrant women. N g  demonstrates how the agency 

became transformed. As a result of its interactions with the state and 

ernployers. the agency carne to "produce" "immigrant women" as a distinctive 

category of low wage labour (1987). The agency provided employment 

counseling and job placement senrices to immigrant women. Upon acquiring 

state funding for this work, the agency was required to demonstrate positive 

"results" as a condition for fùture funding. As such. it became subjected to 

increased pressure to "produce" these women as a particular categoqr of 

"immigrant labour" to meet the specifkations of prospective employers. The 

agency did this by organizing the skills of the women in a manner which would 

be attractive to employers. by screening potential employees for the employers, 

and by socializing the women into the workplace by teaching them the "rules" 

of the labour market.82 The agency was thus made accountable to the state 

through the fundlrig relationship. This change forced the agency to constantly 

mediate the contradictory roles of. on the one hand, being an advocate for the 

women, with, on the other hand, its practices of placing these women in Iow- 

paid. low-status work in service industries and in manufacturing. State 

funding CO-opted the self organization of women as the agency came to fürther 

82 These activities included teaching women how to write resumes. how to present 
themselves to employers during job interviews. and how to get better jobs (Ng, 1988). 



the 'production' of immigrant wornen's labour. 

Another instance of state policy organizing immigrant women's labour a s  

low-wage. low-status labour is in the immigration policy's treatment of 

domestic workers. Although domestic workers enter the country as workers. 

the conditions of their entry are organized very differently frorn that of the 

independent categov. Since the 1970s. domestic workers have been allowed 

to enter the country under t e m p o r q  employment visas. and most of them 

have been Black and Asian women (Arat-Koc. 1995: Brand. 1993: Silvera, 

1993: Stasiulis, 1997) The state was forced to reconsider the ternporary status 

of these women in 198 1. a s  a result of the campaigns organized by the women 

to rnobilize public support in their favour. Since then. domestic workers 

resident in Canada for two years are Alowed to apply for landed status, a s  they 

can under the current "Live In Care Giver Program." The state withholds landed 

status from these women for two years. during which time the women are 

dependent on their empIoyers for their stay in Canada. The conditions under 

which these women work has been defhed as a form of indentureship by a 

number of theorists (Arat-Koc. 1992: Brand. 1993; INTERCEDE, 1993: Silvera, 

1993; Stasiuiis. 1997). Women who corne into Canada a s  domestic workers, 

and under the Non-Immigrant Employment Program. are made vulnerable to 

increased harassment and exploitation as a direct consequence of their 

immigration status (Silvera. 1993: Sharma, 1997). Dornestic workers are 

aliowed to enter the country only as single adult independents. and many 

women daim to be single even when they have children. The econornic and 

political conditions under which these women live in their countries of origin 

compel women to leave their children behind. Once the women acqufre landed 

immigrant status. many have to fight immigration authorities when they seek 

to sponsor their children (Arat Koc, 1992: Bakan. 1987: Calliste. 1996; Silvera. 

1993). Domestic workers therefore do not have landed status for two years. 

and remain extremely vulnerable during that period. 

Temporary workers who enter the country under the Non-Immigrant 

Employment Program cannot quaùfl for citizenship. and many "would-be" 

immigrants have been converted into t e m p o r q  workers by this program 

(Shanna, 1997; Singh Bolaria. 1992). Almost no research has been conducted 



on gender specific impact of the NIEAP. However. the existence of this program 

and the t e m p o r q  status it allows to migrant workers suggests that women 

who enter under this category have a much more vulnerable immigration 

status than the women who enter under other categories. Even among the 

racialized category immigrant women, the unequal conditions of entry create 

signincantly unequal levels of access to citizenship for immigrant women. 

domestic workers. and temporary migrant workers. 

The labourforce participation patterns of immigrant women have severe 

consequences for their access to old age security prograrns. As Boyd has 

demonstrated. immigrant women are "the most vulnerable to poverty in old 

age" (Boyd, 1992: 5 1). Access to old age security programs is based on labour 

force participation, as well as on the Iength of residence in Canada. As a 

consequence of their participation in low paid. gender segregated work. 

immigrant women often do not qu- for maximum benefits in the 'male' 

contributory social insurance prograrns like the Canada Pension Plan. While 

access to Old Age S e c m  and the Guaranteed Income Supplement are income 

security programs, immigrant women's access to these programs is reduced 

because eligibility requires a ten year residency in the country. As a result of 

these two factors of labour force participation and residency requirements. 

Boyd found in her study that "foreign-born wornen aged 67 and older who 

arrived after 1975 received no OAS or GIS benefits" (Boyd. 1992: 51). Most of 

these wornen immigrated kom countries other than the United States, Britain 

and Europe, and as Boyd concludes. "foreign-bom elderly w-omen are less likely 

than the& Canadian-bom fernale or foreign-born male counterparts to be 

receiving pension or incorne securiw benefits" (Boyd, 1992: 5 1). The 

raciaüzed/gender consequences of immigration policies, access to job-training 

programs and social security prograrns help to shape. and further compound. 

the inequalities immigrant women experience within the 'national' economy. 

These inequities reinforce the ideological borders of the 'nation' and have very 

material consequences for the women. 

While immigration policy exempts sponsored immigrant women from 

access to social security programs. the state does not exempt them from paying 

the taxes which fund these prograrns. The welfare state's underlying principle 



that members of a society. as tax-payers, have a legitimate right to access 

programs collectively funded by their taxes. does not apply to these women. 

The taxes paid by immigrant women into 'national' revenues is yet another form 

of their economic contribution to the welfare of 'citîzens* who have greater 

access to these programs. Likewise. the reproductive labour of immigrant 

wornen is made invisible by their designation as 'dependents.' The point. 

therefore, is not so rnuch that immigrant women are not integrated into the 

'national' economy. I t  is that they are îniegrated in a manner which continues 

to reproduce their greater exploitation as immigrant women. The ideological 

practices of the state result in defining the 'economic,' and social and cultural. 

contributions to the nation by the race and gender of the contributor. rather 

than the actuaI economic activities of the individu&. 

The underlying social relations withîn the globd system, and the 

organïzation of the relations of ruling by the Canadian state construct 

immigrant wornen's labour as a category apart from the labour of 'citizens' and 

'future citizens' across a myriad of state policies. The labour of women who are 

domestic workers and migrant workers is further "cheapened" and exploited by 

their employers (Sharrna. 1997: Stasiulis. 1997). The consequences are that 

class divisions among immigrant women within Canada are exacerbated by the 

organization of the unequal conditions of immigration among them, even as 

their racialized status gives them a shared status as outsiders to the nation. 

Conclusion 

The introduction of the point system has enabled a major shift in 

immigration patterns so that by the 1980s. the major source countries for 

immigration into Canada were no longer European countries or the United 

States, but third world countries. While the "volume" of immigration has been 

Iower through the 1980s compared to eariier decades of the 2 0 t h  century. the 

rnajority of this immigration has been under the farniiy and refugee categories 

(Boyd, 1987). 

The introduction of the Immigration Act 1976-77 did not transform the 

raciaüzed reproduction of the Canadian nation. In making one of its objectives 

the preserving and enhancing of the national character. the Act represents a 



continuity in the state's ideological practices of racially distinguishing 

immigrants into future citizens and immigrants. The Act continues to organize 

the nationalizing of immigrants who are defined as sharuig the social. cultural 

and linguistic characteristics of the nation. while bordering immigrants who are 

defined as incompatible with these charactenstics. 

The Act institutionaliles processes of racialization. which intersect with 

gender and class relations to construct the category immigrant wornen. The 

outcome of the state practices discussed in this Chapter border dl immigrants, 

and women in particular, as outsiders to the nation. The feminization of 

sponsored Unmigrants means that immigrant women have been denied both 

membership in the nation and recognition of their economic contributions to 

the national economy- The Immigration Act works to organize social relations in 

Canada in a manner which harnesses the labour of immigrant women in the 

senrice of the national economy. yet bars their membership in the nation. 

A number of writers have noted that the intersection of race and gender 

mean that women of colour who are Canadian-born corne to be associated with, 

and have similar experiences to, women of colour who are immigrants 

(Banne ji. 1993: Boyd. 1987: Ng & Estable. 19871.83 The racism women of 

colour expenence in the workplace. indeed in all of society, does not 

distinguish between the legal status of women of colour, or between their 

country of birth. My examination of the ideological practices of the state in 

constructing women of colour as 'outsiders' to the nation provides the 

theoretical karnework within which we can understand how Canadian-bom 

women of colour are given the same outsider status as immigrant women of 

coIour. 

My examination of the textual practices of the Immigration Act  1976- 

1977 sets the stage for the last section of this dissertation. The conditions of 

immigration organized by this Act for the different categories of immigrants 

s3 The result is that immigrant women are concentrated in the *'service. production and 
materials handling occupationsn where they are found in the "lower strata of the senrice 
industries" and the "lower echelons of the manufacturing industries" (Ng & Estable. 
1987: 30). 



provides the context within which the state identified the 'problems* facing the 

nation in the 1990s. How these 'problems' were constructed. as well as the 

'solutions' defined by the state. are the subject of the following three Chapters. 



PART 3: NATION BUILDING IN LATlE 20th CENTURP 



But. as 1 was saying 1 cannot mite  poems anyrnore because 1 
don't know what language. what words. what metaphors or myths 
1 could use to describe the world around me or express what 1 feel 
or think about it. And 1 am not sure that there should be any 
more of these metaphors around. or myths, or signs and syrnbols. 
or whatever they cal1 them. In fact never more than now have 1 
felt. things have been ever more of themselves. They are what 
they are. They are fùlly un-covered. Al1 the bricks, barbed wires. 
concrete. chrome. glass. gasses. bombs. helicopters. dogs and 
Wailstreet Journals are there for us to see. If we who are not 
white. and also women. have not yet seen that here we live in a 
prison. *at we are doing time. then we are fools. playing 
unenjoyable games with ourselves. 1 won't go so far. however. as 
to say that we deserve what we get. 

Himani Banne j i ,  Doing T m .  



CHAPTER SEVEN 

THE SOCIAL SECURI'ïY REVIEW 

Introduction 

In previous chapters. 1 exarnined the historical racialization of the 

Canadian 'nation' and citizenship as organized through various state practices. 

1 argued that the transformation of the 'laissez-faire' state into the 'welfare* 

state incorporated this racialization. as did the Immigration Act of 1976-77. 

Whereas the Act enabled the increased immigration of third world peoples into 

Canada. it's ideological practices constructed immigrant women as  an 

'econornic' buraen to the nation and structured the unequal access of these 

women, and their sponsors, to social entitlements. 1 defined the racialization 

organized by the state as a process which nationalizes Canadians and future 

citizens into the nation-state while bordering immigrant wornen as  outsiders to 

the nation. 

In Part Three. I examine the contemporary nation-buiiding practices of 

the state as organized in the Social Security Review and the Immigration Policy 

Review of 1994. The state organized these Reviews to restructure Social 

Security policy and Immigration policy for the 2 1 s '  century. As such. the 

consequences of these Reviews will be far-reaching. Immigration policy has 

historically been key to organizing membership in the nation and to regulating 

access to citizenship for ail non-Aboriginal peoples. Since the transition to the 

'welfare* state. access to social security entitlernents as part of the rights of 

citizenship have further signified membership in the nation. Therefore, the 

organization of both Reviews. and the policy changes the state implemented 

subsequently. will be of great significance for the reproduction of the nation 

and citizenship for the 21.1 century. In this Chapter. 1 examine the Social 

Security Review (SSR). and follow with examination of the Immigration Policy 

Review (IPR) in Chapter Eight. In  Chapter Nine. I examine the specific policy 

changes legitirnized by the Reviews . 
In 1994, the Canadian state organized country-wide public consultations 



on Social Security Review. The SSR identified three major program areas for 

review: Work. Learning and Security. Through the SSR texts. the state 

identified the major 'problems' to be 'solved' through subsequent policy 

changes. Once the Review was undenvay, the Finance Department defined the 

Economic Frarnework within which the restructuring of programs was to take 

place. Engaging in a textual analysis of the documents produced by the state 

for the SSR and the Economic Frarnework. 1 examine specifically the 

construction of the textual reality within which the subsequent restructuring 

was to take place. 84 The textual reality was produced through objectified 

forms of knowledge. and it came to embody the relations of ruling in defining 

the 'problems' with social security from the state's perspective of ruling. This 

textual reality was made to stand in as representing actuality, and it was 

imposed on reality in being made actionable through the subsequent policy 

changes. 

I argue that the SSR was organized as  a nation-building exercise which 

sought to legitimize the state's restructuring of social security programs by 

nationalizing 'citizens' into this project. The SSR sought to construct a 

partnership between the nation and 'its' state on the basis of a historically 

shared raci&ed/national identity. In reproducing the racialization of the 

'nation' and its 'citizens.' the state sought to construct ari ideological 'national* 

interest in the restnicturing which would ovemde the actual divisions of race. 

class and gender within the population. 

The objectified categories which the SSR texts take as their starting 

point take for granted the 'nation' of 'citizens' as  a homogenous group. erasing 

the actuaüty of the divisions of class. race and gender arnong the various 

populations in the country. The texts make no mention of the ongoing 

colonization of Aboriginal peoples. or of the racialized administering of their 

'social security' under the welfare-colonialism of the Indian Act, The textual 

reality under production begins with making invisible the actual relationship 

between the ongoing colonization of Aboriginal peoples and the social security 

84 The specific documents have been listed in Chapter One of this dissertation. 



of the 'nation.' Likewise. the textual reality makes no recognition of mig ran t  

women. placing them outside the 'national* interest. The reality that 

immigration policy regulates access to social entitlernents. as weli as to 

membership in the nation. becomes erased. The textual reality constructs both 

Aboriginal peoples and immigrants as being outside the nation. breaking the 

links which exist in actuaiïty between the Indian Act, imrnigration policy and 

social policy in the organization of the nation, its *citïzens,' and their 'social 

security.' 

The textual reality defines the major 'threats' to the social security and 

the prosperity of the nation and its 'citizens.' 1 demonstrate that the textual 

redity being produced by the state constructs the 'threats' to the nation by 

directing attention away from the state's neo-conservative economic poiicies 

which have eroded the social securiiy system. The textual reality instead 

identifies the major threats to the prosperity and social security of 'Canadians' 

as  corning fkom Other 'nations* and third world workers. The text defines 

globaiization as a recent phenomenon, and the "entry" of third world peoples 

into the global economy as a threat to Canada's füture prosperiS. As such, 

the textual reality makes invisible the actuality that the very coming into being 

of the Canadian nation was the result of the earlier phase of global integration 

through colonization. By erasing the reality of earlier periods of global 

integration, the  textual  reality both hides the actuality of the colonization of 

Abonginal peoples which underpins the nation, as weil as naturaiizes the 

existence of the nation. Further. the textual reality seeks to 'unite' the state 

and its 'citizens' by constructing both as equally under threat korn 'outsiders' 

and 'their' nations. 

In addition to these 'extemal' threats. the textuai reality constructs the 

deficit crises as a 'problem.' defining it as the outcome of the over-generosity of 

Canadians and 'their' state. The textual realiw dso  constructs social 

programs as having "failed" the nation by eroding the work incentive and by 

leaving 'Canadians' ill-equipped to acquire the skills necessary for the highly 

cornpetitive global economy. The textual redity constructs Canadians, 'their' 

industries and enterprises, and 'their' state as  victims of social programs which 

have saddled the nation-state with the debt crises. The textual practices of the 



state further equate the interests of 'Canadians-as-mernbers-of-the-nation' 

with those of 'national* industries and corporations. while presenting the state 

as the defender of this shared 'national' interest. 

The organization of ruling relations entered the organization of the 

textual reaiity as i t  defmed the 'problems* facing the nation from the 

perspective of the state. from the perspective of ruling. In equating the 

interests of i ndusw and enterprise with those of all Canadians, the textual 

reality produces the interests of the industry and the corporate sector as the 

nation's interest. 

Through the public consultations. the state invited Canadians. as 

members of the nation. to enter into this textual reality. In entering the textual 

reality. the consultations sought to make Canadians partners with the state in 

'solving* these problems. Through participation in the consultations. and 

e n t e ~ g  the textual reality. the state sought to integrate Canadians into the 

r e s t r u c t u ~ g  project by sharing a 'world-in-common' with the state. Therefore. 

the public consultations sought to both legitimize the state in the nation-state 

relation. and to enable the state to nationaiize 'citizens' into the process of 

restructuring social security. 

The textual reality placed Aboriginal peoples and immigrants outside the 

nation: these groups were not allowed entry into the textual reality from the 

perspective of their lived experience of the Indian Act and immigration policy. 

respectively, shapirig their 'social security.' They were given no authority to 

speak within the textual reality fkom their lived experiences, which were made 

imelevant to the social security of the 'nation' and its 'citizens.' The textual 

reaüty Literally placed Aboriginal peoples and people of colour off the 'national' 

agenda. in incorporating the underlying social relations into the textual 

reality. but simultaneously making them invisible. the textual reality made it 

impossible to challenge these social relations from within the shared 'world-in- 

cornmon' produced by the state for its 'nation.' In this way, the SSR worked 

towards the ongoing reproduction of these social relations for the 2 1st century. 



The Context of the Social Security Rariew 

We are in something comparable to the Industrial Revolution. We 
are in something that is going to change lives and the work we do. 
and no one has solutions. 

Sally Lerner. University of Waterloo 
environmentalist.85 

Some are l u c e .  some are uniucky. That's life. 

Prime Minister Chretian, in response to a 
question on his govemment's plans to end 
unemployment.86 

A number of theorists have argued that the third phase of the 

globalization of the economy since the 1970s represent continuities in the 

western domination of the global economy in the processes of capital 

accumulation (Bello, 1990. 1994; Mitter. 1986: Shiva. 1993, 1997: 

Sivanandan, 1982. 1990). These theonsts define colonialism as the fkst phase 

of the global integration of economies: the period between 1945 and 1970s as 

the second phase which integrated the newly independent ex-colonies into neo- 

colonial domination: and. the third phase which is currently increasing the 

global integration of economies by drawing into capitalist production those 

sectors of the economy which were previously unevenly integrated. The current 

neo-consenrative globalization is resulting in a re-colonization of third world 

countries by the imposition of Structural Adjustment Programs (SAPs) through 

the intemationd financial institutions of the International Monetary Fund 

85 The Globe and Mail carried a series on the impact of the globalization on work. This 
particular quote is from The Globe and Mail. 'World of Work Changing Orbit.' Dec. 28. 
1996. 

86 CBC Television Town Hall, Ottawa. December 1996. 



(IMF) and the World Bank C\.;VB).87 These SAPs and international trade 

agreements central to trade liberalization are destroying the gains that third 

world countries had made in achieving political independence from colonial 

rulers. SAPs are resulting in undennining these gains and further trapping 

these countnes into the debt cycle which increases the& control by 

international financial institutions .88 

Swasti Mitter (1986) has argued that the international division of 

labour was changing in the 1970s so that women of colour in the advanced 

capitalist countries and in the third world were being organized into a "flexible" 

global workforce as capital attempted to reduce the costs of production. The 

welfare state raised the general levels of wages as a result of the social 

entitlement which the welfare state provided to the working class. Capital 

sought to enlist third world women as 'cheap' labour to increase profits and to 

reverse the gains of the 'core' workforce of privileged, white male workers at the 

centre- This strategy of capital to integrate third world women who were 

previously margindized in the paid workforce into low wage work resulted in 

the shifting of production to the thîrd world. In the advanced capitalist 

countries. production increasingly shifled into the informal sector. drawing 

upon women of colour as  a casual and flexible workforce in home based 

production. The racism in advanced capitaiist countries, and in trade union 

87 Structural Adjustment Programs (SAPs) have been imposed on eighty-nine countries 
in Latin Arnerica, Africa and Asia. writes Bello (1994). The term refers to a package of 
'reforms' which are a condition for receiving aid packages from the IMF and WB. These 
reforrns are typically : a devaluation of the local currency. strict control over the supply 
of money and expansion of credit. reductions in government spending. trade 
Liberalization by rernoving trade and exchange controls. pnvatization of public sector 
enterprises. and indiscriminate export promotion (Bello, 1994: ECEJ. 1990). 

88 The definition of .gIobalizationv as a process of recolonization has been echoed by 
theorists in Africa. Asia. and Latin America. The Conference on the Impact of IMF and 
World Bank Policies on the People of Africa defines SAP as "a new imperialism for the 
recolonization of Afi-icaw: in Latin Arnenca, SAPs have been defined in the Declâracion de 
Campinas statement of the Latin American and Caribbean Trade Union Conference on 
extemal Debt as leading to "the loss of sovereignty (and) the recolonization of our 
countnesw: and the Philippine Freedom from Debt Coalition condemns SAPs for "the 
violation of sovereignty by the IMF and WB" (ECEJ. 1990). 



movements. made these women particularly attractive to capital as workers. 

As production shifted to parts of the third world and into the informal economy 

in advanced capitaiist countries. transnational corporations organized the 

'knowledge* intensive jobs at  the centre while shifting 'labour' intensive jobs to 

the peripheries. The result was a reduction in high paid. full tirne jobs at the 

centre, and an increase in part time and casud employment across the OECD 

countries, Capital's control over the production process was greatly 

stïengthened at the global level. and race and gender were key factors in 

organizing this flexible workforce at the global level. This relocation of jobs 

from advanced capitalist countries to export-oriented sectors of the third world 

opened employment opportunities for third world women. although. as Mitter 

delicately puts it. "they were not the best jobs*' (Mitter. 1996: 127). 

Mitter's main point is that the capitalist strategy in the era of the 

weLfare state was to 'contain' the power of white male workers by tuming to 

third world women as 'cheaper* workers. 'Immigrant' wornen in the advanced 

capitalist countries were particularly vulnerable, being drawn into this 'flexible' 

workforce: "Trapped between the racism of the host comrnunity and the sexism 

of their own. women of the ethnic minorities offer the advantage of Third World 

labour in the rniddle of the Firstu ( 1986: 123). 

In the case of Canada. the changes made to immigration policy by the 

introduction of the point system resulted in increasing immigration from the 

third world. organizing the provision of immigrant women's Iabour to the 

economy as 'cheaper* labour. These women's racialized status a s  immigrants 

made them particularly vulnerable to increased forms of exploitation which 

'citizens' could escape. Aboriginal women likewise could be drawn upon in the 

informal sector as they sought to preserve the& traditional lifestyles while also 

participating in the wage economy. The capitalist strategy of drawing upon 

colonized Aboriginal workers. as weli as 'cheapened' immigrant women workers 

requires much more research in order to fully examine how this strategy was 

organized in Canada in the 1970s and 1980s. However. the provision of 

immigrant women workers under the farnily category escalated in Canada in the 

1970s' in a rnanner simllar to that described by Mitter. 

It is in the context of these changing conditions within the global 



economy that the restructuring of social security was organîzed by the state in 

the 1990s. In the post-war period. the welfare state had become a key feature 

of Canadian Society (Brodie. 1995: Finkel. 1977: Panitch. 1977. Pulkingharn & 

TernowetsQ, 1996: Resnick. 19941. The introduction of the Canada Assistance 

Plan (CAP) in 1966 supported the expansion of the 'female' track of social 

programs through the expansion of social assistance prograrns. CAP was a 

cost-sharing program between the federal and provincial levels of governrnent 

for social assistance prograrns. Federal funding was made conditional upon 

federal standards for social assistance programs across the country. replacing 

the patchwork provision of social assistance by provincial governments. Social 

assistance progranis have been d e h e d  as representing the 'female' track of 

social programs, with women disproportionately accessing these programs as a 

consequence of ~e gendered division of labour in sociev. CAP funded 

programs for providing necessities such as "food, shelter, clothing. fuel, 

utilities. household supplies and personal requirements" (Day & Brodslq: 

1998: 15). The social assistance programs hinded by CAP extended the access 

of women who were citüzens to social entitlements (Scott. 1998; Day & BrodsQ. 

1998). Sponsored immigrant women. as 1 have discussed in Chapter Six. do 

not have de jure access to the CAP funded programs for the duration of their 

sponsorship, except at  the discretion of provincial governments. Therefore, 

while CAP expanded the social entitlemeats for most citizens, in the f 980s and 

1 9 9 0 ~ ~  successive governments irnplemented a series of measures which 

greatly undermined the fiscal basis of social programs. Econornic recessions 

increased pressures on social spending during this period. Chief among the 

measures implemented by the state were the erosion of federal funding for 

social prograrns and a dramatic reduction in corporate taxation levels which led 

to a major reduction in state revenues (Brodie, 1995: McQuaig, 1995: Ralph. 

1996: Scott, 1998; Sldlington. 1996). 

The consensus which had exîsted on the welfare state in advanced 

capitalist countries since the end of World War II broke d o m  in the 1990s as 

social policy became an area of major connict (Clarke, Cochrane & Srnart, 

1992; Brodie, 1995; Johnson. McBride & Smith, 1994; Ginsburg, 1992: 

Pulkingharn & Ternowetsw 1996; Battle & To rjrnan. 1996). The literature on 



this breakdown in consensus points to three main reasons: (i) the prolonged 

recessions and high unemployment levels of the 1970s undermined the 

Keynesian economic policies underpinning the w e k e  state: (ii) the recessions 

of the 1970s put increased pressures on social securie programs. pressures 

which the welfare state sought to deal with by reducing social spending. and: 

(iii) a concerted attack from the right which advocated a return to 'laissez-faire' 

free trade policies and a minirndist state. The nght in the advanced capitalist 

countries used techno1ogicaI innovations and increased international trade to 

argue for greater trade liberdization at international Level and a restructuring 

of the public sector at the 'national* level (Brodie. 1996, Cohen. 199 1. 1997: 

McBride & Shields, 1993). The Chief Executive Officers (CEOs) of the 150 top 

'Canadian' corporations came together in the Business Councii on National 

Issues (BCNI) to b ~ g  'bstructural adjustment to Canada" by fust getting the 

state to adopt fiscal policies which escalated the debt crises. and subsequently 

using this crises to cal1 for a dismantling of social prograrns (Ralph, 1996: 290). 

Whereas the state had greatly undermined the basis of the welfare 

state 'by  tea al th'^^ in the 1980s by reducing funding for social programs. it was 

in the 1990s that the state launched a fuil restructuring of the welfare state 

(Brodie. 1995: Pulkingham & Ternowetslcy. 1996; Battle & To jman. 1996). The 

election of the liberal government in 1993 became a "watershed" which ended 

the post-war consensus shared by the major poiitical parties who had al1 

supported the necessity for the welfare state. "arguing only about how much 

welfare or how much government intervention in the economy was appropriate" 

(Brodie. 1995: 12). The Social Secun@ Review was launched in 1994 in the 

process of restructuring the welfare state. 

Organizing the Social Security Review 

The Social Security Review was organized through a number of texts 

produced by the state. chief among which was the document Agenda Jobs and 

Growth. Improuing Socinl Secunty in Canada also known as  the Green Paper. 

89 Ken Battie of the Caledon Institute is credited with coining this term. 
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Although the Green Paper was tabled in Parliament on October 5, 1994. the 

state had announced its intention to initiate a thorough restructurïng of Social 

Security in the Speech from the Throne ofJanuary 18. 1994 (Jennissen. 1996: 

Pulkingham & Ternowetsw. 1996). With the launching of the SSR the 

Parliamentary Standing Cornmittee on Human Resources Development Canada 

(HRDC) was mandated to organize public consultations to enable 'Canadians' 

to participate in defming specific policy recomrnendations. A Ministerial Task 

Force was also appointed to work with the Minister of HRDC (Jennissen, 1996: 

Puikïngham & Temowetsky. 1996: Battle & To jman. 1996).90 

After the tabling of the Green Paper. the Finance Minister presented 

the Econornic Framework to the Parliamentary Standing Cornmittee on Finance 

on October. 1994. In this presentation, the Minister outlined the econornic 

frarnework within which the restructwing was to be conducted. The texts. A 

New FrameworkJor Economic Policy and Creating a Healüty Fiscal Clü-nale. 

outlined this framework. Following the Finance Minister's presentation of 

these texts. the Pariiamentq Standing Cornmittee on Finance orga&ed pre- 

budget consultations across the country. Between October 1994 and January 

1995. the state released eight supplementary papers to provide more 

information to 'Canadians' on the specific issues to be covered by the S S R . ~ ~  in 

addition. the state urged 'Canadians' to contact Members of Pariiarnent with 

contributions and to participate in the public consultations and semulars. 

'Canadians' were d s o  urged to retum workbooks distributed by HRDC to 

individuals for their input. 

90 Therese Jennissen (1996) has extensively documented al1 stages of the Social 
Security Review. 

l These Supplementary Papers were: Persons With Disabilities: A Supplernentanj Paper 
(Oct .94) ; From Unemployrnent Insurance to Employment Inswance: A Supplementcuy 
Paper (Oct.94): lncome Securityfor Children: A Supplementary Paper (Oct.94): Child Care 
and Development: A Supplementary Paper (Oct. 94) : ReJonning the Canada Assistance 
Plan: A Supplemenlcuy Paper (Dec.94): Ernployrnent-Development Services: A 
Supplementary Paper (Dec.94): The Context of R e f o m  A Supplementwy Paper (Dec.94): 
and Federai Support to Post-Secondary Education: A Supplernentary Paper (Jan.95). See 
Jennissen. ( 1996). 



A number of non-govemmental organizations and associations also 

organized consultations with their constituencies. The National Action 

Committee on the Status of Women organized a Consultation of Women's 

organizations in Ottawa. meeting with the Members of the Par l iamentq  

Standing Committee on HRDC and the Ministers of HRDC and Finance to 

present their recommendations. Over eighty women's organizations sent 

representatives to this Conference. Likewise. the Seventh Conference on 

Social Welfare Policy representing "academe. the public sector. First Nations, 

social workers. comrnunîty groups and the voluntary sector" was organized as 

an "alternative venue to the "official" consultation process" (Pulkingham & 

Ternowetsly. 1996: 14). This Conference solicited proposais for policy reforrn 

options kom participants to address elristing inequalities in social programs. 

The organizers sought to feed these proposais into the Review p r ~ c e s s . ~ ~  

The main avenues for the stale's consultations with 'Canadians* were 

to be the Pariiamentary Standing Committees. which were to surnrnme and 

synthesize contributions into specifk policy recommendations. This work of 

the Committees would be followed by *'further public debate and negotiations 

with the provir.xesW and lead to the tabling of legislation for policy reforrns 

(HRDC, GP. 1994: 82). The Social Security Review "constituted one of the most 

thorough and comprehensive Parliamentary reviews ever undertaken on 

Canadian social programçW* (Pulkingharn & TemowetsQ, 1996: 13). These 

public consultations resulted in soliciting approlcimately 1400 subrnissions 

korn organizations and individuals: in 200 Members of Parliament organizing 

town hall meetings with their constituencies; and, in the return of 25,GOO 

workbooks which had been distributed (Pulkingham & TernowetsQ, 1996: 3- 

4) - 
The SSR was organized into three major poücy areas: Working. 

Learning and Securiiy. The fist. Workiilg. referred to programs such as 

Unemployrnent Insurance. job training programs. employment senrices and 

92 The presentations and proposal made during the Seventh Conference on Social 
Welfare Policy are pubiished in Pulkingham & Ternowetsky (1996). 



childcare. The second. Learning. referred to education piograms such as the 

Canada Student bans and transfers to provinces for education. And the third. 

Security, referred specificdy to social assistance programs. The principles 

underlying the SSR as stated by the texts were: c reamg opportuniv in a 

rapidly changing global economy: investing in people: building mutuai 

responsibility: preventing future problems: puttîng people f ~ s t :  greater 

faimess: and affordability (HRDC. 1994a). 

My examination of the Social Security Review will focus s p e ~ ~ c a l l y  

on the conceptual framework which organizes the textual reality being 

produced. This conceptual frarnework sets the grounds for the construction of 

the world-in-comrnon ïnto which the state sought to incorporate Cmadians. 

The construction of this world-in-cornmon was Erom the state's perspective of 

ruling, and as  such. it embedded the relations of niling which would define the 

'problems' to which the consultations were to help find solutions. In 

examining the texts. I focus on the taken-for-granted assumptions upon which 

the texts constnict the 'nation' and the relations of 'citizens' to the state. 1 

examine how the texts constructed the major 'problems' r e q u i ~ g  the 

restructuring of social security, and the 'solutions' proposed by the state to 

these 'problems.' I n  my examination. I pay specific attention to the third policy 

area. Social Security. as this area is related most directiy to my present study 

of citizenship and nation-building. Social security programs define the most 

basic entitlements to the welfare state and s i g n e  belonging to the social 

collective. These prograrns also represent the 'fernale' track of the welfare 

state's social programs and access to social assistance has been specificdy 

denied to sponsored immigrant women by immigration policy. My focus on this 

particular area is to analyse the impact of the restructuring on the unequd 

access of sponsored immigrant women to social assistance entitlements. 1 

approach the text's construction of the discussion on social security from the 

perspective of immQrant women and explore how the intersection of social 

policy with immigration policy which exists in reality is presented in the textual 

reaiity produced by the state. A number of theonsts have m e n  extensively 

about the SSR (Pulkingham & Ternowetsb-. 1996). addressing its impact on 

class and gender relations (Battle & To jman. 1996: Geller & Joel. 1996: 



dermissen. 1996: Pulkingharn & Temowetsky. 1996: Shillington. 1996: Vosko. 

1996; Day & Brodsky. 1998: Scott. 1998). My contribution to this growing 

body of literature is to make race a central category of andysis. I n  

incorporating analysis of the processes of racialization into my analysis. I 

demonstrate that the SSR texts of HRDC and the Econornic Frarnework te-xts of 

the Finance Department reveai a unified racialized approach in the state's 

construction of the major 'problems' with sociai security. as  weIl as in their 

construction of the relationship between the state. the nation and 'citizens.' 

Reproducing the Nation 

The textual reality produced in the SSR begins by defining social security as  a 

distinctive 'national' value shared by the state and every 'Canadian': 

Canada's social security system is a halimark of Our nation. 
Through it. we have defined ourselves as a country that aspires to 
give our children the best possible start in Me, to enable aU 
Canadians to meet their basic needs, and their families to five in 
dignity. It is a systern dedicated to supporting the most 
vulnerable in our socieîy. while creating opportunity for all 
Canadians to improve theEr iives. Social security embodies the 
values of justice. tolerance and compassion that mark Our 
country. (HRDC, GP. 1994: 7) 

The texts place this 'national* value at the very core of the identity of the state 

and of the 'Canadians-as-members-of-the-nation' who have built the welfare 

state jointly: 

Undeniably. the "social safety net" we built over the past several 
decades helped make Canada one of the world's most successful 
countries. rich in prosperiq and opportunity. Programs such as  
unemployment insurance. social assistance and social s e ~ c e s .  
child benefits. universal pensions and a national network of 
widely accessible colleges and universities have made our nation 
a beacon of civilized values. Those values of compassion. 
ensuring the basic necessities of food and shelter for all, and 
sharing opportunity are at  the heart of the social security system 
we've inherited. As we undertake the job of redesigning and 
modemizing it. we must preserve those values. (HRDC. GP. 1994: 
9) 

The state sets out to appeal to 'Canadians' as 'citizens' with social entitlements 

based on their shared national values, on their shared national inheritance. 



In definiilg these values -civilized." the text operates at  a raciahed level. II  

does so by appealing to a shared 'national' past which 'we* have built. This 

shared past is a past of colonial/racial domination. In defining the nation as 

"civilized." the text defines as 'uncivilized' those societies which do not have a 

'weIfare state' form. the majority of which are third world and Aboriginal 

societies. The text here draws upon older colonial constructs of third world 

and Aboriginal peoples as 'uncivilized. ' 

In constructîng the social safety net as having been "built" by "us." 

the text erases the colonization of Aboriginal peoples upon which the prosperity 

of 'Canadians' has been made possible. The role of the Indian Act in 

organizing the social security' of Aboriginal peoples through welfare- 

colonialïsm is made invisibfe. The reality that the 'social security' of the 

'nation' is based upon the continuing colonization of Abonginal peoples and a 

denia l  of their sovereignty is erased in the textual reality. 

Likewise, the textual re- erases the global integration of the 

'national' economy which has been the precondition for the very coming into 

being of the Canadian nation. and the  very basis for the 'national' economy. 

The claim that 'we,' as 'rnembers-of-the-nation' have built the welfare system 

denies the reality of the contributions of those who are ideologically 

constructed as outsiders to the nation. i.e. ùnmigranfs. to the welfare state. 

The cMrn that 'we* have built 'ouf national welfàre state denies the reality of 

the globally integrated economy under western hegemony, and naturalizes the 

notion that 'our* nation and its resources are a closed system. 

Whïle building the 'unity' of 'Canadians* and 'our* state, the textual 

reality places immigrants outside the nation in two ways: firstly, the use of the 

t e m  "civiked" cames a historical rneaning which racializes these 'immigrants' 

as  not 'civilized' like 'us,' and; secondly, in referring to the prograrns which 'we' 

have built and are accessible to 'us.' the texts make no attempt to account for 

the unequal access of sponsored immigrant women to prograrns like social 

assistance. social housing and old age security. 

The textual reality defines 'Canadians' as  having collectively built this 

weifare system which equally benefits ail of 'us' in 'ouf society. In this way, the 

texts begin at  a point which seeks to 'nationalize* 'Canadians' into the corning 



restructuring of the w e k e  state by constructing this welfare state as the 

'inheritance' of a 'national' shared past which needs restructuring for a shared. 

'national' future. The text goes on to further integrate 'Canadians' into the 

'national' project of restructuring by pointing to not only the national shared 

values, but also to the collective 'benefits' which al1 'Canadians* share from 'ouf 

national inheritance: 

Canada's social securiw programs are envied throughout the 
world. They have helped make life better for generations of 
Canadians. (HRDC. 1994a: 5) 

Our social programs have dways been based on compassion. and 
carïng for those in need. (HRDC. 1994a: 5) 

In the text's construction of social security as  a national benefit which provides 

"care" for "those in need." the reality that immigration policy regulates the 

access of 'future citizens' and 'immigrants' to the social security by 

distinguishing their conditions of entry is made invisible. The actuality that 

the access of all C ~ a d i a n s  to social security programs has historicaUy been 

organized through the nation-building immigration policies is erased. The 

textual realiq breaks the link between immigration policy and social policy. 

and the role of immigration policy in placing 'immigrants' outside the nation is 

made invisible. The text also makes invisible the reality that the racidization 

of Canadiuns and immigrants has profound consequences for their 'social 

security.' 

The texts constnict an insider status for Canadians-as-rnembers-of- 

the-nation by d e m g  of 'ouf social securiiy programs as central to how 'we' 

def ie  'ourselves' as  a 'nation.' The texts' treatment of social security 

programs as fulfilling 'our' basic needs defines those who do not have access to 

social securiiy as  not part of 'us.' 'We* dl share these programs. the texts' 

state, and therefore. they constmct those who do not share 'ouf national 

institutions as not belonging to 'our* nation. They' are not the nation's 

concern. becomes the message of the texts which are d e m g  the concems of 

the nation. Their' lived expenences are not 'ours'. and the texts' unspoken 

message becornes that the social security of Abonginal peoples and immigrants 



does not concern 'us.' Their' expenences are not linked to 'ouf social security. 

and therefore. 'they' belong to 'other' policy areas. 

Whereas Canadians are divided by the relations of race. cIass and 

gender. arnong others. in actuality. the textual reality being produced seeks to 

override these divisions through the ideological construction of the nation as a 

homogenous entity within which Canadians are appealed to on a racialized 

basis as having the same interest and an equal stake in the Review. 

A number of theorists have argued that the SSR did not incorporate a 

gender sensitive anaIysis, it did not pay attention to gender inequalities EDay & 

Brodsw. 2998; Geller Br Joel, 1996: Jennissen. 1996: Pulkingham & 

Ternowetsky. 1996; Scott. 1998: vosko. 1996). 

Data that point to the relative status of Canadian women in the 
workplace. the home. the farnily and the cornmunity are readily 
available and clearly indicate that. in generd. the majority of 
women occupy a status subordinate to men. Moreover, there are 
data available that speak to the differential impact that various 
social policies have on women (including the impact on specific 
categones of women] in relation to men. The designers of the 
framework for the social security review, however, did not take 
this into account arid instead focused on non-gendered categories 
such as  "the family." "the household." and "the labour force" - 
terrns which effectively obfuscate the unequai status of women 
relative to men in Canadian society. (Jennissen. 1996: 239) 

Vosko draws attention to the gender specific consequences of social programs 

like unemployment insurance. She argues the changes proposed in the SSR 

would strengthen the creation of a two-tiered system which would privilege the 

access of "regular" full time workers while compounding the inequalities of 

"irregular" women workers who are disproportionately employed in "non- 

standard" work (1996). Geller & Joel argued that the restructuring of the 

welfare state represented a "war on equality" and was forcing women 'to see 

ourselves, not as citizens, but as economic man" (1996: 303). 

1 believe it is safe to argue that the state is not unaware of the 

gender-specific consequences of its r e s t r u c t u ~ g  of social security programs. 

However, the state sought to transcend these gendered inequalities by 

appealing to a national/racial u m  which is expressed in the discourse of the 

nation's 'unified' interest. It is from this racialized perspective that the textuai 



reality repeatedly defines al1 'Canadians-as-rnembers-of-the-nation.' It is from 

this perspective that the texts defined al1 Canadians as  having made equal 

contributions to building the social secunty system. and as having an equai 

stake in its restructuring. The texts' erasure of the 'intemal' divisions takes 

place within the context of its construction of a unified national interest. 

Having defined the SSR as  a national interest. the texts begin the 

process of nationalizing 'Canadians' into the restnicturing by specifying who 

the state is comniitted to including in the Review, who it is the state wants to 

consult with. The inclusion of 'Canadians' a s  'members-of-the-nation' is very 

clearly specified in the following way: 

First, we must hold a vigorous debate around the nation. (HRDC, 
GP. 1994: I l )  

The Minister very clearly states: 

My cornmitment is to listen to and work with aU Canadians, 
different govemments. groups and organizations so that we can 
develop in partnership a social framework that rnakes sense, is 
effective and is founded on the basic Canadian values of 
compassion and justice. (HRDC. GP, 1994: 5) 

By repeatedly identifiing the 'Canadians' the state wants to 'listen' to as those 

who belong to nation, the texts reconstmct racialized definitions of the 

'Canadians' who belong to the bicultural and biiingual nation. As many anti- 

racist theorists have demonstrated. and as 1 have discussed in previoiis 

chapters. references to the nation operate as a racial code which refers to 

'white' members of the nation (Gilroy. 199 1; Solomos & Back. 1996; Baiibar. 

1991). It is to these 'Canadians-as rnembers-of-the-nation ' that the state 

considers itself to be accountable: 

While govemments c m  and m u t  provide leadership. they must 
answer to the people. Al1 Canadians must share in Gnding the 
solutions we need to the problems of working, 1ea.r-g and 
security in the 1990s and beyond. This is an essential task to 
complete. ifwe are to preserve a social security system worthy of 

times. (HRDC, GP, 1994: 1 f )  Canadians and equal to the 

l The textual reality 

'nation,' giving the 

constructs here 

state Iegitimacy 

a partnership between the state and its 

as representing the 'nation' and as 



accountable to 'Canadians-as-members-of-the-nation.' The textual reality 

establishes the relationship between the state and its nation as a cooperative 

one. Having constructed the nation a s  a homogenous cornmunity. the texts 

underscore that the state is equally concerned tvith. and accountable to. every 

member of this cornmunity. The state is concerned to hear from. and be 

accountable to. every Canadian becomes the message. The textual reality in 

this way produces a partnership between the state and Canadians. erasing the 

actuality that it is the state which has 'produced' and governed over the nation 

both materially and ideologically through a myriad of state policies. I t  erases 

the reality of the severe compromises the state has made to the 'prosperity' of 

'Canadians' in its neo-conservative policies. Lnstead, the restructuring of social 

securïty is made into a joint project of the state and Canadians. The state will 

oniy act o n  the wishes of Canadians. to whom it is accountable to, is the 

position developed in the textual realiw. This joint project of the state and its 

'citizens* is developed further by the texts: 

Overall. Our social security system has been a swccess of pride in 
being Canadian. Together. Canadians have built and sustained a 
system that is envied in much of the world. It has  helped make 
Me better for generations of our citizens. Now it is Our task to 
make sure that it continues to help Our children as they grow. to 
protect those in need. and to offer hope and opportunity for the 
future. (HRDC, GP. 1994: 7) 

The social s e c u n s  system is presented a s  a cooperative. joint nation-state 

project. it is presented a s  a cornmitment made by 'us' to ensure 'we' protect 

each other. The textuai reality constructs this partnership as having been a 

very important one in the past which has made 'us' the "envy of the world," and 

as an important one for +Ae future in which 'we* wilI continue to look out for 

each other. The textual realiw being produced gives every Canadian a stake UI 

the restructuring, a stake which 'ouf state shares with 'us,' and which 'we' 

share with 'our' children. 

Having constructed a 'national' Une of descent between previous and 

hture generations of the nation. the texts go on to stress the state's 

conzniitment to protecting the most vulnerable rnembers of this nation: 



Our social security system must protect those most in need - 
people who can't work. low-income famüies struggiing to get by. 
people who face barriers due to disability or chronic illness. 
especially chïldren. (HRDC. 1994a: 20) 

While the textual reality urges a colIective responsibility for the most 

vulnerable 'Canadians.' it assumes no such collective responsibility for 

'immigrants.' As 1 will demonstrate in the following Chapter, tmmigrants who 

are unabIe to provide for themselves. who are in need and whose health needs 

require medical resources are constructed in the Immigration Policy Review 

oniy as a drain on the social security system and should be kept out of the 

country. 

The texts reiterate the national values of "compassion" and ''justice" 

even though neither the "compassion" nor the Justice" of the social security 

system extends to ending the colonization of Aboriginal peoples, or to ending 

the equal access of Unmigrnt women to this social security system. Where the 

social security system is defined as "dedicated to supporting the most 

vulnerable in society" (HRDC, GP. 1994:7). the reality is that immigration 

policy increases the "vulnerability'' of immigrant women by organizing unequal 

conditions for their immigration. and social policy upholds and perpetuates 

this "vuinerability." The textual reality therefore gives no authority to speak to 

m i g r a n t  women who expenence this intersection of immigration and social 

policy in their lived experiences. 

Both the SSR and the Economic Frarnework texts bring into currency 

the same racialized constmct of the nation and of Canadians, and both likewise 

share the deGnition of the restructuring as a 'national' project. Echoing the 

SSR texts. the Economic Framework texts stress the partnership between the 

nation and its state: "a national dialogue lies ahead," the Economic Framework 

texts stress, reiterating the state's comrnitment to working with 'Canadians' by 

having "made a cornmitment to Canadians to pennanently open up the budget 

process" (Finance, 1994c: 1). As the Economic Frarnework texts put it: 

There are m e s  in the Me of nations when extraordinary 
opportunittes and challenges demand extraordinary responses. 
We are living in such a tirne. (Finance. 1994c: 5) 



The restructuring presents "extraorduiq opportunities." which can be realized 

through the nation-state partnership, the text promises. The public 

consultations represent the state's comrnitment. it is now up to 'Canadians' to 

engage in the process and live up to their side of the bargain. In this way. both 

sets of texts construct a tex tua l  reality which begins at  the point of ( re )defmg 

the nation and proceed to integrate/nationalïze 'Canadians-as-rnembers-of- 

the-nation* in the state's project of restructuring the welfare state. 

The textual reaiity produced by the SSR texts and the Econornic 

Framework texts defuie the specific challenges and 'problems' facing the nation 

as those f?om Other nations and third world workers, from the deficit crises 

and the 'faiiures' of social prograrns. These 'problems' are presented as 

responsïble for making the restructuring of social security programs necessary. 

'Foreign' Threats to the Nation 

The textuai reaüty being produced constnicts a sigrii8cant 'threat' to 

the prosperity of Canadians coming from other 'nations' withul the global 

system. These other nations are presented as vying for Canada's "place*' in the 

global economy: 

Our place in the world economy is being challenged. Around the 
globe. other nations are charging forward. helping weil-educated . 
highly-skilled workers use new technologies. Rapid change 
means every Canadian must keep updating existing skills and 
acquiring new ones. (HRDC, 1994a: 17) 

The 'problem' constmcted is that other nations are making 'theîr' workers more 

educated and technologically advanced than 'Canadians.' Whereas this 

identification of other nations as threatening the Canadian nation appears to 

refer to every other nation in the world economy. the texts identify more 

specifically which 'nations' present the greatest threats to the prosperity of 

'Canadians.' and to impress further upon 'Canadians' just how serious this 

'threat' is, the Economic Framework texts state: 

. . ..literaüy buions of people in what we once called The Third 
World' are now joining the global economy, aimost always on free 
market principles. (Finance, 1994c: 2) 



Markets never sleep. There are no islands anymore. And like it 
or not. there is no place to hide: and information technology is 
'unstoppable.' (Finance, 1994c:2/3) 

The text specifically links other 'nations* who pose the most serious threat to 

the prosperiw of 'Canadians' with 'billions- of Third World" people. The 

significance of the above statement lies in not only pointing to the 'nations* of 

these 'billions' of 'Third World* peoples as threatening the social securiq of 

'Canadians' who have "no place to hide." but also in its treatment of these 

Third World" peoples as oniy recently "joinuig the global economy." 'Other 

nations' of Third World" people who are 'newcomers' to the global economy 

want 'oui position. is the specific -problernW constructed here. Simultaneously. 

the textual reality naturalizes the national economy and the prosperity of 

'Canadians' as being the result only of the 'intemal' resources of the 'nation.' 

If these Third World nation are only now "joining" the global econorny. how can 

'we' have benefited from 'them'? The benefits derived by Canada's integration 

into the global economy in a position of privilege stemming from the period of 

British imperial supremacy becomes hidden. 1 have already critiqued this 

construction of the national economy as a closed entity in previous chapters. 

here I point out that the Social Security Review reproduces for the 215i century 

this ideological construction of the national economy as separate and apart 

kom the global econorny. 

The textual reality identifies every Canadian as facing the threats 

from Other nations which are equipping their workers with education and 

technological skills. Canadians are reassured by the text's construction of the 

state as the defender of evev Canadian's interest in restructuring the social 

security system to serve them better. In  the references to Third World workers 

being educated by their nations. the textual reality speaks specifically to 

Canadiun workers. presenting the state as  the champion of Canadian workers 

whom it will help educate and re-skill. The nation must pull together with the 

state. the text urges. in order to successfully fight together these threats from 

outside. 

In  the statement "there is no place to hide." the texts sounds a 

warning to Canadians: if Canadiuns do not recommit themselves to their 



membership in the nation. if they do not accept the prescriptions of the state. 

and its protection. Canadians stand alone in the face of literally "billions" of 

third world peoples. The textual reality completely reverses the reality that it is 

the majority of third world and Aboriginal peoples who have underwritten the 

'prosperity' of the advanced capitalist counûies within the global system. and 

who face increased threats frorn the trade liberalization and free trade policies 

aggressively pursued by the Canadian state at  the international level. The 

te,utual reality reverses the actuality that as a member of the G7 countries. and 

of the OECD. it is the Canadian state which is able to affect the weLfare of third 

world peoples. Instead. the textual reality constmcts "billions" of third world 

peoples as having the power to impoverish Canadiuns and to harrn their social 

security. The textual reality also makes the reproduction of the international 

relations of western hegemony a necessary condition for the prosperiiy of 

Canadians in the future. The 'national' interest is constructed as  lying in the 

reproduction of the historical divide between advanced capitalist countries and 

the third world. 

I n  deaiing w-ith this threat korn Other nations. the texts urge 

Canadians to learn to deal with 'them' in a more effective manner: 

Thus, as  a new century beckons. we again must push our nation's 
learning yardsticks fùrther out - much further. In the balance is 
our ability to preserve our position as one of the world's most 
prosperous societies. If our standard of living is to be secure. one 
of our urgent tasks must be to strengthen our learning and 
training system. As a trading nation. for example. Canadians will 
need to sharpen their language skills and knowledge of other 
cultures, in order to reach out successfully to our trading 
partners. Our  collective mission must be to recapture the post- 
war expectation of expanding prosperity and opportunity for ail. 
with each generation better off than the last. An indispensable 
ingredient is better learning. (HRDC. GP. 1994: 58)  

The textual reality reinforces the common interests of Canadians as a "trading 

nation" and identifies a number of steps through which these interests can be 

furthered. chief arnong which are "sharpeningw our "language skills and 

knowledge of other cultures." The textual reality operates by placing those 

Canadian citizens who speak other languages and who have the lived 

experiences of other cultures outside the nation. Although these citizens. 



ideologically constructed as immigrants. would have "sharp" language skills and 

cultural Zniowledge which are defined as necessary for Canadian prosperity. the 

textual reaiity erases their "sharp" skills by making invisible 'their' presence 

among 'us.' 'We' must leam more about 'them' is the message to Canadians. 

While the text urges Canadians 'we' must "sharpen" our knowledge of the 

languages and cultures of Other 'nations.' it makes no attempt to recognize the 

many UNnigrants who have these skills as a 'national' asset. As 1 will discuss 

in the following Chapter on the concurrent Immigration Policy Review. the state 

recommends that immigrants who have these skills, but do not speak the 

national languages. Le.. English and French. should be kept out of Canada. 

The textuai reaiity defines Ianguage and cross-cultural skills as  a valuable 

asset for Canadians to possess. so long as these Other languages and cultural 

sldls remain outside the nation. so long as they remain foreign. and do not 

become part of what the text constructs as 'us.' 

I n  d e b g  the 'threat' to the prosperity of Canadians fi-om third 

world workers and 'their' nations. the texts propose as a solution to protecting 

the interests of Canadians a strengthening of the relationship between the 

state, the nation and the corporate sector: 

in the past 15 years. mounting worldwide competition and 
technoIogica.1 change have hurt the big rnanufacturing plants and 
resources-based industries that for decades paid the high-wages 
that allowed many Canadians to enjoy prospenty. (HRDC, GP, 
1994: 9) 

Manufacturing and resowce industries maintained the "prosperiy of 

Canadians, but can no longer do so because of "worldwide competitions and 

technological change." the text points out. The textual reality names worldwide 

competition kom Other nations as undennining industry's cornmitment to the 

prosperity of Canadians. This directs attention away from state practices 

which have de-regulated and liberalized investrnent and trade policy. The 

textual reality also directs attention away from corporate practices of 

downsizing and shedding jobs even while making huge profits in a 'jobless 

recovery.' Instead, the textual reality constructs industries as  d s o  the 

'vicüms' of the competition kom Other nations and technological changes. It 



presents these enterprises as having no responsibility in contributing to the 

erosion of the prosperity of Canadians. The textual reality equates the 

interests of Canadian industries and workers as being identical. and both as  

being equally under threat from Other nations. 

Increasingly Our cornpetitors are not the enterprises and workers 
down the street or in the next province. or even across the border. 
but those across the ocean. in the Pacific Rirn or Europe. (HRDC. 
GP. 1994: 10) 

The text defines 'us' as  the state. rnanufactunng and resource industries. and 

workers. It defines 'ouf competitors as being all over the globe, threatening 

'our* interests. The actuality that state practices are making easier the flow of 

capital and commodities across borders, in the Pacifk Rim and Europe. is 

erased. Lnstead. the texts constnict the state as the protector of 'ouf national 

interests agaùlst these global competitors. and the solution requires a pulling 

together of nation and state as  'we' did in a n  earlier period: 

This generation must use its ingenuity to rebuild Our social 
programs for a new era. just as an earlier generation after the 
Second World War forged solutions to meet the social needs of the 
post-war world. (HRDC, GP, 1994: 9) 

The text goes on: 

Notwithstandîng the fluctuations of the business cycle. in the long 
haul unskiued and labour-intensive manufacturing is declining 
here as Third World producers expand.(HRDC. GP. 1994: 15) 

Third world 'producers* are defined as 'expanding,' and not the multinational 

corporations. not the Canadiun corporations. which the Canadian state is in 

actualiw helping to expand abroad through trade liberalization policies. 

Multinational corporations are increasing their activities in the third world, and 

in the process. exploiting third world workers of whom women are a growing 

number and are arnongst the most exploited sectors of the global worldorce 

(Mitter. 1986). The texts reverse the realily that these third world 'producers' 

are exploited by multinationals based maidy in the G7 countries. of which 

Canada is a member. 



The changes sweeping through society are being driven by a 
fiindamental re-shaping of the economy in Canada and around 
the world. At the root of this reshaping, technological innovation 
is transforming the way we work and do business. (HRDC. GP. 
1994: 15) 

The text here defines the reshaping of the economy as affecting ail Canadians 

in how 'we' work and how 'we' do business. The actuality of class divisions 

between those who 'work' and those who 'do business' is erased by the texts. 

which imposes instead a textual reality that al1 'Canadians' collectively "work" 

and "do business." 

In  defining the "work sind "business" of the nation as that of 

rnanufac tu~g  and resource industries. the texts make invisible the unpaid 

labour of women, which is not included in 'our' 'work' or 'business.' The te4xts 

take for granted the gendered division of labour within sociev. and in this. 

integrate this gendered division of labour into the restructuring of social 

security. 

The Deficit Crisis 

The texts constrzici. the deficit cnsis as another sigmcant 'problem' 

threatening the prosperity of the nation. a problem which requires nothing less 

than the restructuring of the entire social security system as 'solution': 

As a nation we have overspent in recent decades. building up 
debt. (HRDC, 1994a: 6) 

The textual reality constructs the deficit crises as a collective. 'national' 

problem. arguing that 'we' have d l  overspent. and 'we' are ail therefore equally 

responsible. The texts direct attention away from the practices of the state 

which have resulted in the 'crisis' and hide the reaiity that the debt crisis has 

brought benefits to certain sectors of Canadian society in the form of a reduced 

tax burden for corporations and high interest payrnents on the debt to 

bondholders (Skillington, 1996; Ralph. 1996). Instead, the texts constmct the 

deficit crises as a collective problem of the nation. which all Canadians are 

equally responsible for creating. 'We' have "overspent" and 'we' have created 

the debt becomes the starting point for the discussion of how to 'solve' this 



problem. Having established this collective 'national' responsibiiity. the texts 

inforrn Canadians that the restructuring of the social securiv system has to 

result in the reduced social spending which the deficit crisis makes necessq :  

Reform of social securiw cannot be contemplated in isolation kom 
the fiscal reaiities facing governments in Canada. Until the fiscal 
situation of governments improves. there d l  be no new money for 
new programs. încluding social prograrns. And existing 
expenditures must be brought under control and in some cases 
reduced. (HRDC. GE? 1994: 23) 

One of the biggest challenges we face today is the ai3ordability of 
Our programs. (HRDC. GP. 1994: 8) 

Our challenge therefore is to bring Our social programs into line 
with current realities, includirrg fiscal realities. (HRDC. GP, 1994: 
23) 

The 'need' for the nation to reduce social spending is reiterated throughout the 

texts, and is presented as a given. On this point, the texts aIlow no room for 

discussion. Cutting costs is the bottom line. and policy changes are to be 

made in this context. 

The Econornic Framework texts go much further than the SSR texts in 

attributing responsibility to every Canadian for the defrcit crises. These texts 

underscore the point several times: T h e  debt is money we owe*' and 'That is a 

burden we al1 bear" (Finance, 1994d: 4). "We have created the deficit and debt 

problem ourselves. The wound is self-inflicted. I t  must be healedW(Finance, 

1994c: 9): The  debt is much more than an issue for bankers on Bay Street" 

(Finance. 1994c: 9). These texts calculate precisely how much responsibility 

each 'Canadian' has for the debt: 

For three entire decades, after the Second World War, all we knew 
was high growth. high productivity. high incorne growth, and Iow 
unemployment. We had it easy for too long and we rnissed the 
signals that times were changing.. . . 

.....An d as we were missing those signals. what did we do? We 
borrowed to paper over the problem - borrowing first from 
ourselves. then from foreigners - and aiways fkom the fùture. I t  is 
compelling to note that the last overall public sector surplus 



recorded in Canada was two decades ago. From 198 L until this 
year - a mere thirteen years - federd and provincial government 
debt increased six-foLd to almost $700 billion - now more that 
$24.000 for each and every Canadian. For two decades now. we 
have spent more than we saved. (Finance. 1994c: 3) 

The textual reality holds every Canadiun as being implicated in, and equally 

responsible for. the deficit crisis. E v e l  Canadian has benefited and 'we' are al1 

responsible. every one of 'us.' to the tune of $24.000 each. The texts present 

this arnount as fact. Further. the collective extravagance of Canadians is 

deîked as  now hindering the state's ability to ensure the future welfare of the 

Canadians who have "overspent": 

It is an  issue for unemployed Canadians when high interest rates 
keep the investment away that would mean new jobs. I t  is an 
issue for every Canadian when deficits and the debt prevent 
govemment kom doing so many of the productive things a 
modem. caring and cornpetitive Society needs. And it is an issue 
when in building up a debt we are bankmpting Our 
children. (Finance, 1994c: 9) 

The nation is now payLng the price for its past extravagance with higher 

unernployment and slow economic growth. the textual reality argues. Cutting 

social spending will benefit ail 'Canadians' by creating more jobs and greater 

econornic growth. the texts promise. The nation has overspent and the state 

seeks to bring it back on track, as  the Finance Minister unequivocally states: 

Let me be clear. What we seek is jobs and growth. To get there. 
we must stop the growth of the debt. Our ultimate goal is a 
balanced budget. (Finance, 1994d: 4) 

The textual reaüty argues deficit reduction is a priority for the state only 

because it is cornmitted to the prosperity of al1 'Canadians' and wants only the 

creation of more jobs for 'Canadians.' Whereas arguabiy the deficit crisis was 

part of the ruling class strategy to create a low wage economy (NAPO. 1995). 

and that unfair taxation policies and high interest rates resulted in 

signiBcantly reduced state revenues (Skillington. 1996). the texts reverse this 

reality and make every Canadian personally accountable for the deficit. In 

other words. the textual reaiity being produced shfis attention away fkom the 

state's policies which have resulted in the deficit cnsis and the high debt load. 



and seeks to harness the anxieties about high unemployrnent levels and to 

direct these anxieties against Other nations and 'foreigners* who are named by 

the texts as the only direct beneficiaries of the deficit crisis and debt burden of 

Canadians: 

There aren't enough savings in Canada to satisfy d l  the borrowing 
needs of government, the private sector and Canadians. So we go 
abroad - becoming more and more in debt to foreigners. I n  fact. 5 
per cent of Our national income is draining abroad each and every 
year to pay interest on our borrowing. Our level of foreign debt as  
a country is aiso the highest in the G-7. Therefore. we are subject 
to every whim. every sentiment of international markets. And our 
economic sovereignty is at risk. (Finance. 1994d: 3) 

The texts construct 'foreigners' as benefiting from the indebtedness of 

Canadians. These 'foreigners' threaten the continued existence of social 

secmily programs for the nation. they control international markets. m d  even 

threaten 'our' economic sovereigniy. By virtue of controlling 'ouf debt. 

"foreigners" control al1 of 'us.' the texts state. The state's policies which have 

allowed this 'foreign' debt ownership is shielded from scrutiny by the texts. as 

is the reality that the state has aggressively resisted the imposition of controls 

on international capital flows. 

The textual reality also achieves a complete reversai of the actuality 

in Canada by defining 'ouf economic sovereignty a s  being threatened. The 

actuality Uiat 'our' econornic sovereignw rests on the colonial subjugztïon of 

the "econornic sovereignty" of Aboriginal peoples is made invisibIe. Instead, the 

texts construct a reality wherein 'our' 'econornic sovereignty' is under threaten. 

not that 'we' are threatening the sovereignty of Aboriginal peoples. 

While shielding the practices of corporations. international financial 

institutions. and indeed even of the Canadian state. the textual reality 

constructs the debt burden of C a n d i a n s  as threatening the future of. the entire 

nation: 

It  is sirnply unsustainable and must be addressed. Facing up to 
the debt challenge is the keystone of responsible economic policy. 
If we fail  at that. we will fail at everything else. I t  is not a question 
of focusing on jobs or the debt. It  is a question of focusing on 
both. The debt stands in the way of the growth we seek: in a very 
real way. it lirnits our economy's ability to create jobs. The fact is 



that we wili not get the quality of growth we need to generate the 
jobs we want until we gain control of the debt. until we have 
broken the back of the deficit. (Finance, 1994d: 2) 

Having defmed the debt crisis as  a collective 'nation-state' responsibility. the 

texts then cal1 for a collective response from Canadians and 'our' state to find 

the 'solution': 

We rnust improve our skills. We must do better at innovation. . 

We rnust provide a welcoming climate for investment. We rnust 
remove disincentives we have created for both business and 
individu& - disincentives that encourage dependence and stand 
in the way of opportunity. FinaIIy, we must get Our fiscal house 
in order. (Finance. 1994~: 5)  

In proposing the pulling together of the nation and state. the textual realiw 

accomplishes a complete denid of existlng ruling relations: of the power of the 

rulùzg elite: of the niling relations the state and Canadians: between employers 

and employees; between investment brokers and the unemployed; between 

men and women: bebveen Canadians and Aboriginal peoples and immigrants; 

and between paid and unpaid labour. The reIations of ruling which exist in 

actudily. which are ernbedded in. and further organized. through the textual 

reality being produced are made invisible on the surface of the texts. The 

ideological national community which the textual reality is producing is 

invoked repeatedly to build the state's relationship to Canadians. 

Canadians want to work. and place a high vaIue on the dignity. 
independence and self-respect that work brings. The federal 
government is cornmitted to building an economy and a future 
where more jobs are availabIe. Part of that cornmitment is 
ensuring that we invest in people. in order to reduce the skïlls 
deficit that limits opportunities for growth, and adds to this 
country's fiscal deficit. (HRDC, GP, 1994: 29) 

A 'national' interest is created in the textual reality which defines as  identical 

the interests of 'Canadians,' which also dovetail with those of the state. The 

restnicturing of social security will meet those interests by creating work. 

"digniQU. "self-respect." "independence" and prosperity for the nation. The 

reality that third world immigrants are actually de-skilled by non-accreditation 

is not dowed to enter the textual reality when the texts discuss 'ou '  problems. 



The text also does not acknowledge the reality that having the 'right' sMls does 

not necessarily lead to getting a job. The textual reality continues to the 

present the restructuring of social security as the only way to get Canadians 

'working' : 

The best form of social security cornes from havïng a job. That's 
why the centre-piece of this reform must be helping people to 
prepare themselves for work in a changing world. How can we 
substantially irnprove Canada's investment in helping people get 
and keep jobs? (HRDC. GP. 1994: 29) 

The texts present the state as concerned only with the interests of al1 

Canadians d u ~ g  a period in which the state has aggressively pursued the 

interests of the ruling elite. The textual realily organizes the process of 

nationalizing Canadians into the r e s t r u c t u ~ g  of social security and the 

welfare state during a penod in which the deficit crisis was being used to 

actually increase divisions within society. As Diana Ralph notes: 

The deficit also was used to pit groups of worlang class people 
against one another: people with jobs versus those using U.I. 
"occasionally." versus "frequent" users. versus "welfare cheats"; 
poor children versus poor adults (including the parents of the 
children); working aged people versus seniors: Canadian citizens 
versus immigrants (and all visible minori@ people). (Ralph. 
1996: 292) 

While in actuality the divisions between Canadians were increasing as a result 

of the state's adoption of nght-wing. neo-conservative policies of pnvatization of 

the public sector. the SSR sought to recreate a 'united' 'national' interest. and 

to construct a partnership between the state and its Canadians on the basis of 

a shared national interest in this res t ructmg.  The textual reality countered 

the r e w  of state policies leading to increased divisions within the country by 

allowing the state to regain legitimacy as  representing more than the interests 

of the ruling elite in these policies. which it had adopted with increasing vigour 

in the 1990s- 



The 'Failures' of Socia L Progranzs 

Although the texts define Canadians as  responsible for the deficit 

crisis and the increased debt burden. the textual practices do so by 

constructing this fiscal crisis as a result of the generosiw of 'Canadians' and 

'their' state. Both nation and state were motivated ody by "compassionate" 

"national values," the texts explain. and consequentiy their blame. if' any. lies 

in this over-generosity in "caring" for each other. Furthermore. the texts argue 

that 'Canadians* and the state have been 'failed' by the veq- social programs 

which 'we' so generously funded. This over-generosity has now tied the hands 

of the state which can no Ionger continue spending on social security 

programs, the texts stress: 

Today's social security system doesn't deliver enough of what 
Canadians need, and spends too much money in the wrong 
places.(HRDC. GP. 1994: 10) 

As examples. the texts point to how social security programs do not serve 

'Canadians' well: 

Too rnany young people leave school unprepared for the world of 
work. Too many people on social assistance or in low-wage jobs 
can't afford - or are not allowed by the system - to upgrade their 
skills. (HRDC. GP, 1994: 22) 

... more Canadians who lose their jobs find it hard to get new ones. 
because their skills are not up-to-date. (HRDC. 1994a: 8) 

Specific attention is directed to the role of social assistance in 'failing' 

Canadians: 

M m y  people spend years on social assistance - even though. with 
the right kind of employment and training support. they could 
find work. One problem is, CAP mles prevent the use of federal 
funding to provide the support they need. As a result, the systern 
doesn't help people prepare for work. In mariy cases. it does just 
the opposite. (HRDC, 1994a: 20) 



The texts define the Canada Assistance Plan. which was designed by the state 

in an earlier period to provide social assistance, as having failed 'Canadians' by 

causing unempIoyment and dependency: 

Many Canadians rely on social assistance during temporary 
misfortune. and for t h e m  the system works the way it should. 
But too many recipients spend many years on social assistance 
even though, with the right sort of employment and training 
support. they could successfully rnake the transition from welfare 
to work. from dependency to self-sufficiency. (HRDC. GP. 1994: 
72) 

The social security system seems to keep people on a treadmill. 
instead of helping to solve their problems. People who want to get 
off welfare and provide better lives for their chfldren often find the 
rules stacked against them. We need a system that works for 
people- a system that supports their efforts to regain self- 
sufficiency, and works better at reducing child poverty. (HRDC. 
1994a: 8) 

The social assistance programs funded under CAP are part of the 'female' social 

assistance track of social programs in the welfare state. As 1 have discussed 

earlier. daims to these programs are disproportionately made by women.93 The 

texts construct these social assistance programs as another significant 

'problern' which traps Canadians into dependency and takes away the incentive 

to work. 

While the texts construct "dependency" on social security programs 

as a 'problem.' they are careful not to define Canadians as the problern. The 

work ethic is presented as a 'national' value. which social prograrns erode by 

creating 'dependency.' Canadians are constructed as  al1 'wanting' to work. and 

it is the 'failures' of social programs which are alleged to hold them back. 

Throughout the texts. Canadians are presented as victims of these programs. 

as is the state. If Canadians are 'blarned' for anything in the texts, it is for 

being overgenerous. As  1 demonstrate in the following Chapter, the treatment 

of Canadians in the SSR is signiGcantly at odds with  the treatment of 

93 In 1994. women represented 54% of adult social assistance recipients (Scott, 
1998:5). 
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immigrants in the Immigration Policy Review which constructs Unmigrants as 

responsible for taking advantage of the generosity of Cmudians by 

overburdening and abusïng social security programs. Whereas the 

Immigration Policy Review blases immigrants for the crisis in social senrices. 

the Social Security Review faults Canadians only for their excessive generosity. 

The texts are carefiil to emphasize that even when 'Canadians' daim 

social assistance. they are not personally at  fault: 

I n  recent years. increasirig numbers of Canadians who cannot 
find jobs have tumed to social assistance.(HRDC. GP. 1994: 19)94 

Yet don't we as a society have a stake in doing more. in helping 
people who suddenly finci their job skills inadequate and out-of- 
date to retool themselves for the good jobs in today's economp 
(HRDC. GP, 1994: 8) 

The SSR texts acknowledge that Canadians daim social assistance because 

they cannot find ernployment. and need access to training. The texts 

continuousIy reinforce the point that Canadians are pushed onto social 

assistance by circumstances which are beyond their control. Unemployed 

C ~ a d i a n s  are defined as Yhe victims of structurai unemployment" (HRDC. GP. 

1994: 17) and as suffering fkom a "skills deficit" (HRDC, GP, 1994: 10). 

Repeatedly. the texts point out mat Canadians are not to blame. structural 

unemployment. skills deficit and over-generous social programs are to blame. 

The Econornic Frarnework texts go further than the SSR texts in pointing out 

how social prograrns have becorne "dead ends of dependence rather than roads 

to recovery" for Canadians (Finance. 1994c: 4). While this dependency is 

treated as  a problem. the dependency is not constructed as  something inherent 

in Canadians. It is defined as a failing of social programs, and not of individual 

members of the nation. and it is used in the textuai reality to undercut support 

for exïsting social programs. 

94 The SSR texts note that social assistance claimants doubled from 1982 to 1993 to 3 
million people (HRDC, 1994a: 20). 



As 1 will demonstrate in the next Chapter. immyrants are extended 

no such acknowledgment by the state. The Immigration Policy Retlew texts 

defule social assistance claims made by Unmigrants as  proof of their inherent 

unworthiness to be allowed entry uito the country and to become 'citizens.' In 

contrast. the SSR texts point to the 'failures' of social security prograrns: no 

group of Canadians is 'blamed' in these texts which very carefully construct the 

partnership between the state and its nation. defining Canadians as deserving 

citizens. The Immigration Policy Review defines as undeserving al1 immigrants 

who make claims on social security programs. The nationahation of 

Canadians being organized in the SSR can be effective only through the 

successhl construction of the partnership between 'Canadians-as-members-of- 

the-nation' and the state. This explains the reluctance of the SSR to 'blame' 

Canadian' whereas the Immigration Policy misses no opportunity to 'blame' 

immigrants for overburdening social security programs as a personai failing. 

Having defined the 'problem' as social programs which have 'failed' by 

preventing job creation and econornic growth. the 'solution' proposed by the 

texts is to restructure social security programs in order to save the nation from 

its own M u e  of generosity. The SSR texts point to CAP as particularly 

'problematic': 

CAP is geared primariiy to deviating the crises - helping people 
after the fact. or on the verge of a senous problem - not stepping 
in to remove the cause of a potential problem. As a result. few 
provincial initiatives to offer innovative programs geared to 
prevention for disadvantaged families. from self-help or parenting 
supports, to parent pre-school resource centres and enriched pre- 
school programs, are being cost-shared under CAP. (HRDC. GP, 
1994: 73) 

One problem is that CAP'S restrictive provisions prevent federal 
funding h-om being used to support innovative provincial 
measures aimed at heIping people make the transition kom 
w e k e  to greater self-reliance. (HRDC, GP. 1994: 72) 

CAP is presented as tying the hands of both federal and provincial governments 

who want to do more to support social assistance recipients. The actuality that 

CAP entrenched federal standards for social assistance provision which 

required provincial governments to provide this assistance to 'citizens' across 



the country is made invisible in the textual reality being produced. The nghts 

of recipients legislated by CAP were likewise made invisible in the textual 

reality- These rights included the nght to an adequate arnount of income 

assistance when in need: the right to appeal the decision if denied social 

assistance: the nght not to be forced onto workfare as a condition of receiving 

assistance: and the prohibition of residency requirements {NAPO, 1995). A s  I 

have aiready discussed, immigration regulations prohibit sponsored 

irnrnigrants from accessing these programs for up to ten years. Instead of 

proposing the strengthening of federal standards to make the social security 

system more fair and equitable - by including sponsored immigrants. for 

example - the texts define as  a 'problem' the federal standards legislated by 

CAP. and cal1 for its aboiishment in order to Save Canadians kom the "welfare 

trap" (HRDC, 1994a: 20). 

The proposal to abolish the CAP is made by arguing that this will 

increase the 'flexibilityn of provincial govemments to meet the needs of 

clairnants. The specific 'solution' proposed is to replace CAP with a federal 

block fund to the provinces which would increase flexibility because it would 

not be bomd by the standards contained in CAP. This change would also end 

the cost-sharing agreement between the federal and provincial levels of 

government for social assistance prograrns. the consequences of which are not 

addressed. In the name of increasing provincial 'tlexibility' . the texts propose 

the ending of federal standards for social assistance programs. While the texts 

construct this as an option which wiil increase the 'flexibility' of provincial 

govemments. the question at  stake is not simply one of increased 'flexibility' 

but of a fundamental shift in the responsibility for social assistance provision 

away from the federal goverment to the provincial level. 

Participatory Citizenry, Responsive State 

The SSR texts call on Canadians to make sure 'their' state lives up to 

its responsibility to protect the nation because "govemments have lost a clear 

sense of econornic leadership - a vision of what their role rnust be in the 

modem economy - and where they should leave action to others" (Finance, 

1994~: 4). In cutting social spending. the texts state. the state is actually 



taking a lesson from Cunadians: "Canadians live within their means. 

Government should live within its rneans too" (Finance. 1994d: 7). In urging 

Canadians to ensure 'their' state acts. the texts reiterate the state's 

cornmitment to hearing from its participatory citizenship: "Government by 

necessity has the final word. We think it is important to give Canadians the 

first say" (HRDC. 19946: 7). 

Both the SSR texts and the Economic Framework texts construct the 

state as  a benevolent patriarch. concerned only with the prosperity of the 

nation. even if Canadians do not recognize the necessity for a fundamental 

restnicturing of the social security systern. Whereas the SSR texts seek to 

appeal to Canadians by convincing them of the necessity for the restructuring. 

the Econornic Framework texts demonstrate a sterner face of the state as 

benevolent patriarch who is forced to Save Canadians h m  themselves. In the 

interests of the future prosperity and social security of the nation, the these 

texts define as the responsibiiity of the state to act to Save Canadians from 

thernselves: 

Most of us did not choose to enter public Life because of a burning 
desire to dismantle government programs. We came into 
government to help build a better Canada - a Canada of jobs and 
growth. That is Our only goal. And it is because of that - not in 
spite of that - that we must act decisively on the debt challenge 
today. (HRDC, 1994d: 12) 

For those Canadians who opposed the spending cuts implemented by the state. 

the Finance Minister had a specsc message for the Parliarnentary Standing 

Cornmittee on Finance for dealing with them: 

And if people corne before you and Say that now is not the t ime to 
eut. ask them to describe the morality and the justice of letting 
the debt continue to run w-iid, unchecked, ruiriing the future of 
our children. (HRDC, 1994d: L 1) 

Although the state was cornrnitted to working with Canadians the texts state, it 

was also prepared to take the tough action necessary on behalf of the nation. 

The texts constnict the national interest as  an objective, collective interest, 

against which the individual. subjective opposition of Canadians who did not 



support the restructuring is made to appear as  immoral and irresponsible. 

Many Canadians did in fact oppose the restructuring of social securïty 

prograrns but the textuai reality produced in the SSR allowed them no space 

from within the SSR to voice their opposition by challenging the textual reality 

being constructed. Instead. these people who opposed the restructurhg were 

forced to organize demonstrations and even disruptions of the pubiïc 

consultations to demonstrate their opposition. However. these demonstrations 

remained 'outside' the SSR process. they were not allowed into the space 

carefuliy being created within the SSR to nationalize Canadians into a 

partnership with 'their' state. 

Making Immigrant Women Invisible 

The only reference made by the SSR texts to Unmigrants is in pointing 

out how the non-accreditation of the education and skills of unmigrants result 

in a loss to the national economy. A specific recommendation is made to 

remedy this situation: 

Immigrants to Canada face speciai barriers to the portability of 
learning credentials. At present. immigrants face serious 
complications in seeking to establish their learning status in 
Canada. Some provinces have taken steps to help individuals 
gain recognition of foreign credentials. The federal government is 
interested in working with the provinces. employers and unions. 
and voluntary groups to develop a Canada-wide system of credits 
recognition to assist immigrants to fmd and keep meaningful 
employment. cornmensurate with their skills and laiowledge. 
( H m C ,  GP, 1994: 67) 

This single reference to immigrants is made in the context where Canada's 

immigration policy has been shifting to increase the recruitment of highly 

skilled and professional immigrants. Canada is competing for these 

immigrants with the other countries like the United States, Auskdia, and 

European countries. The concurrent Immigration Policy Review texts warn 

that accreditation is a signiûcant factor in keeping highly skilled independent 

irnmigrants. and their partners, kom choosing to immigrate to Canada- The 

IPR texts argue that accreditation of their qualifications would give Canada an 

advantage in attracting highly qualified immigrants kom third world countries. 



Although immigrant communities in Canada have lobbied the state for decades 

to ensure the accreditation of their education and skiils. the SSR texts and the 

iPR texts make this recommendation with a view towards attracting future 

professional immigrants. 

While accreditation would undoubtedly bring about a signifrcant 

change in the racialized deskilling of the labour of immigrants. the state's 

concem is clearly related to future immigration. The other ways in wtiich the 

Iabour of immigrants is devdued and 'cheapened' by the conditions of the* 

entry. as  in the case of sponsored immigrants who are officially not recognized 

as  'workers.' and domestic workers and temporary migrant workers who are 

given t e m p o r q  immigration status. wiU not be addressed by accreditation 

aione. Therefore. accreditation will disproportionately favour highly skilled and 

professional immigrants. while continuing the processes of devaluing the 

labour of the family category. of whom the majorïty are women. 

The silence in the SSR and Econornic Frarnework texts regarding the 

relation between immigration poiicy and social policy in organizing membership 

in the nation. and in defining access to citizenship and social entitlements, 

means that the racialization which underpins these policies is not a 'problem' 

the restmcturing seeks to 'soIve' in the near future, so far as the state is 

concerned. The non-membership of immigrant women in the nation is not even 

merited a mention in these texts. The unequal access to social security 

programs of sponsored immigrants. their sponsors. domestic workers and 

migrant workers is not identified as  a 'problem' which should concem the 

nation. Nor is the racism of state practices which ideologically construct as 

immigrant women all women of colour, even when they are legally cimens. 

presented as a 'problem.' The aim of the SSR is stated as being the 

restructuring of social security policy for the 2 1 s t  century on the principles of 

fairness and justice. However. these principles are not applied to allow 

immigrant women to enter into the textual reality. 

The role of immigrant women in the building of the social security 

system by contributing to the 'national' economy and to 'national' revenues 

through taxation is erased in the textual reality. Quite simple. Yhey' lie outside 

the borders of 'ouf nation and the textual reality gives no stake to 'thern' in the 



restructuring of 'our' socid security system. The racialized construction of 

Canadians-as-members-of-the-nation simultaneously places immigrant women 

outside the national agenda for social securily reform. The separation between 

the SSR and the IPR further reinforces the ideological distance between 

Canadians-as-rnembers-of-the-nation and Unmigrant women: the SSR is 

presented a s  dealing with 'ouf issues and the IPR as  dealing with 'their' issues. 

Conclusion 

The textual reality produced in the SSR and Economic Framework 

texts analyzed in this Chapter reproduces ideological definitions of the nation 

and Canadians in racialized terms. I t  also constructs a 'national' interest. and 

presents the future prosperity of every Canadinn as  depending upon the 

restructuïng of the social security system. This textual reality constructs 

Canadians and 'their' state as 'victims' of Other 'nations' and third world 

workers. of the deficit crisis and of the 'failures' of social programs. Likewise. 

the textual reality constructs a seamiess uniiy of interests between Cunadians. 

'their' state and 'their' industry. 

The textual reality constructs the state as  a benevolent, but stem. 

patriarch. looking after interests of the nation, even when individual Canadiuns 

are reluctant to support the tough choices necessary. The textual reality 

organizes a world-in-comrnon through which the state sought to build a 

'national' consensus for the policy choices which were to foIlow. Canadians-as- 

members-of-the-nation were invited to enter this textuai reality through the 

SSR. and to corne to own the 'problems* constructed by the state as their 

'problems .' 

In constructing the restructuring of social security as a national 

interest. the state sought to 'nationalize' Canadians into supporting this 

restructuring on the basis that it would benefit the nation. and its prosperity. 



for the 21s '  century. The texts continued to affirm the state's cornmitment to 

the well-being of 'its' nation, seeking to gain legitimacy for the state as 

representing. and defending. the interests of the nation. The textual practices 

producing the textual realiq did not allow the actualify of the ongoing 

colonization of Aboriginal peoples - which is the basis for the historical and 

conternporary 'national prosperity' - to enter thïs reality. Nor did the texts 

allow the reaiity of the intersection of immigration policy and social policy in 

regulating access to citizenship to enter the textual reality. As such, the tedes 

incorporated the underlying sociai relations into the textual reality. and 

simultaneously hid them from visibility by reproducing an iüeological. unified 

'national' interest. This ideological construction of the national interest by the 

state was made actionable. and thus irnposed upon actuality, in the policy 

changes enacted subsequently. 



CHAPTER EIGHT 

THE IMlVlIGRATION POLICY REVIEW 

Introduction 

In the previous Chapter. 1 examined the Social Security Review (SSR) 

organized by the Canadian state in 1994. I argued the SSR sought the 

nationaiization of Canadians into the state's restructuring of social security 

programs. In this Chapter, E examine the concurrent Immigration Policy 

Review (IPR) organized by the state which resulted in the tabling of a &ategic 

Plan for immigration into the 2 1 s t  century. In Chapter Nine. 1 will discuss the 

specSc poiicy changes enacted as  a resuIt of both the Social Security Review 

and Immigration Policy Review. 

In my examination of the IPR 1 begin by anaiyzing the consultation 

document's organizatîon of the conceptual fi-amework for the public 

consultations. Ten issues were identified for discussion. While the public 

consultations appeared to be a democratic process where Canadians were 

urged to raise their 'concems.' the prior identification of these ten issues for 

discussion rneant the state constnicted the specific 'problems' which the nation 

should be concemed about. The karning of these issues. and the specific 

questions produced for public discussion. shaped the subsequent responses 

and policy changes recomrnended as 'solutions' to these 'problems.' 

The contributions made in the public consultations on each of the 

ten issues for discussion were selectively recorded in the Interim and Final 

Reports. The reports than end by idenDfying "key messages" that the state 

"heard." These "messages" 1 group under the following four major themes 

which emerge as future concerns for the immigration program: preservation of 

the 'national' vision. character and values: the impact of the 'quaiity' of 

immigrants on the nation: the appropriate balance between the independent 

and family categories and the need to reduce costs; and. the 'threats' to the 

security of Canadians arid national institutions by immigration. 

The first theme. the Vision for Canada. defuies the 'national' 



character in direct relation to immigrants and calls for its preservation to be a 

key goal of future immigration policy. The textual reality constructs immigrants 

as a threat to this national character and national values by bringing theu 

cultural and social diversity into the country. This diversity is constructed not 

oniy as being the opposite of Canadian values. but also as threatening to erode 

the cohesiveness of the nation. The textual reality being produced reconstructs 

racialized definitions of immigrants as those who are culturally and socially 

diverse kom Canadians. preserving the racialized distinguishing of immigrants 

into fume citizens and immigrants. As a result of this racialization. people of 

colour become defhed as immigrants. as outsiders to the nation. regardless of 

their actual Iegal status primarily on the basis of their cultural. linguistic and 

social 'diversity.' 

The second theme deals with the impact of immigration on the nation 

and ccnstmcts inurzigrants in general. and immigrant women in particular, as 

threatening to overwhelm the nation's resources through overpopulation. The 

textual reality draws on the racialized/gendered construction of third world 

women and argues they threaten the nation both by their own numbers. and 

by their allegedly boundless fecundity. The first theme racialized the 'quality' 

of immigrants. and this second theme specifically genders the 'problem' of 

quality by constmcting Unmigrant women as threatening to erode the nation 

culturally and socially, as  well as with their fertility. 

The third theme relates to the appropriate balance between the 

independent and family categones. The textual reality being produced defines 

the independent category as the one making 'economic' contributions. 

Therefore. the famLly category is made responsible for the 'costs' of immigration 

which have created a 'cnsis' in the social security system by over burdening it. 

The texts construct the independent category as aiïowing the immigration of 

self-reliant immigrants. stressing their economic contributions to the nation. 

This category becomes constructed as one of future citizens: it is not associated 

with social, cultural and linguistic diversity. nor is it associated with m y  costs 

to the nation. Therefore. the ideologicd practices of the state cons-ct this 

category by raciaüzing/nationalizing it. and by masculinizing it, underscoring 

its cornpatibility with the national interest. Simultaneously. the textual reality 



constructs immigrant women and the family category as  responsible for 

'lowering' the 'quality' of immigrants. it is immigrant women who become 

constructed as  the biggest 'problem' for 'management' by the state. 

The fourth the me identifies the 'threats' to Canadians and national 

institutions by immigrants who become defTned as  engaged in widespread 

criminal activities and abuse of social s e ~ c e s .  Every Canadian, as  honest and 

hardworking taxpayer. becomes defined as being taken advantage of by 

immigrants. 

Throughout these four themes. the construction of immigrant women 

as presenting various forms of 'threats' to the nation, to citizens and to the 

state remains constant. As  does the construction of the state as  the defender 

of the interests of citizens against immigrants in general, and immigrant women 

in particular. The textuai reality presents the state a s  an entity comrnitted 

only to 'protecting' the nation. and the public consultations become defined as 

demonstrating this cornmitment to the state's partnership with an active 

'citizen@ to resolve their 'problems.' 

In definhg a national vision and a national character. the state 

sought through the public consultations to nationalize Canadians into the 

r e s t r u c t u ~ g  of the immigration program. The textual reaiity shifts attention 

away from the state's overt adoption of the ruling elite's neo-conservative 

policies by blaming immigrants for the economic and social conditions problems 

of the nation. The IPR enabled the state to present itself as the protector of the 

nation by constnicting irrungrants as the 'problem-in-comon' for the state 

and Canadians. The ideological construction of immigrant women as a 

problem-in-common shapes the political climate for a closing of the ranks 

against them by Canadians and 'their' state in the subsequent 

recornmendations to severely ümit the entry of imnzigrant women into the 

country. The textuai reaiity legitimizes the subsequent policy changes as 

being what Canadians have recommended and support. Reducing the access 

of third world women to formal cttizenship in Canada. as well as increasing the 

surveillance of the access of all immigrant women to social securiw programs 



was made not only feasible. but absolutely necessary, by the textual reality in 

order to protect Canadians and 'their' national institutions. 

Context of the Immigration Policy Revieu, 

The source countries for immigration into Canada had changed 

drarnatically by the 1990s: Hong Kong, India. Philippines, China and Sn Lanka 

emerged as the top five source countnes. with two t k d s  of al1 immigrants 

corning from these countries (Hawkins. 1989: Jakubowski. 1997). In  1993. 

5 1 -08% of al1 immigrants came from Asia and the Pacific. 14.3 1 O h  came fkom 

Afkica and the middle East. 13.28% came from South and Central America. 

Only 3.14% came from the United States and 18.19% from Europe (CIC. 1994a: 

5). The domination of European immigration. which had begun to decline in 

the 1970s. was well and truly over by the 1990s. International migration was 

increasing globaily. and the majority of this migration was from third world 

countries into the advanced capitalist countries (CIC. 1994a; Jakubowski, 

1997: SOPEMI, 1995). 

Another significant development in Canadian immigration policy 

since the 1970s was the expansion of the temporary non-immigrant program, 

the Non-Immigrant Employrnent Authorization Program. The expansion of this 

particular program resulted in more workers entering the country as temporary 

workers. and not as landed immigrants (Sharma. 1997: Singh Bolaria. 1992).95 

In 1992 a total of 230,000 temporary employrnent visas were issued (SOPEMI, 

1994:75). The OECD's Annuai Report for the year 1994 notes this increasing 

95 Singh Bolaria has concluded that the Temporary Employrnent Visas are issued to 
both professional workers and low-paid workers. He defines entrepreneurs, managerial. 
professional and technicai personnel as  the professional category and seasonal fann 
workers, domestic and textile workers as  part of the low-paid workforce. While 
professional workers accounted for over hdf  of these temporary workers in 1980 a t  
57.78%. this ratio declined by 1988 so that professional workers accounted for only 
35.47% of temporary workers (Singh Bolaria. 1992: 2 17-2 18). Sharma demonstrates 
that while temporary workers represented 43% of aii workers entering the country in 
1973, they accounted for 70% of al1 workers entering the country by 1993. This 
definition of 'workers' includes ail landed immigrants who indicate they are going to join 
the labourforce, irrespective of the category under which they enter the country and 
ternporary workers (Sharma, 1995: 54). 



"preference" for temporary migration in its member states (SOPEMI. 1994: 13). 

In her study of immigration policy. Hawkins (1988) identified a 

number of issues as being of major concern to the Immigration Department for 

the future. Arnong these concerns were: managing the prograrn effectively to 

stop its "exploitation" by "criminal" and "irresponsible elements"; controlling 

illegal immigrants "without harassing them in a manner unacceptable to the 

public": and ensuring harmonious "race relations" (Hawkins, 1989). These 

-problemsT have become a major concern for the Canadian state a s  immigration 

korn the third world has outpaced that from European source countries. 

The Immigrcztion Act 1976-77 remained in effect into the 1990s. and 

was amended by Bill C-86 in 1992. This Bi11 was introduced by the state to 

"support family reunification": improve immigrant selection to better meet 

Iabourforce needs: to prevent "abuse" of the immigration prograrn; and to 

streamline the refugee program (Jakubowski. 1997). Bill C-86 has been 

examined by Lisa Jakubowski, who argues that. ".-..an economic argument 

fomed the foundation upon which Bill C-86 was built and sold to Canadians. 

The immigrant was socially constructed to be one who was abusive to, and a 

burden on, Canada and its resources"( l997: 64). Having constructed the 

immigrant as a burden on social services. Jakubowski argues the state used 

thïs "economic" argument to jus- restrictive measures. In the political 

clirnate of the 1990s with Canadians feeling "vulnerable econornically." the Bill 

argued that more effective "management" of immigrants was necessary. I t s  

introduction made it easier for more independent category immigrants to be 

adrnitted into the country, as  well a s  allowing the state to impose conditions 

regarding which particular regions of the country these immigrants could 

reside in. Jakubowski's study points to an increasingly restrictive approach 

taken towards the family category by the state. She argues that the farnily 

categov dropped fkom representing 49.6% of immigrants in 1984 to 40% in 

1992 (78). Bill C- 86 adopted the nuclear farnily as the norm for the family 

category, and it increased the state's power to reduce the immigration of 

extended family mernbers. Jakuboski also examines public opinion polls. 

which she argues reflect an increasing tendency to equate immigrants with 

abuse of the welfare systern. It was withui this context that the extensive 



cross country public consultations on the Review of Immigration Policy were 

organized by the state to result in a major r e s t r u c t u ~ g  of the immigration 

program for the 2lst Century. 

Launching the Public Consultation 

Immigration is about deciding who we are as a nation and who we 
want to become in the 2 1st century. We need a clear and practical 
vision of the kind of nation we want to build. And Canadians 
need to help shape that vision. I t  is important - now, more than 
ever - for all Canadians to engage in an open, honest discussion 
about immigration and Our future. (CIC. 19940: 1) 

I n  February, 1994. then Immigration Minister Sergio Marchi 

launched cross-country public consuftation. Whereas the state organized 

annual consultations on immigration since the 1970s.96 the 1994 consultation 

was unlike these in two s igdcant  ways. First, the mandate of the 1994 

Consultation was to develop a strategy for immigration poiicy for the 2 1st 

century. Also. as the Department of Immigration and Citizenship stated. the 

1994 public Consultation was intended to reach out to a s  rnany Canadiuns as  

possible. This Consultation was intended by the state to be the rnost intensive 

since the Green Paper on Canadian Immigration and Popuhtion Study of 1975 

which had resulted in the Immigration Act of 1976-77. The intensive Review 

was stated as having become necessaxy as  a result of changing global 

conditions which presented "challenges" to the "effective management" of the 

immigration program: 

96 The Immigration Act 1976-77 requires the following: "The Minister. after consultation 
with the provinces concerning regional demographic needs and labour market 
considerations and after consultation with such other persons. organizations and 
institutions as he deems appropnate. shall cause to be laid before Parliament, not later 
than the sixtieth day before the commencement of each caiendar year or, if Parliament 
is not then sitting, not Iater than the fifteenth day next thereafter that either House of 
Parliament is sitting, a report specifLing the number of immigrants that the Government 
of Canada deems it appropriate to admit during any specified period of time: and the 
marner in which demographic considerations have been taken into account in 
determining that number (The Immigration Act 1976-77. c. 52. s.7). This report is 
presented every year. and is known as the Annual Plan. 



As the world changes in very significant and complex ways. the 
challenges facing the effective management of Canada's 
immigration program are considerable. Thus, it was recognized 
that the effective management of the immigration program can 
only be achieved within the context of a long-term purpose and 
strategy. It was also recognized that there is tremendous public 
interest in immigration issues. and that Canadians need and want 
to participate in making the choices and decisions that impact 
their communities and their country. (CEC, 19940: 1) 

The objectives outlined for the Consultation were twofold: Grst. "to engage 

Canadians in an infonned, constructive and positive discussion" on the 

subject, and; second. to engage a "broader spectmm" of Canadians in the 

process. not just the "traditional stakeholders" (CIC. L994q: 1-2). 

The Minister's repeatedly stated cornmitment to "include" Canadians 

in "making choices and decisions that impact their cornmunities and the& 

country" notwithstanding. the consultation process began with a private 

meeting in Montebello of a group of thirty individuals in March. 1994. This 

meeting was organized by the Public Policy Forum. drawing participants from 

the three levels of g ~ v e r n r n e n t . ~ ~  from "international and social organizations. 

business. labour, academic institutions. and media representatives." and 

"public safety and service agencies" (CIL. 19940: 2). Organizations 

representing immigrants and immigrant women are not recorded as having 

participated in this meeting. The ten key issues for discussion in the public 

consultations were decided upon at  this meeting. as were the "elements of an 

approach to consultation which would lead to the most productive discussion 

of these issues" (CIC. 199411: 2). In other words, the issues which were to be 

discussed in the public consultations. as well as how these issues were to be 

framed. were decided upon by these thirty participants. 

Once the ten issues were defmed. ten Working Groups of between ten 

to twenty 'experts' were appointed. The Working Groups were assigned one 

issue each to examine in consultation with their colleagues and other 

associations. They were to submit a report with specific policy 

97 The Minister and senior bureaucrats from the Department of Citizenship and 
Immigration were present at this meeting. 



recommendations. The groups were assigned issues #2 to #9. Issue # 6 \vas 

assigned to two Groups: Working Group #6A was to address the integration of 

immigration policy with labour market policies: and Working Group # 6B was 

to address the integration of immigration policies with other public policies 

such as housing, policing. health. education and municipal affairs. The 

Working Groups were to each decide upon their structure and process. meeting 

betsveen two to three times over a period of six weeks. In addition to 

submitting the tvritten report. the CO-convenors of the Groups met wi th  the 

Minister to make their respective recommendations in person. Issue # 1. which 

was to address 'A Vision of Canada.' was assigned to the Parliamentary 

Standing Committee on Citizenship and Immigration. A National Consultation 

on Family Class Irnrnigration was also convened to deal specifically with th is  

category. 

Ln addition to the Working Groups. Federal immigration officials 

organized consultations with provincial governments during May. 1994. 

Deputy Ministers at the federal/provincia.I/territonal levels of govemment met 

to make the& recomrnendations in July and October. 1994. Canadians were 

invited to participate in public meetings. as  well as in direct written 

submissions to the Consultations Task Force. A kit was made available which 

included basic information on the immigration program. the ten issues for 

discussion. an organizer's guide to hostùig meetings. a Tabloid version of the 

discussion document, and a reporting form. 13,000 kits were distributed in 

total. as were another 130,000 copies of the Tabloid. Seven " t o m  hall type" 

public meetings98 were CO-hosted by organizations specifically solicited by the 

department. wi th  over 1.600 participants in total. The Minister was present at 

four of these meetings and his Parliamentaxy secretary participated in the other 

three. Many Members of Parliament organized public meetings in their 

ridings. 

A non-profit organization. the Democracy Education Network 

98 The public meetings were organized in Montreai. Halifax. Toronto. Vancouver. 
Winnipeg. Edmonton and Hamilton between June and August. 1994. and over 1600 
individuals participated in these. 



organized sixty study circles in six cities. with over 1. LOO participants. School 

boards across the country were also asked to engage students in the 

discussion. The Minister met with several organizations such as  the Canadian 

Council of Refugees. the Canadian Ethnocultural Council. the Canadian Bar 

Association and the Canadian Association of Chiefs of Police, arnong others. 

The Minister also participated in open-line talk shows on radio and television 

stations across the country. and met with editorial boards of daily newspapers 

in the cornmunities he visited. 

The staff of Citizenship and Immigration. both in Canada and at 

overseas posts. were asked to participate. and a senes of focus groups were 

also organized by Insight Reseurch Canada Findly. a two-day National 

Conference was organized at  the Govenvnent Conference Centre in Ottawa. 

with over two hundred participants. In total. over 10,000 people are estirnated 

by the Department as having directly participated in the consultations between 

February and September. 1994. 

The Conceptual Frameutork for the Consultations 

In this section, 1 anaiyze the conceptual framework established for 

the public consultations by examLning the texts which prodüced by the state 

which outüne the issues for discussion in the Review. In  my anaiysis of the 

conceptual fkamework. 1 refer primarily to the document. Canada and 

Immigration: Facts and Issues. as this text identifies the ten issues for 

discussion and provides background information for each. Organized in the 

form of a popular tabloid. this document was the most widely circulated text 

for the public consultations. A full list of d l  the texts 1 examine in this Chapter 

has been provided in Chapter One. 

The first issue identifled for discussion seeks to develop a "Vision of 

Canada." asking questions on the impact of immigration on the population. on 

'cultural' diversity, and on the economy. The background information states: 

In 199 1, the Econornic Council of Canada found that immigration 
has a sma.Ii but positive impact on Our economy. (CIC. 1994b: 3) 



This is an extraordinary starting point for a discussion on immigration policy in 

a settler colony which has been established and populated by immigrants. The 

statement makes sense only if the reader accepts that 'recent' immigration of 

predominantiy third world peoples has no comection to the pre- 1970s 

immigration. which was predorninantly that of European immigrants. This 

particular reading of Canadian history. and the defining of immigration as  

making a "small but positive impact on Our economy" rests upon a racialized 

reading wherein. 'we', as Canadians. are constnicted as  not having been 

immigrants. This starting point for the textual  reahty being produced 

rernoves the earlier European immigration from the terrain of immigration. 

naturalizing the nation. 'Canadians-as-members-of-the-nation' are separated 

fkom tmmigrants. they are not defined as  also having been immigrants. This 

racialized use of the category 'immigrant' accompiishes the identification of al1 

people of colour as  being part of the same problerr, which the 'immigrants' 

under discussion represent. 

lmigrants make a contribution to 'our' economy. the text inforrns 

Canadians. 'Our' economy is constructed as belonging equally to all of 'us,' and 

although immigrants make a contribution by working and living in this sarne 

economy. it is not 'theif economy. The textual realily being produced begins 

by drawing racialized lines between 'us'. Le.. 'Canadians-as-members-of-the- 

nation' and 'thern.' Le.. immigrants. 

Two of the three questions which frarne this part of the discussion 

specScally draw attention to 'cultural diversity.' "What role should immigration 

play in fostering the deveIopment of Canada's economy?": "How does . 

immigration affect the social and cultural life of Canada?"; and "What are the 

benefits of cultural diversity?" the text asks (CIC. 1994b: 3). The text separates 

the economic development of Canada from its "social and cultural" life, setting 

the stage for the weîghing of the 'economic' benefits of immigration in 

opposition to its 'social' and 'cultural* benefits. 

In linkll-rg questions of 'social' and 'cultural' diversity to immigration. 

the text cornes to construct Canadians as socially and culturally homogenous. 

As 1 have discussed in earlier chapters, 'cultural' diversity has corne to stand in 

for 'racial' diversity within the textual practices of the state in the post World 



War II penod, By asking what the benefits of 'cultural' diversi@ are. the text 

makes it clear that the ün.rnyrunts whose 'benefits' are to be evaluated are 

those who are 'culturally' and 'socially' 'diverse.' The texts invite Canudians. 

as a culturaily and socially homogenous group. to work with the state in 

assessing the impact of 'socially and cuIturallyW diverse immigrmts on the 

nation. In this very Grst issue, the text places Canadians who are 'culturally' 

and 'socially diverse' outside this partnership with the state, silencing them as 

'non-Canadians' on the grounds of their social and cultural diversiS. These 

textud practices give no authoriv to people of colour who are Canadians to 

speak within this textual reality. In defining immigrants as inherently different 

'culturally' and 'socially,' all people of colour are silenced in the defining of the 

national interest. 

The background information provided to frarne the second issue directs 

attention to two categories of immigration: the independent category - also 

referred to as the 'economic' category - and the family category. The text 

informs the reader that the criteria for admission of the independent category is 

based upon the education. skills and occupation of the applicants. The text 

points out that this category is easily managed by adjusting the allocation of 

points to ensure that "new immigration priorities" are met. The independent 

category becomes constructed as not presenting problems of management. and 

as making an ueconomic** contribution to the nation. The textual practices 

raciaüze this category as one of future citizens by not linkùlg this category with 

'social' or 'cultural' diversity. nor is this category associated with any costs to 

the nation. 

The presentation of the family category. however. stands in stark 

contrast. The text makes no reference to the econornic contributions of the 

famiy category: this category becomes re-defmed as  making no contribution to 

the nation. The text states applicants under this category are allowed entry so 

long as  they meet "standards for good health and character" (CIC. 1994b: 3). 

I t  does not s p e c e  that sponsors have to meet specific requirements under the 

sponsorship regulations. not does it point out this category is controlled 



through expanding and restricting the categories of relatives a d n ~ i t t e d . ~ ~  The 

Annual Plans tabled by the Immigration Minister sets numerical levels for the 

family category. as they do for the independent category. The text hides the 

reality that the family category is also subject to control and management, 

presenting it instead as potentially ailotving lirnitless and uncontrolled 

immigration. 

Having thus constructed the family and independent categories. when 

the text asks "Should immigration be rnanaged according to business cycles or 

long-tenn social goals?" (CIC. 1994b: 3). the choice being presented is one 

between opposing economic and social goals. When the text asks "How much 

importance should the p ~ c i p l e  of famiIy reunification be given?" [CIC. 1994b: 

3). it is specifically calling into question the principle underlying this categow. 

As such, the text questions the continued existence of the family category, in 

addition to the levels of this category. When considered in light of the Grst 

issue which defines immigrants as responsible for bringing 'cultural' diversity 

into Canadian society. the family category becomes presented as not making 

any economic contribution and the source of 'cultural and social' diversity and 

allowing potentially lirnitless entry into the country. The text reasserts the 

'economic' worth of the independent category. constructing the family category 

as the problem of "effective management" which the public consu~tations are to 

help resolve. 1°0 

In the framing of these fkst two issues which refer to the Vision for 

Canada and the criteria for future immigration. the text problematizes the 

99 For example. in June 1989. immigration policy aliowed sponsorship of single. adult 
children of sponsors. Adult children were previously not defined as  eligible for famiIy 
sponsorship. With this change attracüng more applicants than the Departrnent had 
anticipated, changes were introduced in ApriI 1992 to reduce the eligibility of adult 
offspring. (CIC. 1994t: 8) 

l0%e text also raises the .problem* of controlling the refugee program. but it does so 
within the context of reiterating Canada's international obligations to accept refugees- 
Therefore, the text does not bring into question wheîher Canada should continue 
accepting refugees. By asking 'how much importance should be given to principle of 
family reunion.' the texts questions the existence of the family category itseif. 



'culturd' and 'social' diversity of immigrants. and the continued existence of the 

'non-economic' family category. Six of the ten issues raise specific questions 

about the costs of immigration. linking "increased" demands on social 

prograrns with immigrantç. "Have recent immigration and economic trends 

created needs which current prograrnrning and resources cannot meet?" 

"Should newcomers receive materials explaining the rights and responsibilities 

of consurning public services?" "How far are Canadians prepared to go to 

ensure their generosity and openness are not abused?" "What are the groups. 

institutions and prograrns which need to be protected?" "What factors should 

we consider in shaping our immigration programs to increase economic 

benefits at low cost?" "How do we build partnerships among all levels of 

government" in order to "improve the detection of abuse?" "How do we build a 

cornrnon database on immigration to serve public polîcy and program goals?" 

(CIC. 1994b: 3-6) These questions al1 direct attention to the range of fiscal. 

social and political 'problems' which result from immigrarion. and the need to 

'protect' existing programs f?om immigrants. 

As discussed earlier. the independent category is constructed as  an 

easily controtled and economically productive category. This category is not 

made responsible for the various 'costs' of immigration, economic or othenvise. 

The family category iç made responsible for al1 these costs in being a categoqr 

which makes no 'economic' contributions and therefore represents a burden on 

the nation. The textual practices. in this way, target this categov for the cost 

control rneasures necessary to presewe 'national' institutions. 

Even as  the text links immigrants in general, and the family category in 

loi Issue Nos. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. and 10. (CIC. 1994b) In the background to the first issue. 
there is a reference to 'immigrants' being less iikely to daim welfare and other benefits 
than 'Canadians', and that 'immigrants' contribute more in taxes than consume in 
sociai services. But this information is not used to inforrn the framing of the questions 
for discussion. and the rest of the document, apart from this one instance. re-iterates 
the view that 'immigrants' represent a burden on social sewices. 

lo2T'he range of institutions across which the 'problems' of immigration have to be 
managed are specified for Working Groups #6A and 6B as includu-ig housing. health, 
education. social assistance and policing. 



particular. with economic costs and "abusing" the bbgenerosity of Canadians." it 

constructs alI Cmudians as  citizen-taxpayers who are equaily in danger of 

being taken advantage of by the potentially abusive immigrant wornan who. 

whether legitimately or o thedse .  over-burdens social programs. The text 

constructs for Canadians. as taxpayers. an-interest-in-common in restricting 

the access of immigrant worneri to sociai prograrns by restricting their further 

immigration. The textual practices give Canadians a direct stake in controlling 

immigration. inviting Canadians on this basis into a partnership with the state 

to protect the nation and its institutions fi-om immigrant women. ~ h r e e  out of 

the ten issues directly construct immigrants as  presenting a threat to national 

institutions by being engaged in the "abuse*' of social services. lo3 The text's 

linking of immigrants with criminality and abuse of social seMces sets up every 

Canadian. and the state. as in danger of being taken advantage of by 

immigrants. 

The text erases the reaiity that the sponsorship regulations expressly 

forbid the family category fkom accessing social security prograrns such as 

social housing and social assistance (EIC. 1983). Further. the t e e s  linking of 

immigrants with increased demands on social services provides the motive for 

the direct involvement of d l  Canadians in the subsequent restructuring of the 

immigration program. I t  gives every Canadian a direct investrnent in protecting 

themselves individually. as well as their fellow 'citizens.' kom being taken 

advantage of by immigrants. 

The text makes no mention of the inequalities immigrants are subjected 

to in Canada. nor does it address the deeply entrenched racism within 

Canadian society which resul t~ in the abuse of immigrants. The only exception 

is one question which raises the problem of accreditation and the non- 

recognition of the 'foreign' educational and professional credentials of 

immigrants (CIC. 1994b: 5). The text does not mention the realiiy that 

sponsored immigrants are made into second class citizens by the sponsorship 

lo3 issue Nos. 7. 9 and 10. (CIC. 1994b). 



regulations which give them unequal access to social entitlements. Nor does it 

mention that sponsors who are citizens and landed immigrants themselves 

have to forfeit their own claims to social assistance in order to sponsor family 

members. Throughout the document. it is immigrants who are presented as a 

'problem.' not the various agencies of the state which reproduce the racialized 

inequalities of imrnigrmts. Nor are Canadians and the racisrn they help to 

reproduce against immigrants raised as a problem. 

Not one of the ten issues refers to the unequal treatrnent of the workers 

who enter the countxy under the Live-in Care Giver Prograrn or the Non- 

Immigrant Employment Authorkation Program which have both resulted in 

increasing numbers of workers entering the country with temporary work 

permits (Arat Koc. 992: Sharma. 1997; Singh Bolaria. 1992). This signincant 

development in Canada's immigration policy of separating off 'deserving' 

workers who are ailowed into the country under the independent category for 

permanent residence and 'undeserving' workers who are dlowed in 2s migrant 

workers is left off the 'national' agenda. The existence of a program which in 

actuality supplies significant nurnbers of workers to the econorny on a 

temporary and precarious immigration status, a status has been defhed as a 

form of indentureship (Sharma. 1997). is made invisible in the textual reality. 

The launching of the Inimigration Review, the subsequent public 

meetings and study circles al1 conveyed the appearance of an open process 

where Canadians could raise their concerns. an appearance which was 

enhanced by the Minister repeatedly stating his government's cornmitment to 

listen to Canadians. I n  reality. however. it was the Montebello meeting which 

defined the ten issues which 'Canadians-as-members-of-the-nation' were to be 

concerned about. The content and the fiaming of the discussions were 

decided upon by a srnail. elite group. and it was through the pubiïc 

consultations that the 'problems' drawn up by this small group were made into 

the major concerns of al1 Canadians. The public consultation thus became an 

exercise to draw Canadians into a pre-set agenda and to popularize this agenda 

by giving participants a stake in the restructuring of the immigration program. 

The consultation process sought to nationalize Canadians into the 

restructuring by organizing the conditions whereby they could corne to own the 



subsequent policy changes a s  being in the nation's interest. 

Hawkins (1988) has  described how then Minister of Manpower and 

Immigration. Robert Andras. initiated a national discussion on Immigration 

Policy in the 1970s in the Green Paper. Hawkins argues the major problems 

with that process were the following: (i) very little research was available on 

immigration: (ii) the Green Paper and the national discussion were "seen much 

less as a way of seeking iriformation and guidance from the Canadian public on 

immigration policy. than as a means of educafing the provinces and public on 

the critical decisions in immigration and population which would have to be 

made in Canada in the very near future": and. (iii) one of the major changes 

being considered by the Minister and the Department. the merging of the 

Department of Manpower and Immigration with the Unemployment 

Commission was "never put to the public a t  dl." Hawkins argues the Minister 

did not want the public debate to reach the "average Canadian" because "the 

IMinister and Cabinet did not trust the average Canadian to respond in a 

positive way on this issue" (1988: 630). 

The 1994 Consultations re-produced a similar process to the one 

described by Hawkins. Like the Green Paper consultations. the 1994 

Consultations used the public consultation to "educate" Canadians to the 

dangers presented by immiiyants. The state did want to draw Canadians into 

the 1994 IPR consultations in order to build a politicai consensus around the 

policy changes which were to follow. as well as to legitimize the state as the 

nation's defender and partner. Through the consultation texts, the state 

produced immigration as  a problem-in-common for the state and nation, and 

defhed the state-nation partnership from the state's perspective of ruling. 

The questions for public discussion fiamed the textual redity which was 

being produced. and participants entered into the process by being drawn into 

'knowing-in-comrnon' the 'problems' of immigration from the perspective of the 

point of ruling of the state. Consultation participants were intended to become 

'knowers' of these particular 'problems' in their shared world-in-cornrnon with 

the state. In producing the conceptual framework, through the specific 

questions for discussion and the assumptions underpinning them, the state 

imposed an ideological 'knowledge' of the 'problems' ont0 the lived experiences 



of participants. and in this way. mediated the relations of participants with this 

reality through the lens of these 'problems* known-in-common. 

As Smith (1987. 1990) has pointed out. entering this textual reality is to 

enter a circularïty. wherein the textual reality becomes a 'revelation' of 

actuality. and is imposed upon this actuality by becorning actionable. in this 

particular case. in the form of the subsequent policy changes. Where this 

textual reality is in conflict with the lived experiences of individuals. the state 

compels indhiiduals to articulate their lived expenence through the lens of this 

virtuai reality produced by the texts. The articulation of their Lived reality 

appears as  a subjective. individual experience. whereas the textual reality 

cornes to represent an objective, collective 'national' experience. Thus, if the 

individual expenences of participants contradict the texts* construction of the 

'preblems.' these individuaked experiences are juxtaposed by the consultation 

texts with the problems of the 'nation as identified by the state. Therefore. 

once the conceptual framework for the textual reality is produced and entered. 

individual participants can only challenge this virtual reality within its own 

terms of reference. Their lived *knowledgeT of 'problems' becomes awed by the 

'knowledge' of the 'problems' conkonting the nation. 

I n  the consultation documents, the state constructed a textual reality 

through which participants were to view reality. and in this. the conceptual 

framework became the lens through which participants. as Canadians. were 

asked to relate to immigrurzts. Through the public consultations, the state 

invited Canadians to enter this reality. and in the prozess, to enter into a 

partnership vnth the state. The public consultations therefore worked to 

nationalize Canadians into this partnership with the state through the 

reinforcement of the ideologicai bordering of immigrants as a 'problem' for the 

nation. 

What the State Heard 

An interim report, the Background Document was published based upon 

the subrnissions made during the consultation until mid-August. 1994. This 

report was presented as summarizïng the views and recornmendations of 

Canadians which were to be further discussed at the Nationai Conference held 



in September. 1994. Afker this Conference. as Cinal report. the Immigration 

Consultafions Report; was published. The final report is virtually identical to 

the interim one. with a few changes incorporating contributions from the 

National Conference. Both reports surnrnarïze participant responses to the ten 

issues and include specific polcy recommendations. 

Of the opinions and recommendations included in the reports. the 

submissions of individuals are not distinguished from thoçe of organizations. 

Nor are the contributions of individual written submissions distinguished from 

those which emerged a s  consensus or rnajority views of the Working Groups 

and public meetings. The reports state that equal weight was given to d l  the 

submissions. Indeed. the reports even include views which they define as 

-based on contentious or perhaps. even inaccurate assumptions" because they 

"reflected strongly held opinions" (CIC. 1994q: 15). However, as 1 dernonstrate 

in this section. equal weight was not given to al1 contributions- Those 

contribution made by the Working Groups which raised the question of the 

unequal treatrnent of Unmigrants and made specific recommendations to rectify 

this were given no space in the reports. while recommendations based on 

inaccurate information were given ample space. The consequence of including 

recommendations based upon inaccurate assurnptions m e ~ t  that the state 

treated them as  a legitimate basis for developing future immigration policy. 

Defining a Vision for the Nation 

In answer to the question "Should we have immigration?," the yiews of 

the majority of the participants are summWed as being iri cautious agreement 

with continuing ùnmigration. Some participants called for an end to 

immigration altogether, and others for a reduction in the nurnbers: 

Some people cal1 for a "rnoratorùlrn on immigrafion" or gradually 
reducing immigration until the "doors are closed.. .." [CIC, 1994q: 
161 

The reasons given for restricting immigration range from Canada's need to: 

successfÙlIy absorb people currently on welfare/social program; 
to: 



M a n y  people advocate a reduction in immigration levels as  they 
feel Canada. "....cm no longer absorb the numbers -bat we beuig 
admitted." and they are concerned about increased economic and 
racial tensions 

to: 

A policy which high-pressures immigration and is insensitive to 
. . social. comrnuniw-level implications will. more and more. 
increase popular resistance and inflame intolerance.. ." (CIC, 
1994q: 16- 17) 

Support for continuing immigration is expressed because it "promotes 

economic growth" and makes Canada "internationally cornpetitive," and will 

"sustain our population" (CIC. 1994q: 16). Even as these "economic" and 

demographic benefits are acknowledged. the text irnmediately and repeatedly 

stresses the concems which include the following: immigration levels being set 

too high, the high level of unernployment: the impact of the "increasing 

diversity" which "inname(s) intolerance": Canada's ùiability to absorb the 

numbers being admitted: the 'social' integration of ùnmigrants and the dangers 

of "increased economic and racial tensions" (CIC, 1994q: 17). Whereas the 

texts record support for continued immigration. they inunediately counter this 

support by repeatedly raising the 'problems' tnth immigration. The benefits of 

immigration are presented as "economic." and the 'problems' are presented as 

social. cultural, racial. and are econornic only as regards the "costs" of 

immigration. Io4 The major 'problems' conshcted by the texts are of iricreased 

"racial tensions and intolerance." and the textual practices make Unmigrants 

responsible for the problem, not the racism which Unmigrants expenence. 

The cautious support presented for continuing immigration is made 

conditional upon recognizing the potential dangers of racial diversity: 

Diversity is one of Canada's enormous strengths, but the 
importance of the whole must be emphasized. We must be a 
choir, not a cacophony. (CIC, 1994q: 19) 

lo4 Although concems expressed by participants regarding high levels of 
unemployment are recorded, high unemployment levels are not made into an issue in 
the texts. The texts' discussion of the "costs" of immigration very clearly Cocus on social 
spending which is defmed as a "burden" on the Canadian taxpayer. 



Diversiw . . . . . .is a strength so long as it is not force-fed and micro- 
managed.. . . (CIC. L 994q: i 9) 

ethnic diversity has no benefits. it only creates tension. ( C C  
1994q: 19) 

Many  assert that Canada should be. ". . xelebrating what its 
citizens have in common instead of their differences". (CIC. 1994q: 
19) 

There are also concerns that Canada is becorning a country made 
up of special interest groups. whose own goals take precedence 
over the national interests of the country. Although many agree 
that immigrants to Canada should be able to retain their religion 
and cultural practices. they feel that these should not take . 

precedence over "Canadian traditions." (CIC, 1994q: 19) 

The text's construction of "diversity" as the characteristic only of immigrants, 

and a divisive and fkactious one at that. is achieved through its repeated 

voicing of the 'concems' of Canadians: 

No other country in the world expects its tax payers to h a n c e  the 
practice of ethnic diversity. Whatever behavior immigrants wish 
to adopt should be lef% to the choice of the individu&. State 
support to ethnic diversity sows the seeds of conflict and should 
be avoided. (CIC, 1994q: 20) 

Having defined the 'divisive' effects of diversity. the texts proceed to construct a 

'vision' of Canada by defining the 'national' values shared by ali Canadians: 

Paramount were the importance of freedom. democracy and the 
rule of law. Centrai also were the principles of justice, fairness. 
tolerance. and respect for our feliow citizens. Equaüty was 
essentiai . . . . . . . . . . (CE. 1994q: 2 1) 

This focus on 'Canadian' values is said to have been echoed in submission after 

submission. including those of Working Group #2. of the staff of the 

Department of Citizenship and Immigration in Canada. as well as fkom 

overseas posts. One overseas staff submission is singled out for special 

mention as "capturing" the Canadian character: 

Canadians value honesty and faimess. They respect hard work 
and people with integrity. And they are willirig to give people a 
second or even third chance. But Canadians aIso expect their 



fellow Canadians to respect the system that is in place. and to not 
take advantage of their generosity. (CIC. 1994q: 20) 

The values. identity and vision of this Canadian character are furtherdefined: 

Focus group participants state that "accepting differences," 
"ethnically diverse." "tolerunt" "humane." and "proud" are among 
the specific values to which they attribute Canadian identity.(CIC. 
1994q: 20) 

....... continue the vision of Our country as home to ordinary 
people living o r d i n q  lives, working. paying fair taxes. supporting 
policies for the good of d l .  taking an interest in the government of 
Our towns. provinces and the country. helping our neighbours no 
rnatter where they or their fathers come from. making their 
neighbourhoods and communities good and safe places to live 
and raise families. (CIC, 1994q: 20-2 1) 

The text's constant defking of the "Canadian identity." the "Canadian 

character" and "core Canadian values" construct a self-image. a national 

character. which all Canadians are reported as having defined. The textual 

practice sin~ultaneously defines this national character. presenting it as having 

been defhed by Canadians. and invites Canadims to clairn as this national 

character as  their own. The ideological construction of this national character 

a s  cornrnitted to Yolerance." as "accepting of differences." and as being 

"humane" stands in contrast to the actual recommendations of many of these 

Canadiuns to end immigration altogether. to go back to immigration only from 

European source countries, and to contain, and even eliminate, 'cultural' 

diversity. The fkequent recomrnendations made to "close the doors" on 

immigrants are not allowed to interfere with the text's construction of 

Canadians as "fW and "just." 

The text's practice of attributing specifk values to the "Canadian 

character" and "Canadian identityl' hides the actuality that the population in 

Canada is divided by the social relations of race. class and gender. The 

signiôcance of the textuai reatity in producing a unified national character lies 

in its countering at the ideological level of the increasing polaxization taking 

place at  the material level within Canada econornic restructuring increasing 

dramaticaliy the divisions of race, class and gender. This growing polarization 



in the 1990s has been demonstrated in a number of studies (Brodie. 1995: 

Khosla. 1993: Ralph. 19961. yet nowhere is this polarization in interests of 

Canadians allowed to enter into the textual reality. The construction of the 

national character in the textual reality creates a united. cornmon, national 

purpose through cvhich the state seeks to transcend the 'intemal' polarization 

among Canadians. The construction of this national character is key to the 

nationalïzïng of Canadians into a partnership with the state. 

This national character is defined by the texts in direct opposition to 

immigrants who are constructed as not sharing it: 

Throughout the consultation process, Canadians have expressed 
concem that their Canada is disappearing; that ". . .. its ualues and 
IiJestyle are being eroded and degraded". (CE,  1994q: 22) 

(The current immigration policy) ignores the fragile present 
condition of the Canadian i d e m ,  at a time when the h tu re  of 
the country is uncertain. Immigration policy must not introduce 
even more uncertainty and ignorance about Canadian and 
heritage values. (CIC, 1994q: 22) 

Many hold the view that : "...a prirnary goal of immigration policy 
must be the preservation and enhancement of Canada's existing 
cultural and religious rnake-up and dernocratic institutions." (CIC. 
1994q: 23). 

The Department of Immigration and CiMenship are recorded in the 

Ernployment Consultation Surnrnary as  asking that irnmigration not place 'our 

future at n s k :  

Yet. a number of thoughts were expressed with respect to 
Canada's character. A list of the elements of the country's basic 
belief system should look something like this : non-violence, 
justice. democracy. equaiïty, honesty. acceptance. and fairness. 
There is no doubt that Departmental personnel want these core 
values to be retained and strengthened by immigration. not 
threatened. (CIC. 1994w: 1) 

The problem constructed in the texts is not so much that immigrants do not 

share the national character and values. but that they "erode7* and "degrade" 

these values. The values of immigrants become constmcted as being the 

opposite of Canadian values. their presence threatening the erosion and 



degradation of these national values. The texts accornplish their construction 

of the national character by defining it. and the national interest to preserve it. 

in direct opposition to immigrants. Immigrants are used b y  the texts as the 

reference against which the national interest cornes to be defined: immigrants 

are made to represent the ideoIogical borders of the nation. 

The afieged threat to national values and the national character from 

immigrants remaîns a dominant theme with the Unmigrant character being 

constructed embodying everything the Canadian character does not. Where 

Canadians are d e h e d  as respecting "the rule of law." "honest." "hard-working." 

and "fair." immigrants are defined as "abusers." Participants are said to wani: 

. . . a government which takes effective action against abuse of Our 
systerns instead of dowing chronic abusers of our immigration 
and welfare systems to go unchecked. (CIC. 19940: 42) 

A cornrnon opinion expressed both in written subrnissions and 
during other consultation activities is that prospective immigrants 
must be inforrned about Canadian law and values. (CE, 19940: 
40) 

Careful screening overseas. to protect the public from criminal 
activity and health risks is strongly c d e d  for. I t  is argued that 
the rigorous irnplementation of the rules and control procedures 
will prevent abuse of the system and ensure the fair treatrnent of 
all applicants. Global cooperation is also a recurring theme in 
terms of our screening activities. One group suggests that, . . . . 
"our government seek to build bridges with nationsfrom which 
people are ernîgrating to Canada in order to prevent abuse of 
Canada's Unmigration system and that Canada lrnpose sanctions 
against corntries who fail to cooperate providing records and 
information conceming immigrant applicants or refugees." [CIC. 
1994q: 55) 

Ln order to conduct proper screening, one contributor suggests 
the creation of. "one commn database" incorporating criminal, 
security and immigration information that is accessible to both 
overseas and domestic personnel. (CIC. 1994q: 55) 

State officiais are reported as  k s t r a t ed  by working in a system where they are 

unable to deal quickly and emciently with fraud and abuse. They a-re-disturbed 

by the fact that some people arrive at 'ouf borders with "instructions on how to 

use the system to their advantage" (CIC, 1994w: 6). Immigrants who use the 



"system" to "their advantage" become a source of frustration and this using of 

the system to one's advantage is equated with "fraud" and "abuse." The texts 

present immigranrs who know how to use the system a -problern.' and those 

who don't know how 'our' system works are also a problern because they don't 

'know' democracy and the 'rule of Law'! Not surprisingIy then. the staff 

consultation summary states there are too many "appeal mechanisms" in the 

system (CIC. 1994w: 6). This s u m r n q  cdls  for increasing state control over 

immigrants by increased cooperation between immigration and law enforcement 

agencies, and by removing existing protections: 

Increased information sharing arnong enforcement agencies and 
greater access to a cornprehensive criminal database that is 
international in scope is sgggested by many. Some recommend 
having one file for each person containing all govemrnent held 
information for that person. While some proposals related to 
information technology may be contrary to federal and provincial 
privacy and access to information legislation. several are of the 
view that this is one area where the protection of society a s  a 
whole takes precedence over individual rights. (CIC. 1994~: 8) 

I n  the name of "the protection of society." the report of the staff consultations 

proposes doing away with appeals and access to information laws. even as it 

simultaneously defines Canadian society as one which respects the rule of law. 

Given the extensive elaboration on the 'problems' associated with 

immigration within the textual reality being produced. recornmendations to 

curb the entry of immigrants to protect the nation on various grounds are 

proposed as 'solutions' by many contributors: 

There was consensus that Canada could be more clever in the 
disincentives it employs to minimise use of its immigration 
programmes. One suggestion was to target "vulnerable groups" 
much in the way they are targeted by unscrupulous immigration 
consultants and lawyers. Reaching out to these groups. in their 
home countries. to properly inform them of laws and conditions in 
Canada is required. (CIC. 1994j: 6-7) 

If these messages fail to dissuade u-Nnigrants from coming to Canada, 

increasing deportations is recomrnended to underscore these messages: 

It could be preferable to send a message that Canada is 
concentrating on deporting certain categories. However. some 



believed that beyond defmed refugee and humanitarian 
entitlements. Canada could not afford to allow anv one deportable 
group to remain. 1t was suggested that the legislation try io 
capture ail individual deportable situations- There would be a 
mechanisrn for priorïsing these situations for removais. However. 
resources would be used to effect removals "across the board", 
resulting in "equitable. generaiised removds." (CIC, 1994~: 6) 

The Final report states in its closing pages: 

SimiIarly. many Canadians are troubled by what are viewed as 
threats to the integris. of the nation's health care and social 
assistance programs. as weil as the integrity of the immigration 
prograrn itself, In particular. they are concemed that the 
generosity of the Canadian people has been taken advantage of 
As a result of a few recent and unfortunate incidents related to 
immigration, many Canadians worry that the immigration 
systems are not working as they should, particularly as they 
pertain to the entry of undesirable persons and the removal of 
those who violate our laws. They. in effect, express a loss in 
confidence in the abWy of immigration to provide protection fkom 
those who pose a risk to the safety of Canadians and/or Canadian 
institutions. (CIC. 1994q: 80) 

The text utilizes "a few' "urifortunate incidents" to b ~ g  into question the 

integrity of the entire immigration program. questioning its ability to "provide 

protection" "to Canadians and/or Canadian institutions." These "few" 

incidents are used to construct an alleged threat to the "safety" of al1 

Canadians and 'their* institutions. 

A number of contributions were made by some of the Working Groups 

and a t  the National Conference which challenge the racialized construction of 

immigrants by Canadians: 

. . . .p eople speak of the "immigrant problern" and the "rehigee 
problem." and believe that immigrants "live off the fat of the 
taxpayer". She said these perceptions would not be prevalent if 
all immigrants looked iike her. that is. white. (CIC. 1994p: 6) 

However. this particular contribution is not integrated into the Rnal report. it is 

not used to challenge the racialization of immigrants in the textual reality being 

produced. Nor are the contributions made by the Working Groups which 

challenged the construction of Canadians and immigrants as committed to 



opposing sets of values. These challenges came from Working Groups #5. #6A 

and #6B. Working Group #5 pointed out: 

Canada is a nation made up of indigenous peoples. descendants 
from generations of immigrants. and recent immigrants. (CIC. 
1994g: 23) 

Working Group #6B stated: 

The concentration of a large number of people from one immigrant 
community who amive within the space of five years is a new and 
big problem to some. while for othërs it is sirnply Canadian 
histow repeating itself for the umpteenth tirne. (CIC. 1994i: 1) 

These contributions rejecting the separation of recent immigration from the 

'old' immigration, as  well as rejecting the separation of Canadians and 

immigrants as opposites are not included in either the interim or final reports. 

The textual practices of the state did not allow these oppositional views to enter 

the textual reaüty under construction. giving no authority to these 

contributors to 'speak' in the h a 1  reports and challenge the textual reality. 

These contributions would have disrupted the textual reality by chal lengg its 

fundamental assumptions and exposing its ideological construction of the 

nation. and of Unmigrants and Canadians. These contributions were silenced in 

being denied e n t q  into the final reports. Instead, the reports end with a re- 

iteration of the numerous 'threats' immigrants present to the health and safety 

of Canadians and 'their' national institutions. The immigrant character is 

defmed again and again as representing crirninaiity, disease. laziness. and 

ignorance of democratic values and the nile of Iaw. when not openly flaunting 

these Iaws. This practice of the texts in constantly and specifically Linking 

immigrants with disease. crime and the abuse of social prograrns is 

overwhelming. As is the texts repeated re-iteration of the state's cornmitment 

to protectiing the nation, the national character and national values, in 

partnership with Canadians. The text's construction of immigrants constantly 

refers to the 'quality' of *new0 immigrants. 



The 'Quality' of linmigrants 

The texts constantly refer to the 'quality' of immigrants as presenting a 

problem to the nation. This 'problemT of 'quaiity' was defined as beîng 'lesser' 

than. and a threat to. the national 'character.' The 'problem' of 'quality' was 

given further substance in the textual reality by defining the 'threat' is 

presented to the national population and on the national 'way of Me.' 

The interim and final reports both elaborate extensively upon the impact 

of continued immigration on population levels in Canada. The following 

statement is offered as one which "reflects the views of many": 

Growth as an ever increasing and self-sustaining way of He, 
leading to increased consumption, has been our North American 
way of life. Ali of these treasured ideas and much of what we call 
'our way of life' is now ending. (CIC. 1994q: t 7) 

Immigration is constructed as responsible for "ending" "our way of me." The 

texts' d e m g  of "our" "treasured" 'North American way of Me" having led to 

"increased consumption" negates the reality of Aboriginal existence whose 

experience of "our" way of life took the form of colonization. The actualîty that 

"oui' "North American way of life" ïncreased uconsumption" only for some 

sectors of the population at the expense of the exploitation of the resources of 

Aboriginal peoples is made invisible in the textual reidily under production. 

The 'dangers' of overpopulation are presented as a particular "concern" 

wide-spread among Canadians: 

While a few feel that Canada has already surpassed its ideal 
population. many think that Canada's population shouid be 
stabilized at its current level. S U  others propose that a 
population of 34-35 million would be about as much as Canada 
could sustain due to its '&. . . . clhatic conditions. geography and 
ecology.. .." (CIC, 1994q: 18) 

I t  must be reaüzed that Canada is not an empty country waiting 
to be filled up. We have a fkagile ecoIogy. (CIC. 1994q: 18) 

Using geographical and climatic conditions to jus- curtailing immigration 

from third world countries is a familiar therne in the history of Canadian 

immigration policy. Arguments that Asian and Pifncan immigrants were 



incapable of adapting to the climate in Canada were used to restrict their 

immigration in the 1 9 t h  and 20th centuries. The texts give new currency to 

these older racialized rationales and sum up  the 'dangers' of population growth 

through immigration: 

The effect that population growtki will have on our environment 
and quality of life. seems to be of prirnary concem. 
Environmental deterioration. air and water pollution. traffic 
congestion. increased crime rates, over burdened social services. 
garbage disposai problems and shortages in housing. food and 
energy. are some of the problems that people identifir with over- 
population. They are concerned a s  Canada's population grows. 
these problems will increase in severity. [CIC. 1994q: 18) 

What makes the paragraph quoted above even more notable is that the words 

are not presented as  a specific contribution fkom any particular participant. 

instead. it is a composite of 'concerns' which is put together by the fiarners of 

the interim and fmal reports. who constnict this 'problem' in this particular 

manner. Nowkere does the text point out how unfounded 'concerns' regwding 

overpopulation are. by the state's own reckoning. Hawkins has  argued that the 

state clearly recognized in the 1980s the need for continuing to maintain 

immigration levels in order to avert the decline of population levels (1989). 

The text here begins by referring to "population growth" which it then 

immediately equates with "over-population-" Immigrants become constructed 

as responsible for "environmental detenoration, " for "pollution, " "increased 

crime." "over burdened social services." food and housing "shortages" etc.. etc. 

The cornplexities of these wide ranging problems become i-educed by the texts 

to the presence of immigrants. As immigrants are made the cause of fhese 

various problems. the text directs attention away from the responsibility of 

state policies and corporate practices for deteriorating environmental 

conditions and reduction in social services (Barlow. 1995). Shielding the state 

h-om scrutiny. the textual realiw instead blames immigrants as responsible for 

these problems. The textuai reality reverses actually exïsting social relations: 

immigrants corne to be attributed with power enough to devastate and 

ovenvhelm the entire Canadian nation. Although population levels in Canada 

actually face decüne in the year 20 10 without continued immigration (CIC. 



1994b: 3). the texts incorporate the unfounded fear of overpopulation without 

challenge. O5 

The discussion regarding the dangers of 'overpopulation' does ~ o t  treat 

the growth of al1 populations as a problem. Indeed. the texts Convard a 

proposal for increasing population growth by giving Cancrdiuns incentives to 

reproduce more. The text recornrnends: 

. . .the govemrnent develop programs to encourage population 
growth within the country. For example. the govemment could 
provide bancia l  incentives to encourage Canadians to have - 
children. (CIC. 1994q: 18) 

The text signals the population growth of Canadians is not the 'problern.' it is 

specifically the 'population growth of Unmigrants which is the cause for 

concern. In blaming immigrants for overpopulating and listing the specific 

problems associated with this overpopulation. the texts link irrunigrants with 

the 'problems' third world peoples have histoncally been associated with in the 

western imagination, problems such as increased crime, disease. pollution. 

excessive breeding, and excessive demands on resources (Ahmed. 1992; Mies. 

1986; Said. 1978). Lndeed. one would be hard-pressed to find a more racially 

charged representation of immigrants than the one constructed by the state in 

the texts' discussion of overpopuIation. In  contrast, the texts construct 

Canadian society as "dedicated to the preservation of a healthy environment" 

lo5 Freda Hawkins writes that Immigration officiais and politicians anticipated in the 
1980s that immigration would remain an important policy area as  a result of the Iow 
population level and the declining birthrate in the country. Canada faces "the prospect 
of future population decline" and Hawkins quotes the American demographer. Leon 
Bouvier, who argues that fertility levels in developed countries since 1970 were very low: 
"as of 1984. the rate in most developed countries shows no evidence of climbing back to 
the point where popuIation growth. or at least population replacement. can be assured 
over the long run" (Hawkins. 1989: 269). A background paper tabled with the Annual 
report to Parliament in 1984 predicted that even if the annual net immigration 
remained a t  50.000, the fertility rate of 1.7 would ensure that CanadaTs popu-lation 
would begin to decline in the year 202 1. To maintain current levels of population would 
require annual immigration levels of at  least 125, 000 in the long run (Hawkins, 1989: 
270). 



The gendered consequences of the textual practices linking immigrants 

with overpopulation are unrnistakable. I t  is women. after ail. who 'populate.' 

and it is third world women in particular. who have been associated with 'over- 

populating'. 106 Contemporary debates on population issues draw upon 

Malthusian theones which have defined population growth in third world 

countries as  a 'population explosion' which endangers the very survival of the 

human species. 'High' population levels are blamed for causing everything 

from econornic stagnation. environmental depletion and poverty. 

overpopulation has created excessive demands on scarce resources, the 

dominant argument goes. and population control is forwarded as the on- 

solution to this 'problem' (Bar~oso & Bruschini. 1991: Corra. 1994: Hartmann. 

1987). Indeed. the 'excessive' fertiliw of third world women has long served in 

the Canadian imagination as presenting a threat strong enough to overwhelm 

the nation by 'polluting' its whiteness. In earlier chapters. 1 have discussed 

how the state constmcted this 'threat' and 'contained' it through racialized 

immigration policies which sought to explicitly prevent the entry of Asian 

women into the counhy. The texts' discussion of the dangers of 

overpopulation has the racialized/gendered histoncal undertones of previous 

immigration policies. The text uses these 'concerns' to rally Canadians against 

the menace of the abundant fecundify of immigrant women. a fecundity defked 

as potent enough to destroy cornrnunities and cities. to pollute the 

environments Canadians live in. Immigrant women are attrïbuted in the textual 

reality a s  having the power to literally reproduce "garbage" in quantities 

'06 Third World women have been the target of population control programs in the 
countries of the South such as India, Bangladesh, Brazil. as well as in the advanced 
capitalist countries such as the United States and Britain. See Corra. S. Population and 
Reproductive Rights : Feminist Perspectives /rom the South. Kali for Women. New Delhi 
(1994): Mintzes, B et al. (eds.) Norplants Under Fier S& Eburon. The Netherlands 
(1993): Barroso. C. & Bruschini. C .  "Building Politics Frorn Personal Lives: Discussions 
on Sexualiw among Poor Women In Brazil." in Mohanty. C.T. et al. (eds.) Third World 
Women and îhe Politics of Ferninisrn Indiana University Press. Bloomington (199 1): 
Amos, V. & Parmar, P. "Challenging Imperia1 Feminism" in Feminist Review, London. 
(Autumn. 1984): Barbee. E. & Little. M. "Health. Social Class and African-American 
Women" in James. S. et al (ed.)-Worizing Black Feminisms : The Visionmy Pragmatism 
of Black Women. Routledge. London (1994). 



enough to ovenvhelrn the nation. Immigrant women themselves. and their 

fertility. come to be equated with "garbage" and "poUution" by the writers of the 

texts . 

The Report of Working Group # 4. which specifically dealt with the 

question of environmental degradation. argued that environmental degradation 

in source countries was one of the causes of increased migration (CE. 1994f: 

ii). The interim and final reports reverse this relation so that immigrants are 

presented as causing environmental degradation in Canada. The Working 

Croup's report, however. also reinforced the racialïzed 'dangers' of 

overpopuIation by referring to "massive" and "enormous" flows of immigrants. 

The report points to "rapid population growth" in "poor countries" and calls on 

the Canadian state to work towards "population stabihation by any means 

acceptable to the societies concerned"(C1C. 1994f: 4-5). The means have 

included the forced sterilization of women and men in India. Bangladesh. Peru 

and Brazil. these means being "acceptable" to the ruling elites (Coma. 1994; 

Barrosso & Bruschini. 199 L: Mintzes. 1993). These means have aiso been 

"acceptablen to the ruiing elites in Britain. the United States and canada  which 

have alI practiced the forced sterilization of certain groups of wornen in the not 

too distant past (Amos & Parmar. 1984: McLaren. 1990; Wilson. 1978). This 

particular recornrnendation is extraordinary in caiiing for Canada's support of 

such measures as a way of stopping increased immigration Uito Canada I t  

calls for subjecting women in "poor" countries to population control rneasures 

euen before these women become 'immigrants' or attempt to enter Canada. 

That the 'problem' of overpopulation is not so much about the general 

impact of immigration as it is about the 'quality' of immigrants becomes even 

clearer in subsequent sections of the text. which make repeated 

recommendations for aggressively increasing the recniitrnent of the 

independent category. as  well as for recruiting more immigrants who speak 

EngIish and French (CIC, 1994q: 26.65). Very explicitly. the text states that 

the problem is one of the 'quality' of immigrants. not their quanti@ 

Canadians told us  that they are deeply concemed that the system 
and processes of the immigration program are not working as  they 



should. More specillcally. they are concerned that the focus has 
become one of quantity rather than quality.. ..(CIC. 19940: 6 1) 

The reports record the recommendations for the immigration program to 

consider returning to the original European source countries in order to attract 

immigrants who are compatible with the nation: 

Some people commented on the racial mixture of immigration. 
They feel that Canada should be selecting immigrants fkom 
countries having the most in cornmon with Canada and call for a 
return to the pre- 1960 source countries. This, they feel, would 
reduce costs associated with integration and ease racial tensions. 
(CIC, 1994q: 26) 

Fluency in English and French are repeatedly recomrnended as  the criteria by 

which the 'quaiity' of potential immigrants should be evaluated. These criteria 

would of course privilege Europeans because they would be most lïkely to meet 

this language criterion, as  well as  being the 'quality' most compatible with the 

nation. The 'problem* of overpopulation likewise referred to the 'qualïty' of 

population growth. I t  operated at two levels so that the presence of Unmigrant 

women and their fertility become part of the 'problem.' The 'concerns' 

regarding both the 'quantity' and 'quality' of immigrants became very speciûcaily 

and fiter* inscribed on the bodies of immigrant women. 

Balancing the Independent and Family Categories 

In my earlier discussion of the conceptual framework for the public 

consultation. 1 argued the family category was singled out and problematized 

as making no 'economic' contributions and allowing potentiaüy lirnitless 

immigration. This category was also made responçible for overburdening social 

programs and for ùitroducing the cultural and social diversity leading to 

increased racial tensions. The independent category in contrast was identified 

as an econornic category and easily manageable. This framing of the two 

categories shaped the responses nom participants so that with very few 

exceptions. rnost responses likewise reproduced the state's ideological 

constructions of the famiy and independent categories. In response to the 



question. m a t  criteria should we set for selecting immigrants in order to 

achieve Our social and econornic objectives?" (CTC. 1994b: 31, the participants 

are recorded as responding in the following way. 

Many people involved in the various consultation activities 
expressed concem with our dimuiishing capacity to afford 
immigrants who can neither support themselves nor be supported 
by their families, especially given the current state of our 
economy. (CIC, 19940: 16) 

Some participants of the national conference also argue that the 
proportion of family class immigrants should be reduced and that 
"the gouemment should consider possible (additionail restrictions on 
the sponsoring of family claçs members." {CE, 1994q: 29) 

The staff of Citizenship and Immigration Canada recommended: 

Weight must be given to officia1 language abiiity, education levels 
and potential to contribute to Canada ...-. Potential to contribute to 
Canada must be viewed in terms of [a) ability to demonstrate 
willingness to integrate socially and culturally; and (b) proven 
ability and dernonstrated willingness to be productive 
economicdy. (CIC, 1994q: 26) 

Given that the starting point for the public consultation was the construction 

of the famiy category a s  not "economically" productive, the state's 

recomrnendations for increasing the 'economic' benefits of immigration 

inevitably translated into recomrnendations for reducing the fa-rnily category. 

in addition to the ideological construction of the family category as  not 

productive. the texts directed hostiLity towards this catego~y by repeatedly 

focusing on its economic "costs." The report of the staff of Immigration and 

Citizenship Canada recommended: 

The predominant view with respect to social services, especiaily 
health care. is that immigrants (not including refugees) should 
not have unlimited access to senrices immediately upon their 
arrival. (CIC, L994w: 6) 

The h a 1  report states: 

Another common view is that "a few cornmunifies beur a 
disproportionate cost of integration." As an example. many 
submissions argue that due to the overwhelrning needs of both 
immigrant children and adults for language training, the 



education system is "under siege". A number also argue that as  a 
result of this burden to the school systems. many Canadian-born 
children must forego their regular school curriculum. (CIC. 
f 994q: 52) 

An Alberta school district submission is quoted as  echoing this view: 

- ..immigrant children. particularly re-hgee children. have needs 
beyond learning English.. . .These children and their fkmilies need 
support beyond what local boards can provide given present 
financial realities. (CIC. 1994q: 46) 

In the above statement, the texts erase the distinction between refugee 

children. whorn Canada has international obligations to accept and provide for. 

and immigrant children. Both are presented as over-burdening social 

prograns- 

After repeatedly re-enforcing the construction of the family category as  

over-burdening social services. the texts recommend both reducing its 

numbers, as well as increasing intemal controls to lirnit the access of 

sponsored immigrants to social programs. Increasing the surveillance of 

immigrants is recornmended as a measure to reduce social spending. The 

report of the staff of Immigration and Citizenship supports this position: 

... rnany employees agree that ali levels of government. as well as 
the agencies and organizations involved in the provision of social 
senrices. must share information more readily and to a greater 
extent. This would not only resuit in more effective and focused 
service delivery. but also reduce the opporturnity for abuse. (CIC. 
1994w: 6) 

In addition. the staff report c a s  for a "dinerent mix" of immigrants as well as  

requiring them to pay for the costs of sefflement services thernselves: 

The majority agree that. if a primaxy objective of immigration is 
economic benefit for Canada, then we need to select a dflerent 
mix of immigrants. concentrating on raising the levels of the 
independent and business categories. (CIC. 1994w: 7) 

As  to who should be responsible to bear the costs of integration, 
many feel that independent. sponsored and business immigrants 
should fund their own settlement needs. Some advocate a 
prepayrnent program. (CIC, 1 9 9 4 ~ :  4) 



The reports quote Workhg Group #8 as stating: 

There is increasing concern that immigrants are not respecting 
these responsibilities (of sponsorship). thus placing demands on 
already over-budened social support programs. funded by 
Canadian taxpayers. (CIC. 1994k: 10- 1 1) 

The recommendation of this group is to require "immigrant communities" 

resident in Canada to fund the settlement services for future immigrants: 

Immigrant comrnuriities can play an important role in the 
integration of new CLiTivds. They should be encouraged in this 
respect. to provide language and settlement seMces to other 
immigrants. particularly where existing delivery mechanisms are 
underfimded or overburdened and if possible to provide Canadian 
job experience as a transition into the broader labour market 
(perhaps through a form of sponsorship). These measures will 
help raise the economic contribution of immigrants while 
reducuig the costs of traditional settlement delivery mechanisms. 
(CIC, 1994k: I l )  

This extraordinary recornmendation constructs all people of colour as 

"immigrant communities". regardless of their ciüzenship status. and rnakes 

them responsible for 'their' own kind. The reaiity that "immigrant 

comrnunities" as  taxpayers fund "our" social programs is made invisible by this 

recommendation. as  well as asking 'they' be required to fund 'their' own 

programs. 

The National Consultation on Family Class Immigration called for 

Lncreased enforcement of sponsorship agreements. including making it easier 

for provinces to take sponsors to court in order to enforce sponsorship 

agreements: 

The jurisdictional concems said to s m e  reguiar litigation by 
provinces to recover social welfare payrnents to sponsorees from 
the* sponsors in accordance with their undertakings could be 
easily resolved by the routine assignment of sponsorship 
undertakings by the federal government to the province of 
reception. (CIC, 1994n: 6) 

Other measures recommended by the text to reduce the costs of immigration 

include the introduction of a sponsorship bond: 



The sponsor rnight be required to post a significant bond as  a 
condition of the admission of a family member, which deposit 
would be forfeited in the event of sponsorship breakdown. If no 
rnechanism can be devised to enforce sponsorship obligations. 
then social accountability might best be secured by limiting 
overall exposure by a numerical ceiling on the number of 
sponsorships which any one sponsor can make. (CIC, 1994n: 6) 

One specific recommendation for the establishing of a sponsorship bond 

proposed this bond be set a t  a rate of $20.000.00 (DeVoretz, 1994: 8). Another 

recornmendation. made by Working Group #8. called for raising the incorne 

levels sponsors need to have in order to quale for sponsorship (CIC. 2994k: 

11). 

Exceptions to the contributions which defined the family category as 

primarily a burden on social services were the reports of Working Groups #6A 

and #6B. These two Working Groups were specScally mandated to address the 

integration of immigration policy with other areas of public policy. Both 

Groups underscored the importance of the family category. and emphasized its 

contributions- Working Group #6A stressed: 

Family members are adrnitted wfthout being assessed on their 
labour market skills. But the group wished to emphasize that 
spouses and other family members who cari work would likely 
enter the labour market shortly after theîr arrival. Immigrant 
farnilies. like most other Canadian families, need at  least two 
incornes. Settlement, training and other immigration policies and 
programs should consider this realiw of f&y Iife in Canada. 
Whether they corne to Canada as sponsored f a d y  members, 
refugees or seiected independents, immigrants want the chance to 
work. and to have meaningful work. They want to use the skills 
and Iniowledge which they have brought with them to Canada. 
(CIC, 1994h: 2-3) 

Working Group #6B argued that the famiy category makes the process of 

adjustment much easier for immigrants and demonstrates a long-term 

coITunitrnent to Canada from immigrants. This category is also defined as 

reducing the problems and costs of integration: 

More emphasis should be placed on farnily reunification as this 
facilitates early adjustment and creates long term cornmitment to 
Canada. It should be recognized that the process of settlement 
and integration is made considerably easier for refugees. family or 
independent immigrants who have family members Lri Canada 



when they arrive or whose relatives join them at  sorne point after 
arrival. As such. farnily r e ~ ~ c a t i o n  offers a considerable cost 
saving in terms of integration senrices. (CIC. 1994i: 6) 

Both Working Groups rejected the notion that the family category class 

represents only an economic cost by underlining the contribution of this 

category to the labour market. as well as to reducing integration costs. 

Whereas the unpaid. reproductive labour of sponsored immigrant women has 

been made invisible by the categorization of sponsored immigrants as a 'non- 

econornic' category. the Working Groups pointed to this labour as reducing the 

overall costs of immigration. Both Groups also pointed to racism in Canadian 

society and the unequal access to social programs of sponsored immigrants as 

the most significant barriers to their integration. They specScaIly 

recommended increasing the access of dl immigrants to social programs. The 

recornrnendations of Working Group #6A in exarnining labour market programs 

stated: 

The entire setttement process should be based on the principles of 
access and equity. The federal govemment should take a 
leadership role in the area of anti-racisrn education. AU federd 
funding for trainùig prograrns should be granted on the basis of 
the adherence to equity principles as a criterion for funding. 

Obtaining meaningful employment is an integral part of the 
sefflement process. Immigrants should be recognized as a target 
group which needs appropriate training opportunities. [CIC. 
1994h: 1) 

Working Group #6B which examîned the impact of immigration policies on 

social prograrns recommended universal access to social prograrns for all 

immigrants. Their reasoning for this recommendation is as follows: 

When discussing public senices. it is important to recognize who 
'the public' is. The group felt that it was important to recognize 
that the public was Ln fact everybody in Canada. Immigrants. 
refugees and rninorities are not a group separate from 'the public'. 
They have equal nghts to available services.. . . . 

Recognizing that issues of jurisdiction and reform of social policy 
are topical these days. the group felt that the federal governrnent 
should mairitain a leadership or CO-ordinating role in ensuring 
equal access to public services by aiI sectors of the public 



including new immigrants. This is particularly important for the 
provision of services to assist in the integration of immigrants. 
(CIC. 1994i: 4-5) 

The recommendations of these two Working Groups which challenge the 

fundamental assumptions of the textual reality being produced by the state 

were not allowed entry into the textual realiw by not being included in either 

the interirn or final reports. These two Working Groups were given no authority 

to speak. or to contribute towards the social construction of knowledge about 

L;nmigrants which the state was engaged in producing. Instead. the textual 

practices of the state specifically made invisible these contributions in the 

foilowing way: 

Emerging out of ail the study circles was the sense that the 
Department has lost control of immigration and that immigration 
levels must be set in accordance with some proof that the 
Department can coordinate the process, including integration. 
(CIC. 1994q: 52) (Ernphasis in original) 

The Bnal report M y  countered the specifîc recommendations ca lhg  for 

increasing the access of sponsored immigrants to social programs by stressing 

the need for stronger management and increased control of this category. The 

contributions which challenged the underlying assumptions of the textual 

reality being produced were thus given no authority to speak. As Smith (1987. 

1990) argues. the very construction of the textual reality puts individuals who 

challenge the underlying assumptions of this virtual reality outside the 

discourse. I n  this case. the contributors who sought to bring their 'knowledge' 

of the underlying social relations into the textual reality were left outside the 

'national' debate. Textual practices allowed no voice for the lived expenences of 

immigrants to have the authority to speak in the consultations. Indeed. the 

'knowledge-in-cornmon' being produced by the state was based on the silencing 

of this lived actuality. In this way. the textual practices gave authority to speak 

to those participants whose contributions reaffirmed the textual reality. As 

Smith has pointed out, once the textual reality is entered. only questions of 

accuracy can be raised about certain issues from within this 'realiiy. But these 

questions do not essentially rupture the textual reality constructed. The 

questions which do rupture this reaiity are not allowed entry. 



The textual reality being produced in the consultation allows both 

right-wing anti-immigrant views and more liberal views to corne to the sarne 

conclusion. If it is accepted that immigrants are engaged in massive abuse of 

social services. as the right-wing claims. then the 'solution' to cutting costs 

becomes restricting immigration. A more liberal view would reject this 

wholesale stereotyping and instead defrne Unmigrants who claim assistance as 

victuns of economic and social conditions beyond their control. and as such. 

unwittingly precipitate a crisis in social services. The 'solution* to reducing 

costs in this liberal view would also be to reduce immigration levels, even if 

only as a temporary measure. The 'problern' constructed in the textual reality 

is such that there is oniy one 'solution' to it fYom within this reality. The 

state's ideological construction of immigrants as  outsiders to the nation makes 

their unequal treatment by the Canadian state pofitically acceptable. 

The important point here is not whether Unmigrants do or do not use 

social senrices. M e r  ail. the very basis for the creation of social prograrns. 

especially social assistance. is the recognition that individuals are not 

responsible for the labour market conditions which create unemployrnent and 

poverty, and that they need protection from economic cycles by having access 

to social programs. The point here is that d e m g  UnmQrants as outsiders to 

the nation legitimizes their unequal rights. The point is not whether 

immigrants male claims to social programs. or whether they break sponsorship 

agreements. as the state claims they do.107 The important point here is the 

state's legitimization and normalization of unequal rights and entitlernents for 

immigrants through its ideological practices: the textual reality being produced 

makes it appear completely normal. completely natural. that 'they' should not 

lo7 The govemment claims the social assistance costs resulting from breakdown in 
sponsorships arnounts to between $600 and $700 million annudly. See CIC, (1994) 
Into the 2 1 s t Centw-g : A Strafegy for Immigraiion and Citizenship. p. 39 Minister of 
Supply and Senrices, Canada. This document also states that 14% of familly class claim 
social assistance, which is a lower rate than the 16% of Canadians who daim social 
services. Any clairns made by the family category, of course, rely upon the discretion of 
provincial and municipal jurisdictions within which such claims are made. The 
sponsorship regulations. as I have discussed in Chapter Six. require that sponsored 
immigrants will be fmancially supported by their sponsor ((EIC, 1983) 



have the same rights as 'us.' 

W e  the text recommends a number of measures to restrict the 

numbers of the famiiy category and its access to social programs, it 

simultaneously calls for increasing and easïng the entry of the independent 

categov. The texts recommend *aggressiveW recruitrnent and "promotion" of 

this category, even specifically calling for increasing the numbers of the 

"economic" immigrants by correspondinglly decreasing the family category so 

that overall immigration levels do not have to be increased. The texts 

construct the independent category as self-supporting. educated, highly 

qualified. hardworking, respectable. industrious. and therefore. desening of 

citizenship in Canada. 

Increasing the Control of Immigrant Women 

After d e m g  the family category as a costly, uncontrolIable class, a 

proposal for introducing a "contextualized" system is offered in the final report. 

This "conteirtualized" system would evaluate applicants not only on the basis 

of their family relation to the sponsor, but also on the basis of the "actual 

emotional and material dependency or interdependency" between the sponsor 

and sponsored immigrant (CIC, 1994q: 28). The recommendation was made in 

the report of the Working Group rnandated to examine the family category. The 

report states: 

In  recognition that the interests being served in family class 
immigration are both private and public, it was agreed that the 
predominant poficy rationale for facïlitating the immigration of 
f d y  members to Canada should be to optimize the position of 
the sponsor within Canadian society by recognizing those 
relationships which are hndamental to sustained emotional and 
econornic sharing, care, m d  support. If the policy rationale for 
adrnitting family mernbers is to optimize the position of the 
sponsor in Canadian society. then family class immigration policy 
should accurately identify as f d y  rnembers those persons most 
able to contribute to the sponsor's firnctioning within Canadian 
society. (CE. 1994n: 2) 

This Group argued that sponsored immigrants support the integration of the 

sponsor. As such. the Group defhed the value of the famiIy catego~y as being 

primanly in its contribution to the well-being of the sponsor. Therefore, the 



Group proposed a "contextualized" definition of the famil). be used so that the 

sponsor c m  iden- which f d y  rnembers wlll be most able to contribute to 

their well-being. The Group argued a "contextualized" system would also ailow 

for family foms otrher than the nuclear one to become eligible. This proposal 

specifically recognized the extended family forrn and same-sex couple farnilies. 

In this recognition. the proposal represents a progressive step. However, the 

manner in which this "contextualization" is proposed would greatly enhance 

the power of the sponsor. and of the state. over sponsored family mernbers. 

The immigration Act 1976-77 allows for the immigration of specific 

farnily members under the family category. These relations are not specificdly 

tied to the sponsor's interests. it is the family relation per se which makes 

farndy members eligible for sponsorship. not their particular servicing of the 

sponsor's well-being. In dehing "contextualization" as a means to "optimize 

the position of the sponsor," and in urging recognition of ody  "those 

relationships which are fundamental to sustained emotional and economic 

sharïng. care and support." the recommendation increases the power of the 

sponsor to determine which family mernbers are most able to serve them. The 

potential created here for the sponsor's abuse of sponsored f d y  members is 

tremendous. 

The recommendation does not treat the farnily relations of 

Unmigrants, or the needs of al1 family members. as legitimate and valid in 

thernselves. The only value of family members becomes defined in their 

contribution to the well-being of the sponsor. The proposai would greatly 

increase the power male sponsors already have over immigrant women and 

their children by aiiowing sponsors to determine what enhances their well- 

being. eroding further any power women might have in non-western family 

forms. 

This particular recommendation also opens the door to sponsored 

f d y  rnembers having to prove to the state. and to the sponsor, their 

"cornmitment" to the sponsor. It opens up the most personal relationships 

between immigrant farnily members to scrutiny, testing and judgment. 

Increasing the state's power to do this was specifically recommendation in the 

Report: 



.... officials would be cailed upon to make an holistic assessrnent 
of the authenticity of the f d y  relationship based not upon 
categoncal definitions. but upon flexible guidelines.. . (CIC. 1994n: 
5) 

The state would make the h a 1  decision on the sponsored immigrant's 

"cornmitment" to the sponsor. and here. the state's extended control over the 

immigrant farnilies would become inevitable. This recommendation therefore, 

would result in increased regulation and surveillance of sponsored family 

members to prove to the state their "emotionai" and "economic 

interdependency" with the sponsor. 

The "contextualized" family forrn recommendation leaves it up to 

immigration officials to use their discretion through "flexible" guidelines to 

judge both the acceptable forms. and levels, of ernotional comrnitrnent 

immigrants would be required to dernonstrate. The recommendation to 

increase the intemal controls of sponsored family members by giving them 

"conditional entry" which could be reassessed after a certain period of stay in 

the counhy.l*s Constructing immigrant families as less real and legitirnate 

than Canadian farnilies relies upon colonial stereotypes of "tnferior" third world 

peoples who do not have 'real' farnily bonds. This recommendation brings to 

mind British immigration officers who, in the 1970s and 19SOs, demanded that 

sponsored Asian women undergo virginity tests a t  airports to "prove" their 

"cornmitment" to their sponsoring fiances (Amos & Parrner, 1984: Wilsan, 1978; 

WING. 1985). Black couples have also been questioned by immigration officers 

about "whether they had enjoyed their honeymoon and whether they normally 

slept together" (WING. 1985: 56). and their ietters have been read to assess 

whether they demonstrate adequate "affection' for each other. 

I n  examining the treatment of the family category. 1 was struck with 

the tremendous sense of power the participants seem to have felt over 

immigrant families. The family relations of immigrants are not defined as 

legitimate and valid in thernselves. These relations gairi legitimacy only by 

lo8 The basis upon which this re-assessrnent would take place was not specified in the 
report of the National Consultation. 



proving to Canadians and 'theil-' state agencies that the cornmitment of 

immigrant family members to each other is valid. In other words, it is not 

enough that immigrants are farnily members. they would also have to provide 

proof that their farnily bonds are real. In this recommendation, as in al1 the 

others. the power of the state is claimed by the Canadians who experienced 

this state power as their own power over immigrant families. 

Some of the submissions recornrnended the outright ending of farnily 

sponsorship for low income immigrants. as  Working Group #8 did: 

The income level for sponsorship must be high enough to provide 
adequately for those who are sponsored. Consideration should 
also be given to additional criteria to be met by the sponsor. to 
support the long run nature of the sponsorship - the initiative of 
the sponsor. ernployability and language skills. The Working 
Group was concerned that allowing individuals on welfare to 
sponsor mernbers of their family added to economic costs and 
should be prohibited. By removing this privilege there would be 
an added incentive for the immigrant to find employment and 
integrate quickly. (CIC, 1994k: 1 1) 

This recommendation shifts the responsibility for unemployment onto the 

sponsor's lack of incentive. and it penalizes immigrants who might da im welfare 

by requiring them to give up their families in exchange. An immigrant's very 

right to have a family should be contingent upon their financial worth. 

recoxnrnend far too many of the subrnissions made in the public consultations. 

The final report recommends: 

. . .many feel that sponsored parents are often too aged to work 
and place a strain on the social and medicai systems. In addition, 
many people feel that being separated fkom one's farnily is a 
choice that every inunigrant must make when deciding to 
corne to Canada.' (CIC. 1994q: 28) 

What is striking about these words is that the immigrant who must make this 

"choice" is defmed as someone who will rem- an immigrant having to live 

with this "choice" presumably even &ter becoming a de jure citizen. 



Conclusion 

Appealing to Canadian 'citizens' in overtly racialized ways. the state 

sought to nationalize them through the public consultations into defending the 

nation for the 2 1st century. The IPR process enabled the state to claim to be 

the legitimate defender of the 'national' interest against immigrants in general. 

and immigrant women in particular. Further. the IPR enabled the state to claîm 

a partnership between nation and state on the basis of "shared goals" and 

"shared responsibilities" between '-government and its citizens" (CIC, 1994q: 1). 

In the textual reality produced by the state. whether 'economic,' 

'social' and 'cultural,' or linguistic criteria are used for immigrant selection, the 

family category is placed in a no-win situation. It would come up short on 

'economic' cntena in having been ideologicdly constmcted as making no 

'econornic* contribution to the nation and representing instead a burden on the 

nation's resources. The family category would likewise come up short on the 

'social' and 'cultural' criteria in having been ideologically constructed as  

'culturaliy' and 'socially' diverse, and as such. undermining the national 

character as  well as increasing racial 'tensions.' 

Once the textual reality produced by this review is entered, the only 

way to maximize the 'econornic' contributions of the immigration program lies 

in reducing the famiy category. The text's construction of this particular 

'problem' leaves no other option. the logic in the textual redity becornes such 

as to rule out ariy other possibility. unless of course, the textual reality itself is 

rejected. In the same way. once it is accepted that the costs of immigration 

need to be cut back, the only option Ieft is for immigrants to pay for these 

services themselves. In other words. the construction of the 'problems' with 

the family category can only lead to the 'soIutions' proposed in the texts unless 

the entire conceptual framework, and its underlying assumptions. are 

fundamentally re-conceived. The contributions of a number of Working 

Groups which attempted to rupture the textual reality being produced by the 

state by challenging some of these assumptions were denced in the final 

reports. These attempts to critique the objectified 'knowledge' organized by the 

textual practices fkom an oppositional position were made invisible: they were 



given no authority to 'speak' within the textual rediiy. In this way. the textuai 

reality produced organizes the nationalizing of Canadians to close the ranks of 

the nation agauist immigrants in general. and immigrant women in particular. 

This realiiy constructed by the state points to immigrant women and the f-y 

category as  responsible for the most s i gdcan t  'problerns' of immigration facing 

the nation and its state for the 2 1 s t  Century. The ideologicd (re)construction of 

ùnmigrant wornen as outsiders to the nation enabled the state to build the 

political support necessary for the subsequent restructuring of the immigration 

prograrn. and for legitimizing the state-nation partnership in thïs endeavor. 

The Immigration Policy Review ended with the tablïng in Parliament 

by then Minister of Immigration and Citizenship, Sergio Marchi. of the Annual 

Report to Pariament for the years 1995-2000, A Broader Vision: Immigration 

and Citizenship, and of the long term strategy for immigration. Into the 2 P  

Centwy: A Strategy for Immigration and Citizenship, on November 1, 1994. The 

Strategy Plan has been defined by the state as the basis for immigration poiicy 

Uito the 2 l s t  Century. A s  such, it is an extremely significant document. and a 

number of the recommendations contained within it were implernented in 

1995. In implementing these policy changes. the state claimed to be acting 

only on the wishes expressed by Canadicins during the consultations: Today 

we are making the decisions that Canadians expect of us and participants in 

the consultations asked us to make," the Irnrnigration Muiister stated (CIC, 

1994r: 2). These policy changes will be examined in the next Chapter. 



FORT-G THE NATION AND CITIZENSHIP 

Our citizenship is not just a right. I t  is a privilege respected 
around the world. Whether acquired by birth or by choice, Our 
citizenship offers equality. participation and inclusion. and also 
the responsibfity to contribute to Our nation-building. 

Minister Marchi, (CE. 1994s: 2) 

Introduction 

In Chapters Seven and Eight I discussed textual realities produced by 

the ideological practices of the state in the Social Security Review and the 

Immigration Policy Review. Both reviews identified the major 'problems' in 

both policy areas from the state's perspective of ruling, and as such. 

incorporated the relations of ruling into the realities under construction. 

These textual reaüties were made actionable through a number of s i g d c a n t  

policy changes introduced in 1995: the policy changes irnposed the textual 

realities produced ont0 actuality. I n  this Chapter 1 examine these policy 

changes. specifically: the reduction of immigration levels and the shift in the 

composition of immigration to increase the independent category and reduce 

the family category; the strengthening of sponsorship regulations and the 

mechanisms for enforcement; the (re)introduction of the head tax; the replacing 

of the Canada Assistance Plan (CAP) with the Canada Health and Social 

Transfer (CHST). and: the proposed amendment to the Citizenship Act to end 

the right of children born in Canada to automatically become eligible for 

citizenship . 

1 argue these changes will significantly reduce the access of third world 

women to formal citlzenship in Canada and reproduce the unequal access of 

sponsored Unmigrant wornen to social entitlements. The reduction in the overaii 

immigration levels and the hirther reduction to the family category. the 

reintroduction of the head tax and the strengthening of sponsorship 

regulations will have a disproportionate impact on immigrant women by greatly 

reduce their abiüty to enter Canada as permanent residents. Restricting the 



presence and rights of immigranr women will strengthen the reproduction of the 

'whiteness' of the Canadian nation. 

Further. while immigration pohcy regdates the access of the 

independent and family categories to social security programs, the introduction 

of the CHST will erode the discretionary access sponsored immigrants have 

been able to gain to social assistance programs at the provincial level. The 

CHST ended federal standards for social assistance programs, devolving power 

to the provincial government for the social security system. ConsequentIy. the 

possibility of sponsored immigrants being able to gain access to these programs 

across the country has been made near impossible with this ending of federal 

standards. Increasing enforcement of sponsorship agreements by provincial 

governments being given the powers to prosecute defaulting sponsors will 

increase the incentive of sponsors to increase control over their sponsored 

relatives: sponsors wiU face the threat of prosecution in cases of sponsorship 

breakdown. The specifk rneasures for exchange of information between the 

federal and provincial governments in tracking sponsorship enforcement will 

result in provincial social security systems being used by the federal 

Immigration Department for the surveillance of sponsored immigrants' access to 

social security programs. 

Finally, the state announced its intention to arnend the Citizenship Act 

so that ail children born in Canada will not autornaticaily become eligible for 

Canadian citizenship. Instead. the state proposes to make eligibility for 

citizenship contingent upon the legal status of parents. This amendment. if 

implemented. will work as a policy of repatrïation for mothers of specifîc 

Canadian-bom children. Women who do not have permanent residency in 

Canada will be forced to either leave the country or give birth to children who 

will be unable to claim citizenship. and potentiaiiy be made stateless. Although 

this change has not yet been implemented. the state has begun the process to 

build the political climate to implernent it by constructing this as a 'problem' for 

Canadians. 1 argue this amendment is a necessaq one if a migrant labour 

force is to be maintaineci as a permanent feature of the Canadian economy for 

the 2 1st century. 1 end this Chapter with a brief discussion of the Report, Not 

Just Numbers: A Canadian Fkuneworkfor Future Immigratton. cornmissioned by 



the state in 1997. This Report reiterates many of the recommendations made 

in the Immigration Policy Review. and as such. represents a continuity with the 

IPR. The Report's contribution to the state's Stmtegic Plan lies in its specific 

proposal for a new Immigration and Citizenship Act. The Report is currently 

under consideration by the federal government. and 1 argue it shares the IPR' s 

conceptual framework, and many of the IPR s recornmendations. 

The policy changes implemented by the state since 1995, as well as 

those currently under consideration. represent a fortifkarion of the ideological 

borders of the nation against immigrant women. These changes aim to 

significantly reduce the family category. and as such, to reduce the e n w  of 

third world women into Canada as permanent residents. a status which 

enables them to make clairns to ciüzenship in Canada. My major argument in 

this Chapter is that the relative liberalization of Immigration and Citizenship 

policy introduced in the 1970s has corne to an end in the 1990s as the state is 

rnoving to, once again. significantly restrict immigration korn the third world. 

Reducing The Nurnbers: Trcrnsforming 'Quantity' Into 'Quulity' 

The days when Canada required a large pool of unsmed labour 
are long gone. Today. the countiy needs people who are 
entrepreneurial. have good language skilis and are able to adjust 
to a rapidly changing labour market. The criteria used to select 
immigrants must reflect this change. 

(CIC. 1994t: 14) 

Whereas the Liberal Party had promised immigration levels of 1% of the 

population in the Red Book. their election platform of 1993. the Immigration 

Review was used to justSy setting lower immigration levels for the next five 

years. The 1% pledge would have set the annual level at  300.000 immigrants. 

Instead. the Minister announced that immigration levels for 1995 would be in 

the range of 190,000 to 215.000 immigrants. As  the government estimated 

that out-migration fkom Canada in that year would be in the range of 50.000. 

the net immigration level in reality would be lower at around 140.000-165.000 

immigrants ICIC. 1994t). The net level wouid therefore be closer to half of one 

percent of the population. Where the textual r e w  produced in the 



Immigration Policy Review defined the 'quantity' of immigrants as a 'problem.' 

the five year plan reduces immigration levels for the five year period Gom 1995 

to 2000. 

The five year plan also announced a further reduction in the famiy 

category. which had accounted for 1 1 1 .O00 immigrants in the 1994 plan. The 

1995 plan reduced this figure to between 86.000-90.000. setting the level at  

2 1.000-25.000 Iower than the previous year. The independent category was to 

be reduced from 30.700 to 24.000-26.000 in 1995: and the dependents of 

independent applicants were to be reduced from 43.000 in 1994 to 32.000- 

35.000 in 1995.1°9 Business entrepreneurs wodd also be reduced. as would 

the dependents of these entrepreneurs (CIC. 1994t). This reduction in levels 

for the independent category validate the IPR texts which noted that Canada is 

competing with many other countries for highly skilled independent applicants. 

While both the independent and family categories were reduced in 1995. 

the five year Plan outlined not only a reduction in overall immigration levels. 

but also a signiacant shift in the balance between the independent and farnily 

categories. Referring to the independent category as the "econornic" category. 

the Plan projected that in the five year penod between 1995 and 2000. the 

"economicn category was to be increased kom representing 43% of ail 

immigration to 53% . Io  while the farnily category was to be reduced h-om 

representing 5 1% of total immigration to 44% [CIC. 1994t: 13). 1 ' Therefore, 

'09 The family members accompanying the independent category are listed separately. 
Therefore the level quoted for the family category would be primarily for family 
reunification, 

'10 In his speech. the Minister says the economic immigrants will increase to 55 
percent on p.3 of his Speaking Notes. 1 will use the 53 percent figure. however. a s  that 
is the figure released in the Tables for the 5-year Plan. 

l l l ln  listing these percentages. the Plan includes in the farnily category both family 
reunification and farnily members accompanying independent immigrants. Under the 
'Economic' category, it includes both the independent and business categories. A 
miscellaneous category. c d e d  'other'. is to bë reduced from 6% of the tckd to 3% (CIC. 
1994t: 13). 



while overall immigration levels were to be reduced. the "economic" category 

was to be increased by a full LOOh during this five year period. and the farnily 

category was to be reduced by 7%. This change would represent a significant 

shift in the composition of immigration. Increasing the 'economic' category 

would give greater priority to farnily members accompanying these 'econornic* 

immigrants than to family reunification for sponsors who are already in the 

country. The Strategy document announced that quotas were to be introduced 

in immigration levels so that shortfalls in any one category could not be made 

up in any one year by increases to the other categories: "Management tools. 

including numericd lirnits. wilI be intmduced where needed to maintain the 

relative shares of the various categories" (CIC. L994u: xv). 

The processing of entrepreneurs was to be expedited and the 

recruitrnent of entrepreneurs would focus on attracting applicants with strong 

business backgrounds. 0veraJ.l. the strategic Plan states that 'econornic' 

immigration is to be strengthened and "integrated into government's economic 

agenda and with foreign relations plans for particular countries, regions and 

emerging export markets" CCIC. L994u: xi). The Plan l inks the recruitment of 

the independent category to the trade liberalization agenda of the state. 

announcing that "foreign relations plans" are to be drawn up with particular 

countries. The recruitment of the independent category has been ^passive" in 

the past, the Plan argues, and a more "active recruitment and promotional 

strategy" to "attract highly-skilled. well-educated independent immigrants and 

business people" is needed (CIC. 1 9 9 4 ~ :  35). The five year Plan notes that 

'economic' immigration applications have decreased since 1992. and that many 

other countries in North America. Europe and Asia are also competing for the 

sarne pool of skilled. highly educated workers (CE.  1994t: 7). 

The Strategic Plan announced that the point system is to undergo 

changes in order to "improve selection." The objective of this "irnproved 

selection" is to ensure that "a greater share of immigrants who can participate 

fully in Canadian society wiU be selected." thereby reducing the 'costs' of 

immigration. 'Independent' immigrants are to selected on the basis of their 

"potential for success" which is to be determined by criteria such as "language. 

age. education and employability" (CIC. 1994u: 19). Whereas the point system 



assessed independent applicants on the basis of their education. skills and 

occupation. the new "economic" immigrants will be selected with stronger 

ernphasis on their "potential for success": 

Selection will no longer focus on an applicant's intended 
occupation. Revised criteria will emphasize a person's potential 
for long-term success. based on education. experience. language 
s kills, age, employability and adaptability to the changing labour 
market. Mi le  the current "point system" takes these criteria into 
account. there is a need to identifv and emphasize those qualities 
which signal the greatest potential for success. ( C E .  1994~: 29) 

The changes to the selection process will favour those immigrants identified as  

being most compatible with the nation. The racialization/nationahzation of 

European immigrants as 'future citizens' helps them succeed in becoming 

members of the nation. These immigrants will continue to be considered more 

likely to succeed on the basis of their "adaptability" to Canadian life. their 

sharing of the social and cultural character of the nation. and their fluency in 

the national languages. However. the shortage of European immigrants means 

that Canada will have to look to third world countries for highly skilled 

immigrants. The changes announced in the Plan will allow the state the 

flexibility to recruit the professional and educational elites frorn third world 

countries into Canada. However. the ideologicd racialized (re)construction of 

the national character which was deeply integrated into defining the 

immigration priorities for the future - as 1  have discussed in Chapter Eight - 
mean these third world immigrants will have to negotiate their relatively 

privileged class position as highly skilled workers with their racialized status as 

'culturally' and 'socially' diverse from the nation. 

The Plan announced that costs of integration services such as language 

programs and other sefflement programs will be shïfted from "taxpayers to 

those who benefit directly from these s e ~ c e s "  (CIC, 1994u: 25). In addition to 

proposing the use of language criteria for immigrant selection. the state plans 

to select only those immigrants who can aff'ord to h a n c e  their own setuement 

costs. Women will be disproportionately afTected by these selection criteria as  a 

result of their unequal access to fiancial resources. a n d  sponsored immigrant 

women will have no access to these programs udess  their sponsors undertake 



the financial responsibility for thern to do so. 

The immigration program is also to "further centralize" the overseas 

medical assessments of immigrants. As third world countries currently receive 

a lower share of immigration department resources (Jakubowski. 1997: Abu- 

Laban, 1998: Das Gupta. 1995). it would be a fair assessrnent to suggest this 

-centralizationW will further erode the access of applicants to medical tests in 

these countries. Additionally, the state will increase the use of intelligence, 

security and transportation agencies to " idenm criminal and security threats" 

(CIC. 1994~: xïi). The policing fiinction of transportation agencies will receive 

greater emphasis. which can be anticipated to increase the racialized 

harassrnent of immigrants at  the borders. 

Where the textual reality produced through the IPR constmcts the 

'quaMy' of immigrants as a threat to the nation, eroding the national character 

and responsible for the 'social' and 'cultural' diversity which would create 

"racial tensions," the strategic plan acted to significantly reduce the family 

category. The dominance of the farnily category over the independent category 

was one of the results of the Immigration Act of 1976-77. Prior to the 

introduction of the Act the immigration of women fkom third world countries 

was minuscule. As 1 argued in Chapter Six, the domination of the family 

category over the independent category aliowed the provision of the cheapened 

labour of immigrant women to the econorny. Since the 1970s. however, the 

expansion of the temporary employment program means that the provision of 

the cheapened labour of migrant workers can be provided on an expanded 

basis (Singh-Bolaria, 1992: Sharrna. 19%). Reducing the family category will 

not end the provision of cheapened third world labour to the economy: this 

labour will be provided by migrant workers. rnany of whom are likely to be 

women. instead of Unmigrant women. Indeed, the Immigration Department 

plans to streamline the processing of temporary foreign workers to expedite 

their entry to meet specific labour requirements of employers, the Strategic 

Plan stated. 

The Canadian state is shaping immigration policy in a manner which 

ensures historical continuities in this policy in racializing the Canadian nation. 

The changes planned are both quantitative. as well as qualitative. They seek to 



improve the 'quality' of immigrants by introducing restrictions which are 

planned to reduce the permanent residence of Vnmigrant women in Canada. In 

reducing the famiiy category. third world women's access to forma1 citizenship 

in Canada is being significantly reduced. The changes which Lncrease 

restrictions on the imniigration of third world women into Canada " d l  help 

build our nation." the five year plan states. The changes are "shaping the 

nation's future" (CIC. 1994t: ii). The state plans to strengthen the 

reproduction of the 'whiteness' of the nation by continuing to ideologically 

distbxguish between future citizens and immigrants and by reducing the entry of 

third world women for permanent residency. 

Strengthening Sponsorship 

The textual reality produced through the Immigration Policy Review 

constructs the family category as presenting the greatest challenge to the 

integrity. management and cost effectiveness of the immigration program. The 

Strategic Plan announced changes to the sponsorship regulations for this 

category in order to "ensure sponsorship is respected as a serious cornmitment 

and that sponsors are tviUing and capable of meeting their obligations" (CIC, 

L994u: 37). These changes will include: "new financial standards" for 

sponsorship: a "new sponsorship agreement" which will be easier to enforce; a 

hancial  guarantee, and: greater federai provinciai cooperation to track and act 

upon sponsorship breakdown (CIC. 1994u: 39-41). New regulations will d s o  

be drawn up to d e k e  "excessive dernand" to protect health and social senrices 

(CIC, 1994u: xiv). "Excessive demand" will become "ground for disqualification 

for vtsitors and immigrants seeking to corne into Canada or already in the 

country, when it c m  be reasonabIy expected that their demands on health and 

social services would exceed the average per capita cost" (CIC, Annex 1, L994u: 

3) 

Further, the Plan states that the family category is to be made more 

flexible: "Consideration will be given to allow Canadians to choose who they 

will sponsor" (CE. 1994u: 42). To increase the flexibility of the family category. 

sponsors will be ailowed to choose which relatives are to be included in the 

f W y  category. As 1 have discussed in the previous chapter, while this change 



wiLl allow the s p o n s o ~ g  of sarne-sex partners. it will also will strengthen the 

power of sponsors and increase the vulnerability and dependency of sponsored 

immigrants. The family category will also be changed so that family inembers 

other than spouses and dependent children wiU be put in a separate category 

(CIC, L994u: 43). This particular change will strengthen the d e f ~ t i o n  of the 

'family' as the 'nuclear family' by ending the eligibility of extended family 

rnembers to irnmigrate under this category. 

Following the tabling of the Strategic Plan. a number of changes to 

sponsorship regulations were introduced in 1995. These changes were 

outlined in the document. Sb-engthening Sponsorship. The new regulations are 

introduced with the acknowledgment that while the "majority of sponsors fulfill 

their responsibilities. a signiûcant number do not" (CIC. 199%: 1). 1 12 The 

changes introduced, however. were to apply to dl sponsorship agreements. 

Where the textual reality produced through the Irnrnigration Policy Review 

constructed the family catego~y as responsible for over-burdening social 

sewices, these new sponsorship regulations use this "increased burden" as 

justifkation for introducing the following three-part strategy focusing on 

strengthening eligibility criteria. tracking sponsorship agreements and greater 

sanctions for sponsorship breakdown lo ensure enforcement of the sponsorship 

agreements. 

Strengthening Eligibility Criterüx 

The e s t  part of the strategy introduces new criteria for assessing the 

eligibility of sponsors to ensure they have adequate financial resources for 

sponsorship. The new criteria requires sponsors to demonstrate they have not 

clairned any form of social assistance or income support programs. including 

subsidized housing. in the twelve months immediately prior to making the 

sponsorship application. If the prospective sponsor has defaulted on any 

hancial  debt. or on a previous sponsorship agreement. they become ineligible 

l l2 As noted in the previous Chapter. the Immigration Review documents had stated 
that sponsorship breakdowns cost belmeen $600 and $700 milIion annually (CIC, 
1994u: 39). 



for sponsorship. Whereas the sponsor was required to undertake firancial 

responsibility for their sponsored family members. the assessment of the 

sponsor's fiancial status will now be based on the incomes of both the 

sponsor and their spouse. Sponsorship wiil be dowed only if their combined 

incorne. less their Gnancial obligations. is considered enough to cover the 

minimal expenses of the sponsored immigrant. 

Further, the sponsorship agreement will be rewritten to stress more 

clearly the obligations of the sponsor and to point out that the sponsor and the 

sponsored immigrant are both responsible for meeting the needs of the family. 

The regulations state that the new sponsorship agreement is required to 

"explain that the sponsored immigrant is not eligible for support through 

federd, provincial or municipal sociai assistance programsn (CIC. 1995v: 6). 

This new agreement will be a contract signed by both the sponsor and the 

sponsored immigrant. and should the sponsor be mamied, the sponsor's 

spouse will also be required to sign it. The contract will be binding for ten 

years- Tt will be made available to the provincial and municipal levels of 

government for enforcement. 

Tracking Sponsorship Agreements: 

The second part of the strategy relates to the tracking of sponsorship 

agreements to ensure that default does not occur. and that sponsored 

immigrants do not make claims upon social assistance prograrns. In those 

cases where the sponsor defaults on the agreement. the federal government will 

take steps to "encourage" the sponsor to resume their Gnancial obligations. 

The federal government will work wi th  the provincial and municipal 

levels of govemrnent to prevent sponsored immigrants making daims to social 

assistance prograrns by developing effective means of exchanging information. 

and by involving the provincial and municipal governments in the enforcement 

of the sponsorship contract. Provincial and municipal govemments wiil 

increase their assessment of social assistance applicants. If these applicants 

are found to be sponsored immigrants. provincial and municipal agencies will 



inform the federal govemment. In exchange. the federal government provide 

information to provinces and municipalities so they c m  stop the access of 

sponsored immigrants to socid assistance and recoup any expenses they rnight 

have incurred from the sponsors. Further. the federal government will help to 

improve information exchange with the other levels of government by using 

improved technology. as well as  by setting up more pilot projects113 with other 

levels of govemment in order to deter sponsorship defaull. The Strategic Plan 

announced: 

CIC is redesigning systerns to link processes in a continuum frorn 
immigration application to citizenship acquisition to passport 
issuance (in cooperation with Foreign AEfairs) in order to irnprove 
service. protect system integriv and facilitate cooperation across 
govemrnent. (CE.  1994~: xîv] 

The sponsorship regulations outline how this tracking will be organized 

through the establishment of effective information exchange networks between 

the different levels of govemment. The Strategic Plan announced that a s i d a r  

tracking of immigrants was to be pursued at the international level in order to 

"enhance control and enforcement activities" of the immigration program (CIC. 

1994u: xiv). 

Sanctions for Sponsorship Breakdoron: 

Whereas the state wiil take a number of steps to "encourage" sponsors to 

live up to their obligations. the third part of the strategy outlined in the 

sponsorship regulations is to irnprove enforcement of sponsorship agreements 

by introducing stronger sanctions when sponsors default on their contracts. 

The federal governrnent will introduce the legislative changes necessary to 

ailow the following sanctions to be irnposed: garnishing the sponsor's wages: 

"3 The Plan makes reference to the Peel pilot project in existence at the time these 
changes are introduced. This piiot project was designed to 'encourage" defaulting 
sponsors to resume their obligations by writing them letters, followed with interviews 
with both the sponsor and sponsored immigrants. In this project. the immigration office 
continues to check with the local welfare authonties whether the sponsored immigrants 
continue to receive social assistance. 



collecting support payrnents through the sponsor's income tax returns: and 

referring default cases to collection agencies. The federal government will also 

consider the option of withholding passports or denying citizenship to 

defaulting sponsors as  appropriate forms of sanction in the future. The federai 

government will also make the changes necessary to enable provincial 

governments to prosecute sponsors. 

The sponsorship regulations mention there will be exceptions to these 

sanctions in cases of "legitimate" sponsorship breakdown: 

These sanctions may not be appropriate in cases of legitimate 
sponsorship default, for exarnple. spousal abuse. The governrnent 
and the provinces will establish administrative guidelines to deal 
with cases of Iegitimate breakdown. This will ensure that no one 
is denied essential support and that enforcement of sponsorship 
obligation does not worsen any situation of abuse or 
hardship.(CIC. 1995~:  8-9) 

in definhg "spousal abuse" as a "Iegitimate" cause for sponsorship breakdown. 

sponsored immigrant women have to be abused. and be able to prove this to the 

state, for the state to consider as legitimate these women's access to the social 

security system. Given that even Canadian women have not been able to get 

state agencies to treat senously charges of spousal abuse [Lakeman, 19931, to 

expect that the state to treat as  serious and legitimate the abuse of inunigrant 

women is a highly optimistic expectation. 

The other exception to be d e h e d  as  a "legitirnate'. case of sponsorship 

breakdown is the case of the sponsor who might "lose employment through no 

fault" (CIC. 1995v: 8-9). However. the regulations do not s p e c e  how 

"legitimate" cases will be assessed. nor do they indicate that these exceptions 

wilI be incorporated into the contract to be signed by the sponsor and the 

sponsored immigrant. 

The 1995 Sponsorship Regulations state that in addition to introducing 

the new measures, the federal governrnent does not d e  out the introduction 

of a financial guarantee in the form of a sponsorship bond for the hture. The 

Strategic Plan includes this as an option under consideration: 

Discussions with provinces, non-governrnentai organizations, the 
public and bancia l  institutions. sponsors will begin on the . 



possible introduction of a financial guarantee or 'sponsorship 
bond.' (CIC. 1994u: 40) l4 

The changes introduced in 1995. as weil as those which have been identified 

for future action. will further reduce immigration under the farnily category. in 

addition to redefhing it as  the nuclear farnily. Strengthening the sponsorship 

agreement and its enforcement will result in hancially secure sponsors being 

aIlowed to sponsor farnily members. Low income and unemployed sponsors. 

who faced difnculties in sponsoring f d y  members pnor to the introduction of 

these regulations. wiil now encounter even more obstacles by the new 

regulations. The impact of the new regulations will be class specinc and take 

immigration policies back to the early 20th century policies when the merchants 

and other businessmen of the 'non-preferred races' could bring their family 

members with them. but not workers. Should the sponsorship bond becorne 

irnplemented. its effect will clearly be class specific. The changes already 

introduced by the Sponsorship Regulations. and those under consideration for 

the future. mean that the right of ùnmigrmtç to live with their family will be 

decided on the basis of their fkancial status. 

Giving the provinces power to prosecute defaulting sponsors will 

work to increase the sponsor's incentive to control sponsored immigrants even 

more closely. The stakes are made very high for sponsors who wiil be 

threatened with prosecution. and with the other sanctions currently under 

consideration. The sponsor's control of the sponsored immigrant in order to 

restrict them f?om making clairns to social assistance becomes even more 

significant. These regulations give sponsors increased motivation to ensure 

the sponsored immigrant's dependency upon the sponsor does not end. The 

changes also mean that sponsors who are citizens. and who rnight themselves 

bave access to social securily programs. will be denied access to these 

programs if they want to sponsor farnily members. Requiring the sponsor's 

l4 As mentioned in the previous Chapter. a proposa1 made by Don DeVoretz to the 
Immigration Department is that the sponsorship bond be set  at $20,000. DeVoretz 
states that this proposd has been 'recently accepted for consideration by the rninister of 
immigration' (DeVoretz, 1 994: 7-8). 



spouse to be a party to the sponsorship contract means spouses will also be 

contractually obligated to maintain sponsored farnily members, or face 

prosecution by the provinces. In cases of the marital breakdown of sponsors. 

spouses could be held liable for living up to the sponsorship agreement even if 

they separate O-om the sponsor. 

The changes proposed to ensure sponsorship enforcement will result 

in the entire social security system at  the provincial and municipal leveis 

becoming involved in the surveillance and policing of sponsored immigrants for 

the federal govemment. l5 As a result of the racialization of the category of 

immigrant, ail women of colour can be anticipated to be subjected to increased 

scrutiny and to bear the onus of proving they are eligible to clairn entitlements 

which they might have legal rights to. Given the systemic and structural 

nature of racism in Canadian society, this increased surveillance and policing 

will affect ail people of colour. whatever their actual legal status. The increased 

surveillance will work as a fùrther detemence to all people of colour from 

claiming social entitlernents. 

A significant consequence of stronger communications and 

information exchange networks between the different Ievels of government will 

be to strengthen the partnership between the federal. provincial, and municipal 

levels of govement.  The restructuring of the welfare state has resulted in an 

increasing devolution of powers over social programs to the provincial level. 

weakening the federal/provincial relationship. The federai govemment is using 

the area of immigration policy to strengthen federal/provincial relations. The 

' L5 In Britain. the Women Immigration and Nationality Group. concluded its study of 
immigration and nationality legislation and anti-racist campaigns organized by activists 
to conclude: "It has become increasingIy common for authorities other than immigration 
oficers to question the immigration status of black and Third World people living in 
Britain. This occurs not only in connection with employment. but with access to 
education. health and welfare benefits. Many black people, even if they have lived here 
for most of their lives, now expect to be asked for their passports or to prove their status 
in many different circumstances - indeed. this has almost become routine" [WING, 
1985: 142). WLNG notes that the staff of the Department of Health and Social Security 
have been given an interna1 manual which tell them to 'ask 'people who appear to have 
corne from abroad' for passports' though i t  gives no guidance on how to recognize these 
people' W N G ,  1985: 143). 



federal govemment is using the controlling of the access of immigrants to social 

assistance programs to build a common cause with provincial govemments. 

Increased surveillance by the federal govemment WU inevitably erode 

whatever discretionary access immigrant women have been able to gain to 

social assistance programs at the provincial level. While control over the 

provision of social assistance programs is being provincialized through changes 

to social poiicy. the power to deny sponsored immigrcmt women access is being 

centralized by the Immigration Department. The role of immigration policy in 

regulating access to social security programs is being strengthened and more 

effectively enforced for the 2 lSt century. 

Reintroducing the Head Tax 

The head tax imposed on immigrants to stop the migration of the 

non-preferred races in the late lgth and early 20th centuries has already been 

discussed in earlier chapters. The head tax imposed upon Chinese 

immigrants has been defined as  the single most important factor in limiting the 

immigration of Chinese women into Canada. It has also been credited with 

causing many Chinese immigrants living in Canada to return to China because 

the head tax made it impossible for f W y  members to join them in Canada 

(Adilman. 1984). The state re-introduced this head tax on immigrants in the 

1995 Federal Budget. setting it at the sum of $975.00. 16 

An immigration fee and sponsorship financial guarantees wiil be 
used to promote self-reliance arnong newcomers to Canada, 
reduce costs to taxpayers, and shift more responsibility to those 
who directly benefit kom the management of Canada's 
immigration prograns (Finance. 1995: 33). 

The textual reality produced through the Immigration Policy Review repeatedly 

directed attention to the 'economic costs' of immigration which Canadian 

l I6 The official state name for this new head tax is the Right of Landing Fee. However. 
immigrant organizatïons and feminist organizations have defined this as a head tax on 
immigrants. 1 will use the definition of these organizations, and not the state term. in 
referring to this fee as the head tax. 



taxpayers were responsible for. The strategic plan took these 'costs' as the 

rationde for putting forward a number of options to generate more revenues: 

Australia has moved in this direction by introducing an "English 
Education Charge" which is used to offset the cost of language 
training for adult migrants. Another option for Canada would be 
to charge al1 immigrants a fee to cover sefflement service costs. A 
third option would be to charge a fee to individual immigrants for 
the services they use. The govemment could provide services 
only to refugees and let others obtaui s e ~ c e s  on their own, or 
use funds generated by the business immigration program to 
finance settlement services. (CIC, 1994u: 25) 

Both the Strategic Plan and the Budget Plan state that the costs of settlement 

senrices be paid for by immigrants themselves through the collection of a 

specîîk "fee" fkom every immigrant. The state argues the costs of settlement 

services should not be borne collectively by ail taxpayers, but directly through 

this tax on immigration. The signifïcance of presenting the head tax in this 

way serves to hide the reality that Ünmigrants are also taxpayers once they 

enter the country and find ernployment. and that Unmigrants contribute to the 

revenues which fund social programs for Canadians. The head tax requires 

immigrants to fund 'their' settlement costs and îhen also fund 'ouf social 

programs. The distance between the nation and immigrants is ideologically 

increased as the state legitimizes the position that Canadians pay taxes for 

'our' social programs, and 'irnmigrants' pay the head tax for 'their' settlement 

programs. This ideological practice reinforces the immigrants as being outside 

the social collective that is the Canadian nation. 

The head tax will, as it is intended to. reduce legal immigration Erom 

third world countries. I t  will particularly reduce the legal immigration of third 

world women as a result of their unequal access to bancial resources. Whïie 

the head tax applïes to aIl immigrants, its impact will be racialized in addition 

to being gendered because it will disproportionately increase the costs of 

migration for immigrants from third world countries which have Iower per 

capita incomes than do the European countries. 

One year after the introduction of the head tax, the Canadian Council 

for Refugees conducted a study in order to assess what the impact of the head 

tax has been. The Council began with the following assumptions: 



Three types of effects c m  be envisaged: 

(1) Some people who might othenvise have irnmigrated to Canada 
(under the family class or in one of the categories of independent 
immigrants or as refugees) do not corne because the Right of 
Landing Fee together with processing fees was prohibitive. This is 
likely to be the case predominantly with econornically 
disadvantaged classes of people and those from parts of the world 
with income levels markedly inferior to Canadian levels. 

(2) Some new permanent residents begin their Lïves in Canada 
with a significant debt burden as  a result of borrowing money to 
cover the ROLF. This debt burden rnay affect their integration into 
Canadian society. 

(3) Some people. notably persons detennined to be refugees in 
Canada, delay their applications for permanent residence or are 
unable to apply because they carulot gather the money for the 
ROLF. This wiU in turn delay or prevent family reunification with 
spouses and/or children who remain overseas.(CCR. 1997) l7 

The Council's Report examined case studies of rehgees, concluding many are 

experiencing significant hardships as a result of being required to pay the head 

ta.. Many refugees are delaying the& applications to become landed 

immigrants. The Report points out that refùgees are using social assistance 

benefits to pay the tax, instead of using these benefits for their basic 

necessities. Single mothers with children are particularly affected. and many 

refugees are being forced into low wage work to pay the tax. Borrowing rnoney 

at  high interest levels and leaving family members behind in their countries of 

origin are some of the "choices" these refùgees have to make. "People are 

complauling of not sleeping. not eating, depression. paranoia. and inability to 

concentrate because of their preoccupation with raising the necessary money," 

the Report concludes (CCR 1997: 61. Although the Report is specScalIy 

concemed with refugees. the Report compares farnily category applications for 

the years 1994 and 1996. arguing that at least one significant factor which 

accounts for the reduction in applicants under this category is the burden 

l7 The Canadian Council for Refugees uses the state's term for the head tax. which is 
the Right of Landing Fee. The Report s u m m m e s  the findings of interviews with 
counselors at Refugee and Immigrant service agencies as weii as surveys on the impact 
of this Fee conducted in the summer of 1996. 



imposed by the head tax (CCR 1997). The head tax. tried and tested by the 

Canadian state in the earlier part of thïs century. has again become a part of 

the state's repertoire to contra1 immigration for the 2 1st century. 

The Canada H e a l t h  and Social Tt-ansfer 

The Social Security Review process was cut short by the Federal 

Budget of 1995. which introduced the Canada Health and Social Transfer 

(CHST) to replace the CAP and the Established Prograrn Funding (which 

provided federai fùnding for health and education programs). The CHST came 

into effect on Aprii 1st. 1996 (Finance. 1995:52)- The SM from the CAP to the 

CHST represented a fundamental transformation in federal/provincial fünding 

relationship for social assistance programs. Most importantly. this change 

replaced federal standards which were previously attached to federal transfers 

with unconditional block funding, as well as reducing federal fünding by $4.5 

billion in the three years following the introduction of the CHST (NAPO. 1995). 

The CHST brought an end to all federal standards for social assistance 

programs. with the exception that provinces could not impose a residency 

requirement in the provision of social assistance (Finance. 1995: P u ~ g h a m  & 

Temowetsky. 1996: Battie & To jrnan. 1996; Jennissen. 1996). 

The Canada Assistance Plan was a cost-sharing plan between the 

federal and provincial governments in providing social assistance services 

across the country. Prior to the introduction of CAP in 1966, the federal 

government cost shared with the provinces senrices for certain sectors of the 

population, such as welfare programs for the elderly and for people with 

disabilities. CAP changed the ad-hoc nature of these services in a fiinding 

agreement whereby the federal government paid up to fifty per cent of social 

assistance costs, These s e ~ c e s  were to be CO-funded and delivered by the 

provinces. As the Social Security Review poùited out, CAP helped "fund the 

development and maturation of the modem provincial social services systems 

we have today" (HRDC, GR. 1994: 7 1). The range of services covered by CAP 

included basic necessities such as food, shelter, clothing, household supplies, 

as well as  special needs such as  wheelchairs. prosthetics, home care. non- 

insured health s e ~ c e s  and other welfare services such as  counseling and 



assessment. child welfàre and adoption. subsidized day care. etc. (HRDC. GP. 

1994). 

Ln exchange for the federal cost-sharïng. social assistance programs 

were bound in principle by five federal standards: the dght of recipients to 

income when in need: the right to an amount which meets basic requirements: 

the right to appeal denial of welfare: the right to ï.ncome when in need 

regardless of province of residency. and: the right net to be forced to work for 

welfare ( M O .  1995). These five standards were the most significant aspects 

of CAP. The CHST ended these federal standards and will be the "undoing of 

the welfare state" by creating "a patchwork of diverse provincial programs7* 

(Pukingham & TemowetsQ. 1996: 3). The programs funded under CAP were 

p r i m d y  the 'fernale' track of social assistance programs. serving more women 

than men. With the end of CAP, women wifl be more disproportionately 

affected by the CHST in the following ways: lesser funding wïil be availabk for 

these social assistance programs: cuts in the social service programs rnean that 

women, who have had higher levels of employment in this area. will experience 

significant job losses. and: women have to provide the care which social 

s e ~ c e s  previously provided (Jennissen, 1996). 

1 have already dernonstrated in earlier chapters that sponsored 

immigrants were denied entitlement to the social assistance programs funded 

under CAP through immigration regulations. Sponsored immigrants have been 

able to access these programs only at the discretion of provincial social 

assistance agencies. and only by proving to the state their sponsorship had 

irretrievably broken down. The introduction of the CHST means this 

discretionq access cannot be extended to the federal Level with the ending of 

federal standards for social assistance programs- Additionally. the federal 

governrnent's reduction of federal transfer payments wiLl increase pressure on 

provincial governments to end this discretionary access at the provincial level. 

Whereas the principles for the Social Security Reform was to create 

opportunity. to invest in people. and b ~ g  greater faimess in social securily 

programs (HRDC, L994a). the result of the restmcturing has to reduce the 

access of all women to social assistance p rogras .  as weiI as making it 

extremely difficult for sponsored immigrant women to acquire legal entitlernent 



to these prograns. 

The CHST wiU result in the reduced social rights for dl 'citizens,' 

many of whom will be pushed into Iow wage work which was previously done 

by immigrant women. As Jane Pulkïngham and Gordon Ternowetsky put it. "In 

the end. it is the ordinary people across this nation that will be most affected 

as  the state continues to downsize its committments and responsibilities for 

their collective well-being*' (1 996: vii). Immigrant women were not included in 

the state's "responsibility" for "collective well-being." They are now even further 

away kom gaining equitable access to socid entitlements. Instead, their very 

presence in the country as  permanent residents is being severely restricted. 

The CHST ensures that immigrant women's access to social security 

programs will be regulated through irnrnigration policy, and will be policed by 

the Immigration Department in partnership with the social security machinery. 

Et can be anticipated that as  social assistance benefits are reduced with the 

reduction in federal transfers. racism against immigrant women, who have been 

ideologically constructed by the state as  responsible for over-burdening social 

services, will increase. 

While the CHST will weaken the role of the federal govemment with 

provinces gaining more control over social poLicy in the absence of federal 

standards, the federal government's role in policing access to provincial social 

security programs will be increased with the strengthening of the sponsorship 

contract. The restructuring of the welfme state is leading the federal 

govemment to give up its power in certain policy areas, while simultaneously 

increasing these powers in other policy areas. speciGcally in the area of 

immigration. 

Amending the Citizenship Act 

The Strategy Plan announced that in addition to irnplementing 

changes to immigration policy, the state was considering future changes to the 

Citizenship Act: 

The Plan renews our cornmitment to develop a new Citizenship 
Act designed to create a common bond between Canadians by 
birth and by choice. An increased ernphasis on responsibilities. 



apart from rights. wïU underline the value of citizenship for al1 
Canadians. (CIC. 1994~ :  4) 

The legislative changes to be made wilI be to ensure the following: 

A Citizenship Act must not only articulate, but reflect Canadian 
values. The new Act would ensure f-ess and integrity. It 
would remove certain discriminatory aspects of current 
legislation. ensure that people receive equal treatment, elimînate 
inconsistencies in the granting of Canadian citizenship and 
improve the process of acquiring citizenship. A number of 
changes would be enacted to enhance the value of Canadian . 

citizenship. (CIC. 1994~: 18) 

While the PIan does not specify exactly what the specific changes to the 

Citizenship Act will be, it points o u t  the direction of these changes will be to 

"widen the conditions under which granting citizenship will be prohibited" 

(CIC, 1994u: 59). The Pariiarnentary Standing Committee on Citizenship and 

Immigration had studied the Citizenship Act, and in its Report of June. 1994, 

the Cornmittee made specifk recomrnendations for its amendment. The Report 

pointed out the Citizenship Act currently allows al1 children born in the country 

to become citizens. This. the Committee pointed out. is a 'problern' with the 

Act: 

Recently, some have questioned this automatic right to 
citizenship by birth because of concerns that the provision may be 
subject to abuse. in particular. it appears that some women rnay 
be coming to Canada as visitors solely for the purpose of having 
their babies on Canadian soil. thereby ensuring Canadian 
citizenship for their children.(House of Commons, CM, 1994: 17) 

Although the Cornmittee's Report "recognizes this does not appear to be a 

major problem" (House of Commons. C&I. 1994: 17). the recognition does not 

stop the Cornmittee from recomrnending amendments to the Act to 'solve' this 

problem. The Report does not specify who has "questioned" this right. nor does 

it cite any evidence that "abuse" of this right does indeed take place, or how 

extensive this abuse might be. The Immigration Review Consultations 

organized across the country certairily record no widespread 'problem' requiring 

attention. Speculation and innuendo are used by the Report to construct a 



'problern' within the Citïzenship Act. and to recornmend the following change as 

a 'solution*: 

Children born in Canada shouid be Canadian citizens only if one 
or both of their parents is a permanent resident or Canadian 
citizen. Provision should be made to ensure that the rule need 
not apply if its application would cause the person born in 
Canada to be stateless. (House of Comrnons, C&I. 1994: 17) 

The change being recornmended would allow continued eligibility for 

citizenship for children born to citizens and permanent residents. The 

significant point in this recornmendation is the transformation of eligibility for 

citïzenship by virtue of birth in the country into citizenship by virtue of the 

legal status of parents. The inclusion of children of permanent residents as  

well as  of citizens reduces the likelihood of resistance to the change. However, 

once this change is made. future changes to further restrict eligibility will 

become easier to introduce. Once the shfi in principle is made and politicaily 

accepted. future changes might extend or restrict the grounds for exclusion 

kom legal citizenship. But the principle of not allowùig all children bom in 

Canada to clauri legal citizenship wiil have been legislated. 

This change. iflegislated. wïil make children born to women who are 

not permanent residents. for exarnple. women who are visitors or. on temporary 

work perrnits and undocumented workers. ineligible for citizenship. There is 

very iiWe information available on undocumented workers in Canada. 

However, in her study of the Long Term Illegal Migrant program initiated by the 

federal government between 1983 and 1985. Monica Boyd found that women 

represented half of the undocumented migrants who applied to the program for 

permanent residency (1987:7). l l8 In the past. therefore. women have been 

equally represented among undocumented workers, most of whom were from 

third world countries. As Boyd then pointed out. " the economic and poiitical 

conditions which underlie South-North characteristics of the undocumented 

fernale migrant flow has not abated in recent years" (1987: 7). Although Boyd's 

l8 The applicants under this program had either overstayed the periods they were 
granted entry for, or had entered the country iilegdy. 
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study is now over a decade old. there is no reason to anticipate that the 

"South-North flow" of undocumented migrant workers she referred to. and the 

presence of wornen in this "flow" has changed much. 

This proposed amendment to the Citizenship Act tvill have an uneven 

impact on the mothers of the children denied citizenship as a result of the 

gendered aivision of labour in society which puts the primary responsibility for 

child rearing ont0 women. Mothers who are undocumented or migrant workers 

will be faced with the option of leaving the country in order to prevent their 

children being born stateless. in which case this change will work as a policy of 

repatriation. Or the mothers of these children will have the option of 

continuing to live in Canada. but at the cost of making their children ineligible 

for citizenship in Canada. A number of theorists have argued that the 

Canadian state is creating a migrant labourforce as  a permanent feature of the 

economy (Sharma. 1997: Singh Bolaria. 1992). The amendment to the 

Citizenship Act will ensure that women migrant workers do not escape their 

vulnerable status through their children's citizenship. 

In October. 1996. the results of an Angus Reid poll commissioned by 

the Inmigration Department were released. The pou asked respondents 

whether children born in Canada should be granted citizenship 

"automaticdiy." The poll reported 57Oh of the respondents did not support the 

granting of citizenship to every chiid bom in Canada. ''9 The commissioning of 

this poll by Immigration Department was part of the process by which the state 

is constructing a 'problem' in the Citizenship Act for Canadians. In 

commissionulg the poll. this 'problem' was extended beyond being a concem of 

the state to being a concern for the nation. 

The question of the repatriation of immigrants has becorne a 

politically volatile issue in a number of European countries. including Britain. 

In his study of racism and immigration policy in Britaul. Bhikhu Parekh draws 

attention to the long histov of repatriation in British state policy. He points 

l l9 See Bronskiil. J. .Automatic citizenship opposed* in The Vmcouuer S m  Oct. 16. 
1996. 



out the notion of repatriation is "clearly so bizarre" that it is not taken 

seriously by most theorists (Parekh 1974: 223). However, repatriation has re- 

emerged as  a policy option for the British state in dealing with Black peopIes 

since the 1970s (Parekh. 1974; Sivanandan. 1982). The Director of the Institute 

of Race Relations London argued that in the 1970s. the public debate on 

immigration and 'race relations' shifted korn "immigration control to induced 

repatriation" (Sivanandan, 1982: 132). During this period of economic 

recession, the 'probiem' of 'race relations' in Bntain becarne constructed as  

"fewer blacks make for better race relations." The media sensationalization of 

a few cases went a long way to create a "clirnate of opinion" which significantly 

increased public support for "induced repatriation" (Sivanandan, 1982: 36- 

139). In considering this particular arnendment to the Citizenship Act the 

Canadian state is signaling a willingness to adopt this strategy of "induced 

repatriation" into the 2 1st century. 

The deportation of Canadians of Japanese ongin solely on the basis 

of their 'racial ancestry' during World War II points to a history of racialized 

repatriation in Canada. The introduction of the head tax on Chinese 

immigrants resulted in the repatriation of those Chinese-Canadians who had 

settled in Canada, but decided to retum to China upon being unable to bring 

their families to join them (Adilman. 1984). The historicai precedent for state 

sanctioned repatriation exists in Canada. As Barbara Roberts has argued in 

her study of deportations fkom Canada between the years 1900 - 1935. the 

Canadian state deported various sectors of the population for a number of 

reasons : 

Deportation helped to relieve employers. municipalities. and the 
state fi-om the burdens of poverty, unemployment, and political 
unrest. Deportation helped the municipalities to "shovel out" 
some of their poor in much the same way as emigration had 
helped English parishes in the early nineteenth century, and 
reduced relief and other maintenance costs. Deportation removed 
workers when they becarne useless, surplus or obstreperous. I t  
helped the state to reduce maintenance costs for some of its non- 
producing members, by deferring these costs to the econornies of 
the sending countnes. I t  dso  served some function of social and 
political control by eliminating social protesters. Deportation was 
a necessary part of immigration, the equivalent of the sewage 
systern of cities. It was the drain through which Our immigration 
rehse was directed, in order to assure that "the river of our 



national life" would not be polluted by the turbid streams" of the 
immigrant unfit. unemployed. and unprofitable. (Roberts, 1988: 3) 

The deportations studied by Roberts were not restncted to people of colour and 

were conducted for the wide-ranging reasons listed above. including for the 

reduction of w e k e  costs. The textuai reality produced through the 

Immigration Policy Review went to great lengths to construct immigrant women 

as responsible for over-burdening social security programs, creating a 

favourable political climate for 'solutions' to this 'problem' which would relïeve 

Canadian tax-payers of this "burden." In constnicting undocumented women 

as engaged in widespread "abuse" of the Citizenship Act. the state can draw 

upon this textual reality to now encompass this particular 'problem.' 

The deportation of immigrants and natur-ed citizens who are 

convicted for criminal activity is established practice today, as  is the 

deportation of refugees who are denied landed status. The proposal to amend 

the Citizenship Act demonstrates that the Canadian state is currently 

considering the repatriation of women in Canada on ternporaxy and 

undocumented status, who have not been convicted of criminal activity. but 

who give biNi on Canadian soi1 without themselves being citizens or 

permanent residents. Once this significant change in policy becomes 

politically acceptable, then the question which remains is that of who else, and 

under what conditions. should be repatriated. The question no longer remains 

whether they should be repatriated. Should this legislative change becorne 

implemented. half the battle of transforming state poiicy fkom immigration 

control to induced repatriation wîU have been won. setting the stage for 

expanding the conditions under which repatriation will be ailowed in the 21.t 

century. 

Not  Just Numbers 

in 1997, a Report comrnissioned by the state, Not Just Numbers: A 

Canadian Frameworkfor Future Immigration. was released. The Report was 

written by a group of independent consultants. and they incorporate many of 

the recommendations made in the Immigration Policy Review (Trempe. Kunin & 



Davis. 1997). The recommendations of the Report are currently under 

consideration by the state. and in this section. 1 briefly discuss one of these 

recommendations. that of introducing a new Act relating to immigration and 

citizenship. 1 argue that the conceptual frarnework of this Report is the same 

as the one organïzed in the IPR. indeed, this Report operates within the textuai 

realïty produced by the state in the IPR. 

Like the IPR, the Report re-iterates the raci-ed definition of the 

nation and 'national' values. It likewise Links immigrants with over-burdening 

social services and increased crime. Many of the 172 recommendations made 

in the Report are the same as those made in the IPR, among which are the 

foIlowïng: rnaking "fomal standardized language testing" in English and 

French a criteria for immigrant selection: further reinforce the ideological 

construction of the independent category as a 'self-supporting' class and focus 

on the 'human' capital of 'economic' immigrants; require the farnily category to 

demonstrate emotional and/or financial dependency on the sponsor: require 

immigrants to pay the costs of setuernent senices; require the sponsor to 

undertake financial responsibïiity for their 'dependents': and end the assisted 

relative category . 
One of the signifiant advances made by this Report on the Strategy 

Plan is its recomrnendation for a clear separation between the immigration and 

refugee components of the current immigration program. The Report 

recommends the creation of a separate Protection Act to cover refugees 

[Recommendation # 2) and the creation of a new Act which would combine 

legislation relating to immigration and citizenship [Recornrnendation # 1). The 

Report recommends that the Act shodd inchde "explicit recognition of active 

participation in Canadian society as  requisite for citizenship" (1997: 13). The 

criteria for demonstrating this "active participation" would be d ie  following: 

employment; study in schools. coiieges and universities: voluntary cornrnunity 

service; and full-tirne care for dependent relatives (40). Applicants for 

citizenship would have to meet two of these four criteria. 

If this proposal is accepted. access to citizenship for landed 

immigrants will be further restricted by the introduction of these additional 

criteria. Ideologically, the proposal serves to increase the distance between 



Canadian society and immigrants. In making this recornrnendation. the Report 

reflects very clearly the direction set out in the Strategy Plan to amend the 

Citizenship Act in order to increase the grounds upon which Canadian 

citizenship can be denied. 

Conclusion 

In this Chapter. I discussed a number of major policy changes 

implemented by the state subsequent to the Immigration Policy Review and 

the Social Securiw Review. The Immigration Policy Review constructed 

immigrant women as  a major 'problem' for the state to control and manage. The 

policy changes implemented decrease the access of third world women to 

formal citizenship in Canada by restricting the conditions under which 

immigrant women can gain permanent residency. Changes to social policy will 

impose further restrictions on the access of al1 immigrant women to social 

assistance programs. as well as put social security agencies at the provincial 

Ievel in the s e ~ c e  of the federai Immigration Department to police sponsored 

immigrant women's claims to social assistance. The head tax wiU fiirther 

reduce the numbers of third world immigrants who will be disproportionately 

impacted by üiis tax given the lower per capita incorne Ievels in third world 

countries. 

The amendment to the Citizenship Act currently under consideration 

by the state wiU increase the grounds upon which the repatriation of certain 

groups of women and Canadian their children will be aiiowed. This 

amendment will strengthen the temporary employrnent program by denying 

women migrant workers access to permanent residency and citizenship 

through their children should they give birth whiIe in Canada. Whereas the 

overall impact of these policy changes will be to reduce the number of 

immigrant women who can enter Canada as permanent residents. and become 

legay  eligible for citizenship. the development of the temporary employment 

program wiU ensure the provision of the cheapened labour of third wor1d 

women to the national economy. 



CONCLUSION 

1 Gnd rnyself suddenly in the worId and I recognize that 1 have one 
nght alone: That of demanding human behaviour fkom the other. 

Frantz Fanon (1967: 229) 

In Canada. nation-building is an acüvity carrïed on in the present, 
not just in the past. (CE. 1994t:ii) 

Citizenship in Canada has been created through the colonization/ 

racialization of Aboriginal peoples. 'ïhis colonization has been ongoing: the 

transformation into the 'welfare' state in the Post World War II period. or indeed 

in the current phase of ' g l ~ b ~ a t i o n . '  has not transformed this fundamental 

reality. De-colonization in the settler state remains a goal for the future. it is 

not an accomplishment of the past. 

Immigration policies have been central to the process of 'building' the 

Canadian nation fkom various rnigrating populations. These policies. therefore. 

came to regulate membership in the nation. and access to Canadian 

citizenship. Immigration policies were overtly raciaüzed until the 1960s and 

1970s. when a period of relative liberalization was ushered in as the 

Immigration Act 1976. 1977 resulted in immigration kom the third world 

outpacing that from European societies. That period of liberalization lasted for 

three decades only: it is comuig to the end in late 20th century Canada. 

Nation-building in Canada has historically been organized by the 

state's ideological practices of nationaiizing white immigrants as f uuturre citizens 

into becomirig Canadians. While the membership of these Canadians and 



future Canadians has been organized in class and gender speciGc ways, this 

organization has taken place on a raciaiized basis in relation to Abonginal 

peoples. non-preferred races and immigrants. Racialized nation-building has 

resulted in access to citizenship within the nation-state reflecting, and further 

reproducing, processes of racialkation. The state's ideologicai practices, 

insti tutio~aked in inuriigration and citizenship policies, have placed immigrant 

women outside the borders of the 'nation' even a s  these women have been 

physically present within the geographical borders of the 'nation' in actuality. 

Their ideologic~y constructed 'outsider' status has been matenaily imposed 

through their unequai access to citïzenship. My examination of the Canadian 

state's organization of the reviews of Social Securily Policy and Immigration 

Policy in 1994 leads me to conclude that the state's ongoing raciahed 

reproduction of the nation, and regulation of access to citizenship in this 

nation-state, will continue to distinguish future citizens from immigrants on the 

basis of their social. cultural and linguistic characterïstics. Social security 

policy will continue to reflect this raciaiization in organizing unequal access for 

certain groups of 'citizens.' further re-inforcing their non-membership in the 

nation. 

The question I set out to examine in this dissertation was the 

relationship between the 1994 Immigration Policy Review and the Social 

Security Review in organizing the nation and citizenship in Canada. My 

conclusion is that immigration policies have regulated access to citizenship in 

Canada, and membership in the nation. while social security policies spec* 

some of the content of citizenship nghts. The textual realities produced by the 

state in the two Reviews, and made actionable in the subsequent policy 

changes, fortifies the ideological and geographicai boundaries of the 'nation' 

against Unmigrant women. In both Reviews. the state sought to nationalize 



Canadians into the neo-conservative r e s t r u c t u ~ g  of social security and 

immigration. 

The textual realities produced allowed the state to construct the 

major 'problerns* facing the nation in the 2 1.' century as coming from Other 

nations. third worid workers. and inmigrmts in generd. and lnunigrant women. 

in particular. While these Others were constructed as threatening the 

prosperity of the nation and its institutions. the state presented itself as the 

protector of the national interest. The Social Security Review constructed the 

nation as being under siege extemally frorn "billions** of third world people. and 

the Immigration Policy Review constructed the nation as  being threatened from 

within its geographical borders by Onmigrant women. Once these textual 

realities are entered. the only 'solution' becomes how to border the nation 

against these Others - Other nations, third world workers, and tmmigrant 

women - most effectively. not whether the nation should be bordered. 

Nation-Building In Late 20th century 

During the frst half of the 2 O h  century. the nation was initially 

"imagined" by the state as a nation of British and French 'races,' and 

subsequently as a bicultural, bilingual nation. This nation was ideological fYom 

its inception: the Aboriginal nations eiàsting in actudity in Canada kom time 

irnmemorial were colonized and racialized as outsiders to the Canadian nation 

built on their ancestral lands. Instead, the state irnposed the white nation ont0 

actuality by tumïng to European immigrants to become the 'national' 

population. Therefore. even as  the state's immigration policies recruited 

immigrants of the preferred races. these policies sought to strictly limit the 

permanent residence of the non-preferred races. Preferred races were 

nationalïzed into the nation by their access to citizenship rights in their 



permanent settlement. This citizenship reflected class and gender divisions. 

but in relation to Aboriginal peoples and non-prefemed races. this citizenship 

was racialized. The process of ideologically bordering non-preferred races as  

outsiders to the nation legitimized their unequal access to citizenship. 

The transition to the 'welfare' state in the post-1945 period did not 

bring an end to raciaiized nation-building. Overtly racialized immigration 

policies continued to rernain in effect until the 1960s and 1970s. and the first 

Canadian Citizenship Act of 1947 created a two-tiered citïzenship. as  well as 

stipulating two-tiered eligibility criteria. In the state's organization of access to 

social entitlements of the welfare state on the basis of a raciaiîzed citizenship. 

the welfàre-state incorporated processes of racialization into social policy: the 

'welfare' state reproduced the colonization of Aboriginal peoples as well as  used 

overtiy racialized immigration policies into the 1960s and 1970s. 

Changed conditions within the global economy resulted in a relative 

liberalkation of both immigration and citizenship policies in the 1970s. and 

enabled the increased immigration of women from third world countries. 

However. the Immigration Act l9?6-77 continued to ideologically distinguish 

irnrnigrants into future citizens and immigrants on the basis of their social, 

cultural and linguistic affiniw to the nation. as weli as o n  the basis of their 

'econornic* contribution to the nation. Unequal citizenship rights have been 

organized since the Act's introduction through the sponsorship regulations. as 

well as through the domestic workers prograrn and the Non-Immigrant 

Employment Authorization Program. Therefore, the ideological construction or 

immigrant women as outsiders to the nation during üi is  period was concretized 

in a lesser citizenship for them. 

My examination of the Social Security Review and the Immigration 

Policy Review, and the subsequent restructuring of these programs in 1994, 



leads me to the conclusion that the period of the relative liberalizing of 

immigration and citizenship policy in the 1970s which enabled more third 

world women to access citïzenship. albeit an unequal one. is corriing to an end 

in the 1990s. Through the two Reviews, the state (re) constructed the 

'national' character, its values and interests. dîrectly in opposition to Other 

nations, third world workers and immigrant women. The SSR constructed 

'threats' from Other nation and third world workers to define the 'univ of the 

nation. In the IPR. the 'national' character was given its concrete meaning in 

direct opposition to the m i g r a n t  character: immigrants become the point of 

reference against which the 'national' identity of Canadians as a uni f ied.  

homogenous one, was constructed. The textual practices constnicted the 

immigrant character as not only being the opposite of everyt'hùig national, but 

as a threat. to everything Canadian. 

The state's construction of a common national 'vision' and national 

interest between Canadians and the state in the IPR consultation was in no 

s m d  measure based upon the sense of power the state's textual practices 

enabled rnany Canadians to claim over the lives of immigrants. 

Recornmendations for a temporary, sometimes permanent, stop to immigration. 

as well as  recornmendations for the state to design the apparatus n e c e s s q  to 

police the presence of immigrait& al1 enabled Canadians to daim an interest-in- 

common arnong themselves, and in partnership with the state, against 

irrunigrmts in general, and immigrant women in particular. 

The textual reality constructed the power of Canadians over 

inunigrants as being equal to that of the power of the state. allowing the state to 

gain legitimacy in introducing restrictive rneasures by claiming this to be the 

'wish' of the nation. The actuality of the state's power over the nation was 

reversed by the textual reaiity. Instead. the textual reality enabled the state to 



present itself as  depending upon Canadians to offer 'solutions* for the 

'problems' of managing and controlling b-mnigrants- The IPR consultation 

process allowed the state to portray its power as being based within its 

citizenry. and to present subsequent poIicy changes as the will of the 'nation.' 

The state very consciously cultivated the appearance of the P R  consultations 

as  leading to a renewal in "participatory citizenshipW by repeatedly defining 

Canadians as  '-the source" of the "strengths" and "credibîlity" of the 

immigration Strategy Plan (CIC, 1994u: viii). The IPR consultations allowed the 

state to claim itself to be a "government which listens to its citizens" 

(CIC. 1994u:2), stressing that the government "has adopted a new approach to 

governing. an open approach which stresses listening to and working more 

creatively with Canadians" (CIC, 1994~:  5). 

The value of the IPR consultations in allowing the state to legitimlze 

itself and to claùn the aliegiance of Canadians on an agenda of controlling 

immigrants cannot be discounted. In the 1990s, the state has been 

increasingly under attack as representîng only the interests of the corporate 

sector and the ruling elites in the current phase of giobalization (Barlow & 

Campbell, 1993; McQuaig, 1993: NAPO. 1995). The unmigration review. in 

particular, became central to the state's equation of the interests of the state 

with those of the nation- 

Therefore. while the actual changes to immigration policy increased 

the state's control of the geographicai borders of the nation against third world 

women. the consultation process itself increased its control over the ideological 

borders of the nation. In constructing the 'problem* of immigration as eroding 

and destroying the 'national' character and 'national' values at  the ideological 

level, the state effectively translated these 'problems* into 'problems* for the 

nation and every Canadian, giving the nation a stake in the state's uicreased 



control of its temtorial. geographical borders. 

The consultation process therefore served to both legitimize the state 

as  being comrnitted to a partnership with Canadians-as-members-of-the-nation 

through a 'democratic process.' and to create a political climate wherein the 

policy changes tvould be owned by the nation as being what Canadians wanted. 

Drawing Canadians-as-members-of-the-nation into the consultation process. the 

state sought to convince them they had a direct stake in controlling 

immigration. and hence. in the policy changes that folIowed. 

I n  addition to the state reinforcing the racialization of the nation in 

relation to immigrants. the textual realities also reinforced the colonized status 

of Aboriginal peoples in the Iate 20th centu-. No attempts were made in either 

policy reviews to address the struggles of Aboriginal peoples for self- 

detennination and resolving land cIaims. The Social Securiiy Review did not 

even uiclude as a problem for 'national' consideration the raciaked nature of 

the welfare-colonial administration of Aboriginal peoples through the 

Department of indian Affkirs. nor did the Immigration Review aLlow Aboriginal 

peoples to have any stake in immigration policy. 

One consequence of this exclusion of Aboriginal peoples from the 

process is that Abonginal perspectives and demands are silenced in the 

immigrate debate. creating the conditions for immigrants to be set up as 

antagonists to Aboriginal cIaims. The silencing of Aboriginal peoples in the 

immigration debate, even as immigrants enter Canada and become party to the 

ongoing colonial subjugation of Abonginal peoples. can only increase tensions 

between Abonginal peoples and immigrants. although both are racialized in 

particular ways in relation to the Canadian nation- 



Bordering Immigrant Women 

Historically. the bordering of third world women was organized in the 

Canadian state's construction of these women as non-preferred races. 

In the pre-1960 period. these women were constituted in the Canadian 

imagination as  a threat to the 'whiteness' of the nation. While men of the non- 

prefered races were dowed en- in order to provide their labour to the 

national econorny. albeit under restrictive conditions. the immigration of 

women was curtailed even M e r .  Keeping the women out was defined as part 

of the answer to 'Keep Canada White': the exclusion of women would encourage 

the men to return to their countries of origin and would curtail the 

reproduction of îüture generations of non-preferred races within the 

geographïcal borders of the nation. 

The post- 1945 econornic boom resulted in the need for increased Iabour. 

which the libermation of immigration and citizenship policies in the 1970s 

allowed to be met through the increased immigration of third world women. 

The race/class/gender nexus organized the provision of the labour of these 

women in the fom of 'cheap' immigrant labour. However, the ideological 

construction of tnmigrant women as socially. culturally and iinguistically 

'diverse' from the nation, and as representing a burden on its resources. 

legitirnized their outsider status and unequal access to citizenship. 

When 1 began examining the texts of the 1994 Immigration Policy 

Review. my airn had been to analyze how the texts dealt with the family 

category and sponsorship regulations. Once 1 began analyzing the texts, it 

becarne evident to me that almost the entire consultation was directed against 

this particular category of Unmigration. It was the only category of immigrants 

which was problematized as costly, unmanageable, potentially limitless, 



responsible for increasing cultural. linguistic and social divisions in the 

country. as well as for 3nflaming' racial intolerance. The textual reality 

produced repeatedly treated this category as the biggest 'problem' the 

confronting the 'nation' and its state. I n  contrast. the textual reality 

reinforced the 'econornic' contributions of the independent category - 

specifically referring to it as the economic one - and by stressing the benefits of 

this category to the nation. 

The Immigration Poiicy Review put the 'blame' for the fiscal crisis of the 

state, and for the deteriorating social and econornic conditions in the country, 

iargely ont0 the farnily category. The Social Security Review made no reference 

to the unequal access of the family zategory to social assistance requirernents. 

naturalizing this inequality, and the subsequent policy changes will further 

restrict the access of UNntgrant women to these 'national' resources. - Having 

constructed Unmigrant women and the family category as one of the most 

potent threats to the nation, a closing of the nation's ranks against immigrant 

wornen became the oniy rational, and more to the point, 'econornicalLy' viable, 

policy option. The famiiy category. and Unmigrant women in particular, have 

been constn-icted in the textual reality as the greatest 'threat' to the nation and 

its institutions, not the state's policies, not the ruling elite. 

Throughout the IPR. the textuai reaiity constructed a racialized anti- 

immigrant agenda to mobilize and shape a political climate of support for the 

state's neo-consemative policies. Although these neo-consenrative policies 

stress the definition of the citizen-as-taxpayer. the actuality that immigrant 

wornen of the family category join the labour force relatively quickly after they 

arrive, and pay taxes which help firnd the national institutions, was made 

invisible by the state. 

The construction of the national character in the textual realities can be 



anticipated to intensw the racialization of immigrants as a threat to the nation. 

The state's racialized construction of unmigrant wornen reinforces the 

racialization of aLl wornen of colour in Canada as part of the sarne 'problem' of 

immigrant on the basis of their shared culturai. linguistic and social 'diversity.' 

ALI wornen of colour. regardless of their actual legal status. were associated by 

the textual practices of the state with overburdening social services, and with 

'taking advantage' of Canadians. This ongoing racialïzation continues historicai 

processes of bordering immigrant women as  deserving of a lesser citizenship 

than that of Canadians. The IPR demonstrates that the ideological 

construction by the state OC immigrants as distinct fkom Canadians shows no 

signs of abatement. 

The increased surveillance and policing of sponsored Unmigrant women's 

access to social secuïity programs can also likewise be anticipated to become 

applicable to ail women of colour as a result of the shared racialized 

construction of both groups. This racialization. ernbedded in the textual 

reaiity produced by the state, places aU women of colour under suspicion in 

their claims to social security programs. even if they are entitied in actuality to 

do so. The increased surveiliance at the provincial level -- as provincial social 

security agencies identify claimants who are sponsored immigrants on behalf of 

the federal immigration department -- wiil put the onus on aLl women of colour 

to 'prove' their entitiement. This increased surveillance will increase the 

distance between immigrant women and 'citizens' a t  the ideological borders of 

the nations. The Canadian state has repeatedly dernonstrated it is particularly 

adept at  manipulating 'national/anti-immigrant' sentiment to draw attention 

away from its policies in gaining the support of its 'citizens.' The textual 

reality produced through the IPR review demonstrates there is no reason to 

believe the state has abandoned the use of this strategy in the late 2 0 t h  



century. 

Subsequent to the IPR. the state used the 'myths' it was instrumental in 

constructing and promoting as a basis for reducing immigration levels. In  

tabling the Annual immigration plan for 1997. Immigration Minister Lucienne 

Robillard announced that immigration levels would not be increased because. 

"Right now, the Canadian population is divided, accordùlg to the last poll we 

h a d  (Globe & Mail. Oct. 30. 1996). The poll the Mùiister referred to found 

that 5 1 percent of 'Canadians' believe immigration increases unernployrnent. 

Aithough the actual number of immigrants ailowed into Canada î n  1996 were 

lower than the target level. the Minister argued that Canada's capacity for 

immigrant absorption would "remain compromised so long as Canadians do not 

support increased levels of immigration." The position being articulated by the 

Minister that immigration levels for 1997 were determined on the basis of the 

myths which created a backlash against 'immigrants' were. so to speak. an 

inevitable outcome of the textuai reality produced by the state through the IPR. 

Strengthening the Neo-Consetvative Agenda 

The textual realities produced in the SSR and IPR constructed Other 

nations. third world workers. and immigrants as presenting 'threats' to the 

nation's future. In  thls, they shifted attention away f?om the state's neo- 

conservative economic and social policies which are increasing econornic and 

social inequalities in the country. Therefore. the 'solutions' proposed in the 

form of the restructuring of the immigration program and social security 

prograrns wül not, in actuality. 'solve* the economic and social problems which 

are rooted in the underlying social relations within the global economy. If 

anything, the textual realities produced further entrench these social relations: 

the textual reaiities further the reproduction of these social relations. So. for 



example. the scape-goating of immigrants which is accomplished in the [PR will 

not 'solve' the problems of unemployment o r  detenorating social programs. The 

policy changes introduced will not challenge. but reinforce. the neo- 

conservative economic and social policies of the state. 

In addition. the SSR and IPR enabled the state to harness anxieties 

about the erosion of social programs. and to direct those anxieties agauist 

Other nations. third world workers. and immigrants re~pect i~ely.  The- declining 

econornic conditions in the 1990s have Ieft many Canadians feeling powerless. 

Jakubowski has argued (1997). I have demonstrated how the textual reaüties 

produced in the SSR and IPR shielded the state's responsibility for these 

deteriorating economic and social conditions of the majority of the population. 

The IPR enabled the state to produce a shared. common future interest for the 

nation and state in rnaintaining the power of the nation and state over 

immigrants. The IPR consultations allowed the state to create a political space 

where it defined Canadians as  being in control of, and responsible for. setting 

the state' s agenda. The IPR translated the sense of '~power1essness" 

Jakubowski descnbes into a sense of power over immigrants for many of the 

participants. as is reflected in the recornmendations 1 described in Chapter 

Eight. 

The Immigration Review aiso provided a very public plafform. 

allowing extremist right wing groups to increase c d s  for an end to thud world 

immigration. Many of the demands of these extreme nght wing groups were 

placed on par with more liberal recommendations. The textual reality being 

produced did not isolate or counter extremist. right wing positions by 

disabusing myths and stereotypes about the immigration program. Instead, 

the state' s textual practices dowed these positions into the textuai reality, 

validating and IegitimizLng these views as those of Cmadians .  So, for example. 



at  a number of the public consultations in Toronto and Vancouver. cdls were 

made by right wing extremist groups for a complete halt to immigration. The 

IPR enabled these extremist groups to bring their recornmendations into 

rnaïnstream politics. The& recornrnendations attributed increased crime and 

social probIerns as a result of the presence of immigrants. In incorporating 

these views into the h a 1  reports. the IPR sanctioned these views. reproducing 

images of Unmigrants as engaged in widespread fraud in the immigration 

system, and also in the social security system. In this way. the range of the 

contributions incorporated into the textual reality worked to shape a 'public' 

response and political hostility against ih-m@rmts by the state's endorsement 

of right wing views. Having incorporated these views to help produce the 

textual reality, the state then stepped in to 'balance' the 'concerns' of the right- 

wing anti-immigrant constituency with that of more liberal views. In this way. 

the state ailowed the stakes against immigrants to be raised higher by right 

wing extrernism by the& incorporation into the textual reality. The state then 

able to portray itself as taking the middle ground between right wing extrernism 

and more liberal positions. treating each as equaily legitimate. to build its own 

legitimacy in 'balancing' these 'confIicting' recommendations of Canadians. 

While the democratic process can hardly be defined as having been 

weil served in the state basing public policy upon myths and a backlash 

against immigrants. the appearance of democratic participation was created by 

the public consultation process. The state was able to construct itself as the 

neutral mediator between conflictùig interests. when in reaüty. the state used 

the public consultations to help shape a 'national' political consensus around 

the neo-consenrative restructuring of Canada. 



Future Directions 

Smith (1987. 1990) has pointed out that governing. and the relations 

of ruling, are organized largely through the sociai organization of knowledge 

produced in the form of textual realities which are then imposed upon the lived 

actuality of our lives. It is at the point where ïived actuality conflicts with the 

textuai realily that women's critical standpoint ernerges. This critical 

standpoint is also the point at which resistance against the relations of ruling 

organized through objectified fonns of knowledge also ernerges. It is kom this 

point of the lived actu&Q of immigrant women's lives that directions for the 

future have to be set ifwe are to work for the transformation of the underlying 

social relations. 

W e  there is general consensus among theonsts exarnining the 

dismantling of the welfare state that the neo-consemative Rght has re-defined 

the meaning of citizenship towards econornic 'self-reliance' and away f?om the 

notion of entitlement, what much of this literature has avoided is addressing 

the racialized construction of the 'citizen.' An urgent re-examination of the 

concept of citizenship is presently required, focusing upon its exclusionq 

aspects and its role in organizing the underlying social relations within the 

global capitaiist system of relations. What is needed at the end of the 20th 

century is a recognition that citizenship. in its conternporary form, is an 

essentidy capitalist form and works to organize the reproduction of capitalist 

social relations. The citizenship which emerged in capitalist countries 

assumed a specifkally capitalist character, despite attempts to 'universaiize' it. 

The very location of citizenship withui the political structures of 'nationT-stâtes 

in a globally integrated economy rnakes this citizenship exclusionq and a 

mechanism for organizing inequaüties. A re-examination of citizenship has to 



begin with a recognition of the integration of the global capitalist system which 

allows capital. goods and services to flow freely across border, but not 

populations because they do not have the 'right' citizenship. Internationally. 

citizenship in the advanced capitalist countries has become the dividing iine 

between first world 'citizens' and third world 'non-citïzens' within a globally 

integrated economy. This global econornic integration has to be acknowledged 

if the underlying social relations. expressed in the North / South divide. and 

which have shaped international migration, are to be transformed. 

The second urgent requirement in reconceptualizirig citizenship is 

the questioning of the principles which organize rnembership in the Canadian 

nation, and of the social relations which underlie the state's processes of 

nation-building. CoIonial relations between Aboriginal peoples and the 

Canadian nation have remained ongoing into the late 20th century. Any 

r e c o n ~ e p t u ~ a t i o n  of citizenship, and attempts to transform the raciaiized 

nature of the nation, has to be based on a resolution of the clairns for self- 

determination of Aborigind peoples. A s  long as Canada remains a white 

settler colony, the nation WU continue to remain racialized. 

An examination of how nation-building has beer, organized in 

Canada dernonstrates that although the specific content of the national interest 

has changed over time, what has not changed is the composition of the nation 

and the state's definition of who belongs to it. The non-membership of women 

of colour in the Canadian nation has remained historically consistent. For as 

long as the Canadian 'nation' is defined by racialized 'cultural,' linguistic and 

'social' characteristics, women of colour wiU continue to be defhed as 

u n d e r m g  the 'unity' of the nation. 

As 1 have demonstrated, immigration policy has regulated access to 

citizenship and membership in the nation by distinguishing between future 



citizens and immigrants. As long as immigration policy continues this 

distinction and patrols the borders of the nation against 'outsiders,' the 

unequal treatrnent of Unmigrants from Canadians will be inevitable. There 

never has been a period in Canada when consensus has been expressed that 

immigrants should have the same nghts and claims to citizenship as Canadians 

upon entry into country. As long a s  the differentiation between Cmadians and 

outsiders is socially and politically sanctioned. as long as the conditions of 

en- into the country for immigrants are unequal, the subsequent 

reproduction of these inequalities \vill becorne inevitable. 

The current phase of globalization has made increased international 

migration an inevitability as a result of the growing polarization. environmental 

devastation and destitution which are the resulting from neo-consenrative 

policies. And it is the very people who are forced to migrate as  a result of these 

policies that Canadian immigration policy seeks to keep kom entering Canada 

as permanent residents. The role of immigration policy in organizing the 

relations of race, class and gender within Canada. as well as within the global 

system, needs urgent addressing. Immigration restrictions which construct the 

labour of immigrants and migrant workers a s  'cheaper' labour' have to be 

transformed. dong with the g e n d e ~ g  of immigrant women as 'dependents: As 

long as immigration policy is designed to control borders and to organize the 

unequal treatment of 'citizens' and 'non-citizens'. it cannot but organize and 

regulate inequalities between the two. Once we accept that there should be 

unequal treatrnent of 'citizens' and 'non-citizens,' then the only question which 

remains is how unequal this treatment should be. What my dissertation 

argues for is problematizing the naturalizing of this inequality, for ques tionïng 

the continued reproduction of this inequality as 'natural', or as  acceptable. 

Only such a questionhg can challenge the underlying relations of race. class 



and gender which shape citizenship nghts in advanced capitalist countries. In 

his studies of Black history, the renowned BIack sociologist. W.E.B, D u  Bois 

(1969) pointed out that slavery was an international institution. drawing upon 

the support of European states and their social and econornic institutions. as 

well a s  of large sectors of their populations. Today. a strikingly sirnila- 

convergence of support can be identified regarding migration from third world 

countries into the advanced capitalist countries. There is almost unanimous 

consensus amongst advanced capitalist states. and their social and political 

institutions. that these Unmigrants should have unequal rights fkom 'cimens-' 

It is this consensus m-hich needs to be chdenged. and transformed. 

Immigrant women. by the very nature of their tram-border. and 

trans-'national' experiences. raise questions about the international conditions 

which shape the global economy. The conditions which give rise to migration 

cannot be transformed without a transformation of relations within countries, 

and also between countries. Immigrant women raise questions about 'riationai' 

relations, and also about international ones. In Canada. their expenences 

raise fundamental questions about what constitutes democracy. So for 

exarnple. the Immigration Policy Review was defined by the state as enribling 

'citizens' to work with the state in a dernocratic partnership. Analyzed from the 

critical standpoint of immigrant wornen. 1 have demonstrated how the IPR 

process itself reproduced relations of ruling. The experiences of immigrant 

women push defmitions of democracy to the limits because they challenge the 

very constmction of the 'citizen' who is allowed this 'democratic' participation 

as a process of exclusion. Immigrant womenTs expenences raise questions far 

more profound than those of biases or discrimination agairist them: they rraise 

questions about the very nature of the structures and processes of dernocratic 

participation and equality in Canadian society. Therefore. transforming the 



inequalities ïmposed upon hunigrant women has profound implications for all 

^citizens'. for the 'nation' and the state. The inequalities of immigrant women 

challenges the very basis of what constitutes 'democracy' in Canada in late 2 0 t h  

century. 

The post-World War II class and gender compromises represented by 

the welfare state is over. Whiie the restructuring of Canada is increasing 

polarization in the country. this restructuring has created an opportunity for a 

radical questioning of the organization of Canadian sociew, and of the global 

order. As long as the post-War compromise lasted. organized labour in the 

advanced capitalist countries took the possibility of a radical transformation of 

the capitalist system off the table. fighting instead to improve its side of the 

bargain with capital withùl the 'national' economy. Capital. on the other hand. 

worked to improve its side of the bargain. Whereas this organized labour did 

not 'go international,' capital did. Globalization today reveals as much 

capital's success in having 'gone global' a s  it points to organized labour's 

inab* to have done so. Processes of racialization. and unequai citïzenship in 

the w e k e  state, have played no insignificant role in this inability of organized 

labour to 'go global.' 

The Grst phase of globalization was successful because of the level of 

consensus which elcisted within Canadian society in support of colonization 

and establishing the white 'nation'. The second phase allowed the 

containment of challenges kom feminist. anti-racist and working class 

struggles in the form of the 'national' welfare state. The current phase offers 

possibilities for both further 'national' compromises and more radical 

transformations of social relations. The critical standpoint of women of colour 

makes such a 'national' compromise unacceptable because this 'national' 

compromise is predicated upon bordering them as outsiders. Immigrant 



women's experiences challenge these very borders and the stateVs nation- 

building practices. 
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